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Editor’s Note

T

he International Journal of Interactive Multimedia and Artificial
Intelligence – IJIMAI (ISSN 1989-1660) provides an interdisciplinary
forum in which scientists and professionals can share their research
results and report new advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools or
tools that use AI with interactive multimedia techniques.
The present volume (June 2022), consists of 20 articles of diverse
applications of great impact in several fields. The issue consistently
showcases the utilization of AI techniques or mathematical models
with an artificial intelligence base, as a standard element. Different
manuscripts on usability and satisfaction, machine learning models,
genetic algorithms, computer entertainment technologies, oral
pathologies, optimistic motion planning, data analysis for decision
making, etc. can be found in this volume.
The volume begins with a systematic review of the literature on
recommender systems that use the information on social relationships
between users. As the main findings, D. Medel et al. present a complete
review where social relations were classified into three groups: trust,
friend activities, and user interactions. Likewise, the collaborative
filtering approach was the most used, and with the best results,
considering the methods based on memory and model. The most
used metrics and the recommendation methods studied in mobile
applications are also mentioned in this article.
Neural collaborative filtering is an important field in recommender
systems, as this provides some models that obtain accurate predictions
and recommendations. The following manuscript by J. Bobadilla et al.
provides a proposed neural architecture; and also tests that the quality
of its recommendation results is as good as the state of art baselines.
Experiments have been performed making use of four popular public
datasets, showing generalizable quality results. Overall, the proposed
architecture improves individual rating prediction quality, maintains
recommendation results, and opens the doors to a set of relevant
collaborative filtering fields.
Previous articles have presented a neural architecture, but the
following one presented by Z. Anari et al. proposes an appropriate
membership function for fuzzy association rule mining. Membership
functions have a significant impact on the outcome of the mining
association rules. This study, as the first attempt, used a team of
continuous action-set learning automata (CALA) to find both the
appropriate number and positions of trapezoidal membership functions
(TMFs). Additionally, to increase the convergence speed of the proposed
approach and remove bad shapes of membership functions, a new
heuristic approach has been proposed. Experiments on two real data
sets showed that the proposed algorithm improves the efficiency of the
extracted rules by finding optimized membership functions.
The next article by Y. Song analyses the creative methods
of stimulating divergent thinking, aggregation thinking, and
transformation thinking from the innovation principle of TRIZ
theory as the origin, and applies them to the creative mechanism
and application program of print advertising creativity. The whole
process is led by rational principles of perceptual thinking, driven
by specific principles of abstract images, to explore the thinking
source of the creative design essence of print advertising. The theory
and its application mechanism become a new thinking method and
application attempt in the creative field of print advertisement.
At present accessibility in interactive applications has been
profoundly improved, especially when it comes to dealing with the
experiences of blind and visually impaired people while performing
everyday tasks. In their work, M. Lopez-Ibanez et al. present a series

of articles that explore different trends in the field of accessible
video games for the blind or visually impaired. Reviewed articles
are distributed in four categories covering the following subjects: (1)
video game design and architecture, (2) video game adaptations, (3)
accessible games as learning tools or treatments, and (4) navigation
and interaction in virtual environments. From this work, a relative
stagnation in the field of human-computer interaction for the blind
and visually impaired is detected.
If we go into the medical field A. Laishram et al. provide
a novel approach to classify different oral pathologies using
Orthopantomogram (OPG) images based on Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN). Their article provides a novel approach for the
classification of types of teeth (viz., incisors, and molar teeth) and also
some underlying oral anomalies such as fixed partial denture (cap) and
impacted teeth. In their work, an algorithm implementing CNN with
Dropout and then the fully connected layer has been trained using
hybrid GA-BP learning. Using the dropout regularization technique,
overfitting has been avoided and thereby making the network
correctly classify the objects. The CNN has been implemented with
different convolutional layers and the highest accuracy of 97.92% has
been obtained with two convolutional layers.
In the field of information and communication technologies,
Internet of Things, Machine learning, and Cloud computing are the
emerging domains. These techniques can help save the lives of millions
of people in the medical assisted environment and can be utilized
in the healthcare system where health expertise is less available.
In this regard, J. Ahamed et al. develop an efficient cardiovascular
disease prediction model for Jammu and Kashmir (India). Hence, they
conclude this work by stating that the combination of IoT, Machine
learning, and Cloud computing is shown to be a future reality for the
prediction of diseases in general and cardiovascular diseases.
Changing to the area of sampling-based motion planning in the
field of robot motion planning, the following article by L. Kenye et
al. presents a new sampling-based planning strategy called Optimistic
Motion Planning using Recursive Sub-Sampling (OMPRSS), for finding
a path from a source to a destination without having to construct a
roadmap or a tree.
Switching topics, the volume continues with an article proposed by
P.S. Lamba et al. whose focus is based on a novel real-time multimodal
eye blink detection method using an amalgam of five unique weighted
features namely (Vertical Head Positioning, Orientation Factor,
Proportional Ratio, Area of Intersection, and Upper Eyelid Radius),
extracted from the circle boundary formed from the eye landmarks.
Precision, recall, F1-score, and ROC curve measure the proposed
method’s performance qualitatively and quantitatively. Increased
accuracy (of around 97.2%) and precision (97.4%) are obtained
compared to other existing unimodal approaches.
Video surveillance is one of the important state-of-the-art topics to
monitor different areas of modern society surveillance like the general
public surveillance system, city traffic monitoring system, and forest
monitoring system. Hence, surveillance systems have become especially
relevant in the digital era. The need for video surveillance systems and
their video analytics has become inevitable due to an increase in crimes
and unethical behaviour. Thus, enabling the tracking of an individual
object in video surveillance is an essential part of modern society. In
this regard, in the next article, M. Adimoolam et al. propose a system
that has successfully tracked multiple objects from multiple channels
and is a combination of dense block, feature selection, background
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subtraction, and Bayesian methods. The results of the experiment
conducted demonstrated an accuracy of 98% and 1.11 prediction time
and these results have also been compared with existing methods such
as Kalman Filtering (KF) and Deep Neural Network (DNN).
In recent years facial verification has experienced a breakthrough,
not only due to the improvement in accuracy of the verification systems
but also because of their increased use. This use would extend more
if the problems of complex calculation of Deep Learning models, that
usually need to be executed on machines with specialized hardware,
were solved. This would allow to run this software on computers with
low computing resources, such as Smartphones or tablets. To solve this
problem, the next article presents the proposal of a new neural model,
called Light Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural Network, LIPSNN.
This new light model, proposed by A. Alcaide et al., which is based on
Siamese Neural Networks, is fully presented from the description of
its two-block architecture, going through its development, including
its training with the well-known dataset Labelled Faces in the Wild,
LFW; to its benchmarking with other traditional and deep learning
models for facial verification in order to compare its performance for
its use in low computing resources systems for facial recognition. It
can be concluded that the LIPSNN can be an alternative to the existing
models to solve the facet problem of running facial verification in low
computing resource devices.
Within the same subject, the following article proposed by N.K.
Benamara et al. presents a new heterogeneous face recognition
approach. This approach includes four scientific contributions. To show
the efficacy and the robustness of the proposed TV-CycleGAN (Cycle
Generative Adversarial Network), experiments have been applied on
three challenging benchmark databases, including different real-world
scenarios. This approach also outperforms some recent state-of-the-art
methods in terms of F1-Score, AUC/EER, and other evaluation metrics.
One of the most popular topics at present is the Internet of
Everything (IoE), where all devices are connected to the web. Largescale networking benefits the community by increasing connectivity
and giving control of physical devices. On the other hand, there
exists an increased ‘Threat’ of an ‘Attack’. In their article, M.
Deore et al. propose the use of a visualization technique where the
disassembled malware code is converted into grey images, as well as
the use of Image Similarity-based Statistical Parameters (ISSP) such
as Normalized Cross-correlation (NCC), Average difference (AD),
Maximum difference (MaxD), Singular Structural Similarity Index
Module (SSIM), Laplacian Mean Square Error (LMSE), MSE and PSNR.
Identification of malware (testing phase) is also performed in less time.
The fusion of image and statistical parameters enhances the system
performance with greater accuracy.
However, if we are going to discuss the topic of the national security
system, one of the most dangerous situations a warship may face is a
missile attack launched from other ships, aircraft, submarines, or land.
In addition, given the current scenario, it is not ruled out that a terrorist
group may acquire missiles and use them against ships operating close
to the coast, which increases their vulnerability due to the limited
reaction time. One of the means the ship has for its defense is decoys,
designed to deceive the enemy missile. However, for their use to be
effective it is necessary to obtain, in a quick way, a valid launching
solution. In their work, R. Touza et al. design a methodology to solve
the problem of decoy launching and to provide the ship immediately
with the necessary data to make the firing decision.
The order in which the trajectory is executed is a powerful source of
information for recognizers. However, there is still no general approach
for recovering the trajectory of complex and long handwriting from
static images. In the next article, M. Diaz et al. introduce a new system
to estimate the order recovery of thinned static trajectories, which

allows to effectively resolve the clusters and select the order of the
executed pen-downs. They expect the proposed system, whose code is
made publicly available to the research community, to reduce potential
confusion when the order of complex trajectories is recovered, and
this will in turn make the trajectories recovered to be viable for further
applications, such as velocity estimation.
Another of the most popular topics at present is machine learningbased supervised single-channel speech enhancement. It has achieved
considerable research interest. M.I. Khattak et al. propose an extended
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) for the spectral masking-based
noisy speech enhancement which is described in their article. The
results showed that the proposed method successfully attenuated the
noise and gained improvements in speech quality and intelligibility
over conventional approaches.
Among the various fields, one of the most sought-after fields for
Artificial Intelligence models is the field of education. One of the open
problems within this field is the prediction of students’ grades. This
problem aims to predict early school failure and dropout and to determine
the well-founded analysis of student performance for the improvement of
educational quality. In this regard, the work by H. Alonso-Misol Gerlache
et al. provides a model which deals with the problem of predicting grades
of UNIR university master’s degree students, and also it is able to predict
situations with an accuracy above 96%.
Within the same field, the following article proposed by A.B. Urbina
Nájera et al. presents an experimental study to obtain a predictive
model that allows anticipating a university dropout. The study uses
51,497 instances with 26 attributes obtained from social sciences,
administrative sciences, and engineering collected from 2010 to 2019.
Artificial neural networks and decision trees were implemented as
classification algorithms, and also, algorithms of attribute selection and
resampling methods were used to balance the main class. The model
has allowed predicting an approximate number of possible dropouts
per period, contributing to the involved instances in preventing or
reducing dropouts in higher education.
Jumping from the education field to the business and research field,
data mining makes it possible to explore and find unseen connections
between variables and facts observed in different domains, helping
us to better understand reality. The programming methods and
frameworks used to analyse data have evolved over time. Currently,
the use of pipelining schemes is the most reliable way of analysing data
and due to this, several important companies are currently offering
this kind of service. M. Novo-Lourés et al. focus specifically on the
pipelining schemes. In this context, this study introduces different
improvements, such as the design of different types of constraints
for the early detection of errors, the creation of functions to facilitate
debugging of concrete tasks included in a pipeline, the invalidation of
erroneous instances and/or the introduction of the burst-processing
scheme. Adding these functionalities, they developed Big Data
Pipelining for Java, a fully functional new pipelining framework that
shows the potential of these features.
Volume finishes by demonstrating a novel approach by A.J.
Fernández-García et al. to support preliminary data analysis in the
engineering field that enables engineers and researchers to quickly
and easily analyse the potential for inferring knowledge that may lie
hidden in their data. Similarly, it assists them in comparing machine
learning models using different implementations from different
providers of well-known algorithms, without the need of prior
knowledge about how to create those models with each provider.
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Abstract

Keywords

With the constant growth of information, data sparsity problems, and cold start have become a complex
problem in obtaining accurate recommendations. Currently, authors consider the user's historical behavior
and find contextual information about the user, such as social relationships, time information, and location.
In this work, a systematic review of the literature on recommender systems that use the information on social
relationships between users was carried out. As the main findings, social relations were classified into three
groups: trust, friend activities, and user interactions. Likewise, the collaborative filtering approach was the
most used, and with the best results, considering the methods based on memory and model. The most used
metrics that we found, and the recommendation methods studied in mobile applications are presented. The
information provided by this study can be valuable to increase the precision of the recommendations.

Collaborative Filtering,
Recommender Systems,
Social Relationships,
Systematic Review,
Trust.

I. Introduction

D

ue to the large amount of information traffic generated by social
networks, researchers are presenting various techniques in the
recovery of relevant information. The delivery of personalized and
adaptive content is a research problem in information retrieval (IR)
and recommender systems (RS). Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most
widely used model with the best results in RSs [1]. In general, RSs are
classified into collaborative filtering and content-based filtering (CBF)
[1] [2]. CF estimates the interest of an item according to the interests
of 'similar' users to the target user, with item ratings being the most
used information in CF [3]. Likewise, collaborative filtering algorithms
are divided into two main categories: memory-based and model-based
methods. Memory-based methods use similarity measures that act on
the user-item rating matrix.
The similarity metric is used to calculate the distance between a
user-item pair. Model-based methods, on the other hand, use machine
learning algorithms [4]. The scarcity of data (less information) causes
problems such as cold start. This lack of information on the scalability
of the system affects the recommendations [1]. Researchers agree
that using a user’s contextual information can improve recommender
system performance. However, the primary concern in designing a
system with context information is finding those factors that are of
value for prediction or recommendation. Another essential aspect to
consider is privacy and security [5]. The authors acknowledge as a
strategy, to use additional information, provided mainly from social
networks in the recommender systems to reduce these drawbacks, such
as the use of context information (time and location) of the event [6],
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: carina.gonzalez@ull.edu.es
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user-generated tags [3]. The social influence derived from friendship
relationships and interactions between users of a social network can
be used to improve the accuracy of recommendations [7]. Today, social
networks are used by millions of people. Virtual sociability between
people can occur through publications, comments, images, likes, etc.
Social networks, such as Instagram, allow us to publish photos (and
videos) for your followers. In this sense, Twitter will enable us to
post text with a character limit, or in Tinder, it is possible to contact
people within a certain radius to make appointments, which are some
examples. Applications such as Foursquare, Facebook Places, and Yelp
are popular social networks among location-based services, allowing
users to share their geographic location and location-related content
online quickly. Other types of social networks are social event-based,
such as Meetup, for group meetings.
The objective of this work is the analysis of the current
recommendation methods, the algorithms they use and whether
information about social relationships is taken into account. The
present article is organized in the following way: Section II defines the
methodology used to search for the primary documents in this paper;
Section III reports the results of the study and, finally, conclusions are
presented in Section IV.

II. Method
This paper uses the systematic literature review (SLR) methodology
proposed by Kitchenham and Charters [8]. This method is rigorous
and well-defined, allowing us to obtain a structured and wellorganized report with a clear definition of how the process is carried
out. The objective is to specify research questions and to search for
relevant studies considered as primary articles, identifying the state
in the research area, as well as evaluating the contributions and gaps
to draw partial conclusions for each research question and to build
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an overall outcome of the report. The search was divided into three
phases: planning the review, conducting the review, and reporting the
results. Each phase is explained in the following subsections.

A. Planning the Review
1. Identification of the Need for Revision
The introduction mentioned the drawbacks of a recommender
system due to the constant growth of information. For this reason,
the researchers present various techniques for recovering relevant
information. However, with the use of social networks, it has been
possible to obtain meaningful data from the user (preferences,
activities, location, friendships, etc.), which has improved the RS’s
accuracy. However, the need arises to analyze what information in the
user’s social context is useful and would allow the recommendations
to be improved. In this paper, we studied which information describing
social relationships is used in RS.

B. Conducting the Review
This section describes the selection criteria for the primary papers,
the process of searching and selecting studies, a synthesis of the
data extraction, and an explanation of a validity check of the set of
documents obtained.

1. Defining Exclusion and Inclusion Criteria
A set of inclusion and exclusion criteria was defined in this
systematic review. Specifically, five inclusion criteria (IC) and the
corresponding four exclusion criteria (EC) were defined:
• IC1: Type of publication: Empirical research and peer-reviewed
articles and systematic reviews. AND
• IC2: Recommender system: inclusion of social relations
information. AND
• IC3: Keywords defined in the search: “recommender system”,
“recommendation systems”, “social relations”, “social network”,
“social influence”, “context”, “context-aware”. AND

2. Specification of Research Questions

• IC4: Period: Published from January 1, 2014 to March 31, 2021. AND

The objective of this paper is to provide answers to four research
questions (see Table I).

• IC5: Publication criterion: Written in English, any country.
According to the exclusion criteria:

TABLE I. Research Questions

• EC1: Type of publication: No original data, such as reports, opinion
studies, essays, or comments and no research. OR

Description
RQ1

Which social relations information is considered in the
construction of recommender systems?

• EC2: No abstract available (first screening). OR

RQ2

What methods or tools are used by RSs that consider social
relations information?

• EC4: The paper is not written in English.

RQ3

How are recommender systems that employ social relations
evaluated?

RQ4

Which RS applications use social relations information?

• EC3: Study could not be retrieved (second screening). OR

2. Search Process and Study Selection

The answers to these questions can be easily linked to the objective:
to identify social relationships as information (RQ1), to know methods
or techniques that implement RSs with this information (RQ2), to
know the impact of their use on the accuracy of recommendations
predictions (RQ3) and, besides, to identify the applications that use
this kind of information (RQ4).

3. Search Method Definition
Two search methods were chosen and applied sequentially:
automatic search and snowballing search. In the first instance, a search
for primary articles in digital libraries was performed. Three databases
were used. After obtaining a series of primary papers, we performed
the snowballing technique proposed by Wohlin [9]. In terms of the data
sources of the papers to be included in the search process, we selected
the Scopus, IEEE, and ACM Digital Library electronic databases, as
they fulfill the following requirements [10]:
• The database is available for us through our institution.
• The database can use logical expressions or a similar mechanism.
• The database allows full-length searches or searches only in
specific fields of the works.
• The database allows additional filtering options such as publication
year or publication language.
• The databases contain the most relevant journals and conference
papers in the field of computer science.
The review period was from January 2014 to March 2021 because
this area is considered very recent. An advanced search was conducted
using these keywords: (“recommender system” OR “recommendation
systems”) AND (“social relations” OR “social network” OR “social
influence”) AND (“context” OR “context-aware”).

We used a combination of keywords in the search. It is important
to mention that different combinations of search terms were applied
to establish a result that maximizes retrieval (trying to track all the
literature) and accuracy (that the articles found are relevant). Two
search methods were used, the automatic search and the snowball
search. These methods were divided into five steps to be applied in the
searching of papers and to select a set of primary documents to extract
the data for presentation in this review. The first step for study selection
is an automatic search. This process involves applying search strings to
digital databases to obtain the first set of primary studies. The second
step is the analysis of the title of the selected papers: in this step, the
inclusion/exclusion criteria, defined above, are applied. The third step
is the analysis of metadata. We took the metadata found in the results
of the previous phase studies. These metadata refer to the abstract and
keywords of each article and determine whether they meet the selection
criteria. The fourth step is the analysis of the full text. In this step, the
full text of the articles was obtained to carry out a more exhaustive
analysis of their compliance with the selection criteria. Those that met
the inclusion criteria were chosen. The fifth step is the snowball search
technique. The last step consists of applying the selection criteria to the
research works found in the second search method: The snowball search
technique. The aim is to select the documents that may have escaped the
automatic search to find all possible evidence. This method consists of
reading the list of references (Backward Snow Balling) for each article
in the set of items and analyzing the quotes made on these articles
(Forward Snow Balling), to find other sources or primary articles.

3. Data Extraction and Synthesis
As we mentioned above, the implementation of all steps of the
research method described in the previous section resulted in 109
articles considered as primary study publications between January
2014 and March 2021. These detail or propose the development of a
recommender system using social relations information. The results
of each step of this work are described below.
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The results obtained after carrying out this process are described
through a PRISMA flow [11] (Fig. 1) :
After applying the search strings in each source, 563 papers were
collected, of which 266 are from Scopus, 198 from IEEE Xplorer and 99
from ACM Digital Library.
• After removing 140 duplicated papers. Once the criteria were
applied to title, abstract and Metadata, there are 165 papers (39 %
of the unique papers retrieved).
• 103 full-text papers were then analyzed. (62 articles were excluded).
Six papers were added by applying the snowballing search.

Included

Eligibility

Screening

Identification

• Finally, a total of 109 papers were analyzed (25.76% of the unique
papers retrieved).
Scopus
(n = 266)

IEEE
(n = 198)

Following, we describe the main results organized by different
dimensions: a) social relations information considered in recommender
systems; b) evaluation of recommender system that implement this
type of information; c) methods or tools used by RSS who consider
social relations information and d) recommender systems applications
that consider social relations information.

A. Social Relations Information Considered in Recommender
Systems
As an answer to question RQ1, the works analyzed to show that the
information considered as social relations are categorized into three
main groups. Being trust, friend activities, and interactions between
users. However, these groups are not disjunctive (see Table I).

1. Trust Among Users

ACM
(n = 99)

Trust is defined as the richness of interactions and commitment
among network members that produce positive results. In a general
sense, it indicates the existence of affinity between users [35]. Trust
is useful in improving the accuracy of recommendations [46]. In
turn, [57], [61] states that recommender systems can benefit from
incorporating relationships of distrust by considering specific
differences between users. The review noted that trust relationships
might be explicitly visible or calculated [62]. Both [36]–[39], [46],
[61]–[66] assume that the value of trust is explicitly proportionate.
That is, in their work, they assume the existence of trusted networks
between users. The social network’s Epinions and Douban allow the
user to explicitly specify other users as trusted (to the trusted list) or
untrusted (to the blocked list) if the content is valuable or not useful
to the user.

Electronic Database searches
ACM, Scopus, IEEE
(n = 563 records)
Records after duplicates
removed
(n = 423)

Records excluded
(n = 140)

Title/abstract screened
(n = 319)

Records excluded
(n = 104)

Metadata screened
(n = 165)

Records excluded
(n = 154)

Full text analysis
(n = 103)

Records excluded
(n = 62)

Depending on each approach, the authors choose different ways
to calculate the trust value. In [40], they raise the concept of trust
transitivity, i.e., if the user trusts user b and user c, then user a trusts
user c. In [41], they adopt the confidence calculation from the number
of followers. That is, if the user “a” follows user “b” and friends of “b”,
then user “b” has a high confidence value. Another way is to evaluate
the degree of trust between two users based on the preferences of the
friends [42], the number of friends in common [43] or through social
interactions (comments, publications) [40], as well as to consider the time
factor, denoting a higher level of trust in recent interactions [44], [45].

Snowballing search
(n = 6)

Studies included in review
(n = 109)

Fig. 1. PRISMA flow. Adapted from [11].

4. Validation Control
To reduce bias and subjectivity in the article selection process, two
researchers were randomly selected to analyze a series of articles and,
under their criteria, determine which items met and did not meet the
selection criteria. The researchers worked from steps two through four
of the search and selection process described above. To do this, 150
articles (35% of the total obtained in step 1) were randomly selected
for each reviewer. Still, there was an attempt to maintain an overlap of
15 articles and reduce bias among reviewers. The papers accepted by
each reviewer were incorporated into the primary set of documents,
and no decision problems arose between the repeated documents
analyzed by each reviewer.

C. Reporting Results
To develop the analysis of the primary studies, section III of this
paper presents a report of the results obtained (last step of the applied
article selection methodology).

III. Results
In this section, the results of the systematic review are reported
and discussed to answer the four questions mentioned in the previous
section. Table II summarize the main results of this review.

However, some authors choose to classify trust according to
different criteria. In [35], they propose a calculation involving two
types of confidence. On the one hand, popular trust describes how
popular the user is (if people read their posts, many followers, etc.).
On the other hand, engagement trust describes users who engage in
the social network, such as replying to posts, sending friend requests,
etc. Similarly in [47], they consider local trust according to the user
profile (qualifications, experience) and global trust according to their
public information. Another way to measure trust is according to the
reputation of the user, according to the number of users who trust
him [48].

2. Friend Activities
According to [12], people are often influenced by their friends
and neighbors and tend to visit places that their friends have already
visited. Also, people do not usually do activities alone, but do them
together [23]. In this study, places visited and/or participation in events
held by users was considered social activities. Social networks such as
Foursquare or Yelp allow users to rate their experience according to
their experience and the places they have visited. Similarly, Meetup
enables users to rate events in which they have participated.
Location-Based Social Networks (LBSN) allow users to checkin specific locations (points of interest, POIs) where they are and
write a review of the location. Each check-in enables users to obtain
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TABLE II. General Summary
Social Relations Information Considered in Recommender Systems
Friends’ activities
[6], [12]–[34]
Trust among users
[4], [35]–[66]
Interactions between users
[5], [6], [15], [27], [30]–[32], [34], [44], [67]–[111]
Evaluation of Recomender System that Implement this Type of Information
Accuracy
[19], [41], [42], [91], [107]
Recall

[1]–[3], [15], [20], [22], [23], [28]–[33], [41], [42], [44], [49], [50], [54], [56], [64]–[66], [69], [76], [78],
[80], [103], [110], [112], [113]

Precision

[1]–[3], [14], [15], [19], [20], [22], [23], [28]–[33], [41], [42], [44], [48]–[50], [54], [56], [60], [66], [69],
[72], [73], [76], [78], [80], [97], [98], [100], [103], [110], [112], [113]

F-measures
G-measures
Hit rate
NDCG normalized discounted cumulative gain)
MAP (mean average precision)
AUC (average area under curve)
Coverage

[3], [16], [20], [22], [29], [41], [42], [44], [49], [56], [69], [110], [113]
[41], [42]
[72], [74]
[3], [6], [17], [21], [28], [50], [51], [71], [72], [74]
[28], [50], [80]
[1], [16], [71]
[1], [4], [80]

Error measures

Mean absolute error (MAE)

[1], [4], [27], [43], [51], [53], [58], [59], [63], [68], [76],
[77], [90], [102], [106], [112]

Mean square error (RMSE)
[1], [43], [51], [63], [68], [69], [76], [77], [90], [102], [106]
Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) [58], [59], [82]
Other evaluations
[87][98][73]
Methods or Tools Used by RSs Who Consider Social Relacions Information
Memory-based CF

Similarity among users
Predict rating
Sentimental analysis

Model-based CF

Factorization matrix

[4], [42], [54], [56], [58]–[60], [72], [76], [80], [82],
[86]–[88], [91], [98]–[100], [110]
[20], [23], [35], [45], [48], [56], [59], [61], [98]
[97], [105]
[2], [3], [6], [17], [19], [21], [27], [31], [36], [43], [49]–
[51], [57], [61], [64], [65], [68], [69], [71], [74], [76],
[77], [84], [90], [103], [106]
[14], [15], [29], [38], [78], [113]
[62], [64], [111]
[29], [33], [41]
[62]
[89]
[95], [107], [108]
[32], [94]

Random Walk
PageRank
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS)
Louvain modularity algorithm
K-means
Latent Bias Model (LBM)
Association Rules
Recommender Systems Applications that Consider Social Relations Information
Brightkite
[15], [16], [28], [29], [60], [78], [80]
Social context
Book-Crossing
[69]
Ciao
[65]
Delicious
[2], [76]
Douban
[20], [36], [50], [64], [74], [77]
Epinions
[4], [36], [38], [46], [50], [57], [61], [62], [64]–[66]
Facebook
[73], [86], [88], [94], [104]
FilmTrust
[59]
Flixster
[4], [74]
Foursquare
[14], [16], [23], [29], [30], [33], [60], [72], [78], [103], [113]
Gowalla
[15], [16], [23], [28]–[32], [60], [78], [80], [103]
Renren
[106]
Meetup
[6], [17], [19]–[22], [104]
MovieLens
[3], [69], [76], [112]
Lastfm
[3], [58], [76]
QWS
[82]
Yelp
[27], [28], [43], [77]
Weeplaces
[31]
Weibo
[68], [71], [90], [106]
Health context
[47], [87]
Educational context
[42], [84], [100], [111]
General computing context
[25], [26], [73], [82], [86], [88], [91], [95], [98], [99], [107], [108]
Network-based recommendation models
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information such as latitude and longitude of the location, time,
and review, among others. The recommender systems used in these
social networks recommend points of interest according to the use of
information provided by the check-ins; such as considering the checkins made by the user’s friends [12], [23], [28]–[33] or the frequent
check-ins [13]–[15], [34]. Another way is according to the popularity
of a place, by estimating an average check-in count of friends [31] or
by limiting the geographic area concerning the friends’ domicile and
locations visited [34]. In contrast, in [16], they do not recommend POIs
but instead friends, considering information such as frequency and
proximity (location) of check-ins.

• sending and receiving tweets between two users [30] [31].
• the number of tweets sent to friends [95].
According to the analysis of interactions:
• analysis of similarity by means of tags between users [96].
• analysis of feelings of comments between users [32][97].
• analysis of feelings about the content of user interactions, (retweet,
mentions, likes, comments, etc.) [97].
• analysis of closeness between two people with information provided
by mobile devices, in which they adopt records of calls, messages
and, in addition, publications on social networks [98], [99].

In turn, in Event-Based Social Network (EBSN), users can create,
promote, and share social events. In this sense, referral systems suggest
events on different topics to users according to their tastes, proximity,
and time [17]. When a user is invited to an event, he or she has a
pending request (RSVPed), in [6], [18], [19] the authors use the amount
of RSVPed that friends have as information to recommend events. In
[20], [21], they assume that the participation of a friend in the event
can influence the user, as well as, if a user often participates in events
organized by an organizer, the probability that he or she will attend
other similar events organized by the organizer will be high. Besides,
the average rating and contents of events held are considered [22].
Previously, activities performed by users on social networks
were mentioned that the researchers assume “influence” in the
recommendations. The following are activities or actions carried out
by users, in a general sense, that the authors use as information in
their work proposals:
• The use of friends’ short- and long-term preferences (or interests),
with the short term being the last interest or preference seen in
the previous browsing session and long term being an average of
the importance [24].
• Evaluating the actions of friends, considering them as actions to
copy, create and follow personal processes, is understood as an
individual process to a set of tasks with a specific order to achieve
an objective [25].
• Evaluating the curiosity among friends, according to the evaluation
of the item, for seeing if it has an impact on the recommendation.
That is, whether it has a high rating, a film, rated by a friend, can
cause curiosity in the target user [26].

3. Interactions Between Users
The concept of social networks is commonly seen as interactions
between individuals, and they have become very popular in recent
times [111]. In general, social networks allow the modeling of social
interactions and relationships. The connecting relationship between
users in a social network is often referred to as “virtual friendship”
[67]. Each user is a node, and each link is an interaction or relationship
[62]. The following is a description of some of the interactions found
in this work:
• According the type of social connection, the relationship of
friendship or of followers/followers [3], [7], [15], [34], [67]–[83],
of students [84], [111] or of employees [85].
• list of friends [86].
• common friends [72], [87]–[91].
According to their actions:
• the number of “likes” recorded by the user an in user publications [88].
• the number of common activities (e.g., liked/followed/tagged the
same blog/wiki/community) performed [3], [92].
• the number of reactions or comments to published content among
users [93], [94].

• proximity analysis based on the number of interactions (messages)
and preferred content between two users with respect to date and
time [100].
• the proximity analysis between attendees and presenters with
respect to frequency and time of attendance at presentations [101].
• analyze the relationship between the user who wrote a review of
an article and the user who comments on it [102].
• calculation of the implicit relationships of two users who registered
at the same place within a time interval, using two independent
approaches, diversity being the number of times they coincided
in different places and frequency being the number of times they
coincided in the same place [103].

B. Methods or Tools Used by RSs That Consider Social Relations
Information
Concerning models, recommender systems are divided into two
main categories: collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based
filtering (CBF). The collaborative filtering approach is the most widely
used, divided into two methods: memory-based and model-based [1].
Both models reported in the analysis are described below:

1. Memory-based CF
Memory-based algorithms are subdivided in two ways: user-based
CF and item-based CF [1]. However, the analysis of this work is
focused on the similarity between users. The methods most used are
the a) calculate the similarity between users and b) predicting rating.
Regarding the a) calculate the similarity between users, it is obtained
by comparing the ratings of two users. The classical measures to
calculate the similarity between users are the cosine similarity [86],
[87], [91], the correlation coefficient of Pearson [4], [76], [82], [98] and
Jaccard [42]. In turn, the authors incorporate additional information
such as the friendship relationship between users [80], the degree of
connection between users according to common friends [87] and
the amount of “likes” between them [88], the number of interactions
[99], common interests [100] or check-ins between friends [72], [99].
Another implementation is to generate the similarity function using a
genetic algorithm model, in this case, using social variables (age, gender,
educational background, and relationship status) of the user and his
friends [104]. About the b) predict rating; likewise, social influence among
users is calculated by the closeness between two users a and b; and user
activity a [20], [23], [98] or by the user’s reputation (number of users
with confidence in user a) [48]. In this way, the final value of influence
is used as a parameter in the rating prediction function. Accordingly, the
confidence value is calculated according to the level of trust or distrust
[61], by the popularity and commitment of a user concerning the rest [35]
or according to the level of trust between user interactions for the time
[45]. Also, using sentimental analysis of user tweets, assuming that the
emoticons describe negative and positive facial expressions; sentimental
similarities are computed by Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transform [97], or
the implementation of standard algorithms such as K-nearest neighbor
algorithm ID3 to classify feelings into positive or negative [105].
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2. Model-based CF

2. Recall

Memory-based recommender systems are easy to implement and
understand their algorithms. However, these systems are not practical
when dealing with large numbers of users and items. Model-based
recommender systems arise later to avoid this drawback [112]. These
RSs require a prior learning phase to determine the model’s optimal
parameters before making a recommendation. Once this phase is
complete, RSs can quickly predict user ratings [1]. Within this modelbased CF, there are grouping models, network-based models, Bayesian
models, and linear factor models, such as the factorization matrix [51].
The MF model allows for the modeling of the intrinsic characteristics
of each user and each item. The latent factor model can be divided
into two types: basic factorization matrix (MF) that only uses rating
matrix to make predictions, and those that add information to MF that
are content information, social information, and context information
[76]. The following is a list of additional information that researchers
incorporate into their proposals: user attributes [43], user and event
characteristics [6], [17], [19], [21], check-ins between users [31],
social connections (friend, follower/follower) between users [2], [3],
[68], [69], [71], [74], [77], [84], [106], trust [36], [49]–[51], [61], [64],
[65], [103], implicit trust (according to places visited in common) [103]
, affinity [76], distrust [51], [57], [61], item categories and keywords
[90], tags between users and user interactions [3].

The Recall metric is a metric used in the Recovery of Information
Retrieval (IR), in the field of user referral systems it is essential to
receive recommendations in an orderly manner, from best to worst. The
metric recall is the ability to obtain all satisfactory recommendations
present in the pool [41]. For example, in [44], to evaluate the buddy
recommender system, the recall metric corresponds to the number of
trusted friends returned by the method compared to the total number
of actual trusted friends for each user.

3. Precision
Like recall, accuracy is a metric used in IR, by which, it describes
the fraction or proportion of instances received that are relevant
[42]. Of the articles analyzed, the precision metric is the most used.
For example, in [97], the accuracy in the Top-k recommendation is
defined as the ratio of the number of relevant users to the number of
recommended users for a given k (see Eq. 2). In [44], the accuracy is
the number of actual trusted friends that were returned by the system
compared to the total number of returned friends. However, the
precision value depends on the size of the list, k value [72].
(2)

4. F-measures and G-measures

3. Network-based Recommendation Models
Social networks are modeled as a network with user nodes and
items connected by edges that describe the relationships. In this sense,
they apply models such as random walk for a recommendation of
friends [29], points of interest (POI) [14], [15], [78], [113], products
and services in electronic commerce [38]. In addition, recommender
systems use ranking algorithms to evaluate items such as PageRank
[62], [64], [111], Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) [29],
[33], [41]. Also, community detection algorithms, like the Louvain
modularity algorithm [62], K-means [89]. On the other hand, in [95],
[107], [108], they propose a Latent Bias Model (LBM). LBM allows
the use of appropriate terms to capture the importance of different
characteristics for prediction, such as the friendship relationship. The
use of deep learning has been successfully applied in the field of RH,
achieving a significant improvement over traditional models [12].
Also, in [32], [94], they implement data mining to generate association
rules for obtaining suggestions.

C. Evaluation of Recommender Systems That Implement This
Type of Information.
The authors use several metrics to validate their research. Generally,
they use datasets to evaluate the performance of the recommender
system. However, Table II summarizes the metrics used. The most
used metrics are described below.

1. Accuracy
Accuracy is a well-known and used metric in the field of Artificial
Intelligence; it measures the closeness of a measurement to the real
value given by a system [41], [42]. The ACC is the fraction of all
correctly classified instances, and it is a metric used to measure the
classification quality of a classifier [19]. The accuracy in a recommender
system is determined by the number of satisfactory recommendations
for the number of possible recommendations [41] (see Eq. 1). For
example, in [91], they measure accuracy by first asking users to report
the areas they expected to visit in the context of a shopping trip. They
recommend the route and record the areas they attended.
(1)

F-measures defines the harmonic mean of the precision and recall
metric [42]. That is, they try to join the precision and recall values
in a single value. It is essential to evaluate the conjunction of these
two metrics since optimizing one metric by decreasing the other is
unaffected. The parameter β allows weighting the precision and recall
in different ways. By varying β, it is possible to obtain different values
of these metrics [41] (see Eq. 3). F-measures refers to true positives
to the arithmetic mean of expected and actual positives. On the
other hand, the geometric mean (G-measures) of recall and precision
effectively normalizes the true positives to the geometric mean of the
predicted and actual positives [3], [41].
(3)

5. Hit Rate
Hit rate shows the proportion of users who are given at least one
true recommendation. It is a metric that is independent of the size
of the output list. It is 1.0 if the output list contains at least one true
recommendation, otherwise 0.0 [72].

6. Error Measures
The error rate can be reduced to a single evaluation metric by
taking the mean absolute error (MAE) or the root mean squared error
(RMSE). Whatever the error metric is used, the main objective is to
reduce this error and try to generate customized lists that the user will
consume and give an excellent rating of the recommended items [63].
Therefore, a small value of MAE (see Eq. 4) or RMSE (see Eq. 5) means
high accuracy in the recommendation [90], [102], [106].
(4)

(5)
Other metrics used in top-n recommendations are nDCG
(normalized discounted cumulative gain) [6], [17], [21], [28], [71],
[72], MAP (mean average precision) [28] both metrics consider the
ranking (or range) of the recommendations. Another metric used is
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AUC (average area under the curve) [16], [71]. The higher the NDCG
value, the better the ranking list [71].

7. Other Evaluations
To evaluate the recommendation of friends in [87], the authors
studied the system over a period. A total of 1787 recommendations
were generated, of which 258 (14.44%) were friend requests, and 63%
of 258 were accepted. Another way is to analyze user feedback to
evaluate user satisfaction with the recommended ads [98]. In [73],
they evaluated the recommender system using a group of users who
interacted with a television program recommender system to analyze
its performance. They assume that the use of social relationship
information provided by Facebook showed that the initial results
increased accuracy to 10%.

D. Recommender Systems Applications That Consider Social
Relations Information
1. Social Context
Location-based social networks (LBNS) allow users to checkin, rate, and comment on their experiences in a place. In analyzing
the articles, the authors evaluate their proposals on datasets such as
Gowalla [28], [30]–[32], Brightkite [15], [16], [28], [29], [78], [80],
Foursquare [14], [28], [30], [72], Yelp [28], [43], [77], Weeplaces [31].
The recommender systems used by these online networks allow for
the recommendation of points of interest (POIs) in a general sense
(hotels, restaurants, activities, among others). However, in [32], they
recommend places to shop (shops in shopping) or popular activities as
a point of interest [29]. Like the LBNS, the authors use online opinion
networks to evaluate their systems. Social networks such as Epinions
or Douban allow the user to comment on articles (such as films, books,
cars, software, etc.). Of the works analyzed, they use Epinions [36],
[38], [46], [57], [61], [62], [65] or Doubans [20], [36], [64], [74], [77],
these social networks allow users to make ratings, and besides, allows
the user to generate their network of trust. In [57], they state that
because of the explicit relationships of trust and mistrust, Epinions is
appropriate to study trust-based recommender systems.
Event-based social networks (EBNS) are online social networks
where users can create, promote, and share social events with other
users [21]. Meetup allows us to join a group on a topic and organize
events. From the analysis made, the works [6], [17], [19]–[22], [104]
Meetup to test their proposals.

according to student interactions [111], a method for choosing a
professional career [42], and another for recommending courses, tasks
or exercises to improve student performance [84], or educational
resources (e.g., YouTube videos) according to the student’s profile [100].

4. General Computing Context
A mashup recommender system is used (integrator and reuse of
web services), based on social information that allows web services
to be searched [82], [88], arguing that social relations and similar
interests among users allow services to be easily recommended.
Another application is the recommendation of privacy options in
social networks, considering the user’s list of friends and friends of
friends [86].
Another work focuses on recommendation of mobile applications
based on user interactions, considering expert users as contacts in
the social network of the user with the highest number of installed
applications [99]. Other works recommend TV programs (Electronic
Program Guide) [73], movies [26], shopping routes [91], advertising
[98], personal processes such as tasks to achieve a goal [25] or
multimedia content [95], [107], [108].
In the following section, we present the main conclusions and
contributions of this systematic literature review.

IV. Conclusions
The objective of this work was to investigate and analyze what
type of information on the existing relationships between users is
considered in recommender systems. For this reason, the systematic
review is oriented more specifically to this analysis, and a more general
systematic review of recommender systems was not carried out. The
analysis concluded that the existing methods in recommender systems
do not consider the relationships between groups of people if a product/
service is recommended. For example, a movie is recommended to you
because you will watch it with your father. Also, we consider that
the information provided by this study can be valuable to increase the
precision in the recommendations, and this can be the principal value
of this work for the collaborative filtering area.

In addition to the above, the systems suggest friends to the user
according to the following considerations: sentimental analysis of
comments [105], tweets between users [97], confidence analysis[41],
[44], [52], [66], number of common friends [89], friendly relations
[71], the current location of the user [16], [29] or suggestion of
accompaniment for activities [23].
On the other hand, the recommendation of contexts according to
the degree of trust between users. That is, if the user “a” has confidence
with user “b,” and the user likes movies, the system recommends
movies to user “a” [64]. Another implementation is to propose
activities and places according to social groups, previous choices, and
location of the user [45].

2. Health Context
The analysis carried out shows a recommender system, in which
friends with similar characteristics of cardiovascular problems are
analyzed to provide a set of recommendations or suggestions regarding
health information [87]. Another application is the recommendation of
dental professionals according to a confidence analysis they provide [47].

3. Educational Context
Studies have described a system for recommending teamwork
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• RQ1: Which social relations information is considered in the
construction of recommender systems? The authors argue that
the social relationships between users used as information help
to improve recommendations. To obtain a better analysis, it was
classified into three main groups. However, these groups are
related to each other.
- Trust: The concept of trust is widely used to describe
the degree of a relationship between two people. Trust
relationships between users allow for improved efficiency in
RSs; however, the trust used as information varies according
to the author. The value of trust can be explicit or implicit. It is
understood as an exact value when the user chooses his trust
(or mistrust) persons. The Epinions social network allows us
to generate a list of trusted and untrusted users. Another way
to calculate trust is implicit, the degree of trust is calculated by
the behavior (check-ins, activities, interactions between users)
of the user concerning others in a social network.
- Friend activities: People are often influenced by their friends
and tend to do similar activities such as visiting places their
friends have already visited or attended similar events.
Besides, people often do not do activities alone, but do them in
the company. Thus, the authors use these friend activities as
influencing factors in the referral process. This information is
usually provided by location and event-based social networks,
such as Foursquare, Gowalla, Yelp, and Meetup.
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- User interactions: are widely used by authors as additional
information for the recommendation process, or to obtain trust
value. Interaction between users is understood as the action or
behavior between users in a social network. Being the number
of likes, followers/followers, comments, publications, some
examples found. However, the relationships of friendship or
common friends are the most used. However, the works that
consider friendship relationships do not specify the type of
relationship or bond (married, engaged, divorced, or other
describing a family relationship) due to security issues or lack
of information in the datasets used. In [84], [85], [111], they
specify a type of relationship between users, such as employeeemployer or student-teacher. Therefore, considering the type
of relationship between users could further improve the
accuracy of recommendation systems.
• RQ2: What methods or tools are used by RSs that consider social
relations information? RSs based on collaborative filtering use
social relationships as additional information. Within CF, we find
two models, memory-based and model-based, widely accepted
with their advantages and disadvantages. The Nearest Neighbors
technique is mainly used to obtain the most similar K users,
considering the information detailed in RQ1. This technique
employs metrics such as cosine similarity, Pearson correlation,
and Jaccard index. Model-based HR techniques start from a
previous learning phase to determine the optimal parameters of
the model before making a recommendation. Once this phase
is completed, RSs can quickly predict user ratings. The most
widely used technique is the factorization matrix (FM) because
of its high recommendation accuracy and efficiency. FM allows
the modeling of the latent characteristics of each user and each
item. However, with the constant growth of information, this
model presents difficulties in terms of accuracy when suggesting
content. Nevertheless, the authors incorporate into the model
additional information detailed in RQ1 such as trust (or mistrust)
relationships, social influence, user’s own characteristics, among
others.
• RQ3: How are recommender systems that employ social relations
evaluated? Various metrics are used to evaluate the efficiency of
RSs, such as accuracy, recall, and precision. Accuracy and recall
metrics are used to measure the efficiency of recommendations.
Accuracy measures the closeness of a measurement to the real
value given by a system. Recall takes care of checking what
percentage of the items significant to a user were recommended
to him. Error measures such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) are the most commonly used.
It calculates the absolute distance between the suggestions made,
and the real rating of the user, considering high performance and
a low error value. Other metrics, such as Area Under Curve (AUC),
evaluate the quality of the recommendations.
• RQ4: Which RS applications use social relations information? The
authors use social network datasets to experiment with their
proposals. According to the analysis made, datasets such as
Epinions and Douban allow the user to generate their own list
of trusted and/or distrusted users. Also, location and event-based
networks are widely used due to the influence that friends of
the user can have in visiting places or attending social events—
taking into account information such as current location (latitude,
longitude), check-in, or event, as well as the time factor. However,
this review determined the clever use of recommendation systems
that employ social relationships as additional information.
However, the problems of data sparsity, and the cold start was
driven by the constant growth of information has become a complex
problem in obtaining accurate recommendations. Today, authors

not only consider the historical behavior of the user but also find
contextual information of the user, such as trust relationships,
friendship relationships, activities of friends, time information,
location. Consequently, many studies implement recommendation
models that integrate various social factors to improve their efficiency
and alleviate problems of data sparsity and cold start. In contrast, the
computational cost is increasing and complex.
We found studies that show that their social circle influences people
in decision making. Each person influences to a greater or lesser extent
according to the underlying context. In this sense, it is interesting to
know in what context this happens; that is, a parent’s opinion has a
more significant (or lesser) influence than that of a friend in a family
decision.
This review has shown how papers employ this strategy in the
field of recommender systems. This is due to the constant growth of
information generated by social applications. For example, if a person
has a friendship relationship with another person, they may share the
same tastes; in this sense, we obtain relevant, valuable information in
recommender systems to improve their suggestions by applying this
hypothesis.
This work provides a general classification of the types of social
relationship information. Each information was identified, analyzed,
and classified to obtain a better interpretation. In turn, in each group,
there is a subclassification to improve their interpretation. Similarly,
the methods implemented by the recommender systems for this
type of information were identified and analyzed. Likewise, this
work describes the different metrics used by researchers to evaluate
their recommender system proposals. Finally, a classification of the
applications that consider social relationship information according to
the contexts (social, health, education, general) is presented.
In this sense, this work provides comprehensive information on the
use of social relation information in the field of recommender systems.
An exhaustive work has been carried out, following a consolidated
methodology. So, this work covers fundamental pillars for future
work, such as identifying the information, the methods that use it, its
evaluation, and the field in which it is applied.
As future works, we will carry out a study applied to specific
contexts such as academic, tourism, social. The aim is to identify which
information is relevant according to the applied field and to propose
new proposals for precision improvements based on the results
obtained. Besides, the results of this systematic review have allowed
generating suggestions about some of the recommendation methods
studied in a mobile application. That is, using information about
a specific user (user profile) and, mainly, adding information about
their social link (friend, brother, married, brother-in-law, boyfriend,
etc.) with other people. It is also intended to extend this prototype
to different contexts, bearing in mind that the user’s social links are
closely linked to the scope of application. Also, we will analyze how
our proposals behave using the evaluation metrics identified in this
work. The aim is to obtain results that minimize problems such as cold
start or lack of data.
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Abstract

Keywords

Neural collaborative filtering is the state of art field in the recommender systems area; it provides some models
that obtain accurate predictions and recommendations. These models are regression-based, and they just
return rating predictions. This paper proposes the use of a classification-based approach, returning both rating
predictions and their reliabilities. The extra information (prediction reliabilities) can be used in a variety of
relevant collaborative filtering areas such as detection of shilling attacks, recommendations explanation or
navigational tools to show users and items dependences. Additionally, recommendation reliabilities can be
gracefully provided to users: “probably you will like this film”, “almost certainly you will like this song”, etc.
This paper provides the proposed neural architecture; it also tests that the quality of its recommendation
results is as good as the state of art baselines. Remarkably, individual rating predictions are improved by
using the proposed architecture compared to baselines. Experiments have been performed making use of four
popular public datasets, showing generalizable quality results. Overall, the proposed architecture improves
individual rating predictions quality, maintains recommendation results and opens the doors to a set of relevant
collaborative filtering fields.

Artificial Intelligence
Systems, Neural
Classification, Neural
Collaborative Filtering,
Recommender Systems.

I. Introduction

R

ECOMMENDER Systems (RS) [1]-[2] are Artificial Intelligence
systems designed to reduce the Internet information overload
problem. RS can recommend items to users, avoiding large manual
search to select appropriated products or services. Amazon, TripAdvisor,
Netflix and Spotify are remarkable commercial firms that use RS.
The selected filtering approaches are the RS core. The most relevant
filtering methods are content-based [3] (books abstracts, products
descriptions), demographic-based [4] (gender, age, zip), context-aware
[5] (gps location), social [6] (followers, followed, tags), Collaborative
Filtering (CF) [7]-[8] and hybrid [9] ensembles that joins two or more
different filters. From the existing filtering approaches, the CF is the
more relevant because it provides improved accuracy. From a machine
learning point of view, historically CF has been addressed by using
k-nearest neighbours (KNN), then Matrix Factorization (MF) [10] and
currently Neural Collaborative filtering (NCF) [11]-[12]. Both MF and
NCF models create an internal dense representation of each sparse
user and item vector. In the first case we call to the representations:
hidden factors, whereas in NCF they are embedding values. MF makes
use of the same vector space to code users and items factors; NCF
can be designed to make use of the same or different vector spaces.
Finally, MF combines factors in a linear mode, whereas NCF combines
embedding values in a non-linear mode, making it possible to catch
the existing complex non-linear relations between users and items.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: jesus.bobadilla@upm.es

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.08.010

NCF has emerged in the RS area providing even better accuracy
[13] than the traditional MF approaches [12]. DeepMF [14] is a general
framework that implements MF by means of a neural model; it is a
regression-based model implemented making use of two Multilayer
Perceptrons (MLP) and a ‘Dot’ output layer. On several benchmark
datasets, this model outperforms state of art machine learning models.
The NCF [11] model extends the DeepMF [14] approach, replacing
the output ‘Dot’ layer with an MLP and catching the complex nonlinear relations between items and users. The NCF model proposed
in [11] also introduces input embedding layers to make the model
more scalable than the DeepMF [14] approach. Both the DeepMF and
the NCF are regression-based architectures. The NCF area has been
expanded to several fields beyond the RS domain; as an example, in
[15] authors propose a new computational method NCFM (Neural
network-based Collaborative Filtering Method) to predict miRNAdisease associations based on deep neural network. An automated and
unsupervised method for the mitral valve segmentation using neural
network collaborative filtering is explained in [16]. A framework to
attack the QoS prediction in the IoT environment [17] combines NCF
and fuzzy clustering; the NCF model is designed to leverage local
and global features. A two sequential stages model (MF and neural)
to improve fairness in RS [18] obtains fair recommendations without
losing a significant proportion of accuracy. Additionally, a current RS
for researchers and students: Deep Edu [19] makes use of NCF and it
outperforms existing Educational services recommendation methods.
The NCF input embedding layers have been refined in [20] by means
of a user-item interaction graph. Among the remarkable current NCF
approaches, we have selected a Joint Neural Collaborative Filtering
(J_NCF) [21] that couples deep feature learning and deep interaction
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modelling with a rating matrix; the Contextual-boosted Deep Neural
Collaborative filtering (CDNC) model [22] which simultaneously
exploits both item introductions (textual features) and user ratings
(collaborative features), making and ensembling of collaborative
and content-based filtering; Knowledge graphs have been used to
enhance NCF to alleviate the sparsity problem [23]; in [24] authors
effectively combines user–item interaction information and auxiliary
knowledge information for recommendation task; a NCF is proposed
for user generated list recommendation, combining both item-level
information and list-level information to improve performance. Finally,
a neural embedding collaborative filtering (NECF) [25] is designed by
using unsupervised auto-encoders, generating the embedding vectors
from the user-item data, followed by a regression stage; as it can be
seen, this is a DeepMF version where embeddings are replaced by
auto-encoders.
An emerging beyond accuracy RS area is focused on the obtention
of reliability values associated to the prediction ones; in this way,
each prediction and recommendation will be represented by the
pair <prediction, reliability>. The extra information (reliability)
can be used to modulate recommendations: “you probably will like
Avengers: Infinity War”, “We really recommend you Avatar”. Despite
the reliabilities usefulness it has not been a main goal in the RS area:
traditionally, CF has been excessively focused on accuracy. As a result,
we use the number of votes as reliability measure: usually users take
note of the number of people that has voted an item, and we prefer
some four stars gadget voted by 1500 clients than other similar item
voted five stars by 12 clients. Accurate CF methods to obtain prediction
reliabilities can lead to nicer recommendation indications, such as the
above examples. Additionally, the reliability information can be used
for remarkable emerging areas such as detecting shilling attacks [26]:
an unsupervised approach for detecting shilling attacks based on user
rating behaviours [27] uses Dirichlet allocation model to extract latent
topics of user preferences from user rating item sequences, whereas
an MF approach to detect shilling attacks [28] tests the unusual
reliability variations in the item predictions. Reliability values have
also been used to make dynamic browsing of related users or items
[29], to explain recommendations [30] and to filter to the most reliable
recommendations [31]. A variety of methods and models have been
proposed to get prediction and recommendation reliabilities; in a first
stage trust-based [32] and similarity measures-based [33] methods were
developed. Two remarkable machine learning approaches make use of
MF ensembles, the first one [31] designs two sequential MF where the
first one obtains prediction errors from known ratings, whereas the
second MF make predictions from the previous errors, just getting
the expected reliability values. The second MF approach [34] is the
Bernoulli Matrix Factorization (BeMF), which is a matrix factorization
model based on the Bernoulli distribution to exploit the binary nature
of the designed classification model. Basically, BeMF runs a MF for
each possible vote in the RS (e.g.: 1 to 5 stars), returning the probability
(reliability) of each rating. The RS reliability field is growing fast due
to the emerging reliability quality measures: a reliability quality
prediction measure (RPI) and a reliability quality recommendation
measure (RRI) are proposed in [35]. Both quality measures are based
on the hypothesis that the more suitable a reliability measure is, the
better accuracy results it will provide when applied. Current NCF is
based on regression models [11, 12, 14, 19, 20 , 21, 22], whereas our
proposed model is a NCF architecture based on classification. This is
an innovative approach whose RS accuracy must be compared to the
conventional regression models. We have chosen the classification
model because it presents a potential advantage: machine learning
classification results provide probability distributions that could be
used as reliability values in the CF context. Classification approaches
naturally provide reliability values. A classification neural model for

RS is proposed in [36], where the item relations patterns are learned
in the network. It is designed to include an output layer containing as
many neurons as items in the dataset, what usually is an affordable
approach, although it could be considered as not scalable in specific
scenarios; nevertheless, it provides prediction reliabilities. In [37]
two sequential models have been designed to exploit the potentiality
of the reliability information: the first model uses MF to obtain
reliabilities, whereas the second one is a neural model that improves
recommendation accuracy by incorporating in its input layer the
previous MF reliability values.
The proposed classification architecture in this paper borrows
the NCF classification concept from [36] and the NCF design from
[11], trying to catch the individual strengths of both approaches. It
also incorporates two innovative contributions to improve scalability
through the use of input embeddings and to improve accuracy by
replacing the usual regression ‘Dot’ layer with a ‘Concatenate’ layer
that preserves the abstract information from hidden layers. By running
the proposed model, we obtain pairs <prediction value, prediction
reliability> and we make use of the reliability ‘extra’ information
to get the most promising recommendations. Since the proposed
classification architecture returns prediction reliabilities, it opens
the door to remarkable state of art research fields such as mentioned
above. The key question now is: will the classification approach
return less accurate recommendations than the state of art regression
approaches? If the answer is affirmative our classification architecture
loses its purpose, whereas if it returns similar or higher accuracy
than regression NCF it is valuable to use it and to take advantage of
the reliability additional information. Thus, our hypothesis is that
the proposed classification architecture provides similar or higher
accuracy than the current NCF regression models, making it possible
to take advantage of the extra reliability information it returns. The rest
of the paper has been structured as follows: in Section II the proposed
model is explained, and the experiments design is defined. Section III
shows the experiments’ results and their discussions. Finally, Section
IV contains the main conclusions of the paper and the future works.

II. Materials and Methods
This section contains two different subsections: the first one
defines and explains the design of the proposed architecture and
its relationship with the state of art models. The second subsection
focuses on the experiments design and their implementation, defining
the selected datasets, the chosen baselines, the stablished parameter
values and the tested quality measures.

A. The Proposed Classification Based Neuronal Architecture
The proposed classification architecture has been designed
following the DeepMF and the NCF state of art evolution, taking
those elements that are more advantageous to the classification-based
approach and removing the ones that are not appropriate. From the
DeepMF [14] we have borrowed the two designed MLP branches
to separately process item and user’s information. Fig. 1 shows the
DeepMF architecture with its two separate N layers MLP neural
networks. However, this DeepMF design has a remarkable drawback:
it has not an appropriate scalability.
As it can be seen in Fig. 1, both MLP branches are fed by using very
large vectors as input: each user vector of ratings and each item vector
of ratings. Please note that each item vector can contain millions of
ratings, since some RSs contain explicit or implicit ratings coming from
millions of users. Our classification-based solution makes use of an
optimized approach to feed the neural network: the use of embedding
layers. This architectural solution has been used in the NCF [11] design
as shown in Fig. 2: now the input layer is coded by using vectors of bits
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that are processed in the embedding layers, providing both the user
and the item latent vectors. Additionally, and MLP neural network is
used to process the latent vectors instead of the “Dot” layer used in the
DeepMF approach; this MLP makes possible to find the complex nonlinear dependences existing among the embedding values.

item

Multilayer
Perceptron

Multilayer
Perceptron

Dot layer

regression
result

0

0 4 0

user

Sparse vector of
user’s ratings
to an item
Not escalable

0

5 0 0

Sparse vector of
ratings to items
casted for an user

Fig. 1. DeepMF architecture [14].
regression
result

layer for items receives as input each item number from each existing
rating. Likewise, the user’s embedding layer receives as input each
user number from each existing rating. Each input number of the
sequence is used as index to access a lookup table (embedding weight
matrix) containing vectors for each user (or item). The lookup tables
efficiently implement the embedding layers. Both the user and the item
embedding layers compress and code each item and user ID (number).
Once the embedding training process is finished, in the same way in
which NLP related words have close embedding representations, CF
related users and items have close embedding representations. Since
our proposed architecture is classification based, the output layer has
V neurons (Fig. 3), in contrast to the regression NCF version (Fig. 2)
where one single neuron makes the regression. The V value depends
on the number of different available implicit ratings or explicit votes in
the RS (e.g.: 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 stars). The output of the multilayer perceptron
is positional (one neuron for each rating value, in this case 5-stars).
Each output neuron provides a reliability measure. Whereas the NCF
classification loss function is binary, in our classification architecture
we use a categorical cross entropy loss; thus, our classification output
layer returns V probabilities: vi ∈ ℛ, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., V}, ∑i vi = 1. Please
note that the vi value’s argmax function provides us with the discrete
prediction, whereas the corresponding vi value can be seen as the
prediction reliability. This is a very different scenario to the regression
based NCF, where prediction results are continuous prediction values.
The classification NCF results are richer than the regression ones
and it opens the door to use this additional information to deal with
diverse RS goals such as providing prediction reliabilities, improving
recommendation quality, making items or users relations graphs, or
explaining recommendations.

Multilayer
Perceptron

predictions
<prediction, reliability> : <4, 0, 6>
<4, 0, 6> <5, 0, 2>
argmax
<5, 0, 8> <4, 0, 9>
probabilities 0,15 0,05 0,05
<5, 0, 4> <4, 0, 2>
0,15 0,60
classification 1 2 3 4 5
<5, 0, 9> <4, 0, 8>
result
recommendations

Embedding
layer
item
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Embedding
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0
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5 0 0

0
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<4, 0, 9>
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of ratings to items
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Embedding
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Fig. 2. NCF architecture [11].

Our proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 3; its inputs are just
two numbers (for each existing rating): the item code and the user
code. These two numbers feed two separate embedding layers that
code each number as a vector of F values. The embedding process
assigns similar embedding layer vector values to similar users (or
similar items), making much easier the subsequent MLP tasks. The
embedding layer operations make use of a lookup table where the
keys are the users (or items) numbers, and the values are the dense
vectors of size F. In this way we do not longer need to maintain
explicit one-hot encoder sparse vectors as the ones shown in the NCF
architecture (Fig. 2). Embedding layers are mainly used in natural
language processing scenarios due to the huge sparsity of the words in
sentence representations. RS datasets also present high sparsity levels,
since users only cast ratings from a very reduced proportion of the
available items. The embedding layer can be instanced by providing
the maximum number of existing elements (users or items in the CF
context) and the size of the compressed information (usually from 5
to 20 values in the CF context). The proposed architecture embedding

internal lookup
table

Embedding
layer
key
347
34

item 347

F dense values
0.91 1.03 0.1
0.12 0.2 0.11

key
31
980

F dense values
0.15 0.06 0.12
0.44 0.1 0.24

user 347

Fig. 3. Proposed architecture and recommendation method.

In short, we encourage the use of an NCF classification-based
architecture whose samples are simple item and user numbers,
and whose output labels are ratings. This design avoids large input
vectors, and it returns <rating, reliability> prediction pairs. Hereafter
we provide an example to show the flexibility of the classification
based NCF: we will choose the most promising recommendations
from their rich results, compared to the restricted operation evolved in
the regression approach. From the following set of pairs <prediction,
reliability>: <5, 0.3>, <5, 0.2>, <5, 1>, <5, 0.9>, <4, 0.8>, <4, 0.4>, <4,
0.7>, <3, 0.7>, the following ordered list of recommendations could be
obtained: <5, 1>, <5, 0.9>, <4, 0.8>, <4, 0.7>. We have just filtered to
the highest predictions (4 & 5) and the highest reliabilities (reliability
>= 0.5), and then we have ordered the resulting pairs attending to
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their reliability. As it can be seen, risky recommendations have been
avoided (<5, 0.2>, <5, 0.3>, <4, 0.4>) in a process that is not available
using the NCF regression results.
The Algorithm 1 Keras code section shows a specific implementation
of the proposed NCF classification architecture. In this case, the dataset
contains 5 categories (1 to 5 stars) and the chosen embedding size is 10
(line 1). Lines 2 to 4 input each movie number code, embedding them
and prepare their flatten representation; lines 5 to 7 make the same
process for each user number code. Both the movie and user flatten
representations are concatenated in the ‘Concatenate’ layer in line 8.
The existing complex non-linear relations between users and items
are learnt in the hidden layers coded from line 9 to line 12. Line 13
creates the five categories classification output layer, and it assigns
the softmax activation function to the neurons. The whole model is
created in line 14, defining the users/items input tensor and the output
layer. Finally, the compile and fit methods are set in lines 15 and 16.
Algorithm 1. Classification NCF design
1. embed_size = 10; num_categ = 5
2. movie_input = Input(shape=[1])
3. movie_embedding =
Embedding(num_movies + 1, embed_size)(movie_input)
4. movie_flatten = Flatten()(movie_embedding)

TABLE I. Main Parameters of the Datasets Used in the Experiments
Dataset

#users

#items

#ratings

scores

sparsity

Movielens 100K

943

1682

99,831

1 to 5

93,71

MovieLens 1M

6,040

3,706

911,031

1 to 5

95,94

MyAnimeList*

19,179

2,692

548.967

1 to 10

98,94

Netflix*

23,012

1,750

535,421

1 to 5

98,68

The paper’s baselines are: DeepMF [14], NCF regression [11],
NCF classification, and binary NCF classification. NCF classification
corresponds to the architecture in Fig. 3, whereas binary NCF
classification is the NCF classification version where ratings have
been converted to “relevant” or “not relevant” (e.g.: relevant ⇔ rating
>= 4, not relevant ó rating < 4), and labels have also been converted
to the exposed ‘relevant’ and ‘not relevant’ discrete classification. The
difference between NCF classification and the proposed method is that
reliability results are not used in the baseline. Table II abstracts both
the proposed and the baselines architectures. Both the DeepMF and
the regression architectures make use of a ‘Dot’ layer to join their
embeddings, whereas a ‘Concatenate’ layer has been used in both the
proposed and the baseline classification architectures.
TABLE II. Proposed and Baseline Architectures

5. user_input = Input(shape=[1])
6. user_embedding =
Embedding(num_users + 1, embed_size)(user_input)
7. user_flatten = Flatten()(user_embedding)
8. concat =
Concatenate(axis=1)([movie_flatten, user_flatten])
9. mlp_1 = Dense(80, activation=’relu’)(concat)
10. mlp_2 = Dropout(0.4)(mlp_1)
11. mlp_3 = Dense(25, activation=’relu’)(mlp_2)
12. mlp_4 = Dropout(0.4)(mlp_3)
13. output =
Dense(num_categ, activation=’softmax’)(mlp_4)

Architecture

type

merge layer

Reliability inf.

Proposed

classification

concatenate

yes

DeepMF

regression

dot

no

Regression

regression

dot

no

Classification

classification

concatenate

no

Binary
classification

classification

concatenate

no

TABLE III. Experiments and Their Main Parameter Values

14. model_classification =
Model([user_input, movie_input], output)
15. model_classification.compile(
optimizer=’adam’, metrics=[‘mae’],
loss=’categorical_crossentropy’)
16. history = model_classification.fit(
[train[:,USER], train[:,ITEM]],
to_categorical(train[:,RATING]),
validation_data=([test[:,USER],test[:,ITEM]],
to_categorical(test[:,RATING])), epochs=EPOCHS,
verbose=1)

B. Experiments Design
This paper’s hypothesis claims that classification based NCF
provides similar or better accuracy than the regression based NCF
model. Additionally, classification based NCF allows to tackle a variety
of RS goals in a simpler way than the regression approach. To test the
comparative accuracy of both NCF approaches we have designed a
set of experiments involving prediction and recommendation results,
processing a variety of baselines and using several public CF datasets.
The selected RS datasets are: Movielens 100K [38], Movielens 1M [38],
MyAnimeList* (a subset of the original dataset) [39] and Netflix* [40]
(a subset of the original dataset). Table I shows these datasets main
parameter values.

Prediction value
threshold

{2,4,6, …, 10}

Relevancy
threshold
{3, 4, 5}
Movielens and
Netflix
{7, 8, 9}
MyAnimeList

Quality
predicting each
rating {1,2,…,5}

{2, 6, 10} Movielens
and Netflix
{7, 8, 9}
MyAnimeList

{4}

{0}

Precision vs.
coverage

{10}

{3, 4, 5}

{4, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8}

Experiment

# recomm. (N)

Precision /
recall

{0}

The main experiments make use of the precision and recall
recommendation measures, tested by using a range from 2 to 10
number of recommendations (N). A secondary set of experiments tests
the prediction quality on each of the dataset ratings (1 to 5 stars), using
2, 6 or 10 number of recommendations (7, 8 and 9 for the MyAnimeList
dataset). Finally, an experiment tests the precision versus coverage
obtained by filtering to predictions higher than a beta threshold. In
the CF context, the relevancy threshold parameter is used to classify
a rating or a prediction in the categorical set {relevant, not_relevant}.
Experiments on datasets where votes range from 1 to 5 (Movielens,
Netflix, etc.) usually set the relevancy threshold in the value 4; that
is: ratings 4 and 5 are considered relevant, and predictions greater
than or equal to 4 are considered as candidates to be recommended.
The relevancy threshold is also important in the cross-validation
testing process, since recommendations made to items voted under
4 are considered as errors, whereas recommendations made to items
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Fig. 4. Precision and recall quality results obtained by using the Movielens 100K (top graphs) and the Movielens 1M (bottom graphs). Three relevancy
thresholds have been tested: 3 (left graphs), 4 (center graphs), 5 (right graphs). The proposed architecture has been compared to the baselines: deepMF [14],
NCF regression [11], regular NCF classification and binary NCF classification. Precision and recall “proposed” values are the results of the proposed method
in the paper (Table II).

voted 4 or above are considered as successes. In this example, setting
the relevancy threshold to 5 makes it more difficult to get high success
(precision, recall, etc.) levels. Table III shows the experiments and their
main parameter values.

III. Results
Our first experiment compares the quality of recommendations
obtained by using the proposed method and the baselines. The chosen
CF quality measures have been the precision and recall ones. The main
parameters of this experiment are abstracted in the Table III first row.
Fig. 4 shows the results obtained on both the Movielens 100K (top
graphs) and Movielens 1M (bottom graphs). The main conclusion
is that, as expected, the proposed classification based NCF method
reaches adequate recommendation quality results, compared to state
of art NCF baselines. Additionally, we can see that both the recall and
the precision evolutions are the expected ones: precision decreases
as the number of recommendations (N) increases, whereas recall
increases as the N value increases. The y axis scale shows better results
in the graphs corresponding to the 1M Movielens version compared
to the 100K one. Fig. 4 results are particularly interesting when the
recommendations difficulty is increased: when the relevancy threshold
is set to its limit (value 5); in this scenario we find a Movielens 100K
optimum number of recommendations: 7 (graph on the top-right of
Fig. 4), an also a remarkable behaviour of the proposed method when
applied to Movielens 1M (graph on the bottom-right of Fig. 4).
The same kind of experiments have been performed by using
the MyAnimeList* and Netflix* datasets (Table I). Results confirm

the conclusions obtained in both Movielens datasets, particularly it
is confirmed that the proposed NCF classification approach reaches
adequate recommendation results. The top graphs of Fig. 5 show the
MyAnimeList* results; this dataset has a range of votes from 1 to 10,
instead the usual 1 to 5. This circumstance reduces the quality of the
binary classification baseline, since the binary differentiation between
relevant and not relevant ratings becomes less precise.
Fig. 5 top-center and top-right graphs shows the mentioned quality
drop. It is also remarkable that in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 we can observe a
better behaviour of the NCF classification proposed approach than the
NCF classification regular method; this means that an adequate use of
the reliability information leads to the expected quality improvements.
The explained experiments are based on the usual approach to test
recommendation quality: proportion of the relevant recommended
items versus the total number of recommendations (precision) or
versus the total number of relevant items (recall). In both cases, we
are considering a hit if the recommended item exceeds a relevancy
threshold. In some RS scenarios we need a more fine-grained
predictions and recommendations. This is the case when we want to
be sure we will not like an item, or we will only like it if it has been
recommended with a particular value; e.g.: I am interested in a set of
songs, but I want to discard everyone who has obtained 1 or 2 stars.
I want to watch some films unknown to me, then I will surf by those
the RS recommendation is three stars. To test the proposed and the
baselines NCF approaches in this scenario, the experiments shown in
the second row of Table III have been run. Basically, we obtain the
quality of each architecture to appropriately recommend each existing
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Fig. 5. Precision and recall quality results obtained by using the MyAnimeList* (top graphs) and the Netflix* (bottom graphs). Three relevancy thresholds have
been tested: 7 or 3 (left graphs), 8 or 4 (center graphs), 9 or 5 (right graphs). The proposed architecture has been compared to the baselines: DeepMF [14], NCF
regression [11], regular NCF classification and binary NCF classification. Precision and recall “proposed” values are the results of the proposed method in the
paper (Table II).

rating in the CF dataset. The binary NCF classification has not been
included since it is not designed to predict individual ratings.
Fig. 6 shows the obtained results on the covered datasets. Beyond
details, it can be seen the superiority of the proposed NCF method
in all the contemplated scenarios. This is the expected result, since
DeepMF and NCF regression just provide prediction values, whereas
the proposed NCF classification architecture returns specific and
complete classification information shaped like <rating, reliability>
pairs. The remarkable differences in the quality results of the different
ratings (x-axis) when predicted by the NCF classification or regression
methods is due to the CF datasets are usually biased to high rating
values. As an example: both Movielens datasets show a much bigger
difference between NCF classification and regression methods for the
rating 1 and the rating 2 predictions; users tend to cast high votes
(4 and 5), and then the number of low votes (1 and 2) are usually
scarce in CF datasets. In this scenario, the NCF classification method
particularly shows its superiority over the NCF regression one.
Finally, a set of experiments have been conducted (third row in
Table III) to compare precision and coverage in the NCF scenario.
It is important to realize that several parameters determine the
recommendation coverage in a cross-validation scenario: a) the dataset
distribution of ratings, particularly the rating matrix sparsity, b) the
requested number of recommendations (N), c) the required threshold
(4 stars, 5 stars); e.g.: it can be difficult to find users to recommend
N=10 items with a 5 threshold in a cross-validation testing scenario.
Usually, recommendation quality and coverage are inversely related.
To conduct the experiments, we introduce a beta threshold used to
select predictions that are greater than beta; e.g.: centered graph in

Fig. 7 shows recommendation results where the relevancy threshold is
4 stars (top label); looking at the x-axis in its 4.4 beta threshold we can
know the obtained coverage and recommendation precision selecting
predictions equal to or higher than 4.4. As it can be seen, by increasing
the beta value we also increase precision, but at the cost of a sharp
decrease of the coverage. In the current experiment, the key question
is to compare the precision versus coverage equilibrium in both the
proposed method and the baselines. We can observe that the proposed
method gets and intermediate position between DeepMF and NCF
regression, and we can conclude that the baselines and the proposed
method similarly performs in this particular issue: thus, the proposed
classification architecture use does not worsen the RS coverage.

IV. Conclusion
Current collaborative filtering deep learning architectures are
focused on the regression approach; they provide accurate predictions
and recommendations compared to the state of art, but they do not
return any reliability value of such predictions and recommendations.
Conversely, classification based deep learning architectures are able
to provide both the value and the reliability of each prediction or
recommendation. By combining the prediction value and the reliability
information it is possible to afford several remarkable tasks, such as
obtaining more reliable recommendations, making some reliabilitybased explanations of the recommendations to users, showing
navigable trees that relate users or items, implementing methods to
reduce the shilling attacks consequences, etc.
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Fig. 6. Obtained precision quality recommending items for each considered rating; e.g.: proportion of hits recommending items that the user has voted with 2
stars. Top-left graph: Movielens 100K, top-right graph: Movielens 1M, bottom-left graph: MyAnimeList*, bottom-right graph: Netflix*. x-axis: ratings (7, 8 and
9 for MyAnimeList*; 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Netflix* and Movielens). The proposed architecture has been compared to the baselines: DeepMF [14], NCF regression
[11]. “Proposed” values are the results of the proposed method in the paper (Table II).
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Fig. 7. Precision versus coverage results. Dataset: Movielens 1M; number of recommendations (N): 10; relevancy threshold: 3 stars (left graph), 4 stars
(center), 5 stars (right graph); x-axis: beta threshold (selects predictions equal or higher than beta). Precision and coverage “proposed” values are the results
of the proposed method in the paper (Table II).

Despite the mentioned advantages of the classification-based
neural collaborative filtering approach, the proposed approach cannot
be embraced without testing its quality performance: similar or
better results must be obtained by applying the proposed architecture
compared to the state of art regression baselines. Experiments in
this paper show that the proposed classification architecture obtains
similar recommendation accuracy results than the regression
architectures do; precision and recall measures provide comparable
quality results in a complete set of experiments where different
thresholds and diverse number of recommendations are chosen.

Results show a consistent pattern when experiments have been run
on four public datasets. On the other hand, the proposed architecture
shows improved prediction results: it is able to accurately predict
individual ratings, outperforming prediction quality compared with
the state of art regression approaches. Finally, the precision versus
coverage balance stays similar in both the proposed and the baselines
neural architectures.
In short, the proposed classification-based architecture can replace
the state of art neural collaborative filtering approaches: its use does
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not worsen the recommendation quality, it improves the prediction
of individual ratings, and it opens the door to a set of relevant
collaborative filtering areas. Remarkable future works from this paper
are: to make use of reliabilities to detect shilling attacks, to provide
reliability values in the users’ recommendations, and to filter non
reliable recommendations.
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Abstract

Keywords

Association rule mining is an important data mining technique used for discovering relationships among all
data items. Membership functions have a significant impact on the outcome of the mining association rules. An
important challenge in fuzzy association rule mining is finding an appropriate membership functions, which is
an optimization issue. In the most relevant studies of fuzzy association rule mining, only triangle membership
functions are considered. This study, as the first attempt, used a team of continuous action-set learning automata
(CALA) to find both the appropriate number and positions of trapezoidal membership functions (TMFs). The
spreads and centers of the TMFs were taken into account as parameters for the research space and a new
approach for the establishment of a CALA team to optimize these parameters was introduced. Additionally, to
increase the convergence speed of the proposed approach and remove bad shapes of membership functions,
a new heuristic approach has been proposed. Experiments on two real data sets showed that the proposed
algorithm improves the efficiency of the extracted rules by finding optimized membership functions.

Continuous Action-set
Learning Automata
(CALA), Data Mining,
Fuzzy Association Rules,
Learning Automata,
Trapezoidal Membership
Function.

I. Introduction

B

y increasing the volume of data in the databases, effective
techniques are required to manage the data in these databases.
Data mining is the process of exploring great amounts of data from
transactional databases to obtain interesting information [1]-[2]. Some
important data mining techniques include clustering [3], classification
[4], prediction [5], text mining [6], and association rules [7-10].
Association rule mining is used to produce meaningful relationships
among data elements within the transaction databases [11, 12]. One
association rule is described as 𝑋→𝑌, where 𝑋 and 𝑌 belong to itemsets
and 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 = ∅. This means that, if the set of items belongs to 𝑋, it most
likely also belongs to 𝑌 [12]. The Apriori algorithm is an efficient
algorithm in data mining [13], and uses statistical techniques to find
association rules.
Fuzzy theory used in many fields, such as engineering applications,
optimization algorithms, data mining, and intelligent systems [14][26]. Some research papers have proposed algorithms for extracting
fuzzy association rules [7], [27]-[35]. However, these methods only
consider triangular membership functions that are not suitable for
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: zanari323@yahoo.com (Z.Anari), rezahatamloo@
gmail.com (A.Hatamlou), anari@iaushab.ac.ir (B.Anari).

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2022.01.001

some applications. The methods using trapezoidal membership
functions (TMFs) supposed that the shape of the trapezoidal
membership functions for each linguistic term are well known. If so,
some mined results may be inappropriate.
In this study, we addressed the above issue and proposed a
novel algorithm that uses continuous action-set learning automata
(CALA), named CALA-AFTM, to find position and the number of
TMFs in fuzzy association rule mining at the same time. CALA is a
mathematical approach that interacts with an environment and by
using the environment response, generates a common reinforcement
signal [36]. CALA has several advantages. Unlike other metaheuristic
methods, to optimize a function, CALA only needs to build one team
of LA which is equivalent to one chromosome in other evolutionary
algorithms. Therefore, it requires fewer evaluation functions. It also
needs fewer parameters to perform the optimization process, and can
find the optimal local value. CALA applied in many applications and
algorithms [37]-[42].
In this paper, finding positions and number of TMFs for each
membership function has been regarded as parameters of the search
space. To find these optimal parameters, a novel representation was
suggested to build a CALA team. This team is divided into two parts.
The learning automaton (LA) of the first part responsible for specifying
the optimal number of membership functions, and the LA of the
second part is used to optimize the positions of membership functions.
Briefly, the main contributions of this research are as follows:
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• The proposed approach dynamically determines the position and
number of TMFs in mining fuzzy association rule.
• A new representation is developed to construct a CALA team.
• To reduce the domain of the search space and increase the speed of
convergence, two constraints were proposed.
• A series of experiments on two real datasets conducted to represent
the great effectiveness of the proposed approach.
To assess the results, the proposed CALA-AFTM algorithm
compared with fuzzy web mining algorithm (FWMA) [31] and VSLAAFTM algorithm. Two real datasets, CTI and NASA, were employed
for the experiments. They were selected because they used the time
that users spend on web pages, and since this parameter is a fuzzy
variable, it can be considered as TMFs [43]-[47].
The rest of this document is organized as follows: In Section II, a
review of related work is presented. Section III provides background
information. Proposed CALA-AFTM algorithm is shown in Section
IV. Section V provides the data set and experiment results. Finally,
conclusion and future research is provided in Section VI.

II. Related Work
Most studies on data mining, used the predefined membership
functions to derive fuzzy association rules. [22] described the definition
and confidence factor of fuzzy association rule and proposed a fuzzy
mining method to derive fuzzy association rules in databases. [20]
introduced an algorithm named F-APACS for finding association
rules in fuzzy data mining. They used fuzzy linguistic terms to
manage quantitative values. This had two advantages: First, the usersupplied threshold did not have to be determined; second, it could find
both positive and negative association rules. [48] presented a fuzzy
multiple-level approach to search meaningful fuzzy association rules
from quantitative values in transaction datasets. In their approach, first
each quantitative value was converted to a linguistic variable. Then,
for each fuzzy variable the scalar cardinality was computed. Finally,
the mining process was conducted to obtain fuzzy association rules.
Several fuzzy data mining algorithms were also suggested to extract
both the proper set of membership functions. These algorithms make
it possible to automatically adjust membership functions using metaheuristic approaches to extract the best fuzzy rules. [49] utilized the
genetic algorithm and presented a mining approach to find the proper
set of membership functions and fuzzy rules. In their approach, each
membership function was converted into a fixed-length string. Then,
appropriate strings were selected to build an appropriate membership
function set.
Similarly, [50] enhanced their earlier method [49] and proposed
a fuzzy mining approach using genetic algorithms and k-means
clustering algorithm to find the best membership functions and
fuzzy rules. In their method, one chromosome was assigned to
each membership function. At first, each membership functions set
was converted into a fixed-length string. Then, using the k-means
clustering algorithm, each chromosome was assigned in one of the
clusters. Finally, by assessing the fitness value, the appropriate
membership functions were determined.
Using the genetic algorithm another mining approach proposed
in [51] to obtain type-2 membership functions. There was a 2-tuple
linguistic layout schema that encoded chromosome membership
functions. In their algorithm, they used a parameter called the diversity
factor to find suitable rules. In addition, [52] utilized the genetic
algorithm to obtain the best membership functions and fuzzy rules. In
their algorithm, a 2-tuple linguistic approach was proposed to reduce
domain search space and remove improper membership functions.

Furthermore, [53] used the genetic algorithm and proposed a fuzzy
mining approach to solve the problem of intrusion detection. [54]
proposed GA-based approach to find concept-drift patterns and optimal
membership functions. They employed a 2-tuple demonstration method
to code the membership functions in chromosomes. [55] proposed
a mining method and shown a new chromosome representation to
identify suitable membership functions. In their approach, each
chromosome represented membership functions sets and contained
two parts. The first part was shown with binary strings and specified
the activation of each membership function. The second part specified
the parameters corresponding to the active membership functions.
They obtained the optimal membership functions by checking
whether the membership functions were active or not. [56] suggested
a two-step method to dynamically identify fuzzy rules and optimal
membership functions. In step one, they used a GA-based approach
and 3-tuple scheme to obtain the optimal membership functions. In
step two, they used pattern-growth method to derive fuzzy rules.
Also, [57] suggested a clustering method to automatically tune
membership functions and extract weighted fuzzy rules. In their
approach, each chromosome encoded by real number values and each
population using the fitness function value was evaluated to find
the suitable membership functions. using ant colony approach [58]
proposed an approach to derive the optimal membership functions. In
their method, each membership function encoded by binary strings.
First an initial graph was created, then the ants moved in the graph
and formed the final membership functions. [59] suggested a mining
approach based on improved ant colony method to find appropriate
membership functions. They developed a code representation and
found the real global optimum solution in a continuous space by
introducing certain operators.
[34] proposed a genetic-based approach using master-slave parallel
processing technology to find the optimal membership functions and
fuzzy rules. The main processor distributes fitness tasks among the
slave processors. The fitness function was evaluated by each slave
processor, and then the result of each slave processor sends to the
main processor. Subsequently, the main processor used all the values
of the fitness function to determine the best membership function. [60]
presented a memetic based algorithm to extract optimal membership
functions. Their algorithm for representing chromosomes the structure
type of the membership function is considered. They proposed an
approach to eliminate inappropriate membership functions using the
nature of the structure in their method, thereby reducing the search
space. In addition, their approach used structure types and extend the
local search approach to reduce domain search space and find optimal
membership functions.
[33] presented a GA-based approach to find appropriate
membership functions. In their method, each membership function
was demonstrated by three parameters. Each parameter corresponded
to one of the vertices of the triangle, and these parameters encoded
as chromosomes. Then, an appropriate membership functions sets
was derived. Also, two heuristics proposed to remove improper
membership functions and reduce domain search space. Using the
Levenberg-Marquardt method and bacterial memetic algorithm [61]
proposed a memetic based approach to find best fuzzy rules. In their
approach, each bacterium represented the parameters of the fuzzy rule.
[62] presented a mining approach using bat algorithm to find optimal
membership functions dynamically. Their algorithm considered more
factors in fitness function and by improving the local and global search
extracted more precise rules.
[63] proposed a temporal mining approach, which combines the
bee method and the fuzzy temporal mining method. Their algorithm
obtained suitable membership functions and extracted fuzzy rules.
[64] used a particle swarm optimization approach and proposed a
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framework to extract optimal membership functions. In addition to
single-objective optimization, some algorithms have also utilized
multi-objective optimization to optimize the membership functions
and extract association rules. [65] proposed a multi-objective
optimization method for a classifier system using genetic algorithm.
They used two criteria to assess precision and interpretability. Their
method determined both the structure and membership functions on
the basis of fuzzy rules. Using a multi-objective genetic algorithm [66]
proposed a fuzzy mining approach to find fuzzy rules. They used three
criteria as the goals of multi-objective optimization methods, namely,
confidence, comprehensibility, and interestingness. [67] proposed a
multi-objective-based approach using genetic algorithm for mining
fuzzy association rules. In their approach, minimum support and
minimum confidence parameters were determined automatically.
Also, the fitness function specified the position of chromosomes and
did not affect the genetic operator. Therefore, their method converged
with the value of any fitness function.
To derive fuzzy web browsing patterns or association rules, many
mining approaches have been reported. In [43] a fuzzy mining
approach proposed to obtain sequential web patterns from the log
records. In their algorithm, the importance of each web page was
considered as a fuzzy variable and the importance of each web page
transformed into fuzzy values. Using object-oriented concepts and
fuzzy sets [29] proposed a web mining approach. In their method, each
web page and the visited that web page were represented as a class
and instance of that class, respectively. In their method, in the first
step, for each web page association rules were determined and in the
second step the relationships among all instances were determined.
[27] proposed a GA-based approach to mine temporal association
rules in web datasets. They showed that converting the data set to a
graph extracted more reliable rules.
[68]-[69] introduced a generalized fuzzy web mining algorithm
for extracting interesting association rules. Their approach used a
fixed number of membership functions to convert quantitative web
data to fuzzy values. [28] employed fuzzy concepts and proposed an
algorithm to extract fuzzy rules from web usage data. In their method,
the time duration of each web page visited by users were considered
as a linguistic variable. [69] used a CALA algorithm and developed
an algorithm to identify optimal membership functions which used
in trust and distrust fuzzy recommender systems. Their method, only
adjusted the center parameter of membership functions.

III. Preliminaries
This section describes the concepts associated with fuzzy
association rules and CALA.

A. Fuzzy Association Rule
A fuzzy association rule is described as follows: Let I = {i1 ,i2, …, im}
represent a set of items, and let T = {t1 ,t2 , …, tn} represent a set of
transactions, and each transaction contains items from a set of items I.
Thus, each transaction ti includes a subset of the items in I where
T ⊆ I. An association rule is represented as x → y, where x ⊆ y, y ⊆ I
and x ∩ y = Ø, x and y are a set of items known as itemsets. Intuitively,
the x → y rule means that transactions that contain x tend to contain
y. For example, in market basket analysis, the association rule
{bread, milk} → {butter} tells those customers have purchased bread
and milk and are then likely to purchase butter. The goal association
rule mining is to obtain rules in the transaction data set such that the
support and confidence of each rule are greater than or equal to the
minimum support and minimum confidence. The support value for
the rule x → y is described as follows:

The confidence value for the rule x → y is described as follows:
The fuzzy support value for region Rj,k is described as follows:

(2)

(3)

where Rj,k represents the fuzzy region for the k-th membership
function of an item Ij, demonstrates the fuzzy membership function
value of region Rj,k in the i-th transaction.

B. Continuous Action-Set Learning-Automata (CALA)

LA is a mathematical tool for solving optimization problems. Each
automaton selects an action from its set of actions and applies it
to the environment. Then, LA uses the response received from the
environment and decides whether the selected action is rewarded or
penalized [38],[70]. LA has been used in many fields such as computer
networks [71], image processing [42], speech analysis [72], signal
processing [73], and clustering [74]. The interaction between the LA
and the environment is shown in Fig. 1.
α(t)

Random Environment

Learning Automaton

β(t)

Fig. 1. The interaction between the LA and the environment.

The environment is determined by a triple <α, β, c>, where
α = {α1, α2, …, αr} shows the input action-set, β = {β1, β2, …, βm} denotes
the environment’s response, and c = {c1, c2, …, cr} shows the penalty
probabilities.

CALA [36] is an optimization tool which is used to minimize a
multivariate function. To minimize the multivariate function f: Rm → R,
a team with m LA is required. Each LA LAi,(1 ≤ i ≤ m) in this team
at instant n uses two internal parameters, mean 𝜇𝑖(n) and variance
σi(n). Each LAi chooses an action αi(n) ∈ N(μi(n), φ[δi(n)]) where αi(n)
is a normal distribution with the mean μi(n) and standard deviation
𝜎𝑖(𝑛). Using the generated actions and the mean value of each LA, two
inputs α(n) = (α1(n), α2(n), …, αm(n) ∈ Rm) and μ(n) = (μ1(n), μ2(n),
…, μm(n) ∈ Rm) for computing noisy functions βα(n) and βμ(n) are
described as βα(n) = f(α(n)) and βμ(n) = f(μ(n)). Then, each LAi
updates μi(n) and σi(n) according (4) to (8), respectively. By repeating
the learning process, each leaning automaton finds its optimal action
and the final value for βμ(n) is considered as the minimum value of
function f or cost function [36]. The CALA algorithm is represented in
Algorithm 1, where C > 0 shows the penalty parameter; and 0 < λ < 1
shows the learning parameter and δl ϵ R represents the lower bound
for the variance parameter.

(1)
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(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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The pseudo-code of the CALA algorithm is shown below.
Algorithm 1: CALA
Input: m // m is the number of learning automata in CALA.
Output: minimum value of f // f: Rm → R is cost function.

// Initialize

1 Initialize the value of C, λ and σL /* C is a penalizing constant,
λ is a learning rate and CTL is a lower bound.
*/
2 n ← 0 // n is time step.
3 foreach LAi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
4
Initialize the mean and variance of the Gaussian distribution
as μi(n) and σi(n)
5 end foreach
6 repeat
7 foreach LAi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
8
Choose an action αi(n) ∈ R using Gaussian distribution
N(µi(n), ∅[σi(n)]). /*µi(n) ∈ R is mean and ∅[σi(n)] ∈ R
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

(13)
Let MFi, (1 ≤ i ≤ m) denotes fuzzy regions, where MFi = {R1, …, Ri}.
Each Ri shows a trapezoidal membership function. Each Ri is defined
as (wli,1, cli,2, cri,3, wri,4), where wli,1 is the left spread, cli,2 is the left
center, cri,3 is the right center, and wri,4 represents the right spread of
the fuzzy region Ri. ci shows the middle center and described in (14).
In Fig. 2 the TMFs parameters are shown. An Example: Suppose that
membership functions for item Ij are presented in Fig. 3.
(14)

1

Ri

...

...

is the standard deviation.

end foreach

// using the generating actions build

α (n) = (α (n), α (n), ..., α (n)) ∈ R
i

1

2

m

m

wli,1

0

α(n)

cli,2

ci

Left spread

µ(n)
µ(n) = (µ1(n), µ2(n), ..., µm(n)) ∈ Rm
// compute two noisy functions βα(n) and βµ(n)
βα(n) ← f(α(n))
βµ(n) ← f(µ(n))
// using the the mean value of each LA build

cri,3

wri,4

Right spread

Fig. 2. Parameters of trapezoidal membership functions.
Membership
functions

R2

R1

1

R3

// update parameters of each LA

foreach LAi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m do
update µi(n) and σi(n) according to Eqs. (4) to (8).
end foreach

// increase time step.

17 n ← n + l
18 until for all LA, µi(n) does not change noticeably and σi(n)
converges to σL;
19 mínimum value of f ← βµ(n)

IV. The Proposed CALA-AFTM Algorithm
In this section, the cost function and the problem formulation of the
proposed algorithm (CALA-AFTM) are defined.

A. Cost Function
To assess the quality of trapezoidal membership functions (TMFs),
we modified the cost function proposed in [7] as follows:
(9)
(10)
where fuzzy support(R) shows the large 1-itemset R in L1. Moreover,
L1 shows the large 1-itemset. The fuzzy support(R) is computed

0

4

8

14 16 20 22

26

38

43

55

Value

Fig. 3. Membership functions for item Ij.

In Fig. 3, item Ij has three membership functions: R1 , R2 and R3. It
can be observed from Fig. 3 that the overlap (R1, R2) = 12, the overlap
(R2, R3) = 16, the overlap (R1, R3) = 0.

the minimum spread (R1, R2) = min ((16-0), (20-4)) = 16, the
minimum spread (R2, R3) = min ((38-20), (55-22)) = 18, and the
minimum spread (R1, R3) = min ((16-0), (55-22)) = 16. So, the overlap
factor of item Ij is computed as follows: overlap factor = (max( ,1)1]+max( ,1)-1+ max( ,1)-1) =0+0+0=0. In this example, the range
(R1, R2, R3) = 55. Assume that the maximum number of items 𝐼𝑗 in
a transaction is 55, max (Ij) = 55; then, the coverage factor of item
Ijis computed as: coverage factor = = 1. Therefore, the suitability
value for the item Ij is determined as follows: suitability = 0 +1 = 1.
Suppose that the number of transactions in the data set is six, and item
Ij exists in five transaction data set with quantity 5, 12, 24, 30, and 46.
Consequently, the fuzzy support (R1, R2, R3) is computed as follows:

according to (3). The suitability parameter is defined as [7]:

(11)

The overlap factor for two regions Ri and Rj (i < j) is defined as the
region covered by two regions Ri and Rj to the minimum of (wri,4-ci)
and (cj-wlj,1). The coverage factor is defined as [7]:
(12)

range(R1, R2, …, Rm) denotes the length of the horizontal axis, max
(Ii) represents the maximum quantity of item Ii, and m represents the
number of membership functions of item Ii. We changed the overlap
factor shown in [7] to TMFs as follows:

By considering the value 0.31 for the minimum support, the large
1-itemsets is specified as L1 = {α1, α2}. So, the cost function computed
as
.

B. Appropriate Trapezoidal Membership Functions

Each trapezoidal membership function must have two conditions,
which are shown in (15) and (16), respectively.
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(15)
(16)

Regular Issue
TABLE I. The Number of Suitable Membership Functions for the Three Trapezoidal Membership Functions

The first condition maintains the order of the trapezoidal centers,
and the second condition preserves the trapezoidal shape. Fig. 4a and
Fig. 4b shows two examples of unsuitable membership functions.

Various permutations can be considered from this set. However,
many of these permutations will be invalid because they do not
maintain the trapezoidal shape. For each Ri, any non-duplicate
Cartesian product is determined as a suitable membership function
which is shown in (20).

1

(20)

0

By considering the Cartesian product R1 × R2 × … × Rm and removing
non-repetitive sequences, the final suitable trapezoidal membership
functions are determined. For example, for three TMFs, we have
12! = 479, 001,600 sequences. While the proposed method produces
only 24 membership functions (L3 = {v1 ,v2, …, v24}) as valid membership
functions. Where each 𝑣𝑖 shows the points of trapezoidal membership
functions. In Table I all 24 valid membership functions are shown.

(a)

C. Representation of the Learning Automata

1

In Fig. 5, the representation of learning automata for the team of
CALA is given. Let kmax be the maximum number of fuzzy regions
which is determined by the user. To build a team of CALA, we require
kmax+
× kmax number of LA. The first kmax LA is used to specify
the active TMFs. These LA are labeled as LA1, LA2, …, LAk . The
actions generated by each LA of LAi, (1 ≤ i ≤ kmax) are considered as
αi(n) ϵ N (μi(n), φ[δi(n)]), where αi(n) is a normal distribution with
mean μi(n) and standard deviation φ[δi(n)]. Let MFi, (1 ≤ i ≤ kmax)
consist of i fuzzy regions (i linguistic terms), where MFi = {R1, …,Ri}.
Each MFi includes i fuzzy regions, and each fuzzy region in TMFs is
determined by four parameters. Consequently, to represent each MFi,
𝑖 ×4 learning automata are required. Each fuzzy region Rj, (1 ≤ j ≤ i) of
MFi is equipped with four LA which are labeled as
, (1 ≤ i ≤ kmax,
1 ≤ j ≤ i and k ϵ {wl, cl, cr, wr}). The corresponding actions for LA
are shown by (n) ϵ N[ (n), (n)].
max

0

(b)
Fig. 4. Two sets of unsuitable membership functions.

By considering (15) and (16) the search space is greatly reduced.
Additionally, (17) and (18) satisfy the complete coverage, and (19)
satisfies the appropriate overlap.
(17)
(18)
(19)
To reduce the domain of the search space and eliminate improper
membership functions a new approach was proposed. The proposed
approach is depicted below: Each Ri,(1 ≤ i ≤ m) is illustrated by
quadruple (wli,1, cli,2, cri,3, wri,4). Let P = {cr1,3, wl2,1, wr1,4, …, wli,1, wri-1,4,
cli,2 ,cri,3, wri,4, …, wlm-1,1, clm-1,2, crm-1,3, wlm,1, wrm-1,4, clm,2} be the set of all
TMFs parameters.

D. Defining the Action-Set and Generating Actions

In the proposed method, to increase the speed of convergence
using the maximum value of the dataset, all values are normalized
between 0 and 1. The action-set of LAi, (1 ≤ i ≤ kmax), is considered as
a αi(n) ∈ N(0,1). For each automaton
the action-set is defined as
(n) ∈ N[0,1]. Thus, to generate the actions at instant n, all LA of
CALA, namely LAi and
, choose an action αi(n) ∈ N[0,1] and
(n) ∈ N[0,1], respectively. The actions generated at instant n are
denoted by (21). Also, using the generated αi(n) and the mean value of
each LA, μ(n) is determined as (22).
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Fig. 5. Representation of CALA in the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 6. An example of finding noisy function values in the proposed algorithm.
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E. Modification of the Generating Actions
After generating the actions, if the value of all action αi(n) and (n)
chosen by each automaton is less than 0 or greater than 1, reinitialize it
with a value between 0 and 1. Also, if the values of all chosen actions
of αi(n) are less than 0.5, we randomly choose an action αi(n) and
reinitialize it with a value between 0.5 and 1.

clear that MF2 can be active. According to the action values generated
for MF2, we sort their values and then the TMFs are constructed for
each vector by considering the appropriate membership functions
that are specified by the four vectors v1to v4. Subsequently, the value
of each vector is evaluated using the cost function. In this example,
βα(n)i,j is used to represent the j-th appropriate membership function
for MFi. By considering the minimum value obtained among four
membership functions, the value 0.62 will be selected as βα(n). The
procedure of computing βμ(n) is similar to βα(n), except that vector
βμ(n) is used instead of βα(n). In this case, the value of 0.51 computed
for βμ(n). It is noteworthy that the value of βμ(n) will be utilized as the
reinforcement signal.

I. Pseudo-Code for the CALA-AFTM

In Algorithm 2, the pseudo-code of CALA-AFTM algorithm
is presented. The CALA-AFTM algorithm uses four functions, as
presented in Algorithms 3 to 6.

F. Finding the Active TMFs

Using the generated actions for the first kmax automaton, the
active TMFs at instant n are determined. If i is the number of actions
with values greater than 0.5, then the membership functions MFi and
the corresponding actions,
are
activated.

G. Evaluation of the Noisy Functions
After computing α(n) and μ(n), the next step is to evaluate
the values of the noisy function to find the values of βα(n) and
βμ(n). CALA at instant n needs to compute two functions, namely,
βα(n) = f(α(n)) and βμ(n) = f(μ(n)). To compute the value of βα(n),
perform the following steps:
1. Find the active TMFs (see Section F).

2. For active TMFs such as MFi, the corresponding actions,
are assigned in a vector, and
their value is sorted in the ascending order.
3. Using the appropriate list for each MFi and considering the sorted
actions, TMFs for each element of valid membership functions are
constructed.
4. For each constructed trapezoidal membership function, the value
of βα(n) is determined using the cost function.

5. For active membership functions such as MFi, the minimum value
of βα(n) from among all appropriate membership functions is
considered as the best solution at instant n.
βμ(n) is calculated similarly to βα(n), with the difference that μ(n)

is used here.

H. Updating the Parameters of Each Learning Automaton

After determining the value of βα(n) and βμ(n), each LA of CALA
updates its parameters, such as mean μ(n) and variance σ(n). The
updating rule for the LA of CALA is as follows: Each LAi, (1, ≤, i, ≤ kmax)
updates the μ(n) and σ(n). In this case, if μi(n) less than 0 or greater
than 1, then, then its value is reinitialized with 0 and 1, respectively.
In addition, each automaton of
updates its internal permeates of
μ(n) and σ(n) using (4) and (5). In this case, the reinitialization of
is not performed.

Fig. 6 shows an example of computing βα(n) and βμ(n). Assume
that, at instant n, the action values for the two vectors α(n) and μ(n)
are generated according to (4) and (5) which is a normal distribution
with the mean value of 0 and standard deviation of 1. In this example,
kmax is set at 3, so the team of CALA uses 27 learning automata.
According to the number of actions for threshold values > 0.5, it is
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Algorithm 2: CALA-AFTM
Input: Kmax //Kmax is the maximum number of fuzzy regions.
Output: Number and positions of optimized trapezoidal
membership functions.
// Save appropriate membership functions.

1 for i ← 1 to Kmax do
2 Li = ValidMernbershipFunctios(i)
3 end for

// Build CALA and initialize parameters.

Build a tcam of CALA with thc sizc of Kmax +
(i × Kmax) LA.
For each LA of CALA, initialize the parameters of C, σ, λ, σL and µ.
n ← 0, ActivcMF ← 0, TempAction[]
repeat
// steps for computing βα(n)
// Generate actions of α(n).
8 All LA of CALA, namely LAi and
, (1 ≤ i ≤ Kmax, 1 ≤ j ≤ i and
k ∈ {wl, cl, cr, wr}) choose an action αi(n) ∈ N(0, 1) and
(n) ∈ N(0, 1) respectively.

4
5
6
7

9

// Check all selected actions are in the ranga of [0,1]

Modify Actions()

// Count number of active membership functions.

10 ActiveMF ← FindActiveMF()

// Copy all associated actions of ActiveMF.

11 TempAction ← Copy all actions of MFActiveMF
12 TempAction ← Sort(TempAction)
13 Call modifyActions(MFActiveMF)
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

/* assume, each item of any L; correspond with one
appropriate membership function.
*/

for i ← 1 to LActiveMF .Size do
vi ← item(i)
Assign each value of TempAction to each elemcnt of vi
respectively.
TMF ← Build trapezoidal membership function using vi.
βα(n)ActiveMF,i ← apply objective function to the TMF.
end for
βα(n) = min ( βα(n)ActiveMF,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ LActiveMF .Size)
// steps for computing βµ(n)
The steps for computing βµ(n) is similar to βα(n) with
difference that the steps (10) and (11) are eliminated and in
step (13) instead of α(n) the µ(n) is used.
// Update parameters of LA

22 Update()
23 n ← n + l
24 until for each LA of CALA, the µ value docs not change noticeably
and the value σ converge to σL;
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Algorithm 3: ValidMembershipFunctions
// m is the number of fuzzy regions.
Input: m
Output: L
// L is the list of valid membership functions.
1 L=[]
2 R1 = {cr1,3, wr1,4}
// R1, is first fuzzy region.
3 Rm = {wlm1, clm,2}
// Rm, is last fuzzy region.
4 if m = 1 then
5 L ← R1
6 else if m = 2 then
7 L ← R1 × R2 // The product Cartesian of R1 × R2 is assigned

The CTI dataset after cleaning data contained 13745 sessions and 683
pages. Part of CTI dataset is depicted in Table II. In Table II, the page
view and the related page are shown. In Table III, for each user the
browsing sequences are represented.
TABLE II. Page View and Corresponding Pageview IDs on the CTI Dataset

in L.

0
1
2
3

/admissions/
/admissions/career.asp
/admissions/checklist.asp
/admissions/costs.asp

681

/shared/404.asp?404; http://www.cs.depaul.edu/msoffice/
cltreq.asp

682

/shared/404.asp?404; http://www.cs.depaul.edu/resources/
grad_scholarships.asp

TABLE III. The Browsing Sequences on the CTI Dataset
Client ID
1
2
3
…
13563

Algorithm 4: FindActiveMF
Output: ActiveMF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Page view

…

8 else
9 for L ← 2 to m − 1 do
10
Ri ← {wri−1,4, cli,2} × {wri−1,4, cli,2, cri,3,·wli+1,1} ×
{wri−1,4, cli,2, cri,3,·wli+1,1} × {cri,3,·wli+1,1}
11 end for
12 // The product Cartesian of R1 × R2, ..., Rm is assigned in L.
13 L ← R1 × R2 × ... × Rm
14 end if
15 return L

Page
view Id

// Count number of active membership functions.

ActiveMF ← 0
for i ← 1 to Kmax do
if αi(n) ≥ 0.5 then
ActiveMF ← ActiveMF + 1
end if
end for
return ActiveMF

Browsing sequence
(679, 2) (574, 7) (585, 5) (604, 4)
(387, 37) (558, 20)
(387, 24) (400, 125) (71, 26) (228, 34)
…
(54, 11) (358, 55)

To improve the convergence speed and generate actions between
0 and 1, we used the maximum value of time duration stored in
two datasets and normalized these datasets values. In the proposed
algorithm, for CTI and NASA datasets, web page number 387 (/news/
default.asp) and web page number 588 (/shuttle/resources/orbiters/
challenger) are considered for finding their appropriate membership
functions, respectively.

Algorithm 5: ModifyActions

The proposed CALA-AFTM algorithm compared with fuzzy web
mining algorithm (FWMA) [31] and VSLA-AFTM algorithm. FWMA
is used for fuzzy web mining applications and uses a predefined
TMFs. Additionally, we developed another algorithm called VSLAAFTM which uses VSLA to evaluate the results. The details of the
implementation of VSLA-AFTM and CALA-AFTM are similar, and
their differences are described below.

// Check all selected actions are in the range of [0,1]

1 foreach chosen action α (n) and (n) do
2 if its value is lcss than 0 ar greater the 1 then
3
reinitialize it with the value between [0,1].
4 end if
5 end foreach
i

// at least one action greater than 0.5 is exist.

All learning automaton of CALA-AFTM used the continuous
action-set, whereas the learning automaton of VSLA-AFTM except for
the learning automata used in the threshold section used the discrete
action-set. Therefore, finding the active membership functions in both
algorithms is similar. VSLA-AFTM randomly selects an action.

6 if value of all chosen actions of αi(n),(1≤ i ≤ Kmax) is less than 0.5
then
7 randomly chose an action αi(n) and reinitialize it with a value
between [0.5,1].
8 end if

Let r shows the number of actions, then the chosen action

V. Experiments and Analysis of Results
A. Experimental Setting
We conducted several experiments to show the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. All algorithms implemented in Java on a 1.80
GHz Intel Core i7 processor with Windows 10 and 16 GB RAM. Two
real data sets were used to assess the proposed CALA-AFTM, namely
the DePaul CTI dataset [75] and NASA dataset [76]. These datasets
were selected because the time parameter can be represented as TMFs
[29],[44]. All HTTP requests in the NASA dataset from 23:59:59 PM
on August 3, 1995 to 23:59:59 PM on August 31, 1995 were collected by
NASA Kennedy Space Center in Florida. This dataset includes 45464
user sessions and 863 page views. The CTI data set was collected by
the users who visited the website during two weeks in April 2002.

αi(1 ≤ i ≤ r) corresponding to the value of . CALA-AFTM algorithm
needs to compute βα(n) and βμ(n), while the VSLA-AFTM algorithm
only requires to compute βα(n). The final value for βμ(n) in CALA-

AFTM is regarded as the best value for the cost function, while in
VSLA-AFTM, the final value for βα(n) is taken as the best value for
the cost function. In VSLA-AFTM, if the value of βα(n) is smaller than
the previous step, all chosen actions are rewarded; otherwise, they are
penalized according to (4) and (5), respectively.
Fig. 7 shows the predefined membership functions used in the
experiments. To assess the results, parameters such as overlap,
suitability, fuzzy support, coverage, the average value of cost function
(AVCF), number of large 1-sequences (L1), and execution time were
considered. Each algorithm was run independently 30 times, and the
mean and standard deviation of these 30 runs were considered. Table
IV represents the parameter settings used in these algorithms.
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Fig. 7. The fixed trapezoidal membership functions used in experiments.
TABLE IV. Parameter Settings
Parameter Name
c
σL
λ
α
a
b
r
kmax

Description
Penalty Constant
Lower bound for the variance
Step size for learning
Minimum support
Reward
Penalty
Number of actions
Maximum number of MFs

CALA-AFTM

VSLA-AFTM

FWMA

[0.002 − 0.01]

[0.002 − 0.01]

5

0.01

0.02

[0.002 − 0.01]

0.1

0.01

[10, 20, 30, 40]

6

6

6

TABLE V. Appropriate Number of TMFs, Coverage, Fuzzy Support, Suitability, Overlap, and Average Value of Cost Function Acquired From
CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM, and FWMA on the CTI Dataset
Algorithm

Optimal number of TMFs

Overlap

Coverage

Suitability

Fuzzy support

AVCF

CALA-AFTM

3.01±0.0100

0.0050±0.0023

1.0000±0.0000

1.0050±0.0023

1.4761±0.0864

0.6763±0.0389

VSLA-AFTM

4.13±0.3000

0.0674±0.0045

1.0000±0.0000

1.0674±0.0045

0.8667±0.0289

1.2321±0.0873

FWMA

3±0.0000

0.0000±0.0000

1.0000±0.0000

1.0000±0.0000

0.6524±0.0145

1.5328±0.0000

TABLE VI. Appropriate Number of TMFs, Coverage, Fuzzy Support, Suitability, Overlap and Average Value of Cost Function Acquired From
CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM, and FWMA on the NASA Dataset
Algorithm

Optimal number of TMFs

Overlap

Coverage

Suitability

Fuzzy support

AVCF

CALA-AFTM

4.15±0.2101

0.0452±0.0053

1.0000±0.0000

1.0452±0.0053

0.8742±0.0367

1.1923±0.1132

VSLA-AFTM

2.20±0.3420

0.1476±0.0075

1.0000±0.0000

1.1476±0.0075

0.7566±0.0158

1.5652±0.1745

FWMA

3±0.0000

0.0000±0.0000

1.0000±0.0000

1.0000±0.0000

0.5416±0.0236

1.8463±0.0000

B. Experimental Evaluations
In this experiment, we evaluated the results obtained using the
CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM, and FWMA algorithms on the CTI and
NASA datasets. Parameters such as the optimal number of TMFs,
fuzzy support, overlap, coverage, suitability, and AVCF were used to
evaluate the results. The results of Tables V and VI shows that the
proposed CALA-AFTM for NASA and CTI datasets produced three
and four TMFs, respectively. VSLA-AFTM for CTI and NASA datasets
produced four and two TMFs, respectively. FWMA algorithm used a
fixed number of TMFs. So, by checking each kmax ∈ [2,6], it is found
that the optimal number of TMFs is three.
By comparing the results, it can be seen that CALA-AFTM algorithm
for the parameters AVCF, fuzzy support, and overlap has produced

better results. CALA-AFTM in the CTI datasets improved the value of
AVCF and fuzzy support by 51% and 49%, respectively. Additionally,
in the NASA dataset, CALA-AFTM improved the value of AVCF and
fuzzy support by 30% and 26% respectively. The AVCF for both CTI
and NASA datasets is depicted in Fig. 8a, b. Additionally, the results
show that CALA-AFTM generated the minimum value of AVCF in
the two datasets. Additionally, since the VSLA-AFTM algorithm uses
a small number of actions, the convergence speed of VSLA-AFTM is
faster than CALA-AFTM.
The suitability value for both CTI and NASA datasets is given in
Fig. 9a, b. In the CTI dataset, the suitability value for FWMA and
CALA-AFTM was almost the same. However, in the NASA dataset,
FWMA produced better results.
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Fig. 8. The value of AVCF with different numbers of iterations on CTI (a) and NASA (b) datasets.
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Fig. 10. The fuzzy support value with different numbers of iterations on CTI (a) and NASA (b) datasets.

The fuzzy support value for both CTI and NASA datasets is
shown in Fig. 10a, b. The proposed CALA-AFTM produced a high
fuzzy support. Therefore, the proposed cost function had a good
performance. Figures 11 and 12 show the membership functions of the
CTI and NASA datasets before and after 12,000 iterations of CALAAFTM and VSLA-AFTM. Based on Figs. 11 and 12, the initial shape
of membership functions are not appropriate. After optimization,
the proper TMFs are produced. To assess the effect of dataset sizes
on the efficiency of CALA-AFTM algorithm, another experiment
was performed. The results of this experiment are shown in Tables
VII and VIII. Tables VII and VIII compare the results for the overlap,
coverage, fuzzy support, suitability, and the AVCF obtained from
three test algorithms. By comparing the results between CALAAFTM and VSLA-AFTM, we found that CALA-AFTM in the CTI and
NASA datasets produces better results for AVCF, fuzzy support, and
suitability parameters. VSLA-AFTM has a limited number of actions,
so it cannot find the accurate value for the optimal parameters.
Additionally, the statistical significance of the AVCF was analyzed
using unpaired t-test. The unpaired t-test results between CALAAFTM and the other two algorithms for CTI and NASA datasets are

given in Tables VII and VIII, respectively. In this experiment, datasets
of different sizes were tested. Tables VII and VIII show the values
obtained for AVCF. Also, by considering the value of 0.95 for the
confidence level, the p-value and t-value are specified. Let X and Y
represent two algorithms respectively. In this case, X is statistically
better than Y if the t-test (X, Y) is less than zero and the positive
p-value is less than 0.05. The results in Tables IX and X show that
CALA-AFTM is statistically significant than other algorithms. To
assess the effect of number of extracted large 1-sequences and rules,
another experiment was performed. In this experiment, the minimum
confidence value was assumed to be 0.1 and the results were tested
with different minimum support values. The results in Figs. 13 and
14 show that the CALA-AFTM algorithm produces a large number of
1-sequences and more rules than other algorithms. To assess the effect
of association rules, another experiment was performed with different
values for the minimum support and minimum confidence. The results
are shown in Fig. 15a, b respectively. The result in Fig. 15a show that
when the minimum support value is greater than 0.002, the number
of extracted rules decreases significantly. Also, these result show
that when the minimum support is greater than 0.004, the number of
extracted rules will be less than 500 rules. Additionally, the result in
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Fig. 11. The initial and optimized TMFs derived by CALA-AFTM and VSLA-AFTM on the CTI dataset. (a1) Initial TMFs for CALA-AFTM, (b1) Initial TMFs for
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TABLE VII. Comparison of the Results of Different Sizes of Data on the CTI Dataset
Data

Algorithm

Overlap

Coverage

Suitability

Fuzzy support

AVCF

50K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0018
0.0245
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0018
1.0245
1.0000

1.4918
0.8365
0.6509

0.6715±0.0232
1.2246±0.0652
1.5362±0.0000

100K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0025
0.04121
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0025
1.04121
1.0000

1.5075
0.8547
0.6594

0.6650±0.0161
1.2182±0.0580
1.5164±0.0000

150K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0043
0.0386
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0043
1.0386
1.0000

1.6156
0.8665
0.6656

0.6216±0.0672
1.1986±0.1139
1.5023±0.0000

200K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0039
0.0583
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0039
1.0583
1.0000

1.5826
0.8784
0.6632

0.6343±0.0524
1.2048±0.0943
1.5075±0.0000

250K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0050
0.0674
0.0000

1.0000±0.0000
1.0000±0.0000
1.0000±0.0000

1.0050
1.0674
1.0000

1.4860
0.8663
0.6524

0.6763±0.0389
1.2321±0.0873
1.5328±0.0000

TABLE VIII. Comparison of the Results of Different Sizes of Data on the NASA Dataset
Data

Algorithm

Overlap

Coverage

Suitability

Fuzzy support

AVCF

130K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0165
0.0724
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0165
1.0724
1.0000

0.8618
0.6968
0.5514

1.1794±0.0923
1.5388±0.1235
1.8132±0.0000

260K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0268
0.0952
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0268
1.0952
1.0000

0.8673
0.7087
0.5478

1.1838±0.0856
1.5452±0.1361
1.8252±0.0000

390K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0325
0.0863
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0325
1.0863
1.0000

0.8684
0.6974
0.5460

1.1889±0.1230
1.5576±0.1971
1.8312±0.0000

520K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0409
0.1153
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0409
1. 1153
1.0000

0.8813
0.7236
0.5496

1.1810±0.0762
1.5413±0.1426
1.8193±0.0000

650K

CALA-AFTM
VSLA-AFTM
FWMA

0.0452
0.1476
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1.0452
1.1476
1.0000

0.8766
0.7331
0.5416

1.1923±0.1132
1.5652±0.1745
1.8463±0.0000

Fig. 15b show that the extracted rules reach to zero, when the value
for the minimum support is greater than 0.05. The result in Fig. 16a, b
shows that by increasing the confidence value the number of extracted
rules decreases. Also, the results in Fig. 16b shows that when the value
of minimum support is greater than 0.6 the curve becomes smoother.
Additionally, when the value for the minimum confidence reaches to
0.9, the number of generated rules is zero. Another experiment was
performed to evaluate the execution time of the proposed CALAAFTM algorithm. In this experiment, different action sizes(r) with
the values of 10, 20, 30, and 40 were considered for VSLA-AFTM
algorithm. We also used values of 3 and 6 for maximum number of
TMFs to evaluate the results.

The execution time in VSLA-AFTM is directly related to the number
of actions. VSLA-AFTM with the number of actions 10 and 20
converges faster and has a lower execution time than CALA-AFTM.
The execution time of CALA-AFTM is less than VSLA-AFTM with the
number of actions 30 and 40. Figs. 18a, b shows average execution
time increases when the maximum number of membership functions
(kmax) was set at 6 for CTI and NASA dataset, respectively. It can be
seen that by increasing kmax and the size of the datasets the average
execution time dramatically increases.

To specify the number of actions in VSLA-AFTM, we employed
the notation VSLA (r). The results of both CTI and NASA datasets
are shown in Fig 17a, b and Fig18a, b. Figs. 17a, b illustrates average
execution time increases when the maximum number of membership
functions (kmax) was set at 3 for CTI and NASA dataset, respectively.

In this paper a continuous action-set learning automata-based
approach named CALA-AFTM was proposed to automatically
determine both the optimal number and position of trapezoidal
membership functions in order to extract fuzzy association rules
from quantitative transactions. In this method, a new representation

VI. Conclusions
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TABLE IX. The Results of T-value and P-value With Different Dataset Sizes on CTI Dataset
Size

50k

100k

150k

200k

250k

AVCF

t-value

p-value

Significant

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

0.6715±0.0232

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

43.7753

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.2246±0.0652

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

204.1447

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.5362±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

0.6650±0.0161

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

50.3380

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.2182±0.0580

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

289.6466

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.5164±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

0.6216±0.0672

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

23.8975

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.1986±0.1139

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

71.7826

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.5023±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

0.6343±0.0524

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

28.9649

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.2048±0.0943

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

91.2732

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.5075±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

0.6763±0.0389

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

31.8520

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.2321±0.0873

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

120.5975

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.5328±0.0000
TABLE X. The Results for the P-value and T-value Parameters on NASA Dataset

Size

130k

260k

390k

520K

650k

AVCF

t-value

p-value

significant

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

1.1794±0.0464

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

19.0551

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.5388±0.0923

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

74.8161

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.8132±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

1.1838±0.0856

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

12.9879

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.5452±0.1261

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

41.0408

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.8252±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

1.1889±0.1230

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

8.6922

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.5576±0.1971

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

28.6018

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.8312±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

1.1810±0.0762

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

12.2057

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.5413±0.1426

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

45.8807

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.8193±0.0000

Algorithm

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

Pairwise algorithms

value

CALA-AFTM

1.1923±0.1132

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

9.8195

CALA-AFTM, VSLA-AFTM

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

VSLA-AFTM

1.5652±0.1745

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

31.6440

CALA-AFTM, FWMA

<0.0001

Extremely statistically significant

FWMA

1.8463±0.0000
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Fig. 13. The effect of number of extracted large 1-sequences on CTI dataset (a), NASA dataset (b).
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Fig. 14. The effect of number of extracted rules on CTI dataset (a), NASA dataset (b).
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Fig. 15. The effect of numbers of extracted rules and the minimum support with different values for minimum confidence on CTI dataset (a), NASA dataset (b).
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Fig. 16. The effect of numbers of extracted rules and the minimum confidence with different values for minimum support on CTI dataset (a), NASA dataset (b).
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Fig. 17. The average execution time along with different dataset sizes with kmax=3 on CTI dataset (a), NASA dataset (b).
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Fig. 18. The average execution time along with different dataset sizes with kmax=6 on CTI dataset (a), NASA dataset (b).

is introduced to construct a team of CALA for cooperating learning
automata. The learning automaton of this team of CALA is composed
of two parts. The learning automata of the first part try to determine
the proper number of membership functions, and the relative
learning automata in the second part optimize their positions. The
proposed algorithm has been tested on web usage data, to find
membership functions and significant rules. Therefore, the extracted
rules represent the browsing behavior of users and can be used to
give some proper suggestions to web-server administrators. In the
proposed CALA-AFTM, to reduce the domain of the search space
and remove unsuitable membership functions, two conditions were
applied and a novel algorithm was proposed. Also, to check the
effectiveness of the proposed CALA-AFTM, various experiments were
performed using two real data sets. We showed that with increasing
the different dataset sizes, compared with other algorithms, CALAAFTM provides better results in terms of fuzzy support, overlap,
number of large 1-sequences, coverage, number of rules, and cost
function. In future work, our goal will be to develop the proposed
method in topics such as multi-objective applications, fuzzy temporal
rule mining, fuzzy generalized association rule mining, and 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic representation.
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Abstract

Keywords

In view of the shortcomings of the traditional thinking of computer graphic advertising design, this paper
introduces TRIZ innovative thinking to design computer advertising. First of all, combined with specific cases
of computer creative print advertising, this paper analyzes the creative methods of stimulating divergent
thinking, aggregation thinking and transformation thinking from the innovation principle of TRIZ theory as
the origin, and applies them to the creative mechanism and application program of print advertising creativity.
The whole process is led by rational principles of perceptual thinking, driven by specific principles of abstract
imagination, to explore the thinking source of creative design essence of print advertising. The theory and
its application mechanism become a new thinking method and application attempt in the creative field of
print advertisement. Then, based on the TRIZ innovation theory, the business model of advertising content
arrangement is constructed, and the mathematical model is constructed according to the planning business
media resource planning on the business model to realize the multi-objective optimization of efficient use
of orders and precise delivery of time. Finally, a multi-objective optimization mathematical model of parallel
genetic algorithm is designed to solve the advertisement content arrangement. The innovative thinking of
TRIZ and the application of genetic algorithm in content arrangement of computer graphic advertisement
design are verified by experiments.

Content Arrangement,
Genetic Algorithm,
Innovative Thinking,
Print Advertising, TRIZ
Theory.

I. The Application of TRIZ Theory in Computer
Graphic Advertisement Design

2. The Relevance Between TRIZ’s Core Idea and Creative
Thinking of Print Advertisement

A. An Overview of TRIZ Theory
1. The Concept of TRIZ Theory
TRIZ (theory of the solution of innovative problems from Russian) is
translated into “theory of solving invention problems.” TRIZ provides
comprehensive theory and method tools for people to solve problems
creatively. The three basic theoretical bases are as follows [1]:
1. In the practice of solving problems, various contradictions and
corresponding solutions are always repeated;
2. There are not many innovative principles and methods to solve
problems thoroughly rather than compromise, which can be learned
and mastered by ordinary scientific and technological personnel;
3. The most effective principles and methods to solve this field’s
problems often come from scientific knowledge in other areas
[2]. After more than half a century of development, TRIZ theory
has been widely used in many fields worldwide, it has not been
applied to the creative design of print advertising.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: songyang1008@yeah.net

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.08.007

In recent years, the research on TRIZ theory in the field of
innovation is on the rise. At present, TRIZ has penetrated from the
initial engineering technology field to social science, management
science, and other fields. Interdisciplinary knowledge acquisition is
significant [3]. When people encounter difficult problems, they can
seek knowledge of their discipline and expand outside the discipline to
find solutions in other professional fields. The scientific principles of
innovative design often belong to other fields. This core idea is in line
with this study’s theme, applying TRIZ theory in the creative thinking
of print advertising. Computer graphics is the computer science branch
that uses a computer to create images. Today’s dominant technology
is computer graphics in digital imaging, animation, video games,
cellular and computer displays, and various specialist applications.
Computer graphics can be a method for growing student knowledge
of science topics like mathematics. Through real-time, interactive,
and visual input, students can easily see the impact of mathematics
on creating successful designs. Graphic designers prepare, evaluate,
and create visual solutions for communication issues using color,
form, illustration, photography, animation, various printing and
layout technology to distinguish print and electronic media messages.
Graphic designers produce and manufacture multiple magazines,
newspapers, journals, business reports, and other publications as a
whole and work in various ways in advertising. Graphic designers
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have some responsibility in advertising, including the manufacture
of promotional panels, product and service packaging and marketing
brochures, logos design for goods and organizations, and the creation
of signs and signage systems for businesses and governments. Graphic
designers often create computer and internet materials, including
webpage, digital, and virtual media projects.

procedures, steps, and measures are mostly based on overcoming
creative psychological barriers to stimulate creative thinking
[6]. Its methods are highly abstract and generalized and tend to
be formalized [7]. TRIZ reveals the internal law and principle of
creation. Compared with the traditional creative thinking method,
it uses scientific methods to attribute special problems to TRIZ’s
general problems and solve the problems. TRIZ is more rapid,
accurate, and efficient in the technique and process of solving
problems than the traditional creative thinking method.

B. Combination of TRIZ Innovation Principle and Traditional
Creative Thinking Method

2. To stimulate creative thinking from the original point: TRIZ
is a controllable and effective method and powerful tool to
generate innovative thinking. Authors should break the inertia
and one-sided restriction of thought and avoid the blindness
and limitation of the traditional creative process. TRIZ theory
affirms that the basic principles of creativity exist objectively.
Software graphic design provides visual ideas and an innovative
advertisement and marketing template. It is a pattern of the
way your advertising influences your marketing. The graphics
designer plays an important role in publishing information and
making more enticing pictures of a product to raise the demand. It
uses technology to control and combine words, images, color, and
typography to create emotional feelings and transmit messages. It
involves different tools, which makes the design time-efficient and
straightforward. The method of images gives you many items that
you can easily find where you have them to be put. Once again,
when talking about coloring, then a single click fills up the region,
and editing is too quick.

1. The Innovative Principle of TRIZ Theory
The principle of TRIZ innovation is to use scientific discovery
principles and methods to analyze and solve problems rationally and
thoroughly. It contains the common principles followed by human
innovation. It is the earliest, most basic, most core, and the highest
practical utilization rate of TRIZ theory. It is useful and easy to learn
and master, as shown in Table I.
TABLE I. Key Innovation Principles of TRIZ Theory
Serial
Number

1

Innovation
Principle

Specific Description

(1) Divide the whole into separate parts
(2) Divide the total into parts that are easy to
Segmentation
assemble and easy to disassemble
Principle
(3) Improve the whole, separable ability, realize
the entire transformation

…

…

5

Combination
Principle

6

Versatility
Principle

(1) An object has many different functions
(2) Trim objects that do not have necessary
functions

13

Reverse
Action
Principle

(1) To turn an object upside down or inside out
(2) To change the motion of an object or
environment to rest

…

…

14

Composite
Materials
Principle

…
(1) Spatial dimension, the combination of the
same or similar objects
(2) Time dimension, which merges the same or
related operations

These principles can be sorted out and summarized into targeted
design creative theories, which can shorten the creative design cycle
and improve the success rate. Fig. 1 shows the case of computer
graphic advertisement design under the traditional innovative
thinking method.

…

Fig. 1. Computer graphic advertisement design case under the traditional
creative thinking method.

Replace the homogeneous component with a
composite component

2. Traditional Creative Thinking Method
1. Divergent thinking: divergent thinking is a thinking form in which
the brain presents a multidimensional diffusion state. Starting
from a thinking starting point, it puts forward rich ideas and seeks
multiple ways to solve specific problems [4]. Authors should not
stick to traditional practices and create more possibilities.
2. Aggregation thinking: aggregation thinking refers to the
sublimation of logical conclusions from the existing representation
and broad ideas’ aggregation into a focus. It is a convergent
thinking mode with scope, direction, and order [5].
3. Conversion thinking: conversion thinking is to observe objects
from different aspects and angles with the perspective of
connection and development, change new attitudes, avoid thinking
stereotypes, and then get a comprehensive understanding of
objects and complete solutions.

3. Suitability Analysis of the Combination of TRIZ Theory and
Traditional Creative Thinking Method
1. The improvement of logicality and efficiency is the focus of
existing innovative thinking methods in graphic design, whose

To sum up, the existing creative thinking methods have apparent
deficiencies, and TRIZ can make up for them to generate more suitable
innovative methods for design. However, TRIZ can solve problems
creatively and achieve design innovation through scientific and
rational ways. To better grasp the breakthrough point of TRIZ theory
in creative thinking, it is necessary to define the innovation principle
of TRIZ and traditional creative thinking. Among them, the TRIZ
innovation principle focuses on the microanalysis of the expression
law of creativity. In contrast, traditional creative thinking focuses on
analyzing the general law of invention in the operation process from
a macro perspective [8]. Computer graphics is the computer science
industry that uses computers to generate images. Here Computer
graphics is a central technology in digital imaging, video games, and
many advanced applications. Computer graphics are the primary
technology. Much specialized hardware and software have been
developed, with computer graphics hardware-driven displays on most
devices. The field of computer science is vast and recently established.
Graphic designers are involved in professional design services such
as ads, printing, related support, journals, journal books, publishers’
directories, and of computer systems graphics for design companies.
The emphasis is on graphical designers with website design expertise
and animation experience due to increased interest in interactive media
projects. As advertising companies produce prints and web marking
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and promotional materials for more products and services, especially
internet advertising, graphic design demand in advertising will rise.
A broad liberal education in the art and experience in marketing and
management, such as the liberal advertisement and graphic design
program, makes candidates more suitable for positions that work on
communications strategies.
In graphic advertising design and the known traditional creative
thinking methods, Authors need to explore further the thinking origin
that can induce it. This paper attempts to introduce TRIZ theory into
graphic advertising design, focusing on modern creative thinking
methods based on TRIZ theory.

C. Creative Thinking Method of Print Advertisement Based on
TRIZ Theory
This paper mainly introduces the combination principle, multipurpose principle, and reverse action principle of TRIZ innovation
principle to stimulate the divergent thinking, aggregation thinking,
and conversion thinking in traditional creative thinking and produce
the method suitable for the creative thinking of print advertisement
[9]. Digital graphics are the technology for design and pictures on a
computer screen. Computer graphics reflect the data on a computer
display visually. Computer graphics are being used to design, create,
model, and catalog videos and computer programs. Nowadays, almost
every machine can render such graphics, and people even anticipate
controlling their device with icons and pictures instead of just typing.
Design is related to areas of architecture and engineering. One of the
key characteristics of most design concerns is the absence of a unique
solution. The developer would then evaluate and then potentially
modify a potential project to find a better solution.
Rational criteria guide the whole process, and abstract imagery
is driven by specific principles to seek the thinking origin of the
creative design essence of print advertisement Point. Fig. 2 shows the
case design of computer print advertising under the TRIZ innovation
theory thinking method.

2. The Method of Using the Combination Principle to Stimulate
Aggregation Thinking
The combination principle of TRIZ is to combine the same objects
in space or time or objects that complete a similar operation. The
deconstruction and reorganization of design elements and the
introduction of new colors, new textures, and new materials into
the old objects are important means of operation of the combination
principle, leading to aggregation thinking through the combination
principle. If the complete image is divided into a single visual
element and repeatedly distributed on the screen, the same or similar
methods are used to “process” one by one to make the main body
repeat repeatedly and set a certain order to appear, adjust the size of
specifications or color texture, etc., the final effect is often creative and
has excellent visual impact. The representative’s graphic instruments
are used as teaching aids to educate students in the classroom. In many
applications for special purposes, the computer graphics industry is
commonly used. The performance of computer graphics in business
applications has been seen in several ways. In its implementations the
importance of computer graphics lies. The physician will view this
large volume of data in new and useable ways through interactive
computer graphics. Computer graphics has extended the parameters
of art and entertainment.

3. The Method of Using the Opposite Principle to Stimulate the
Transformation of Thinking
On the contrary, the principle is a different way of thinking. When
using the opposite principle to stimulate the change of thinking,
poster design is often concise and powerful, can lead the audience into
profound thinking. Specific principles include:
1. Attribute conversion: the objects with opposite attributes are
exchanged to generate new images, such as size, speed, weight, etc.;
2. The transformation of position and structure: to arrange things in
the place that should not appear and change the typical structure
of something;
3. Process transformation: reverse the natural law of development
of things;
4. Theoretical conversion: convey the profound significance and
arouse the resonance and reflection of the audience.

II. Content Arrangement of Computer Print
Advertisement Based on a Genetic Algorithm

Fig. 2. Computer graphic advertisement design case under TRIZ innovative
method.

1. The Method of Stimulating Divergent Thinking With the
Principle of Multi-function

A. A Business Model of Print Advertising Design

Hegel, a famous German philosopher, once said that “creative
thinking needs rich imagination.” Divergent thinking is listed as the
first creative thinking in design. According to the multifunctional
principle of TRIZ theory, the principle that an object has many
different functions is used to stimulate divergent thinking. A theme
has multiple interpretations, and an item has multiple uses, which is
an essential manifestation of the principle of multi-function. When the
object has versatility, it can make it have more cooperation and valueadded effect at any time, place, and environment. Most of its facilities
were used by computer graphics in the film and gaming industries. It
has applied to movies, TV shows, cartoon animated music video, and
production. In the spaces where focus and interactivity are the key
players, computer graphics help provide these functions effectively.
Specialized training techniques, such as simulators, may prepare
applicants to be understood better within a limited period. It is easy
and very useful to develop computer graphics training modules.

The basic description and relationship of the business model [10]
of print advertising design are shown in Fig. 3. Graphic designer
projects in these areas can be made, including billboards, posters,
logos, ads, brochures, magazines, book covers, newsletters, product
packaging, website, T.V. Graphics, ads, show, video and film graphics,
and graphical computer graphics. When dealing with text, graphical
designers may collaborate with copywriters to fit the image of the
creators. They collaborate with art managers, design directors,
creation managers, account managers, printers, images, illustrators,
and web developers.
Service: basic information of media channel, including number,
name, description, URL or FTP address of receiving content, etc. Large
advertising agencies, magazine, or design companies hire graphic
designers and frequently operate in cost, lighted environments. Due to
production schedules, graphics designers employed in advertisements
like printers and publishers can work evenings or weekends, with
shorter and more frequent deadlines. Graphic designers usually work
full time in these environments. Some are self-employed.
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between content and subcarrier and transaction price (input for order
arrangement) and records transaction approval and operation status
information.

SubscriberID
CarrierID
GroupID
Num

B. Mathematical Model of Content Arrangement Model

Fig. 3. Business model entity relation diagram of computer graphic
advertisement design.

Carrier: the content carrying resource management that business
or media channels (such as MMS Mobile News) can provide is called
“carrier.” All carriers can be expressed through investigation and
analysis as three dimensions: space, time sequence, timeline, and
subscribers. Besides, the carrier includes the basic requirements of
the content arrangement, such as the maximum number of times
that the same content is allowed to be put in the carrier’s time axis
interval, the maximum and minimum time sequence length of a single
content the carrier. Web design is the expertise in creating content
presentations typically delivered to the end-user through a Web
browser, using hypertext or hypermedia. Different disciplines, such as
animation, imagination, design of communication, business identity,
graphical creation, human-computer interaction, the architecture of
the content, interaction design, marketing, photography, optimization
of the search engine, and typography, can be used for developing Web
pages, web sites or multimedia applications.

For describing and simplifying the model solution with a
mathematical language [11], this paper makes the following model
assumptions and symbolic representation for the content arrangement
problem.

Space: space resources are all templates and split-screen layouts
created by the business administrator under a particular business. The
plane is split into multiple pieces and split-screen styles. For example,
Flipboard applications use rich template styles to render content.
Timeline: time-varying temporal resource description, mainly
for streaming media such as focus media, digital TV, or multi-frame
sequence of MMS (limited to one day). The time interval with the same
business characteristics on the time axis is defined as a timeline object.
Virtual Reality (VR) is a technology that allows a user to connect in
a simulated computing world. For instance, simulation for pilot or
combat training may be close to the real world. Virtual Reality is
widely used to describe a broad range of applications often associated
with its realistic, high visual 3D environment. For gaining insight
into or track these processes’ function, computer simulations have
become a valuable part of mathematically modeling many natural
systems in physical (computer physics), chemical and biologically,
human systems in economies, psychology, and socio-science, as well
as modern technology.
Subscribers: the audience category group of the business
synchronized with the precision system, and each group of users
is orthogonal and non-overlapping. In the application of CMS and
its support, the audience groups can be distinguished by certain
descriptive names, such as “business office building group,” “family
residential building group,” etc., or certain user category labels such as
gender, age, occupation, income range, etc. all combinations and user
list binding are based on the domain values of each tag. The influence
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1. The carrier is the resource object to be planned in the media layout
model. In SMS / MMS, e-magazine, or advertisement, the space
resource of carrier has the first dimension’s priority. Therefore,
multiple layout models can be constructed according to a specific
location. It is simplified as a multi-group planning problem of the
time axis and audience resources based on the spatial dimension.
2. Time axis resources are more important and valuable than
audience resources in the content arrangement. So, the time axis is
regarded as the second dimension, and the audience resources are
considered to be the i-dimension resources based on the time axis.
3. Order scheduling input (Input) is the model’s input data, which is
defined as positive Ii, i ∈ [1, N] according to the order of entering
the model, where N is the total number of inputs in the model; the
transaction price is Pi, Pi ∈ R+.

4. The media industry attaches great importance to the same
timeliness and strong publicity effect of the whole audience when
making the advertising layout table. For example, an advertisement
is mainly broadcast on multiple TV stations at 11:59. This model
supports the advertising layout’s professional requirements; that
is, the same order content is released to all selected audiences in
the same period.
5. The model supports the accurate delivery of content by
audience groups, which can be arranged and delivered to the
user list associated with multiple audience groups. The number
of users in the audience group can be expressed as the vector
, where G is the total number of audience groups,
Sj is the number of users in the group. A positive input audience
group selection Input Ii is described as
in
which

.

If Input Ii does not accurately select the audience group; then
it does not exist. The model supports the imprecise selection of
audience number, i.e., the number of audience for content delivery
can be specified during order arrangement input, which is defined
as Totali, i ∈ [1, N]. If the target audience Ii is precisely selected, the
number of audiences Ii is defined as:
(1)
6. The time axis resources of the carrier can be continuous or discrete.
In the actual content filling and advertising sales, the transaction
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unit of time sequence often has time granularity. For example, the
advertising space of G3 media requires that the content playtime
should be multiple of 5 seconds [12]. The time series is divided
into the smallest granularity in the model, and the continuoustime periods are discretized. The planning of time axis resources is
based on a discrete sequence. Therefore, to simplify the algorithm
and model description, it is assumed that there is a one-time axis
resource of the carrier, which is defined as [0, T]. Suppose the
primetime interval is defined as: 11:45-12:15, with 5 seconds as
the time granularity division unit. In that case, there are 360 value
sets in the time axis discrete sequence, that is is T = 360, the time
interval is described as [0, 360].

7. The model supports the content delivery at the precise time; the
content sequence length is defined as li, li ≤ T; the expected precise
timing point di, di ∈ [1, T] di ∈ Z. The penalty factor for the advance
or delay of order scheduling in unit price unit time unit is α, α ∈
[0, 1].

C. Definition and Objective Function of Model Variables
1. Definition of Model Variables

Xij (t), where t is a time sequence point on the timeline resource,
which means that the content arrangement starts at the t time point
and ends at the t + li time point:
(2)

2. Objective Function
Suppose the time sequence resources are occupied by the historical
order input too early. In that case, the remaining complete time
sequence for the whole audience is too few, which will affect the sales
of the carrier resources in the advertising system. Therefore, after the
order arrangement input is arranged, the order arrangement input of
the audience group with no conflict or inaccurate audience is arranged
for the same period. It will save time axis resources as shown in Fig.
4, when Input2 does not need to refine the audience group, the blank
time axis resources of the whole audience. Therefore, the larger the
frequency of different orders sharing, the better.

The arrangement results should satisfy the number of audience
and group selection in the order. When the number of audiences is
specified in the order, the system needs to arrange specific audience
groups for it [13]. In most cases, the audience group set’s total
audience cannot be precisely equal to the older audience’s number
of days. It is necessary to reduce the deviation ratio of the number of
audiences as far as possible. It is because if the number of arranged
audiences is less than the number of orders required, then the revenue
of billing and settlement based on the actual delivery results will be
lost; if the number of arranged audiences exceeds the standard, then
the more released audience resources do not belong to the billing and
settlement scope of the order. There is no benefit to the system. It is
undoubtedly a waste of audience resources. The objective is expressed
by a mathematical formula as follows [14]:
(4)
When the order scheduling input has the requirement of precise
time delivery, if the scheduling result does not meet the requirement,
it will cause a penalty in advance or delay. Therefore, the penalty
amount should be minimized
(5)
Any two different order scheduling inputs Ii, Ik, ∀i ≠ k, i, k ∈ [1, N]
cannot occupy the same user group in the same period. Otherwise,
it will cause a resource conflict, which belongs to the category of
infeasible solution. The mathematical expression of the constraint is
expressed as follows:
(6)
As the basis of the order price, the certainty required in the
arrangement and input of order type demand must be met or
guaranteed as far as possible. The results of the agreement should
meet the requirements of the number of audiences for each order
arrangement input
(7)

Audience Group

For the order arrangement input with accurate audience group
requirements, the arrangement results should meet the needs of
audience group selection, which is expressed by a mathematical
formula as follows:

Input 2

Input 3

(8)

Input 2

Input 3

The resource planning model of the multi-objective optimization
problem is constructed.

Input 1

Input 3

Input 1

Input 3

Input 1

Input 3

III. A genetic Algorithm for Solving the Mathematical
Model of TRIZ Theory-based Advertisement
A. Solving Problems
Generally speaking, there is no an optimal solution for multiobjective optimization problems. All possible solutions are called noninferior solutions, known as Pareto solutions [15]. To improve the
performance of one sub-target, the understanding of the other subtargets may decrease. Therefore, multiple sub objectives cannot achieve
optimal results at the same time. It can coordinate the compromise
among the sub-objectives, and finally, get the better solution.

Timeline axis

Fig. 4. Time axis and audience resource planning.

The objective is expressed by a mathematical formula as follows:

(3)

The solution to the classical combinatorial optimization problem
mainly depends on constraints. As long as the conditions are sufficient,
the optimal combination scheme can be uniquely determined. As the
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Fig. 5. Mathematical model of TRIZ theory based advertisement solved by the genetic algorithm.

number of composite objects increases rapidly, the solution becomes
very complicated. It is called a “combined explosion.” The classical
programming method is usually feasible in theory for solving such
problems. It is not suitable for practical issues. Therefore, how to take
appropriate measures to suppress the “combination explosion” from the
actual situation and to adopt the proper algorithm to reduce the search
space has become a key problem in the arrangement and solution.

uniform discretization in the variable definition domain. Considering
the definition of model variables, three types of gene atoms should be
declared: the starting time point of order content, the end time point
of order content, and the audience group. Three gene atoms were
concatenated to form a gene representing the arrangement result.
Then, N genes were sequentially connected according to the number
sequence of N orders, forming chromosomes.

B. Design of Parallel Genetic Algorithm

Suppose three orders for the problem to be solved in this paper,
with 5 audience groups. Then, the number of digits of chromosome
can be defined as 45, the number 1-5 represents the starting time
point of order No.1, bits 6-10 represent the end time of order No.1,
and bits 11-15 describe the selection of order No.1 to five audience
groups (multiple groups can be selected). The second to fifth-order
genes were organized according to the first gene structure and then
continued successively, forming 45 chromosomes. In this way, the
solution space is mapped to the gene space of chromosome. As long as
the chromosome is decoded according to the inverse process of tissue
structure, the solution can be obtained.

A genetic algorithm (GA) [16] is an imitation of the mechanism of
selection, crossover, and mutation in the process of biological genetics
and evolution. For completing the search algorithm for the optimal
solution of the problem, a genetic algorithm has the characteristics
of parallel search, population optimization, and strong robustness. It
has been widely used to solve nonlinear programming problems. At
present, several commonly used multi-objective genetic algorithms
are parallel selection method, non-inferior hierarchical genetic
algorithm, a genetic algorithm based on objective weighting method,
multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm. In this model,
because the range of the objective function cannot be normalized, it
is not suitable to use the accurate weighting method. Therefore, the
parallel selection method with relatively simple selection steps is
called “vector estimation multi-objective genetic algorithm [17]”.
The core idea of genetic algorithms based on parallel selection to
realize the content arrangement model is: using the gene coding value
of chromosome to express the arrangement result; dividing the initial
population into several subpopulations according to the number of
targets; each population solves the whole space of genetic algorithm
under a single objective function assigned by each population and
the constraint conditions, and focuses on the local search with high
performance. It is not easy to fall into the minimal local solution space,
as to generate new subpopulations: merge all the new subpopulations,
select cross mutation, recycle the previous processing to the
termination condition, and then obtain the Pareto optimal solution of
the problem. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 5.

C. The Solving Process of the Parallel Genetic Algorithm
1. Chromosome Coding
In this paper, the binary coding strategy is used to map the
problem’s solution space to a binary string space {0, 1}. The selection
principle of bit string length is based on the problem’s precision and
range of solution. The value of the bit string should cover all values of

2. Initial Population Selection
The initial population has diversity. It can be obtained by the random
method and selective experience method. Considering that some orders
have specific requirements to meet, such as selecting audience groups,
precise time delivery, etc., this paper uses the selection experience
method to generate the initial population meeting these deterministic
requirements. Therefore, the constraint condition (F) and objective
function (C) of the model degenerate and disappear (except when the
gene mutation operation occurs), the solution space is converged in
the initial population selection. The generated population is closer to
the optimal solution space than the random population, improving the
solution speed. Because of the parallel selection genetic algorithm, the
initial population size is divided into three populations.

3. Fitness Function
Individual fitness is the basis of a genetic algorithm for the survival
of the fittest. The most commonly used fitness evaluation method,
namely “original fitness function, “ directly uses the problem’s
objective function as the fitness function. The three constraints in
the model are constructed into penalty functions, which need to be
attached to three objective functions. As the fitness function of the
three populations, F1, F2, F3.
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4. Selection, Crossover, and Variation
Selection is a survival process of the fittest, and those with high
fitness can be inherited and copied to the next generation with high
probability [18]. There are many selection operators, such as elite
individual retention strategy, tournament selection method, etc.
Because of the complexity of the layout model, this paper chooses the
roulette method. The selection probability of individuals is as follows:

Solve the model variables based on Xij (t), and transform them into
natural language description results, as shown in Fig. 5. Table IV
shows part of the operation results, and the simulation results show
a better solution based on the model objectives and constraints. It is
verified that the model can solve the problem of content arrangement.
TABLE IV. Partial Results of a Parallel Genetic Algorithm Based on
TRIZ Theory

(9)
Among them N is the population size and fj is the fitness value of
the j − th individual in the population. The realization process is as
follows: random number r is generated in the interval [0, 1] if the
conditions are satisfied:
Then the i − th individuals were selected, where P0 = 0.

Crossover [19] is when some genes of two parents replace each
other to produce new individuals. In this paper, Authors use the
uniform crossover method: randomly generate binary bit string of
chromosome length as the crossover template, where 0 means no
exchange, 1 means exchange; according to the template, Authors can
get new individuals. Generally, the crossover probability is [0.4, 0.99],
and the crossover probability used in this paper is 0.6.

Mutation [20] is to change the algorithm’s local search ability
and maintain the population’s diversity to change some genes of
individuals on a binary coded chromosome. The mutation is reversing
the gene value of some genes, that is, 1 to 0, 0 to 1. The method of
uniform variation is used in this paper. The mutation probability was
set as 0.05. Generally, the evolutionary algebra is 100-1000 times. Due
to the parallel selection genetic algorithm, each population adopts 200
times of evolutionary algebra.

1

{1,1,1,0,0}

476

0

2

1

2

{0,0,0,1,1}

418

0

1

2

3

{1,1,1,1,1}

778

2

3

3

TABLE II.the Number of People in the Audience Group
3

4

180

120

230

280

The number of input data of order arrangement increases by 5 at a
time. The values are {5, 10, 15, ..., 45, 50}. The input data is shown in
Table III. Assuming the penalty coefficient α = 0.3, the parallel genetic
algorithm proposed in this paper is used to solve the problem.
TABLE III. Input Data of Partial Order Arrangement
Order
input Ii

Price Pi

Audience
Group

Audience
Number Totali

1

290

{1,1,1,0,0}

480

0

2

2

240

-

420

-

1

3

480

{1,1,1,1,1}

780

-

3

Sequence
Time
start di length li

Dynamic Programming
Parallel Genetic Algorithm

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

2

Order
input Ii

11

In the general microcomputer environment, Python software’s
parallel genetic algorithm is implemented [21]. Suppose the current
mobile advertising business. The carrier resources are composed of 1
spatial location, five audience groups [1,5], and 10-time units [1,10].
Due to media resources limitation, it is necessary to plan orders in
these timelines and audience resources. The number of audience
groups is set, as shown in Table II.

1

Sequence
Time
start di length li

In this paper, the weighted average method is used to set each
objective’s weight coefficient based on the importance of each
objective, and the multi-objective is transformed into a single
objective. The classical dynamic programming method is used to
solve the problem. The simulation efficiency is shown in Fig. 6. With
the increase of the problem’s scale, the number of iterations and the
running time of the dynamic programming method [22] increase
exponentially; that is, there is a combinatorial explosion problem. In
contrast, the parallel genetic algorithm’s time performance is relatively
stable, and the average convergence time is shorter than that of the
dynamic programming method. When the order size is more than 30,
the parallel genetic algorithm is suitable for solving the problem.

A. Simulation Results

Number of humans Sj

Audience
Number Totali

B. Analysis of Experimental Results

IV. Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis

Audience group j

Audience
Group

Average sovling time consumption (min)

(10)

Order
input Ii

5

10

15
20
25
30
35
40
45
Number of Input TRIZ theory advertisement

50

Fig. 6. Comparison results of dynamic programming algorithm and parallel
genetic algorithm.

When there are a few orders, a relatively simple dynamic
programming method can be used. Therefore, the parallel genetic
algorithm has a high application value in engineering with more
demands, complex scheduling requirements, and non-real-time
request-response. When the problem’s scale is enlarged and the time
precision is improved, the chromosome’s binary code string will
overgrow. The real coded genetic algorithm can be used to design
chromosomes and algorithms, reducing a genetic algorithm’s search
space. The increasing algorithm’s evolutionary algebra method is used
to increase the number of individuals in the solution space to improve
the Pareto optimal solution’s probability. Designers work for smaller
develop outsourcing companies or others who work freelance work on
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the job, or the contract basis adapts their working day to the customers’
schedules and deadlines. Freelance designers have to satisfy customers
and look for new ones to sustain their stable incomes. In this setting,
graphic designers do freelance work full-time or part-time in addition
to a paying job in the design or other workplace. In advertising, the
graphic designers use details such as a customer’s desires, planned
design messages, and appeal before producing a new design for
consumers or users. Graphic designers collect and conduct their
research on their projects through interactions with buyers, creative
or art directors. When graphical designers acquire this knowledge,
they create designs or layouts to output their design visions by hand
or using a computer and include colors, music, artwork, photography,
animation, design styles, and other visual objects. Graphic designers
then choose an element to view on a website or screen, create graphs
and diagrams of data to be released and consult copywriters on text
accompanying the design. Clients or art/creative directors are then
presented with completed designs.

V. Conclusion
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Abstract

Keywords

Over the last years, works related to accessible technologies have increased both in number and in quality. This
work presents a series of articles which explore different trends in the field of accessible video games for the
blind or visually impaired. Reviewed articles are distributed in four categories covering the following subjects:
(1) video game design and architecture, (2) video game adaptations, (3) accessible games as learning tools
or treatments and (4) navigation and interaction in virtual environments. Current trends in accessible game
design are also analysed, and data is presented regarding keyword use and thematic evolution over time. As a
conclusion, a relative stagnation in the field of human-computer interaction for the blind is detected. However,
as the video game industry is becoming increasingly interested in accessibility, new research opportunities are
starting to appear.

Accessibility, Computer
Entertainment, Humancomputer Interaction,
Video Games, Visual
Impairments.

I. Introduction

II. Research Methodology

T

hroughout the last decades, accessibility in interactive
applications has been profoundly improved, especially when it
comes to dealing with the experiences of blind and visually impaired
people while performing everyday tasks. For example, screen readers
[1]–[4] have greatly eased the process of interacting with computers,
and nowadays, capable digital assistants abound [5]–[7], making
simple, day-to-day interactions more accessible than ever for people
with visual impairments, even though there is still much room for
improvement in this area [8], [9].

However, entertainment technologies, and particularly video
games, are still primarily visual, and often disregard the importance
of universal access in this context. Even so, recent advancements, such
as the notably deep accessibility measures that players can find in
The Last of Us: Part II [10], have gathered a considerable amount of
attention and praise from both users and the media. Adaptations of
this quality are still difficult to achieve, however, as most companies
will not allocate enough resources to cover the needs of a relatively
small portion of their clients. This is the reason why research in the
field of accessibility for the blind and visually impaired revolving
around computer entertainment is still relatively scarce, but necessary
in order to achieve much more welcoming virtual environments for
everyone.
The goals of this article are two: on one hand, to thoroughly describe
the state of the art in the field of accessibility for the blind or visually
impaired; on the other, to detect trends in this area of knowledge.
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A. Search Terms
In order to collect relevant publications in this field, we combined
the following search terms or expressions: “blind”, “visually impaired”,
“visual impairment”, “accessibility”, “accessible technologies”, “disability”,
“video games”, “audio games” and “computer entertainment”. These
were used in Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library,
and results were limited to articles published from 1993 to 2020. A total
of 102 articles were selected throughout this process, by considering
their relevance to the subject. Due to the relatively small number of
publications available in this area, articles were only rejected when
their focus was not accessible video and audio games, or simply when
they did not appear in any search engine after inputting the alreadymentioned search terms.

B. Categorisation
As a means to classify all selected works, we started a preliminary
review which consisted of reading their abstracts and keywords. After
this, four general categories were created, and articles were distributed
between them as Table I shows.
Thematic connections between articles were also explored during
the classification process. Fig. 1 focuses on the distribution of each
article according to this taxonomy. Coloured entries evince a relevant
relationship between an article and a different category marked with
the same colour; each of these articles still pertain to their main
categories, but include references to subjects or methods present in a
different one. Subcategories have also been included, in order to reach
more precision regarding thematic classification.

C. Contributions
As a second step, articles were read and analysed one by one in order
to fully understand their content, while extracting metrics from them.
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Design and architecture
Frameworks, engines and platforms

Adapting games

Reviews, studies and critical thought

Audio adaptation

Buaud, 2002

Archambault, 2005

Lieberman, 1996

Bierre, 2005

McCrindle, 2000

Roden, 2005

Sepchat, 2006

Archambault, 2007

Oren, 2008

Sánchez, 2003

Archambault, 2008

Torrente, 2009

Westin, 2011

Yuan, 2011

Moffat, 2008

Reardon, 2011

Drossos, 2015

Garber, 2013

Porter, 2014

Allman, 2009

Sánchez, 2015

Nesteriuk, 2018

Smith, 2018

Giannakopoulos, 2018

Olsson, 2020

Development guidelines and usability
McElligott, 2004

Velleman, 2004

Grammenos, 2005

Atkinson, 2006

Haptics and
exergames

Grammenos, 2006

Raisamo, 2006

Glinert, 2007

Grammenos, 2007

Yuan, 2008

Miller, 2007

Sánchez, 2007

Sepchat, 2008

White, 2008

Gasperetti, 2010

Gaudy, 2009

Cheiran, 2011

Carvalho, 2012

Milne, 2013

Morelli, 2010a

Scott, 2013

Milne, 2014

Darin, 2015

Mangiron, 2016

Morelli, 2010b

Chakraborty, 2017

Darin, 2017

Vickers, 2013
Kim, 2016

Navigation and interaction
Medical studies

Virtual environments and navigational skills

Bach y Rita, 2003

Loomis,2001

Lahav, 2008

Kupers, 2010

Merabet, 2009

Merabet, 2012

Gagnon, 2012

Wersényi, 2012

Spiel, 2014

Auditory environments and experiments

Video games for
improving
navigational skills

Darvishi, 1994

Mereu, 1996

Sánchez, 2001

Gröhn, 2003

Wong, 2003

Walker, 2003

Lahav, 2006

Valente, 2008

Dingler, 2008

Connors, 2014a

Bigham, 2010

Connors, 2014b

Khaliq, 2019

Learning tools
and treatment
Learning tools
Sánchez, 2009a
Maidenbaum, 2015
Leporini, 2016
Rodríguez, 2018

Allain, 2015
Balan, 2015

Haptic devices
Sjöström, 2001

Iglesias, 2004

Usability tests

Johnson, 2006

De Pascale, 2008

Chandrashekar, 2006

Folmer, 2009

Gutschmidt, 2010

Sánchez, 2006a

Krajnc, 2010

Chebat, 2011

Sánchez, 2006b

Morelli, 2014

Multimodal
adaptation

Treatment of
amblyopia
Li, 2011
Vedamurthy, 2015a
Vedamurthy, 2015b

Sánchez, 2009b
Sánchez, 2009c

Fig. 1. Article classification depending on subject. Coloured references mean there is a significant relationship between said reference and another, secondary
category, marked with that same colour.
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Fig. 2. Evolution of research approaches, in terms of relevant contributions, over time.

A survey was carried out to categorise the types of contributions made
by each of them. To do this, we selected the four main contributions
we were looking for in our analysis: 1) a theoretical contribution to
the field, 2) the design of a tool, 3) the development of a tool, or 4) the
development of an experimental study.

specific problems detailed in different sections, but were kept in this
category due to them being final products or systems aimed towards
facilitating the design of accessible video games. Systematic reviews
or compilations addressing the design and architecture of accessible
games are also included in this category.

Then, we developed a system which allowed for assigning a
numerical array score to every article depending on its contributions.
A number between 0 and 1 was assigned to every mentioned
contribution type so that every article’s aggregated value was always
exactly 1. Each category could have 5 different values: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
and 1. Valid distributions would be, for example: [0, 0.25, 0.75, 0] or
[1, 0, 0, 0] The results of this analysis can be appreciated in Table II,
where both the number of articles and their distribution in terms of
contribution types are represented.

Section IV delves into how non-accessible video games can be
adapted to become usable by blind or visually impaired players.
This is a narrow field, as it is generally considered suboptimal to
adapt already-existent games instead of creating them from scratch
with accessibility in mind. However, some of the ideas presented in
this section are very interesting, and can be applied to the field of
accessible game design.

TABLE I. Number of Entries in Each Category
Category

Number of articles

Design and architecture of video games for blind
or visually impaired players

43

Adapting games for the visually impaired

13

Video games as a learning tool or as treatment
for people with visual impairments

9

Navigation and interaction of visually impaired
players in virtual environments

37

TOTAL

Section V captures a new trend in this field: designing serious games
as learning tools or as a treatment for the blind or visually impaired.
This category includes both medical and educational applications,
and presents technologies which could be applied to the design of
accessible serious games.
Lastly, section VI covers the development of technologies aimed
towards improving non-visual navigation and human-computer
interaction in virtual environments. This field relies largely upon
haptic or auditory user interfaces, some of which have already
been integrated in accessible video games with positive results.
This category also summarises different experiments carried out to
test the effectiveness of a variety of tools created either to improve
navigational skills or to determine how accessible an application or
content is. This section also contains some studies about the effect
of navigating virtual environments in the brain of non-sighted users.

102

Fig. 2 represents the research trends (experimentation, development,
design, and theory) over the years. 66 papers present a tool design
process, 61 delve into development, and 65 include experiments.
However, only 21 articles offer a theoretical contribution.

D. Summaries
Lastly, contributions were summarised and explained in Sections
III to VI.
Section III contains references to specific video games, design aids
or software architectures designed with accessibility in mind, and
focuses on final products, coming from both academic and industrial
environments. Some of these games and interactive applications solve

III. Design and Architecture of Video Games for Blind
or Visually Impaired Players
Most articles reviewed during this research process address everyday
problems associated with developing accessible video games for the blind
or visually impaired. For example, Archambault [11] proposes a game
platform, named Blindstation, useful for solving technical problems
revolving around accessibility and interactive experiences. Several games
are presented, adapted and evaluated by blind children, and the conclusion
is that these games constitute more than accessible applications, and can
be considered a valid entertainment product by users.
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TABLE II. Number of Research Articles per Type of Contribution. One Article May Appear in More Than One Category
Category

Theory

Design

Development

Experimentation

Design and architecture of video games for blind or visually impaired players

15

28

24

19

Adapting games for the visually impaired

2

12

11

10

Video games as a learning tool or as treatment for people with visual
impairments

3

3

4

7

Navigation and interaction of visually impaired players in virtual
environments

6

23

22

29

TOTAL

26

66

61

65

After his previous contribution, the same author [12] delves on the
very idea of game accessibility through a systematic review. Academic
articles published in the last decade are taken into consideration.
Besides, an architecture for a framework allowing mainstream game
accessibility is also included.
Eventually, this author produced an accessibility framework [13]
allowing game developers to design accessible games, as well as
assistive game interfaces.
The TiM project [14] presents a similar approach, in order to
facilitate the development of accessible games. This project has helped
design and adapt computer games for children with visual disabilities.
A software architecture is defined, containing a proposed interaction
design based on common auditory and tactile resources.
On the other hand, Roden and Parberry [15] describe a framework
for designing 3D audio games aimed at wider markets, instead of
exclusively made for the blind. The system is able to represent the
world in a very simple and restrictive manner, so that players know
exactly where they are at all times. Instead of using true 3D audio, the
authors propose a 2D virtual stage which can support surround sound
configurations of up to 6 speakers (5.1), but does not take into account
sound source height.
The AGRIP project [16] focuses on the creation of modern firstperson shooter games which are accessible to the blind and visuallyimpaired. As a result, the low quality of the accessibility infrastructure
utilised in the video game AudioQuake is exposed. The use of this
technology in educational settings is also criticised.
Reardon [17] presents a technology called AbES (Audio-Based
Environment Simulator), which acts as a navigation aid for the blind.
The idea behind the system is to help non-sighted individuals to learn
routes and “paint” navigation maps in a similar way sighted people do.
This kind of technology has been used to map real environments, such
as a university campus or an underground station.
By now, it should be clear that options for blind people are scarce
in the world of interactive entertainment. Thus, Carvalho, Guerreiro,
Duarte et. al. [18] present an iterative and participatory design of an
audio-based puzzle game, along with a preliminary evaluation with 13
blind participants. The outstanding results achieved highlight that the
game is both fun and challenging for its target audience.
Another article by Bierre, Chetwynd, Ellis et al. [19] proposes a
study about different commercial video games which implement
accessibility. The authors conclude that there exists a clear need for
accessibility in commercial games.
Velleman, Van Toi, Huiberts et al. [20] introduce a series of video
games specifically made for the blind, as a result of a collaboration
between the Utrecht School of the Arts and the Bartiméus Accessibility
Foundation. These games include Drive, The Curb Game, Hall of
Sound, Powerchords, Wow and Demor, among other titles. A detailed
explanation is given on the design principles followed by each project,
as well as their goals.

White, Fitzpatrick and McAllister [21] face the issues of navigation
and feedback in 3D environments for the visually impaired by
interviewing 8 expert users and letting them guide design proposals.
The study is focused on multi-user virtual environments, and
particularly on Second Life, a persistent virtual world. Multimodal
approaches, including audio and haptics, are suggested as a solution
for most accessibility issues in video games.
Defining non-functional software requirements is a critical task
for the success of any information system. In the field of accessibility
and usability, non-functional requirements are considered especially
important when developing information systems. The work presented
in [22] aims to better understand the non-functional software
requirements needed to address accessibility and usability challenges
for people with visual disabilities in video games. To achieve this, a
study of the different analysis, results and recommendations derived
from previous studies is detailed. Starting from a 2D arcade video
game from the 1980s, these authors develop a new version where they
incorporate hardware controls and sound effects, making it possible
for people with visual disabilities to use it. Through interviews with
six visually impaired users, they also determine that the experience
with this new version is positive.
Sepchat, Monmarché, Slimane et al. [23] claim that the main senses
involved in making a video game accessible for the blind are hearing
and touch, and present a semi-automatic system which can help
developers design accessible games controlled by tactile surfaces and
described through audio. All of these games must be based on a 2D
grid over which a character moves. Two examples are included: a maze
game, in which the player has to find an exit while avoiding obstacles
and enemies, and a snake game, in which the player is a snake that
grows by eating apples and dies when hitting a wall or its own tail.
By considering the impact on human development that video
games have, this work [24] proposes a 3D game that is based on the
perception of sound and haptic feedback, leaving aside any visual
interaction. This game has been tested with blind and blindfolded
people, thus highlighting several interaction problems which needed
to be solved. The software was then redesigned by taking into account
these results.
A video game and a functional game engine aimed at children with
visual disabilities are presented in [25]. On one hand, the game is
implemented using binaural technology that allows players to listen
and navigate through the game space by adding location information
to audio. On the other hand, the engine presented by these authors
enables a quick game development process for people with visual
disabilities, this contribution being a good starting point for future
developments in the field.
Gaudy, Natkin and Archambault [26] present the design of an
audio game in which interaction is based on very simple actions, so
that no instructions are needed before starting to play. Users are not
supposed to fully understand all game mechanics from the beginning,
though. Instead, they discover the intricacies of gameplay as the game
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progresses. An experiment aimed towards a usability validation is
also presented in this article. Its results indicate that, even though all
players managed to progress in the game, not everyone understood
how specific mechanics worked.
Other authors [27] present a different approach for developing
video games which are universally accessible. This way, people with
visual and hearing impairments, multiple variants of color-blindness
and reduced vision problems can be able to play and learn through
them. These same authors also carried out simulation tests to prove
the functionality of this perspective.
A set of inclusive and accessible games are presented in [28]. In
all of these, accessibility is achieved through auditory representations
of virtual environments. A development platform, named Memor-i
studio, is also presented. It allows non-technical users (including blind
people under supervision) to create inclusive games. Both the games
and the platform have been tested by blind or visually impaired users
with positive results.
AudiOdyssey, a video game prototype designed to be used by
both sighted and visually impaired people, is presented in [29]. Said
prototype is a rhythm-based game with fully accessible menus and
game levels. It also allows for a variety of control schemes, so that it
can adapt to every type of player.
Another research [30] describes the user interface design for
the accessible and multiplayer game Access Invaders. This game
simultaneously adapts to the needs of different player types by
defining parallel game universes, thus allowing visually impaired
people to play simultaneously with other users.
Sánchez and Hassler [31] build a virtual environment that contains
a navigation aid for the blind and does not rely on 3D audio to function.
Instead, these authors propose a system called AudioMUD, which uses
spoken text as the only way to describe both virtual environments
and player interactions. The system was evaluated through a cognitive
testing process, concluding that collaboration skills and leadership can
be developed while playing with this kind of technology.
UA-Chess, a fully accessible chess game which can be played
through a standard web browser, is presented in [32]. Its main feature
is its accessible nature: it can be played simultaneously by people
with different disabilities, including visual impairments. Finally, this
research analyzes how accessibility is supported in UA-Chess for
different categories of users through its graphical user interface, its
adaptiveness and the variety of input and output modes.
VBGhost [33] is presented as an educational, multiplayer game for
blind or visually impaired people, which reinforces concepts related
to reading and writing in Braille. Its main contribution to the field of
game development is its interface, which uses six touch areas with a
circular shape, enabling players to easily input letters in Braille.
These same authors [34] propose a compilation of their accessible
and educational games, called BraillePlay, which includes four different
titles: VBReader, VBWriter, VBHangman and the already-mentioned
VBGhost. A formal evaluation of said games is also included, focusing
on accessibility, engagement and effectiveness. The results show that
engagement is the only issue when trying to get children to interact
with these games for a period of time longer than four weeks.
Torrente, Del Blanco, Moreno-Ger et al. [35] present accessibility as
a means to maintain inclusivity in e-learning processes. They review
a variety of methodologies, tools and design patterns for accessible
video games, and propose a series of guidelines for designing inclusive
games for e-learning. A platform called <e-Adventure> is also
presented, focusing on the generation of point-and-click adventure
games. It contains a game authoring editor and a game engine. The
article also concludes that accessibility is an often overlooked matter

in the game development business, and that there is a need for tools
which make adapting games to everyone easier and less expensive for
professional game developers.
Other authors [36] present audio games as a low-cost alternative
to portable video games for visually impaired players. An accessible
sudoku game is described and implemented through RockBox, a
custom firmware for popular MP3 players. Even though this article
was written just before the popularization of smartphone games, it
predicts the impact they would have in blind players.
McElligott and Van Leeuwen [37] propose a methodology for
designing toys and computer games for the blind which involves
taking into account their abilities, instead of their disabilities. Three
different scenarios are provided as examples of inclusive design, and
all of them are validated through experiments with small children.
After these validation sessions, the authors conclude there is a need
for more varied and balanced sensory stimulation in games for
visually impaired children. Thus, video games that only use auditory
stimuli have room for improvement if other communication channels
are used, such as tactile surfaces.
Nesteriuk [38] defends the importance of audio games for general
accessibility, and explains how they can help visually impaired people
stay connected in a digital world. A survey about current advancements
in the field is the main contribution of this author’s work; however, he
also introduces a series of design guidelines for accessibility in video
games, based on the reviewed literature.
In a first approach towards improving game-related skills in people
with visual disabilities, Darin [39] proposes a methodology to evaluate
usability and cognitive impact in multimodal video games. This work is
concluded with a list of guidelines for the design of interface elements.
Through further research, the same author [40] presents guidelines
for the evaluation of usability in audio-based and haptic video games
for blind people. A guide is also included, based on the comparison
of usability evaluation methods (EMU) in this context, as well as an
analysis on the evaluation of audio as a mode of interaction.
Grammenos, Savidis and Stephanidis [41] also describe the basic
steps to adapt and apply a unified design method in the development of
accessible video games. Key differences between turn-based strategy
game design and action games are outlined.
Scott and Ghinea [42] describe the result of providing a list of
accessibility guidelines to the participants at the Global Game Jam
(GGJ), an event where small games are made in only a 48-hour
development cycle. The authors conclude that designing games with
accessibility in mind is possible even in a short time-frame, and that
events like the GGJ can raise awareness about these issues among
game developers.
Leporini and her colleagues explored another example of the
potential use of serious games in rehabilitation in [43], with a particular
focus on skills and retraining for blind and partially sighted people.
The authors present a theoretical framework for developing this type
of video games, and propose some design guidelines to follow when
using these games in rehabilitation scenarios.
Lieberman [44] writes an article in an attempt to motivate our
society to design universally accessible activities and video games.
Another article [45] analyses the current state of game accessibility,
with a particular focus on the blind and visually impaired. They also
discuss the barriers these groups face, as well as their options in the
video game industry, such as audio games and “video-less” games. They
conclude by suggesting the application of audio description techniques
to video games, which could potentially improve accessibility.
Miller, Parecki and Douglas [46] provide a formal description of
an auditory game specifically designed for blind people. The game
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requires players to match a rhythm with keystroke patterns, and
includes an audio-based menu and a data collection tool that allows
for gameplay analysis. This kind of software can also be used as an
experimental tool for studying how blind players behave in a virtual
auditory environment, and provides an unbiased performance variable
(called “score”), which can potentially prove useful when judging the
utility of certain game design decisions.
Oren, Harding and Bonebright [47] analyse and compare mental
images created by both sighted and non-sighted players of a 2D, sidescrolling audio game. User descriptions of the virtual environment
were retrieved and transferred to a map, and they were assigned a
“mapping score” by judging how closely this mental image resembled
the actual layout of the game. The authors conclude that there is not
a significant difference in accuracy of mental maps created by sighted
and visually impaired players, and that audio can convey enough
information to allow for accurate virtual environment representation
in video games.
Porter [48] takes into account mainstream gaming when addressing
accessibility issues present in interactive software. He outlines a
future research plan focusing on working together with actual game
developers in order to improve how commercial products are accessed
by people with disabilities.
Raisamo, Hippula, Patomaki et al. [49] describe how several haptic
devices were used to generate feedback in multimodal applications. A
method to conduct usability testing with visually impaired children is
also explained.
Garber [50] presents a study where the need to make video games
accessible is highlighted. To achieve this, a review of academic
literature is included, pointing out the benefits and barriers found in
software design, and concluding that the current trend is to include
some sort of accessibility measure in new developments.
Sánchez, Darin and Andrade [51] conduct a systematic review
of multimodal games which concludes that audio is a very common
interface element, but other communication channels remain
underused. For example: adaptation of GUI element sizes or the use of
colours which are discernible by colour-blind people are uncommon
practices in video game design. Besides, most games in this review do
not take cognitive impact into account, and this approach would be
needed for the development of cognitive skills in players who are blind.
A systematic review by Westin, Bierre, Gramenos et al. [52] covers
general progress in the field of game accessibility from 2005 to 2010.
Visual impairments prove to be the most researched topic in this
context. The authors propose exploring more ways of employing
haptics or tactile interfaces as an addition to audio in video games
for the blind, which is still a very relevant topic for current research.
Another survey about general game accessibility [53] defines visually
impaired players as “unable to perceive primary stimuli”, and propose
modifying essential communication elements as the only way to
improve video games on this matter. The most common adaptation
techniques observed in reviewed literature are replacing visuals with
audio or haptic feedback, and enhancing visuals for players with
partial eyesight.
Lastly, Brown and Anderson [54] also evaluate the current state
of accessibility in video games, specifically in terms of designing for
disability. They evaluate 50 games, chosen using objective criteria,
such as total sales, critical reception, awards, etc., in order to examine
the widest possible sample of the most prominent games released in
2019. The results highlight design pitfalls and innovations regarding
accessibility in four key areas: audio, vision, player movement and
difficulty.

IV. Adapting Games for the Visually Impaired
Other authors, however, explore ways to adapt already existent
video games in order to make them more accessible, and audio plays
a very important role in this process. The subject of how audio can be
used to make games accessible is explored by [55]. These researchers
add sound to a shooting game with audio aids in order to provide
information about direction and distance of moving targets, and then
test it with users. The result is that both blind and sighted players
can play this kind of game, and that sighted people also improve their
performance with the help of audio.
An interactive, audio-based virtual environment called
AudioBattleShip is presented in another research article by Sánchez,
Baloian, Hassler et al. [56]. It aims to enhance collaboration and
cognition in blind learners, and focuses on using spatialized sound to
develop collaborative skills in blind learners.
[57] introduces the Racing Auditory Display (RAD), an audio-based
user interface that allows players who are blind to play the same kind
of racing games that sighted players can play with a similar efficiency
and sense of control. Thanks to 2 empirical studies, these researchers
find that players preferred the RAD’s interface over that of Mach 1, a
popular blind-accessible racing game.
Another research by [58] results in the game Audio Space Invaders.
This software focuses on demonstrating how a traditional space
invasion game can be made accessible using a 3D audio (Ambisonics)
environment. The authors also present a multimodal game where
sighted and blind users can share a gameplay experience by combining
audio and visual interfaces with force feedback joystick movement.
Rock Band is a commercial video game which combines audio with
sensors. The work by [59] presents a modification called Rock Vibe,
which allows to create visual representations using haptic and audio
feedback, thus granting access to this game for visually impaired
people. A usability evaluation of this project is also included.
Through two exergames (Dance Revolution Extreme 2 and EyeToy
Kinetic), Gasperetti et. al. [60] present a list of modifications to be
added in order to make a game accessible to visually impaired users.
A similar approach is taken by [61], who propose a badminton
game called Sonic-Badminton, in which users can practice this sport
by means of a virtual shuttlecock, using audio cues as navigational
references. To verify its usability, the authors present a study carried
out on both blind and sighted users, and state that all participants were
able to play and enjoyed the game.
VI Tennis is another exergame presented by [62]. It is a modified
version of a popular motion sensing game that explores the use of
vibrotactile and audio cues. This application was tested by 13 blind
children and the authors were able to observe how they improved
their physical activity.
These same authors present, in another article [63], an adaptation
of VI Bowling, a haptic and auditory exergame which can be played
using a motion detection controller. This software makes use of a
novel technique to perform sensory-motor space challenges, which
can be applied to motor learning. VI Bowling was evaluated by six
blind adults, obtaining very positive results.
Another research by Vickers, Istance and Heron [64] aims towards
a comprehensive software framework which allows for dynamic
adaptation of computer games to different levels of physical and
cognitive abilities. The authors describe the principles by which
games can be adapted, both during construction and during gameplay,
in order to accommodate different abilities and disabilities, all while
using the Game Accessibility Development Framework.
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Khaliq and Torre [65] also aim for a comprehensive approach, and
study how to include accessibility in games for people with visual
impairments in a variety of ways. They carry out a study on current
technologies, and offer three general adaptation techniques, classified
into visual, auditory and tactile. These approaches are justified with
the results of experiments conducted on different groups of the
visually impaired population.
Olsson [66], on the other hand, proposes a study about the different
barriers to accessibility still existing in video games. In order to do so, a
heuristic tool aimed towards accessibility evaluation is presented. The
tool was validated by applying it to four different games. This research
also explores the possibility of incorporating the tool into a game
development process. The results constitute a relevant contribution
about systematic examination of accessibility features and problems
experienced in shooter games by disabled people.
Lastly, visual replacement is explored by [67] in an article that
proposes replacing visual stimuli with haptic stimuli as a viable
strategy to make Guitar Hero, a popular rhythm game, accessible. The
authors call this new approach Blind Hero, and present a haptic glove
which translates visual stimuli into haptic stimuli. They also conduct a
study with this modified video game involving sighted and non-sighted
players, as well as performance measurements and comparisons in
order to decide if players get a similar gameplay experience. The results
indicate that the haptic glove can successfully translate visual stimuli
into haptic stimuli despite having to compromise some elements of
gameplay. Except for these compromises, all participants considered
playing Blind Hero a fun and enjoyable experience.

V. Video Games as a Learning Tool or as Treatment
for People With Visual Impairments
In the reviewed literature, several researchers have spoken about
how technology can improve people’s lives with amblyopia. As an
example, [68] present an experiment to determine whether playing
video games can induce plasticity in the visual system of adults with
amblyopia. Researchers divided 20 participants into three groups
depending on the content they played: an action video game, a nonaction video game, and a crossover control group. Results showed that
playing video games (both action and non-action games) for a short
period using the amblyopic eye results in a substantial improvement
in various fundamental visual functions. Finally, they claimed that the
recovery in visual acuity is at least five times faster than expected
from typical occlusion therapy in childhood amblyopia.
In the same line, Dr. Indu Vedamurthy and his colleagues [69]
explore the connection between reduced suppression and improved
visual function following treatment in adult amblyopia. The authors
gathered twenty-three adults with amblyopia, ten with anisometropia
(unequal refractive error), and thirteen with strabismus. They
played 40 hours of a dichoptic action video game designed to reduce
suppression, promote fusion, and increase attention by the amblyopic
eye under binocular conditions. Contrary to the investigation above,
the results showed no significant correlation between decreased
suppression and improved visual function. This finding challenged the
prevailing view and suggested that while dichoptic training improves
visual acuity and stereopsis in adult amblyopia, reduced suppression
is unlikely to be at the root of visual recovery. The same authors [70]
also present the evaluation of a dichoptic action video game especially
designed to improve amblyopia in adults. Thirty-eight adults with
unilateral amblyopia participated. The experimental intervention was
compared to a conventional method of supervised occlusion while
watching movies. Results showed that the game group’s visual acuity
improved, on average, 28 % more than in the movie group.

Some researchers have explored the use of serious games to train
visually impaired people in different skills. For example, a short paper
by [71] presents some games for learning to use the EyeCane device.
EyeCane expands the traditional WhiteCane functionalities with
distances and angles. Also, following the same research line, [72]
present and test CPRforBlind, a video game prototype composed of 13
mini-games. Researchers designed it to introduce the main steps of the
cardiopulmonary resuscitation protocol to visually impaired people.
The player acts as a helper who has to save the victim by using tactile
interaction to solve the challenges assigned to each mini-game. Sixteen
participants (8 blind and 8 sighted) tested the game. The authors claim
a significant improvement in CPR knowledge after playing the game;
besides, blind participants found it fun and easy to play.
A similar approach is taken by [73] who present the design and
developing process of AudioLink, a role-playing video game for
learning scientific concepts and reasoning only through audio. Besides,
they evaluated its usability and cognitive impact with 20 students
(13 of them with low vision). Results indicated that users considered
the software appealing, challenging, engaging, and encouraging as a
science learning tool. Besides, subjects rated the usability of AudioLink
highly.
Other authors [74] opt for a more analytical perspective, and
propose applying a combined method for evaluating accessibility
in educational video games, taking into account the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1. The authors evaluated 82 video
games and reached the conclusion that no serious games among those
selected have reached an acceptable level of accessibility. Therefore,
serious game developers should make significant efforts to improve
accessibility in the future.
A systematic literature review by these same authors [75] highlights
current trends and prominent issues in accessibility and provides
guidelines for designing serious inclusive games. The study is based
on the results of existing studies published between 2000 and 2020.
The authors extract a total of 476 studies, and after a screening process
with the help of the PRISMA flowchart, focus on only 47 of them. The
authors conclude that developers rely on assistive technologies (both
software and hardware) to achieve greater accessibility in serious
games. Besides, they highlight the need for research on accessibility
policies, guidelines, and practices for serious games, and reflect on the
threats of not taking these measures into account.

VI. Navigation and Interaction of Visually Impaired
Players in Virtual Environments
Virtual environments present numerous issues to visually impaired
or blind people. That may well be the reason why this subject has
attracted so much attention among the scientific community
researching accessibility. We will start delving into this subject by
summarising some studies on different navigational strategies, used
either in virtual environments or in the real world.
Teaching navigational strategies to people with vision issues has
caught the attention of the scientific community. This fact should
not be surprising since there are medical studies [76] that find neural
correlations while blind subjects navigate virtual environments, or
experiments [77] to determine the neural mechanisms underlying
spatial navigation in congenitally blind individuals. The act of
comparing between sighted and non-sighted people has been a
recurrent theme in medical studies, and is also present in studies
involving specific technology. This is the case of [78], who introduced
the concept of path integration. Path integration is form of navigation
in which perceived self-motion is integrated over time to obtain an
estimate of current position and orientation. In their study, non-
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sighted subjects, who were passively guided over the outbound path,
made significant mistakes when attempting to return to the original
position, but were nevertheless sensitive to turns and segment lengths
in the stimulus path. Previous research by these authors had shown
that optic flow constitutes a weak input to the path integration process.
Some researches focus on creating technologies that help people
perceive objects around them. For example, VizWiz::LocateIt [79] is
a mobile system that enables blind people to locate objects in their
environment by combining remote human computation and local
automatic computer vision. The authors claim this application to be
ground-breaking when solving many useful problems for blind people
by changing the paradigm of search problems. It is inspired by how blind
people overcome many accessibility issues today by asking a sighted
person: the application first asks people to outline the object, and then
enables efficient and accurate automatic computer vision to guide users
in an interactive manner. Only a commercial smartphone is needed for
this to work. Finally, the authors present a two-stage algorithm which
aims to guide users to the object they were looking for.
Virtual environments are remarkable tools when it comes to
teaching and developing orientation. Merabet and Sánchez [80]
describe a series of interactive audio-based computer software and
virtual environments designed to serve as rehabilitative approaches
to improve spatial navigation, problem-solving skills, and overall
confidence in individuals with visual impairments. The authors find
substantial differences in behavioral gains obtained through virtual
navigation, especially when compared to navigating the real world.
Even so, they advocate for a mixed strategy, instead of replacing current
rehabilitative techniques. Finally, they highlight the importance
of understanding how the brain creates spatial cognitive maps as a
function of learning modality and over time in order to improve
rehabilitation techniques. Dr. Merabet et al. also created the Audiobased Environment Simulator (AbES) [81], a novel approach to train
navigation and spatial cognition skills in adolescents who are blind
within a virtual reality application. In this paper, two experiments
developed with said tool are presented, involving seventeen early
blind persons. The authors conclude that the application significantly
encouraged blind users to explore the virtual environment actively.
Besides, it generated a definite sense of large-scale three-dimensional
space and facilitated learning and transferring navigational skills to
the physical world.
Subsequently, [82] present an experiment with AbES in which the
authors measured the ability and efficacy of adolescents with earlyonset blindness when acquiring spatial information gained from the
exploration of a virtual indoor environment. Success in the transfer
of navigation skill performance was markedly high, suggesting that
interacting with AbES leads to the generation of an accurate spatial
mental representation. Furthermore, there was a positive correlation
between success in gameplay and navigation task performance.
Finally, these same authors [83] delve further into the AbES as a way to
explore the layout of an unfamiliar, complex indoor environment. The
researchers carried out an experiment during which they compared
two modes of interaction with AbES. In one group, blind participants
implicitly learned the layout of a target environment while playing an
exploratory, goal-directed video game. A second group was explicitly
taught the same layout following a standard route and instructions
provided by a sighted facilitator. Additionally, a control group
interacted with AbES while playing the same kind of game. Results
showed that participants from both modes of interaction were able to
transfer spatial knowledge gained during gameplay. This transfer was
not present in the control group.
In a previous study, [84] used a virtual environment to achieve
a twofold objective: discovering the structural components and
relationships that participants included in their cognitive map, and

knowing how the constructed cognitive map contributes to orientation
when navigating a limited space in the real-world. The author focused
on the ability to recall and perform orientation tasks using long-term
memory, and included a long-term experiment involving 4 participants
(1 congenitally and 3 late blind). A point to highlight of the study is
that participants were able to recall general properties of a virtual
room which they visited twice, 16 months apart.
When dealing with visually impaired users, usability and
accessibility while navigating are key factors to decide whether an
application is worth it or not. In this regard, Jaime Sánchez has led
many studies. The first one [85] presented a usability evaluation study
of a haptic device designed ad hoc (Digital Clock Carpet), and a 3D
video game (MOVA3D), which is based on audio in order to allow for
the development of orientation and mobility skills in children when
walking through closed and unfamiliar spaces. The results of this
study showed that both the haptic device and the videogame were
usable. The authors also described in detail the evaluation process, the
re-design of some parts of the tool, and the final end-user usability
evaluation. In the second one, [86] presented a design, development,
and usability evaluation for the already-mentioned Audio-Based
Environments Simulator (AbES) software. The environment this
software creates, in this case, is a virtual representation of a real
space, developed using user-centered design methodologies. As in the
first study, mentioned above, results showed that users feel satisfied
with the proposed interface. Researchers claimed that they are also
using these simulators to study brain changes and adaptations by
incorporating AbES within a neuroimaging environment.
In a previous study, the same author [87] presented, together
with other colleagues, the design and usability evaluation of threedimensional interactive environments for children with visual
disabilities: AudioChile and AudioVida. 3D audio aims to orient
players, avoid obstacles, and identify the position of characters and
objects within the environment. The authors also described the
process of testing with children with residual vision and improving
their graphical user interfaces. Finally, they concluded that the use of
this software allows children to differentiate and identify surrounding
sounds that helped them to orient themselves. Finally, Sánchez [88]
also researched the problems encountered when implementing
awareness in collaborative software for blind people. The study had
three phases: the design of a collaborative application for learning
musical instruments; the usability testing of this software with
five learners who evaluate the interfaces for both interaction and
collaboration; and the identification of some unique problems in
implementing awareness in collaborative software for blind learners.
The most important conclusion was that awareness mechanisms for
people with disabilities imply more complex problems that must be
considered when designing collaborative software.
Other studies present experiments designed to determine the
efficiency of virtual environments to help in navigation. [89] carried
out an experiment to determine the efficiency of auditory and visual
cues to find gates in a game-like experience. The authors conclude
that audio-visual navigation was the most efficient, followed by
visual navigation, and audio-only navigation revealed itself as the
least effective method. The importance of auditory stimuli in virtual
reality applications is, however, highlighted, as in this scenario many
essential features of the virtual environment are located outside the
main field of view.
Besides, Lahav and Mioduser [90] presented and experiment,
involving 31 blind participants, to prove the effectiveness of a virtual
environment as a helper for visually impaired people who navigate
the real world. By using haptic and audio feedback in order to ease
the task of exploring unknown spaces, they examined the ability of all
participants to apply cognitive maps created in a virtual environment
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when accomplishing tasks in the real world. The results attained
suggest that working within the virtual environment gave participants
a stimulating, comprehensive, and thorough acquaintance with the
target space. Evidence of a transfer from the exploration within the
virtual environment to the cognitive map built in subjects’ minds is also
provided. In the same vein, Wersényi [91] used a virtual environment
to help the blind community to use personal computers. The author
focused on technical and hearing-related questions, as well as human
factors. He conducted an experiment to compare the performance of
twenty eight blind users to 40 sighted subjects in a virtual auditory
environment.
Auditory environments have also been tested as helpers to visually
impaired people. [78] collected a series of studies on auditory distance
perception in outdoor environments. These show a systematic
underestimation of sound source distance. As a conclusion, the authors
describe a navigation system for the visually impaired that uses three
recent technologies: the Global Positioning System (GPS), Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), and virtual acoustics. They also state that
these three technologies show a potential to help visually impaired
individuals to navigate and learn about unfamiliar environments
without the assistance of human helpers.

declared to be in the middle of an ongoing process, during which
several parameters of the application will be evaluated. Thus, they
presented early results from an initial experiment, which showed that
users were able to perform relatively well with this system. However,
we want to point out that no later related research has been found.
It seems clear that sounds represent a basic tool to help visually
impaired users to navigate virtual or real environments. A study by
[96] delves into automatically generating impact sounds, based on a
physical modelling method. The kind of modelling presented in this
article can facilitate the implementation of non-speech auditory cues
representing objects and interactions in non-visual interfaces. Also,
the authors discuss the results of comparing recorded impact sounds
with their abstract representations. Finally, they claim to be able to
automatically generate sounds for “spherical objects falling onto
a beam or plate” with fast algorithms that implement the described
physical models. In spite of the promising results, no more recent
work on the subject has been found.

In order to evaluate three different auditory environments, other
authors [92] presented an experiment, undertaken by 8 visually
impaired users (a similar, previous study with 25 sighted participants
is also described in this work). The main conclusion is that sound
can help both sighted and visually impaired users in 3D applications
(sighted users prefer music, while visually impaired users prefer
simple tones). Also, they argue that, while sound-only applications are
possible for both groups, visually impaired users are more proficient
while using them.

Video games have also proven useful when comparing navigational
skills between sighted and non-sighted people. [97] present a study
to compare the navigational strategies that sighted and blind subjects
tend to use while playing. This work is based on studies on navigation
that show spatial mental models are encoded differently across
both groups of players. Whereas sighted players experience higher
immersion in the allocentric system (that is: they tend to view the
environment as a general representation), blind players experience
higher immersion in the egocentric system. The experiment was
passed to 6 blind and 6 sighted players, and used a text-based video
game. Results support the hypothesis that egocentric directions are
more natural to use and more immersive for non-sighted players,
while sighted players perform better with allocentric directions.

In auditory environments, there are different sonification
techniques. The most known include: auditory icons (brief sounds
representing objects, functions, and actions), earcons (abstract,
synthetic and mostly musical tones or sound patterns that can be used
in structured combinations) and speech (a voice announcing the name
of the object). On the other hand, other newer techniques include a
combination of the ones described above, such as spearcons (spoken
phrases sped up until they may no longer be recognized as speech)
and hybrids (a combination of different sound types). Dingler et al.
[93] present an experiment to determine the degree of learnability
for different sonification techniques aiming to represent standard
environmental features. Participants were 39 undergraduate students
who reported normal or corrected-to-normal hearing and vision.
Authors conclude that spearcons are comparable to speech, at least
regarding learnability. Also, they leave the speech channel open
and are very brief, which reinforces their potential as a sonification
methodology.

This whole section has made evident that audio is the most
common communication channel when creating accessible
navigation systems or interfaces for the blind and visually impaired.
Due to the amount of work in this area, in 2015, [98] conducted a
systematic review of navigational audio-based games. The authors
took conceptual and technological approaches, and also gave special
attention to accessibility, as well as to user interaction efficiency. A
series of audio games and virtual environments are presented; they
are designed to help visually impaired people to improve their ability
while performing exploration and orientation tasks. They are also
aimed towards helping to develop spatial navigation and problemsolving skills. Two important conclusions were reached: on one
hand, audio games represent an effective means toward progression
in spatial contextual learning for visually impaired people; on the
other, the challenging nature of audio games promotes a high level of
engagement, immersion, and active user interaction for both sighted
and visually impaired people.

Following the same line, some authors [94] use spatialised sound
to help blind learners to construct cognitive spatial structures. This
short paper presents the design process of an interactive software.
The authors also claim to have conducted experimental studies in
two different Chilean schools for blind children, which included
thirty learners, for two years. They researched exposure to acoustic
environments, corporal exercises, and experiences with sand, clay,
styrofoam, and Lego bricks. The results of these studies revealed that
blind children can build mental structures only with sound and that
spatial imagery is not purely visual by nature, but can be constructed
and transferred through spatialised audio.

Additionally, it is possible to find different examples that show
the benefits of audio games when addressing navigational problems.
Recently, [99] presented an audio game designed to teach blind
children navigation skills. It consists of a 3D exploration game, which
uses a head-mounted display and a realistic soundscape to create an
immersive experience. Besides, a qualitative experiment was performed
in a small group of blind teenagers. The authors informed that their
reactions were quite positive, making the experience engaging and
fun. Finally, the authors agree on the advantages of incorporating this
game into educative programs for blind people.

A very different and original approach is taken by [95], who
present a computer application, the Audio Abacus, designed to help
users navigate sequences of numbers by transforming them into tones,
following the analogy of an abacus. At the time of the paper, authors

A different short paper [100] presented an improvement for an
already existent application (it is worth mentioning that no further
information on that application was found) : NAVI (Navigation Aid
for Visually Impaired). The authors created this system in 2001 and
improved the tool through the process that is described in this paper.
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The improvements made in NAVI are discussed, and a preliminary
experimental approach is also described. This experiment focuses on
developing a navigational aid for the blind through the transformation
of stereo image to stereo sound.
Sound also presents advantages when interacting with mobile
phones. In 2008, [101] published a study about designing nonvisual games for phones. An example called The Audio Flashlight
was provided. The interface of this video game is based on audio,
vibrations, and gestural input. The authors tried to avoid auditory
overloading by representing collisions through touch. A preliminary
evaluation indicated that players enjoyed the experience, as it seemed
fun and unusual to them, especially when compared to traditional
games. These authors also include an interesting discussion on the
difficulties that blind people have when playing games of this type.
[102] also present a study about developing an application for mobile
devices, especially aimed towards people with special needs such as
the blind and visually impaired.
Command-based interfaces for virtual worlds can also ease the
access of visually impaired users to video games. This is the case of
TextSL, a client for Second Life that can be accessed with a screen
reader. The authors [103] conducted an experiment involving 16
participants (8 were using a screen reader and 8 were sighted) to prove
its effectiveness. They concluded that a command-based interface
is a feasible approach to explore Second Life, communicate with
other avatars, and interact with objects. However, command-based
exploration and object interaction are significantly slower in TextSL.
Two significant problems were identified in the conclusions: on the
one hand, objects in virtual worlds such as Second Life often lack
metadata, which makes it challenging to provide an accurate textual
description; on the other, virtual worlds have large numbers of objects
that may easily overwhelm a user when turned into audio feedback.
While command-based interfaces seem to be an interesting way
to improve accessibility, there are studies [104] on neuroscience that
propose the use of technology to expand human perception and to gain
a deeper understanding of brain plasticity and cognitive processes.
The authors of this research review current tools for different kinds
of sensory substitution. Finally, they conclude by pointing out the
need for robust and cheap technology for patients suffering from
any kind of sensory loss. This study supports further research on the
usefulness of tactile (haptic) devices. These devices have raised a lot of
expectations amongst the scientific community due to their potential
for non-sighted users.
[105] make use of a haptic device in order to develop a technique
called real-time sensory substitution (RTSS). It allows players who are
blind to play gesture-based video games without having to make any
modifications to the game itself. RTSS uses real-time video analysis to
detect the presence of a particular visual cue, which is then substituted
with a vibrotactile cue that is provided by an external controller. The
authors also detailed a study taken by 28 sighted subjects playing Kinect
Hurdles. Results found no significant difference in performance (taking
into account accuracy and completion time) when interchanging
visual and haptic cues in versions of the game which already make use
of a semantic sound system.
Haptic technologies are also applicable to traditional games. A
good example is the implementation of an accessible Sudoku by [106].
The authors expose the benefits of using a planar, touch-sensitive
and refreshable haptic display and compare it with other means of
interaction with blind people.
By combining haptic and audio devices, [107] present and test the
GRAB project. It included a haptics and audio system provided with a
set of utilities and applications which granted visually impaired people
access to 3D graphics. The project included audio synthesis, speech

recognition, and haptic interaction to allow for object exploration
and manipulation. To validate this system, the authors tested it with
an adventure game, a city map explorer, and a chart data explorer.
Participants in this validation process had different degrees of
blindness. Authors claimed that the results confirmed the validity and
potential of the GRAB system for these applications, although some
features required some adjustments in order to create usable tools.
Haptic devices have also been used for other purposes. Johnson
and Higginns [108] presented the building process and preliminary
validation of a compact, wearable navigation device which aids
visually impaired users to navigate everyday environments in realtime. Off-the-shelf components are used to create a device capable
of gathering visual inputs (through webcams), extracting relevant
information about the environment (where the nearest objects are
in three-dimensional space), and finally translating it into a tactile
signal. Authors claim that preliminary results suggest that this device
is useful for object avoidance in simple environments.
[109] compiled some recommendations and guidelines for using
haptic devices. These rules are grouped under the categories of
“navigation”, “finding objects”, “understanding objects” and “haptic
widgets”. The author claims that these recommendations help
to improve haptic program efficiency. Other authors [110] have
researched potential applications of haptic feedback in virtual worlds.
In order to reach that goal, they proposed a haptic-enabled version of
the Second Life game client (the same tool as [103]), which includes
two haptic-based input modes to help visually impaired people while
navigating and exploring the virtual 3D environments contained in
the game. Additionally, the results of an experiment with temporarily
blind-folded users show that haptic-based input modalities allow to
easily find and reach avatars in virtual worlds.
A different experiment conducted by Chebat et al. [111] drew
bolder conclusions. They tried to determine the ability of congenitally
blind participants to detect and avoid obstacles using a sensory
substitution device: the tongue display unit. 16 congenitally blind and
11 sighted subjects participated in the study. Results showed that blind
participants outperformed sighted ones when detecting and avoiding
obstacles using the substitution device. Besides, they demonstrated
that bigger obstacles were better detected than smaller ones, and
that step-around obstacles were more avoidable than step-over ones.
Finally, the authors claimed to have produced the first study to show
that congenitally blind participants outperform sighted ones in spatial
tasks when equipped with a sensory substitution device.
Finally, [112] present a short paper including an experiment where
6 visually-impaired students evaluate a website. 4 of them were blind,
and 2 had low vision. The conclusion they reach is that TAP (Think
Aloud Protocol), in its simplified form as a concurrent verbal protocol
method, may not be effective when applied to scenarios where blind
people use a screen reader to access websites. Besides, they observed
that blind users did not offer as many comments as users with low
vision, even when prompted regularly. Finally, they claim that the TAP
protocol should be modified in order to better adapt it to blind users.

VII. Discussion
Analysing thematic variations of published research in accessibility
and video games provides essential information on how the area of
knowledge has evolved over the last 27 years. Fig. 3 illustrates the
evolution in the number of published works (classified by theme) over
the period considered.
Navigation and interaction works were the pioneers (the first work
appears in 1994) and have dominated the field until 2015. The design
and architecture of video games (either by describing final products or
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software development supporting accessible game design tasks) began
to attract the researchers’ interests in 2004 (the first work related to
this subject was undertaken in 1996) and remains stable until today.
However, academic papers that conceive video games as learning tools
or treatments for the visually impaired have become far more frequent
in the latest years, particularly since 2014. It seems reasonable to
expect a consolidation of this tendency in the near future, as well as
further growth in this field.
As for adapting games to make them more accessible, the graph
shows a scarce repercussion of this subject throughout the years, and
the amount of publications shows a trend to diminish. During this
research process, we noticed that most authors agree that adapting
video games to make them accessible is inconvenient; on the contrary,
accessibility must be tackled since the beginning of the design process.
We have also detected an increment in the total number of
publications on accessible entertainment since 2000. This field,
however, achieved peak popularity in 2008 and, since then, the number
of relevant academic papers has been reduced. The relatively low
amount of recent articles found during the selection process confirms
that there is still room for growth in this area.
In order to determine the trend followed by analysed papers, we
included Fig. 4. It gathers the most popular keywords (catalogued and
normalised to avoid repetitions) throughout the reviewed literature.
Similar keywords are grouped under the same global name. For
example: “video game”, “video games”, “games” and other similar
concepts were all unified as a single term: “video-games”. Additionally,
keywords with only one appearance were discarded from this list to
keep it relevant, as they do not allow to establish any relationship with
other articles.
The first four terms in this list (“video-games”, “blindness”,
“visual-impairment” and “accessibility”) define the subject of this
systematic review and are related to complementary concepts, such
as “virtual-environments”, “virtual-reality”, “interaction”, “3D”, “gameengine”, etc. “Sound” is the first non-thematic keyword in this list.
It shows a clear trend in the field: sound is the preferred channel
when implementing sensory substitution systems. Besides, it is a
fundamental piece for the design and development of accessible games
and interactive applications. In fact, “sound” becomes more important

if we consider its tight relationship with other tangential concepts
such as “audio-games”, “auditory-interfaces”, “spatialisation”, “soundgeneration” or “music”.
“Navigation” also stands out as an essential concept; many articles
reference this term in various ways. The most common approaches
used to spatial navigation are related to either orienting players in
virtual environments or using them to guide the real world. “Userinterface” and “human-computer-interaction” are also strictly related
concepts in this field; most authors aim to create accessible interactive
applications by easing the interfaces interactions. Lastly, it is also
common to find articles where sensors help to make video games
accessible. The “haptic” and “touch” keywords illustrate that category.
The rest of the keywords do not make enough appearances to be
considered relevant enough for this analysis, and most of them act as
supplementary concepts for the already-mentioned terms.

VIII. Conclusions
This paper reviews the most relevant works published in the last 27
years. The lack of very recent articles in our review can be explained
by the research methods utilised —recent works have not accumulated
enough citations to be well-positioned in popular academic search
engines. As was already mentioned, this field has recently experienced
a significant evolution, but numerous issues still need improvement.
One of the main concerns amongst consulted authors is the lack of
mainstream content. High-budget (AAA) titles do not usually take
any accessibility measures beyond the inclusion of closed captions
and are often unplayable for blind users. Additionally, most accessible
products and technologies, like the ones mentioned in Section 3, are
tightly related to academic environments, which reduces their social
impact due to their inability to reach the general public.
After analysing this group of research articles, we detected a
certain stagnation in human-computer interaction for the blind and
visually impaired. Authors agree that there is a need to improve how
non-visual interfaces work and develop current technologies further
to adapt better to every scenario. According to the reviewed literature,
the best way to improve accessibility would be to combine haptics and
audio technologies to create better and more intuitive user interfaces.
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This study also shows that video game development should start
paying more attention to the production of accessible experiences.
There is an increasing social demand, as well as a well established
academic interest in this area. Still, it is also the responsibility of game
creators to develop easy and intuitive ways to adapt to every manner
of perceiving the world around us.
Lastly, many authors agree that there is still a long path ahead.
While great companies perceive accessibility as social work (corporate
social responsibility) more than a business itself, we will have two
video games styles. The expensive, interesting, spectacular, and
beautiful ones for the general public; and the old-fashioned, mostly

dull and cheap, made to be accessible. Moreover, since accessibility
must be taken into account from scratch, these two paths tend to fence
off.
From our point of view, there is still much to be done before
accessible video games go through academia and reach the real world,
and in particular, successful, AAA projects. But a review like this one
makes one thing clear: a high social demand exists, and interest in this
field is growing, even among the most successful game studios. It is the
role of academics to provide the world with a solid enough foundation
which will allow for the development of significant games that will
forever change how our societies understand computer entertainment.
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Abstract

Keywords

An attempt has been made to device a robust method to classify different oral pathologies using
Orthopantomogram (OPG) images based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This system will provide a
novel approach for the classification of types of teeth (viz., incisors and molar teeth) and also some underlying
oral anomalies such as fixed partial denture (cap) and impacted teeth. To this end, various image preprocessing
techniques are performed. The input OPG images are resized, pixels are scaled and erroneous data are excluded.
The proposed algorithm is implemented using CNN with Dropout and the fully connected layer has been trained
using hybrid GA-BP learning. Using the Dropout regularization technique, over fitting has been avoided and
thereby making the network to correctly classify the objects. The CNN has been implemented with different
convolutional layers and the highest accuracy of 97.92% has been obtained with two convolutional layers.

Classification, CNN,
Dropout, Image
Pre-processing,
Orthopantomogram
Radiography Images.
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I. Introduction

I

n human anatomy, the mouth is one of the principal organs and
being the first portion of gastrointestinal tract, it plays a significant
role in communication, breathing and digestion. This cavity organ
involves different organs, for example, teeth, tongue, hard sense of taste
and delicate sense of taste. Great oral wellbeing can give numerous
extraordinary advantages. It improves our visual appearance, the
inspiration of our mentality just as improving the personal satisfaction.
An unhealthy mouth, exceptionally gum malady and tooth rot are the
principal two reasons for tooth loss and furthermore offer ascent to
numerous clinical issues and causes inconvenience, draw out agony,
distortion. So, it makes sense to give oral health the best possible care.
There are various kinds of dental x-rays to check the status of our
oral wellbeing. Dental x-rays are a helpful demonstrative instrument
of any dental consideration treatment plan which utilized low degree
of radiation to catch pictures of the inside of the mouth region. The
utilization of Dental x-ray images had denoted an unprecedented
milestone in clinical discovering in light of its brief openness and for
the most part, lower radiation estimation. One such radiograph image
utilized in our work is Orthopantomogram radiograph.
An Orthopantomogram (OPG) by and large known as panoramic
radiography catches wide perspective of the mouth in a solitary x-ray
image including the upper and lower jaw. It distinguishes the situation
of completely developed just as affected teeth and furthermore
recognize other bone anomalies An Orthopantomogram radiograph
image is shown in Fig. 1.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: annu0286@gmail.com

Fig. 1. An Orthopantomogram X-ray.

Over the recent years Convolutional Neural Network has made a
significant contribution in the field of medical science [1]-[5]. Many
researchers started working on the classification of dental images and
signals recently [6]-[12]. Some researchers have explained the use of
Convolutional network in the field of dentistry.
Oprea et al. [13] proposed how image processing techniques can
help to check the x-ray and examine the extent to which the caries
lesion is present and then classify the type of caries present in the
dental radiograph. Two different operations such as thresholding
images, image differentiation are used in order to detect the dental
carries and hence the efficiency of the algorithm is compromised. The
database used for the experimentation is not of a good quality due to
the lack of better instrumentation (x-ray machines) at that time.
Prajapati et al. [14] made an endeavor towards precise arrangement
of three dental ailments, specifically Dental Caries, Periapical Infection
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and Periodontitis. Marked dataset comprising of 251 Radiovisiography
(RVG) x-ray images is utilized. In this paper, CNN is used for
determination of small labelled dental dataset. Likewise, Transfer
Learning is utilized to improve the precision. The overall accuracy of
88.46% is accomplished. In Yu. [15], a method in which SIFT, HOG2Ö2,
HOG3Ö3, and Color features are used as image descriptors, the
Bag-of-Words (BoW) is applied and also a spatial pyramid pipeline.
K-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) and an error correcting output
coding support vector machine (ECOC-SVM) classifiers are deployed.
4-layer CNN model and 16-layer CNN model methods were proposed.
Sharpness and precision of the x-ray images were not determined due
to which the system was not very reliable. A maximum accuracy of
90.36% was achieved but the dataset size was very small.
Srivastava et al. [16] developed a Computer Aided Diagnosis
(CAD) system that enhances the performance of dentists in detecting
wide range of dental caries. Annotations were made using loose
polygons around the carries and classification is done using a Fully
Convolutional Neural Network. The dataset was collected from 100+
different clinics and hence providing different image quality and also
required some type of normalization. Since it was difficult to annotate
the carries, it was done using a loose polygon around the carries. Also
the amount of False Positive test results was also high. Veena et al.
[17] presented two distinct image processing algorithms for detection
of dental anomalies. The first approach for the detection of dental
caries uses hybridized negative transformation. The second approach
uses statistical texture analysis for the dental images containing cysts
along with dental caries. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is
used for feature extraction from panoramic images. The system was
experimented on several datasets and high percentage of false positive
were output in the first method.
Zakirov et al. [18] proposed a system that achieves 96.3% accuracy
in tooth localization and an average of 0.94 AUROC for 6 common
tooth conditions using deep convolutional neural networks and
algorithmic heuristics. Cone-Beam CT imaging is a time-consuming
process that requires a physician to work with complicated software.
Since it a new imaging technique in dentistry, the availability of the
machines is questionable. Also, the very small amount of dataset
cannot be considered to present the validity of the proposed system.
In our study a Computer Aided Diagnosis system is being proposed
in order to assist dentists in detection and diagnose the dental
pathology faster and more accurately and also provide better judgment
in the treatment of any oral diseases. The study will provide a novel
approach in classifying the type of teeth such as incisors and molar
teeth and also some underlying oral anomalies such as fixed partial
denture and impacted teeth present in an OPG using deep learning
technique. The Convolutional Neural Network with Dropout is used
to classify the images and is implemented using Keras, a python neural
network API. The fully connected layer of the CNN has been trained
using hybrid GA-BP learning and provides a classification accuracy
of 97.92%. The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the proposed methodology. Section III gives the details of
Experimental Results. Section IV gives the comparison details of our
proposed method with other standard method. Finally, the conclusion
is given in section V.

II. Proposed Methodolgy
A flow diagram of the proposed methodology is given in Fig. 2. The
proposed system, however, is an end-to-end solution, which classifies
some of the dental pathology directly from the original radiographs
with a bit of image pre-processing of the dental panoramic radiographs.
This has been possible by using Convolutional Neural Networks with
deep learning. A convolutional neural network (CNN or ConvNet) is

one of the most popular algorithms for deep learning, a type of machine
learning in which a model learns to perform classification tasks directly
from images. The methodology consists of the following modules:
1. Image Acquisition
2. Image Pre-processing
3. Building of a CNN
4. Image Augmentation
5. Training, Validation and Testing
Image Acquisition
Orthopantomogram
(OPG)
Conversion
to .png
format

Segmentation

Cropping

Rotation

Image
rescaling

Image Preprocessing
Data Augmentation
(Input
samples)

(Training
samples)
Training
of CNN

Classification
using CNN

Classification
output

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the proposed algorithm.

A. Image Acquisition
Image acquisition is the initial step of any vision framework. The
images acquired are not a processed image. After the acquisition of
images, further processing techniques has been applied to process the
image. The process of image acquisition is done using Care stream
(KODAK) Dental’s CS 8100; an OPG machine that has machine has
gained exceptional value in the market for its efficient performance
and sturdiness.

B. Image Pre-processing
Image pre-processing is a technique to select and enhance the
region of interest of acquired digitized images by applying various
mathematical operations. The purpose of pre-processing was
discussed in [19], [20]. In our study, we apply different image preprocessing techniques namely edge detection, cropping, rotation and
image scaling. Before applying any preprocessing techniques, the raw
data which is in .pano format is converted to .png format in order to
be used for further processing.
Edge Detection: Edge detection is one of the vital steps of image
preprocessing. Although cropping operation segments the teeth from
the original image, it does not crop along the boundary of teeth. Edge
detection technique are used to define the edge of the teeth to find the
region of interest. In our study to perform the task of segmentation the
Active Contour method [21] (also known as snake method) was used.
Cropping: Cropping is one of the most well-known image activity
which is performed on the obtained images to expel the undesirable
composed names and to complement the region of interest bringing
about a rectangular shape comprising of just the region of interest
which is required for the classification and furthermore lessen the
potential outcomes of mistake.
Image Rotation: To get better visualization of the acquired images,
the images are rotated about its center to a specified degree (θ=45, 90).
This is performed to maintain uniformity in images representation.
Image scaling: In image pre-processing, image scaling alludes to
the resizing of a picture. Image resizing is essential when we have
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to increment or diminishing the all-out number of pixels, though
remapping can occur when you are correcting for lens distortion or
rotating an image.

the graph of Rectified Linear Unit. The equation for ReLU activation
function is as follows:
(2)

C. Building of CNN
Convolutional Neural Network consists of Convolution as the first
layer to extract features from the image. The feature maps are passed
on to activation function known as Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) and
then the input is passed on to pooling layers and finally given to the
fully connected network, which gives the output [22]-[28]. Fig. 3
shows our CNN model which contains two convolutional layers with
two pooled feature mapped layers. Our CNN architecture has been
implemented using Dropout. Dropout is a regularization technique
for neural network models to prevent the networks from over fitting
by ignoring randomly selected neurons during training. Fig. 8 shows
the proposed CNN architecture using two convolutional layers with
dropouts.

(3)

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑥𝑥

3
2
1
𝑦𝑦 = 0

Fully-conected 1
p(y x)

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Fig. 5. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU).
Pooled
Feature Maps Feature Maps
Feature Maps

Input

Convolutional
layer 1

Pooling 1

Pooled
Feature Maps

Convolutional
layer 2

3. Pooling Layer
The next layer in a convolutional network comprises three steps
which include pooling, down sampling and subsampling. This layer
simplifies the output by performing nonlinear down sampling,
reduces the spatial size of the representation to reduce the number
of parameters and computation in the network. Out of many pooling
techniques, Max pooling is used as it preserves the most matching
feature in the activation map and also it helps to gain spatial invariance.

Pooling 2
Outputs

Fig. 3. Model of the Proposed CNN.

4. Fully Connected Layer

1. Convolution Layers
Convolutional Neural Network consists of Convolution as the first
layer to extract features from the image also preserves the relationship
between pixels by learning images features using small square of
input data known as feature maps. The input image is convolved with
a feature detector also called kernel or filter. To increase its values by
the original pixel values is the task of this filter. The equation for this
mathematical operation is given as:
(1)
where s[t] is the feature map, 𝑥 is the input, � is the filter.

Fig. 4 shows convolutional layers with feature mapping function
and activation function.

Fig. 6 shows a fully connected layer. Before the pooled layers are
completely fed to the fully connected layer, the pooled feature map
needs to be converted to a 1-D vector. This can be achieved by a
process called the flattening process. The resultant 1-D vector contains
the spatial structure information or pixel pattern and passed on to
the fully connected network. The final layer of the CNN architecture
which main purpose is to combine the feature into more attributes
uses a classification layer such as softmax to provide the classification
output. A fully connected layer works with high level features which
strongly correlates to a particular class and particular weights that
the products between the weights and the preceding layer has the
accurate probabilities for the different classes.
Hidden Layer
Input Layer

Vij

Wjk

Ok

Xi
Input Image

Feature Maps

Output Layer

Activation Maps

Fig. 4. Convolution Layers.

2. Non-linear Units
Since this proposed method is to classify dental pathology
radiograph images and image classification is a nonlinear problem,
non-linear unit increases non-linearity into the input images. As nonlinearity is achieved through an activation function known as the ReLU
(Rectified Linear Unit) function. Without this property a network
would not be sufficiently intense and will not be able to model the
response variable. Mathematically, ReLU converts all negative values
to zero which decreases the computational complexity. Fig. 5 shows

Fig. 6. Fully Connected Layer.

The proposed fully connected layer model contains three layers:
input, hidden and output which is used to classify the images into
different classes. The layers are connected by synaptic weights. The
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learning of the network is realized by a hybrid system of Genetic
Algorithm (GA) and Back Propagation (BP). The GA is an evolutionary
algorithm and is based on the principle of natural selection and bioinspired operations.

(9)
Where 𝑦i is the output of the jth hidden neurons.

We calculate the output of the output neurons with the equations:

GA is a global search algorithm good at determining the rough
position of the global optimal solutions and BP is a local search
algorithm good at fine tuning. It is possible to have both advantages
by combining GA and BP. Use GA first to find the rough position of
the global optimal solution and then use BP to refine.

(10)
(11)
Where ok is the output of the kth output neurons. The function
sigmoid is a unipolar sigmoid function.

Steps of the GA-BP hybrid learning:
1. Use GA learning first to find a good starting point

These two operations of finding the output are performed for all
the input patterns. Then the Error is updated with the equation:

2. Use BP learning to find a local Solution
3. If the solution is worse than the current best result, return to Step
1; otherwise, continue

(12)
dk is the desired output. This process is performed until all the
training samples have been used.

4. If the current best good enough, stop; otherwise, return to Step 1
Important parameters that are used during the learning process are
as follows:

iv) Calculate the fitness of string or solution.

𝑥i: The ith input

The fitness definition to calculate the fitness of the string/solution
is given by the equation

𝑦i: The output of the jth hidden neuron

ok: The output of the kth output neuron

(13)

dk: The desired output

Where, N is the number of patterns or training examples. The
above processes are repeated from step ii) for all the strings or
solutions of the population.

𝑣ij: The weight from the ith input to the jth hidden neuron

𝑤ij: The weight from the jth hidden neuron to the kth output neuron

The steps of the GA learning are as follows:

v) Selection

i) Initialization of the weights

We find out the string with the highest fitness value. The weights
representing this string with highest fitness value will be used for
further operation.

The weights of the connections of the neurons from one layer to
another of the fully connected network will be represented by GA
solution which is a binary string.

vi) Reproduction

The number of total weights, TW is given by

The population is modified using operators namely crossover and
mutation. The above processes from step ii) are repeated for many
generations.

(4)
where I is the size of each input sample, HN is the number of
hidden neurons, ON is the number of output neurons.
In our work, I = 3136, HN = 64 and ON = 4, so TW comes out to
be 200960.

The steps of the BP learning are as follows:
The size of each input sample is I. There are J hidden neurons and
K output neurons.

The gene length, GL is given by the equation
(5)
Where NB = Number of bits per weight

1. Get a training input, calculate the output of hidden neurons and
output neurons
2. Calculate the learning signals
The learning/error signal δk produced by the kth output neuron is
given as:

In our work, NB = 6, so GL comes out to be 1205760.

(14)

ii) Phenotype reconstruction using genotype

Using δk, we can calculate δj as follows:

Consider,

(15)

(6)
Where bik is the kth bit for the ith weight. Then,

(16)
(7)

wi is the ith weight present in the string or solution, A is the scaling
factor and B is the shifting factor.
In our application, we set A=20 and B=10 so that the weight will
take value from [-10, 10].

iii) Output of the hidden layer and the output layer

We calculate the outputs of the hidden neurons using the relations:
(8)
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3. Update the weights
The weights of the output layer are updated using the equation:
(17)
Where η is the learning rate.
The weights of the hidden layer is updated using the equation
(18)
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2186637729128
conv2d_1: Conv2D
max_pooling2d_1: MaxPooling2D
dropout_1: Dropout
conv2d_2: Conv2D

(a)

(b)
max_pooling2d_2: MaxPooling2D
dropout_2: Dropout
flatten_1: Flatten
dense_1: Dense

(c)

(d)

dropout_3: Dropout

Fig. 7. Image Augmentation: (a) Original image (b) Horizontal flip (c) Height
shift (d) Rotation by 90°.

batch_normalization_1: BatchNormalization
dense_2: Dense

4. Update the Error
Error is updated using the equation:

Fig. 8. Proposed architecture using two Convolutional Layer.

(19)
5. Check if all the training patterns have been used, if not return to
Step 1.

of the dataset. The generator runs parallel to the model which in turn
allows training the model on GPU and in parallel to perform real-time
data augmentation on images on CPU.

6. If Error is smaller than desired error, then terminate otherwise
repeat the whole process

D. Image Augmentation
Data augmentation is a way of creating new ‘data’ with different
orientations [29], [30]. The benefits of this are twofold, the first
being the ability to generate ‘more data’ from limited data and
secondly it prevents over fitting making it less likely that the neural
network recognizes unwanted characteristics in the data-set. Image
data augmentation is applied to the training dataset, and not to the
validation or test dataset as shown in Fig. 7. This is different from data
preparation such as image resizing and pixel scaling; they must be
performed consistently across all datasets that interact with the model.

E. Training, Validation and Testing
800 images belonging to 4 classes are used for training, 116 images
belonging to 4 classes for validation. The training has been done with
16 numbers of batches, validation with 2 numbers of batches. Python
Fit-generator method is employed for training, validation and testing

(a) Cap (Fixed partial denture)

III. Experimental Results and Discussions
CNN is implemented for training, validation and testing using
different convolutional layers. Using 2 convolutional layers, the best
accuracy is obtained and the results are provided in the section.

A. Image Pre-processing
Different dental anomalies and different types of teeth are shown
in Fig. 9 which is a result of image pre-processing. a) and b) are types
of dental anomalies namely Cap(fixed partial denture) and Impacted
teeth whereas c) and d) are types of teeth namely Incisor and Molar.

B. Dataset
As shown in Table I, 800 images belonging to 4 classes are used for
training, 116 images belonging to 4 classes for validation. The training
has been done with 16 numbers of batches, validation with 2 numbers
of batches. Testing has been done with 120 random samples.

(b) Impacted

(c) Incisor

Fig. 9. Input samples of Class A, B, C, D respectively.
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After GA learning generates global optimal weights, we use BP
learning to refine the weights.
i) As shown in Fig. 10, using 2 convolutional layers and epochs upto
400, the training loss and accuracy comes out to be 0.19 and 97.57
respectively. The validation loss and accuracy comes out to be 0.18
and 97.94 respectively.
ii) As shown in Fig. 11, using 2 convolutional layers and epochs upto
1000, the training loss and accuracy comes out to be 0.23 and 96.32
respectively. The validation loss and accuracy comes out to be 0.69
and 83.85 respectively. We can see that validation loss rises more
and validation accuracy drops down because of over fitting.

TABLE I. Split of Samples in the Dataset
Dataset

Number of Images
200 images for class A
200 images for class B
200 images for class C
200 images for class D
29 images for class A
29 images for class B
29 images for class C
29 images for class D
120 random images for testing

Training Set

Validation Set
Test Set

D. Model Graph

C. GA Fitness and Accuracy and Loss for Training and
Validation
GA is use at determining the rough position of the global optimal
solutions and BP is use for fine tuning. We use GA learning first to find
a good starting point.
The Number of bits per weight is 6. The GeneLength comes out to
be 1205760. The population size is 60. The mutation rate is set as 0.001.
The fitness of the solution/string obtained after some GA generations
is given in Table II.
TABLE II. Highest Fitness of the Solution for Different GA
Generations
Sl. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generation
30
60
90
120
150

Training Loss
1.633
0.792
0.524
0.501
0.495

16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 395/400
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 396/400
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 397/400
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 398/400
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 399/400
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 400/400
16/16
[=========================]

Fitness Value
0.397
0.484
0.563
0.621
0.684

i) Fig. 12(a) shows Model Accuracy graph of Training and Validation
between Epoch and Accuracy with epochs upto 400. We can
observe that almost as the epoch increases, the accuracy increases
with some drop down in between. The training accuracy and
validation accuracy comes out to be 97.57 and 97.94 respectively.
ii) Fig. 12(b) shows Model Loss graph of Training and Validation
between Epoch and Loss with epochs upto 400. Here, we can
observe that almost as the epoch increases, the loss decreases with
some rises in between. The training loss and validation loss comes
out to be 0.19 and 0.18 respectively.
iii) Fig. 13(a) shows Model Accuracy graph of Training and Validation
between Epoch and Accuracy with epochs up to 1000. The training
accuracy and validation accuracy comes out to be 96.32 and 83.85
respectively. We can see that validation accuracy drops down
because of over fitting.
iv) Fig. 13(b) shows Model Loss graph of Training and Validation
between Epoch and Loss with epochs up to 1000. The training loss
and validation loss comes out to be 0.23 and 0.69 respectively. We
can see that validation loss rises because of over fitting.

- 1s

80ms/step - loss:0.2243 - aacc:0.9782 - val_loss:0.1532 - val_acc:0.9932

- 1s

78ms/step - loss:0.1410 - aacc:0.9852 - val_loss:0.2784 - val_acc:0.9247

- 1s

83ms/step - loss:0.1932 - aacc:0.9798 - val_loss:0.1812 - val_acc:0.9805

- 1s

80ms/step - loss:0.1713 - aacc:0.9883 - val_loss:0.1937 - val_acc:0.9818

- 1s

79ms/step - loss:0.2184 - aacc:0.9648 - val_loss:0.6694 - val_acc:0.7612

- 1s

81ms/step - loss:0.1937 - aacc:0.9875 - val_loss:0.1324 - val_acc:0.9878

- 1s

79ms/step - loss:0.1927 - aacc:0.9757 - val_loss:0.1873 - val_acc:0.9794
Fig. 10. Accuracy and loss upto 400 epochs.

Epoch 995/1000
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 996/1000
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 997/1000
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 998/1000
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 999/1000
16/16
[=========================]
Epoch 1000/1000
16/16
[=========================]

- 1s

74ms/step - loss:0.1944 - aacc:0.9732 - val_loss:0.3482 - val_acc:0.9098

- 1s

75ms/step - loss:0.1832 - aacc:0.9644 - val_loss:0.1892 - val_acc:0.9692

- 1s

77ms/step - loss:0.2145 - aacc:0.9631 - val_loss:0.2619 - val_acc:0.9472

- 1s

75ms/step - loss:0.1891 - aacc:0.9752 - val_loss:0.2591 - val_acc:0.9340

- 1s

75ms/step - loss:0.1653 - aacc:0.9792 - val_loss:0.1935 - val_acc:0.9711

- 1s

74ms/step - loss:0.2311 - aacc:0.9632 - val_loss:0.6992 - val_acc:0.8385
Fig. 11. Accuracy and loss upto 1000 epochs.
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Fig. 12. Model Graph up to epochs 400.
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Fig. 13. Model Graph up to epochs 1000.

E. Performance Analysis

ii) of the actual 29 Impacted samples, our algorithm has predicted
that 28 are Impacted and 1 is Incisor.

For the performance analysis of the classification, Recall, Precision,
F1 Score and Accuracy (Acc) are used.

iii) of the actual 29 Incisor samples, our algorithm has predicted that
29 are Incisor.

(20)
(21)
(22)

iv) of the actual 29 Molar samples, our algorithm has predicted that 28
are Molar and 1 are Impacted.
The Precision, Recall, F1 Score and Accuracy of the four classes
are provided in Table III. The Average Precision, Average Recall and
Average F1 Score are found to be 98%, 98% and 98% respectively. The
Average Accuracy for the classification is found to be 97.92%.

(23)

TABLE III. Performance Analysis for Epochs 400

where, TP, TN, FP and FN are the True Positive, True Negative,
False Positive and False Negative respectively.
[ [ 29
[0
[0

[0

0

28
0
1

0

1

29
0

Category
Cap
Impacted
Incisor
Molar
Average

0 ]

0 ]
0 ]

28 ] ]

Fig. 14. Confusion matrix (up to epochs 400).

Fig. 14 shows the Confusion Matrix of the classification done
with our 29x4=116 samples and upto 400 epochs. The method has
been implemented with 2 convolutional layers. From the matrix, the
following information is obtained:
i) of the actual 29 Cap samples, our algorithm has predicted that 29
are Cap.

Precision
1.00
0.97
0.97
1.00
0.98

Recall
1.00
0.97
1.00
0.97
0.98

F1
1.00
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.98

Acc
100.00
96.45
98.00
97.25
97.92

Fig. 15 shows the Confusion Matrix of the classification done with
our 29x4=116 samples and upto 1000 epochs. The method has been
implemented with 2 convolutional layers.
The Precision, Recall, F1 Score and Accuracy of the four classes
are provided in Table IV. The Average Precision, Average Recall and
Average F1 Score are found to be 90%, 84% and 83% respectively. The
Average Accuracy for the classification is found to be 83.64%. The
accuracy drops down as the epochs increases because of overfitting.
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V. Conclusion
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Over the past few years, the convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
model has gain a huge potential in the field of medical imaging
technology. In this paper, we have proposed a computer aided system
which helps in classifying the type of teeth and also some underlying
oral anomalies present in an OPG using CNN with deep learning
technique to assist the dentists to have a better judgment in the
treatment of any dental abnormalities. The fully connected layer of the
CNN which does the classification has been trained using hybrid GABP learning. Dropout technique has been used to avoid over fitting
thereby improving the performance of the network classification.
The proposed algorithm is implemented with different convolutional
layers and the model with two convolutional layers gives the highest
accuracy of 97.92%.

0 ]

14 ] ]

14

Fig. 15. Confusion matrix (up to epochs 1000).
TABLE IV. Performance Analysis for Epochs 1000
Category
Cap
Impacted
Incisor
Molar
Average

Precision
1.00
0.96
0.70
0.88
0.90

Recall
0.93
0.93
1.00
0.48
0.84

F1
0.96
0.95
0.82
0.61
0.83

Acc
95.93
95.78
81.52
61.27
83.64

The algorithm has been implemented with 1 convolutional layer, 2
convolutional layers, 3 convolutional layers and 4 convolutional layers
with CNN. As shown in Table V, the highest accuracy is obtained when
the CNN is implemented with 2 Convolutional layers.
TABLE V. Loss and Accuracy of the Model With Different
Convolutional Layer
No. of Convolutional
Layer

Loss

Accuracy

Validation
loss

Validation
accuracy

1

0.6012

80.12

1.2054

73.78

2

0.1927

97.57

0.1873

97.94

3

0.2931

91.73

0.5774

79.59

4

0.2547

91.84

0.6711

77.87
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Abstract

Keywords

Internet of Things, Machine learning, and Cloud computing are the emerging domains of information communication
and technology. These techniques can help to save the life of millions in the medical assisted environment and can
be utilized in health-care system where health expertise is less available. Fast food consumption increased from the
past few decades, which makes up cholesterol, diabetes, and many more problems that affect the heart and other
organs of the body. Changing lifestyle is another parameter that results in health issues including cardio-vascular
diseases. Affirming to the World Health Organization, the cardiovascular diseases, or heart diseases lead to more
death than any other disease globally. The objective of this research is to analyze the available data pertaining to
cardiovascular diseases for prediction of heart diseases at an earlier stage to prevent it from occurring. The dataset
of heart disease patients was taken from Jammu and Kashmir, India and stored over the cloud. Stored data is then
pre-processed and further analyzed using machine learning techniques for the prediction of heart diseases. The
analysis of the dataset using numerous machines learning techniques like Random Forest, Decision Tree, Naive
based, K-nearest neighbors, and Support Vector Machine revealed the performance metrics (F1 Score, Precision
and Recall) for all the techniques which shows that Naive Bayes is better without parameter tuning while Random
Forest algorithm proved as the best technique with hyperparameter tuning. In this paper, the proposed model is
developed in such a systematic way that the clinical data can be obtained through the use of IoT with the help of
available medical sensors to predict cardiovascular diseases on a real-time basis.

Cardiovascular Diseases,
Cloud Computing,
Internet Of Things,
Machine Learning.

I. Introduction

S

ince the last few decades, the World witnessed an increase in the
death rate due to cardiovascular diseases (CVD). In the United
States of America, one person is dying every minute due to the arrest
of CVD. Numerous researchers had tried the classification techniques
of machine learning to diagnose CVDs to help medical practitioners
in improving the health care system world-widely. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO), an estimation of 30% of global
deaths is caused by CVDs over three-quarters of which catch a spot
in low and middle-income countries. CVDs also killed 25% of the
population in the age group of 25-69 years in India[1]. Internet of
Things (IoT) is usually referred to as physical things connected to the
internet world with limited storage and processing ability. It is still
struggling with performance, interoperability, security, and privacy
issues challenges with a huge scope for improvement in the near
future [2], [3], [4]. IoT is also proven as a benchmark for healthcare
systems wherein smart objects are used to continuously monitor the
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: gupta.brij@gmail.com (B. B. Gupta), khaleelahmad@
manuu.edu.in (K. Ahmad).

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.09.002

patient for particular diseases [2]. Smart objects comprise biomedical
sensors which gather health-related information and pass it to the
physician through cloud/edge for further diagnosis. Hence, IoT helps
in bridging the gap between patient and Physician located at any
geographical location [5], [6]. Cloud computing has the nearly endless
capacity of processing power and storage capacity, which is a more
advanced technology to a specific extent to resolve the technical issues
in the IoT while data mining is an intelligent technology that is used to
extract new information by examining huge voluminous datasets [7].
It can be utilized to make certain decisions, estimates, and predictions
using different machine learning algorithms. In the present era, most
of the data in the medical sector are collected via the computerized
system but not utilized world-wide for analysis. It is stacked up in
a database like old handwritten records and put to no use. This data
can be harnessed to predict diseases such as Cancer, CVDs, Diabetes,
Dengue, etc., [2], [8]. Thus, an innovative Information technology (IT)
paradigm is proposed, in which IoT and machine learning with cloud
computing are the three interrelated technologies integrated together
to overcome both current and future world obstacles related to the
health-care system and termed as IoT-ML-Cloud paradigm. Medical
assisted technologies and healthcare services are nearly related and
remedial to the public welfare for better health-care facilities. The
collaboration of cloud computing and IoT for the applications of
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modern medical assisted technologies play an important role in the
prediction of chronic diseases. The development of public cloud (cloud
computing) in hospitals, which has benefits like high security, improved
efficiency, virtualization, reliability, and scalability can promote
resource sharing, cost savings, medical monitoring, management, and
administration system with high efficiency and accuracy.

the diabetic dataset was analyzed with Classification and Regression
Trees (CART), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-NN, J48 algorithms
for finding classifications. The accuracy rate of K-NN was 53.39% for
correct classification and incorrect classification was 46.605%.

II. Related Work

We did not find any reliable model which can accurately predict
cardiovascular disease in developing nations. Most of the researchers
developed the cardiovascular disease models based on single and two
algorithm combinations which are not strong enough to make accurate
predictions in developing nations. To overcome these research gaps,
we performed the following:

Many research studies have been done for the prediction of diseases
using artificial intelligence, machine learning algorithms, IoT, etc.
In paper [9], the authors proposed a healthcare monitoring system
using a random forest algorithm assisted by the IoT. In this paper,
different diseases like Heart diseases, Diabetes, and Breast Cancer
were predicted and achieved a maximum accuracy of 97.26% on the
Dermatology dataset using the Random Forest algorithm. In paper [10],
the authors proposed a hybrid recommender system for cardiovascular
diseases using IoT in a cloud environment and also introduced the
multiclass classification problem which can predict the eight types
of cardiovascular diseases [11] [12]. Further, the model improved
accuracy by 98% using the feature selection techniques. In paper [11],
the authors worked on lung cancer and built an IoT-based prediction
system using Fuzzy Cluster-Based Segmentation and Classification.
The proposed system was developed in a MATLAB environment that
focused to classify the lung X-ray images. The proposed model got
85% accuracy. In paper [13], the authors developed an online webbased platform for Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) which
is based on Optimal Deep Neural Networks (DNN). They developed
a Cloud-based CDSS framework for the prediction of Chronic Kidney
Diseases (CKD) with their level of severity. They employed IoT sensors
to get the clinical data from disease-affected patients and predict the
condition of normal & abnormal and achieved the highest accuracy of
98% using DNN. In paper [14], the researchers built an android-based
monitoring system that can monitor the heart rate of cardiac patients.
Decision Tree algorithm was used to develop the model which can
trigger an alarm if a patient has an abnormal heart rate. In the paper
[15], the authors proposed an IoT-based system that is used to early
detect cardiac disease using machine learning algorithms. In this work,
they took heart data from the MAX30100 Sensor connected to Arduino
and sent the observed data to Oxywatch for further analysis. In paper
[16], the researchers analyzed IoT safety, security, and privacy feature
including the requirements of a security issue, use patterns, and
attack taxonomies from the health care prospect. They also invented a
wearable health care environment to decide how people get facilities
by economic and societies in terms of sustainability for handling
noisy, missing values using Decision tree-based C4.5 classifier. In
the paper [17], the authors used some statistical methods like Nearest
Neighbor Imputation, Hot Deck imputation, Cold Deck Imputation,
Substitution, and Mean Substitution for prediction. In [18], the
authors worked with 6 predictive state imputations, the frequencybased imputation used by the C4.5 algorithms, and reduces modeling
for a classification tree. In the paper [19], the authors suggested
the approach of only numerical values to assign the disappeared
values that can able to handle categorical attributes, and in last, they
compare with the different factors i.e. cost, space, time, etc., which
further helps in analyzing the data [19] [20]. In the paper [21], the
researchers performed the comparison between decision trees,
k-nearest neighbors’ algorithm (K-NN), and Naïve Bayes algorithm
using Rapid miner, WEKA, Tanagra, Knime, and Orange tools on
Dataset of Liver Patients [22]. In the paper [23], the authors proposed
a system to deal with missing values in test datasets and training
datasets for predicting diabetic disease in patients. Paper [24] showed
a comparison of different machine learning algorithms with the help
of RapidMiner, Tanagra, WEKA tool, Knime and Orange. In paper [25],

III. Findings From Related Work

I. We used three different feature selections and also the five classifiers
for cardiovascular disease prediction. Till date, we have not found any
research work which utilized such classifiers for feature selections
and cardiovascular disease predictions. Mostly, research scholars
used only one or two algorithms in their research work.
II. We did not find any research work pertaining to cardiovascular
disease prediction based upon clinical data for the area of Jammu
and Kashmir (India) using machine learning techniques, therefore,
this research work may be considered as the first cardiovascular
disease prediction model for such developing areas.
III. We applied machine learning techniques for cardiovascular
disease because it is considered to be one of the best and most
innovative techniques for prediction work and is also used for
other disciplines like cancer disease prediction, stock market
predictions and weather forecasting, etc.

IV. Machine Learning Algorithms
In this research, five types of machine learning algorithms are used
for the development of the disease prediction model. The algorithms
for disease prediction model are k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision
Tree classifier (DTC), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest
(RF), and Naïve Bayes (NB). The main aim of these algorithms is
classification. As our dataset has an output class label, hence these
supervised algorithms have been chosen because they work with class
label problems.

A. K-Nearest Neighbors
K-Nearest Neighbors is the most simple classifier that stores all
the available cases and classifies new instances based on nearest
majority neighbors (for example distance function) [26]. K-NN has
been adopted in statistical estimation and pattern recognition was
already considered as a non-parametric tool. K-NN assumes that
identical classes exist in shut proximity i.e entities that are similar,
exist together. In the name of the K-NN algorithm, the alphabet ‘K’
means the number of nearest neighbors for determining the class of
an instance, as shown in Fig. 1 [9].
In this algorithm, two parameters are obligatory that is
neighborhood cardinality (K), and measure to evaluate the similarity.
Mathematically, we can calculate the Euclidean distance between two
points. The Euclidean distance equation is given below.

(1)
K represents the number of the data point in the KNN algorithm
that is close to the new data point [11]. For instance, if K = 1, 2, 3
then it will choose one nearest neighbor, two nearest neighbors three
nearest neighbor data points respectively.
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Fig. 1. K-Nearest Neighbors.
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Now, it will classify the data point based on the majority of voting
[27]. This idea is portrayed in Fig. 1. After classification, the new
data point is represented by the green star point using the nearest
neighbor technique, as depicted in Fig. 1. Here two classes A and B
which is represented by a sky color rectangle and black color circle
respectively. For K = 7, the star is close to the rectangle, hence the KNN
algorithm classified it as a class A.
Before applying KNN, data should be cleaned and no outlier or
noise value should be presented in the dataset. And also, the variable
should be normalized otherwise the higher value variables can lead
the model bias.

B. Random Forest
Random forest is a classification algorithm and it constructs
multiple decision trees during the training phase[13]. The random
forest algorithm takes a final decision to choose the trees based on the
majority of voting [14]. It reduces the risk of overfitting of the model
based on the utilization of multiple trees [10]. It works efficiently on a
large database and produces highly accurate results [27].
Steps of Random Forest algorithm:
• Pick random R data objects from the training dataset.
• Create a DT (Decision Tree) for the K data point.
• Picks the n-tree subset from the newly generated trees and execute
step 1 and step2

Fig. 3. Support Vector Machine.

C. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is a classifier or a classification algorithm that uses the
hyperplane to classify the data [15]. The primary objective of SVM
has to find the best and optimal hyper-plane in n-dimension space
because it requires such type of hyper-plane which has a maximum
margin [16]. Hence, the thumb rule is choosing the hyper-plane,
which separates the two classes better.
In Fig. 3, the circle and rectangle are two classes and separated
from each other by hyper-plane. But the queries raised here that how
many hyper-planes are possible and which one has to choose out of
possible hyper-planes. It will be chosen based upon the maximum
margin between the classes. For the non-linear data points, SVM uses
the kernel trick to draw the hyper-plane between them. Hence, it can
say that SVM also works for non-linear data points [27].

D. Decision Tree
A decision tree can be used for both regression and classification
problems. It is a non-parametric supervised learning method. It is a
tree-structured classifier where the characteristic of a dataset is defined
by internal nodes and branches of the tree represent the decision rules
and the outcome is defined by each leaf node [28].

Fig. 2 portrays the working of the Random Forest algorithm. We made
three different Decision trees from the dataset, but the final classification
algorithm takes decisions based upon the majority of voters.

Root Node

Decision Node

• Take the decision or result based on the majority of voters.’
Decision Node

Decision Node

Left Sub-Tree

Right Sub-Tree

Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Decision Node

Leaf Node

ROOT NODE
Leaf Node

Leaf Node

Fig. 4. Decision Tree.

Class 0
Class-A

Class 1

Class 1

Class-B

Class-B

Majority-Voting
Final-Class
Fig. 2. Random Forest Algorithm.

There are two nodes in the Decision tree, which are the leaf node
and the decision node. Decision nodes have several branches and are
used to make some decisions while leaf nodes are the outcome of such
decisions and do not have any further branches. A test or decision is
carried out based on features of the dataset.
A decision tree asks a question, and it further partitions the tree into
sub-trees based on the appropriate response (Yes / No), as portrayed
in Fig. 4. A decision tree includes categorical data (YES/NO) as well as
numeric data [29].
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V. Primitive Statistics

patient or a doctor can view and interpret the results.

The heart disease prediction model was developed using the
anaconda tools which can handle large datasets with Jupyter notebook
in python language. The developed model is then validated by medical
domain experts.

Tier 1 – Data Collection: Data collection tier is employed for
collecting the patient’s data using different IoT medical sensors and
wearable devices. These IoT-based healthcare devices attached to
the patient’s body continuously collect clinical data. These devices
then transmit the data to the cloud using various communication
technologies like Wi-Fi, ZigBee, GPRS/LTE. Algorithm 1 shows IoT
device initialization, data collection in a continuous manner, and
transmission of data to the cloud database. In this system, we used
‘THINGSPEAK Cloud’ to collect the medical sensor data with the help
of the NODEMCU server. The data which we used in our work was
taken from Jammu and Kashmir as a repository system. Further data
collected from IoT-based devices will be employed in this model for
real-time prediction [30].

To initialize the development of the model following suitable steps
were performed:

Algorithm 1: IoT device initialization and sending data to the cloud

The aim of this research work has to predict heart diseases which
is a very delicate factor and risky as well. If done properly, it can
be used by the medical administration for the proper diagnosis of
patients who are suffering from CVDs. The dataset is obtained from
Jammu and Kashmir (India), which is a real-world dataset. Thereafter,
a combination of five ML-based classification algorithms used viz-aviz Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbors, Decision tree, Random Forest,
and Support Vector Machine.

Step 1: attach the IoT medical sensors in patients’ body and Start
Device Initialization
Step 2: configure the nodemcu with ssd and password and connect
with wifi
Step3 : attach nodemcu with sensor to work as a mediator
If(nodemcu==connectedwithwifi)
{
If(sensor==attachedwithnodemcu)
{
Read data and send it to the cloud
}
Else
{
Error: Sensor is not attached
}

A. Data Collection
This is the first step of model development in this step’s dataset
related to cardiovascular disease is collected from Jammu and Kashmir
(India). Information and description of the dataset are given in Table I.
TABLE I. Attributes Information and Description of Dataset
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Attribute
Age
Sex
trestbps
chol
fbs
restecg
thalac
Alcoholic
oldpeak
Ca
Slope_0
Stress_0
Thal_0

Description
Age in Years
Gender
Resting blood pressure (in mm Hg
serum cholesterol in mg/dl
fasting blood sugar > 120 mg/dl
resting electrocardiographic results
maximum heart rate achieved
Alcohol Consumption
ST depression induced by exercise relative to rest
number of major vessels (0-3) colored by fluoroscopy
the slope of the peak exercise ST segment
Stress level
Thalassemia

} else {
Error: Nodemcu is not connected
}

B. Data Preprocessing:
In this step, the collected data is preprocessed using various
methods like mean, mode, and median.

C. Feature/Attributes Selection Techniques:
After the dataset is cleaned and is ready for the mined purpose. We
applied various attributes/features selection algorithms like Embedded
Methods, Wrapper Methods, and Filter Methods. Then we take the
mean of all the utilized methods and based upon the obtained mean
we observed the weightage of each attribute.

Tier 2- Data Storage: IoT devices employed in Healthcare, Industrial
IoT have the objective of sensing patient clinical data and transmit it
to data storage service in a continuous manner [31], [32], [33]. But it is
a very complicated task to sense and send such data by conventional
data processing tools and techniques. IoT devices and physical
personal computers do not have sufficient storage to store and process
the voluminous clinical data of cardiovascular patients etc., [34].
Hence, the proposed method used cloud computing for this task. In the
proposed model, HEROKU cloud PostgreSQL is used for storing and
pre-processing the data. HEROKU PostgreSQL cloud is a data storage
service widely used for data storage as described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Storage of Patient Data onto Heroku PostgreSQL database

D. Classification Algorithms:
Supervised learning algorithms like SVM, k-NN, Decision Tree, etc.
were employed for the development of the proposed model.

VI. Experimentation
The proposed heart disease prediction model based on IoT-CloudML consists of four-tier architecture starting from data collection, data
storage, data pre-processing & analysis, and development of Graphical
User Interface (GUI). Tier 1 focused on collecting health care data using
IoT or wearable devices. Tier 2 and Tier 3 focused on cloud computing
where data storage service and machine learning models are deployed.
Tier 4 focuses on the front-end graphical user interface from where a
- 81 -

Step 1: initialize PostgreSQL in Heroku cloud
Step 2: setup PostgreSQL with user name and password
Step 3: if the database and table not created Then
create a database and table.
Step 4: configure IOT sensor data by using a thing speak write API
key to insert
Step5:
if
(thingspeakDiseaseData==True
or
PatientPersonalData==True)
{
Insert data into the table
}
Else {
Error: no data to insert}
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Tier 3 – Data Analysis on a cloud: Data analytics tier uses the machine
learning models and techniques to predict the output class label. The
proposed methodology implemented various types of machine learning
algorithms and chose one of them which gives the best and accurate
results. The dataset is divided into training and testing datasets. The
trained data was treated with different classification algorithms like
Decision Tree, SVM, KNN, Random Forest, and Naive based to further
test the model for prediction of cardiovascular diseases as described
in Algorithm 3.

chance of getting heart disease as compared to the Alcoholic person
which has less chance of having heart disease based on weightage. In
this way, the weightage scale can be analyzed.
TABLE II. Attributes Along With Their Mean Weightage
Feature Selection
techniques

Filter
Method

Embedded
Method

Wrapper
Method

Mean

age
sex
trestbp
chol
fbs
restecg
thalach
Alcoholic
oldpeak
Ca
Slope_0
Stress_0
Thal_0

0.98
0.81
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.93
0.08
0.73
0.61
0.98
0.00
1.00

0.18
0.82
0.20
0.18
0.13
0.00
0.11
0.73
0.90
0.97
0.14
1.00
0.18

0.92
0.50
0.75
1.00
0.00
0.25
0.83
0.33
0.67
0.58
0.17
0.42
0.08

0.69
0.71
0.65
0.73
0.38
0.41
0.62
0.38
0.77
0.72
0.43
0.47
0.42

Algorithm 3: Predication of the diseases using the proposed model
Step 1: select the patient of which we need to predict the disease
Step 2: check the patient data and its attribute
If(Any Attribute==null)
{
insert the required data into the database
}
Else {
Predict the disease and show the result}
Tier 4 - GUI on a cloud: This tier provides the frontend interface
which can be accessed by both patient and the doctor (expert). The
patient can view their clinical results using patient_id. This GUI was
developed using the python flask library. The flask application is
deployed on the cloud so that it can easily communicate with other
services on the cloud.

chol
ca
sex
age

Feature

Fig. 5 shows the overall proposed system composed of a fourtier system and able to communicate with each other by integrating
Cloud computing, Machine Learning, and the Internet of things in a
precise manner.
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Fig. 6. Attributes along with their Weightage.

After obtaining the mean weightage of all the attributes, various
Machine learning classifiers like Decision tree (DTC), Random Forest
search (RFS), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), Support vector machine
(SVM), and Naïve Bayes (NB) are utilized in various situation and
tested the performance of each classifier.

Tier-1

Doctor

NODEMCU Server

The confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve of a Decision
tree is shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 depicted the confusion matrix and AUROC curve for the
decision tree, and its use to measure the performance of the classifier
in terms of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score. Firstly, the
Decision tree algorithm was applied to the test data set and found
83.43% accuracy with 84.38% precision, 81.63% recall, and 82.98%
F1-Score. It means that the decision tree model has the capability of
differentiating the person having heart disease or not is 83.43%.

IoT Sensor data
or
Wearable device

Fig. 5. Proposed Methodology Diagram.

VII. Results and Discussion
In this section, the authors applied different feature selection
techniques like filter method, embedded method, and wrapper
methods, and finally, their mean weightage is obtained for all attributes
for their use in the development of the model, which are depicted in
Table II and Fig. 6.
The results of the developed model are described in this section.
From Fig. 6, it is clear that the persons having a high old peak has more

The confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve of the Random
forest Model is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 depicts the confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve for
the Random Forest model. After applying Random Forest Algorithm on
the test dataset, it was found that the (RF) model has 87.72% accuracy
with 86.16% precision, 89.59% recall, and 87.84% F1-Score. It means
that the Random Forest model has the capability of differentiating the
person having or not having heart disease is 86.16%.
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Confusion Matrix of Decision tree on Test DataSet

Confusion Matrix of KNN Classifiers on Test DataSet
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Fig. 9. Confusion matrix and AUROC curve of K-Nearest Neighbor Model.

The confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve of the K-Nearest
Neighbors algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7. Confusion matrix and AUROC curve of Decision Tree Model.
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Then, the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm was applied and found
81.31% of accuracy on the test dataset with 85.79% of precision, 74.59%
of recall, and 79.80% of F1-Score. It means that the K-Nearest Neighbor
model has the capability of differentiating the person having or not
having heart disease is 81.31%. The confusion matrix along with the
AUROC curve of the K-Nearest Neighbor model is shown in Fig. 9.
The confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve of the Support
Vector Machine model is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 shows the confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve of
the Support Vector Machine model. The obtained results of (SVM) are
much better than KNN, in which the accuracy is 85.40% with precision
84.24%, Recall 86.73% and F1-Score is 85.47% respectively. It means that
the Support Vector Machine model has the capability of differentiating
the person having or not having heart disease is 85.40%.
The confusion matrix along with the AUROC curve of the Naïve
Bayes model is shown in Fig. 11.

0.8

Finally, a Naïve Bayes classifier was applied and found 82.62% of
accuracy without hyperparameter tuning. It means that the Naïve
Bayes model has the capability of differentiating the person having
or not having heart disease is 82.62%. The obtained precision of
Naïve Bayes is 80.57%, with Recall and F1-Score85.51% and 82.97%
respectively. The confusion matrix along with AUROC is shown in
Fig. 11. Overall results of all models are shown in Table III.
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Fig. 8. Confusion matrix and AUROC curve of Random Forest Model.
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For the refinement of results, hyperparameter tuning was applied
which uses the Grid Search method of Scikit-Learn. The conventional
approach of performing hyperparameter optimization has been Grid
search, or a parameter sweep, which is simply a comprehensive search of
candidate parameter values over all appropriate values in the specified
search space [19]. After all possible parameter combinations which are
calculated for a model; the finest combination will be retained. Grid
search gives the training to an algorithm for all possible combinations
using two hyperparameters sets (learning rate and several layers) and
measures the performance using a cross-validation technique [21].
These validation techniques ensured that the trained model gets most
of the patterns from the dataset. Grid Search uses a manual method
to apply the parameter to the algorithm [23]. Naïve Bayes does not
support Grid Search because it doesn’t have any parameter. Hence, we
applied Parameter Tuning on the other algorithms.
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TABLE III. Performance Comparison of Different Proposed Heart
Disease Prediction Models
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Fig. 10. Confusion matrix and AUROC curve of Support Vector Machine Model.
Confusion Matrix of Naive Bayes Model on Test DataSet
Predicted Values
750
202

Actual Values

0

798

600
450
1

142

838

True Positive Rate

SVM

Naïve
Bayes

AUROC

0.834163

0.877459

0.812459

0.854173

0.826551

F-1 Score

0.829876

0.878439

0.799035

0.854701

0.829703

Accuracy

0.834343

0.877273

0.813131

0.854040

0.826263

Recall

0.816327

0.895918

0.745918

0.867347

0.855102

Precision

0.843882

0.861629

0.857981

0.842418

0.805769

Error Rate

0.165657

0.122727

0.186869

0.145960

0.173737

From the above results, we came to the conclusion that without
parameter tuning of Naïve Bayes performed better which gave 82.63%
accuracy, and with hyperparameter tuning, the Random Forest
search gave 87.72% accuracy which is higher than all other proposed
classifiers. So, for this research work, the Random Forest model is the
best for implementation and model building.
The experimental result is shown in Table III which shows that the
Random Forest model outperforms other proposed models. So, for this
research work the Hyperparameter Random Forest model is selected
for making final outputs because of its higher accuracy and lesser error
rates. The performance of the proposed model is tested and compared
with existing models that portray very promising results.

150

The main aim of this research was to develop an efficient
cardiovascular disease prediction model for Jammu and Kashmir
(India). Machine learning algorithms with IoT were utilized towards
this aim. The prediction model is developed based on parameters. The
parameters are selected after consulting with the domain experts.
This research work came out to the conclusion that the Naïve Bayes
algorithm performed better without hyper tuning of parameters
while the Random Forest model is proven as an efficient technique
with hyper parameter tuning. Because the Hyperparameter Random
Forest model has higher accuracy and low error rates in comparison
to all other selected models thus we select the Hyperparameterized
Random Forest model for making the final output. After applying the
machine learning classifiers to the heart disease dataset, it appears
not astonishment that the complex classifiers like SVM and Random
Forest brought better results with the loftiest accuracies of 0.8772%
and 0.8540% as compared to the K-Nearest neighbor 0.8131%, Naïve
Bayes 0.8262%, and Decision tree 0.8343% respectively. It is well worth
emphasizing that in most instances hyper-parameter tuning is a must
prerequisite to get sturdy results out of these classifiers. For future
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Fig. 11. Confusion matrix and AUROC curve of Naïve Bayes Model.
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improvements, our preference will be that further research should
certainly be conducted to simulate this proposed model by adding
new parameters with hybrid methods like ensemble techniques and
more real-world datasets. These techniques can also be applied for
predicting other fields like weather forecasting, election predictions,
sales predictions, and other Bioinformatics predictions, etc.
Hence, we conclude this work by stating that the combination of IoT,
Machine learning, and Cloud computing can be proven as a future reality
for the prediction of diseases in general and cardiovascular diseases.

IX. Current and Future Developments
In this research work, a novel technique is developed for predicting
cardiovascular disease for Jammu and Kashmir (India) based upon
parameters. Machine learning algorithms with python language
were utilized towards the objective of this research. While the
results of this model are promising, if we add more parameters the
accuracy of forecasting may increase. In this model, we had predicted
cardiovascular disease for Jammu and Kashmir. In future, the further
research will be forecasting the election outcomes for the whole
of India’s well. Currently, this model can predict cardiovascular
disease only for Jammu and Kashmir but using this methodology
researchers will extend this research work to other developing areas
also by incorporating certain parameters pertaining to those areas.
Further researchers can develop the new algorithm or combine all the
algorithms using an ensemble technique in order to achieve better
accuracy with low error rates.
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Abstract

Keywords

Sampling-based motion planning in the field of robot motion planning has provided an effective approach
to finding path for even high dimensional configuration space and with the motivation from the concepts
of sampling based-motion planners, this paper presents a new sampling-based planning strategy called
Optimistic Motion Planning using Recursive Sub-Sampling (OMPRSS), for finding a path from a source to
a destination sanguinely without having to construct a roadmap or a tree. The random sample points are
generated recursively and connected by straight lines. Generating sample points is limited to a range and edge
connectivity is prioritized based on their distances from the line connecting through the parent samples with
the intention to shorten the path. The planner is analysed and compared with some sampling strategies of
probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) and the experimental results show agile planning with early convergence.

Probabilistic Roadmap,
Sampling-Based Motion
Planning, Robot Motion
Planning, Robotics.

I. Introduction

M

OTION planning in robotics is one of the major tasks for any robot
and motion planning in itself defines the process of planning
how a robot should move from one position (source) to the other
(goal). The problem of motion planning is extensively large, which is
not just about moving a robot or a part of it from a source to a goal
randomly using any path, rather it implies to problems of considering
and solving the overall scenario for efficiency and producing effective
results of where and how to move even in higher dimensional spaces.
There are generally two types of motion planning: deliberative
planning and reactive planning. In deliberative motion planning, the
workspace (map) is defined where the robot is given the information
about the environment which may include the obstacles, objects to
work with, free working area which then can be converted to its
configuration space for planning. Whereas in reactive planning, the
robot is not aware of what the global environment is like. Here as the
robot moves along the environment, it performs actions without preplanning and is generally used in unpredictable environments. The
robot senses and acts in reactive whereas, in deliberative, it senses,
plans then acts. In this paper, we introduce a new motion planning
algorithm which falls under a type of deliberative motion planning
known as sampling-based motion planning. The application of motion
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: lkenye02@gmail.com (L. Kenye), rkala001@gmail.com
(R. Kala).

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2022.04.001

planning varies over a wide area which includes Industrial robot arms,
planetary exploration, robotic surgery, animation, transportation
systems, etc A part from robotics, the sampling-based motion planners
are also used in computational biology and animations [1].

A. Sampling-Based Motion Planners
In sampling-based motion planning the workspace is converted into its
configuration space, C. The pose of a robot is described by the configuration
of the robot and the set of all configurations is the configuration space.
In the configuration space where the source and the goal locations are
given, random samples are generated and these samples are generally
checked for two conditions: collision-prone (Cobs) or collision-free (Cfree)
and the collision-free is considered for connecting the edges. Taking
the random Cfree samples a roadmap or a tree can be introduced for the
robot to move through C. Only after a collision free roadmap or path is
generated the robot should move around the environment [2]. Sampling
based motion planning produces fast solutions in complex maps but may
not always give a solution which is why it usually is termed probabilistic
completeness [3]. Sampling-based motion planning algorithms or rather
planners are classified into roadmap-based planners like the probabilistic
roadmap method (PRM) [2] and tree-based algorithms planners like the
rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) [4], [5] and in this paper, the new
planner introduced is experimentally compared with some variants of
PRM. The concepts of sampling-based motion planners are also extended
to reactive planning [6], [7].

B. Probabilistic Roadmap Method
The probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) is a roadmap-based
planner which is one of the most commonly used sampling-based
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motion planners. In a generic PRM planner, for solving in static
environments, a set of random sample points are generated, say
qrand and from this set the Cfree samples are considered, while the Cobs
sample points are rejected. Using qrand ∈ Cfree a roadmap is constructed
by connecting the samples by Cfree edges [3], [8]. After a roadmap is
constructed, the condition for connectivity is checked, that is, if the
source and goal are able to connect to at least one node or vertex of
the roadmap without collision. As there can be multiple possible paths
from source to goal through the roadmap, this kind of planners are
also termed as multi-query planners. Once condition for connectivity
is satisfied, graph traversal algorithms like breath-first search [9],
Dijkstra, A*, D*, anytime A*, anytime dynamic A* (AD*) [3, 10], etcetera,
can be used to find the path from source to goal.

C. Quiddity of Optimistic Motion Planning Using Recursive SubSampling
With the motivation from the concepts of sampling-based motion
planners, we introduce a new sampling based motion planner, named
optimistic motion planning using recursive sub-sampling (OMPRSS),
where the planner tries to find the path optimistically without having
to construct a roadmap or a tree and the least connectivity condition
needs to be checked.
Whenever the straight-line path from source to destination, say L,
is collision prone, OMPRSS generates a set of sample points, sort them
based on their distances from the L, then tries to find a path through
the sorted points. In other words, sorting heuristically prioritizes the
points with easiest and shortest points solved first. If the planner fails
to find a path through the first set of sample points, a new set of the
same number of sample points is generated and the planner attempts
to find a path with the help of the previous set of sample points. Every
sample point divides the problem into a smaller problem, and the
problem is solved recursively. The removal for the need of building
a roadmap or a tree helps the planner to find a path faster. From the
application point of view, OMPRSS could be used in systems where
the time matters and the path length may not be of much concern, for
example industrial robots.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: literature review is
presented in section II, section III discusses the methodology behind the
proposed approach, the experiments and results are presented in section
IV, section V confers the results and the conclusions in section VI.

II. Literature Review
The geometric sampling-based motion planners are categorized
into multi-query based planners which include probabilistic roadmap
method (PRM), Lazy PRM, PRM*, Lazy PRM*, SParse roadmap spanner
algorithm (SPARS), SPARS2, etcetera, and single-query based planners
which includes rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT), RRTConnect,
RRT*, Lower bound tree RRT (LBTRRT), Sparse stable RRT, Lazy RRT,
bidirectional RRT (BI-RRT) and so on [11]. All the planners have a
different approach to sampling and planning strategies and are capable
of finding solutions in high dimensional environments. The single-query
based planners intend to plan out a collision free path by incrementally
building a tree towards the destination either controlled or randomly,
whereas multi-query based planners generally build a roadmap and tries
to find a path from source to goal through the roadmap.
Kavraki and Latombe [2] presented the elementary working
aspect of PRM where the planning approach is deliberative. Here,
the planning system first creates a configuration space followed by
random sampling and roadmap generation belonging to a collision
free field and the robot is intended to move through the constructed
roadmap. Different types of PRM have been developed over time
which improved the effectiveness and efficiency of PRM. Certain

variants can work better in certain type of scenario. Generally, the
fundamental concept of PRM stands whereas the sampling strategy
is changed in the variants. Bohlin and Kavraki [12] presented a
variant of PRM called Lazy PRM which reduces the overall number
of collision-checking by first postulating that the roadmap is collision
free followed by collision checking while searching for the shortest
possible path. The PRM* falls under the category of asymptotically
optimal planners, presented by Karaman and Frazzoli [13] which
proves the probabilistic completeness and asymptotic optimality of
the algorithm. Unlike PRM, PRM* tries to connect to an established
set of neighbouring samples. Dobson and Bekris [14] promulgated
the SParse roadmap spanner algorithm (SPARS) and SPARS2 which
generates sparse roadmaps instead of having to consider the entire
number of edges involved in constructing the roadmap.
Some of the other variants of PRM include the Bridge Test,
Gaussian sampling PRM and Obstacle-based PRM where the sampling
strategies are refined such that the PRM improves its performance
in scenarios such as narrow corridors. In this paper, these variants
including the uniform sampling PRM [2] are used to compare with the
proposed planner. Hsu et al. [15] presented the Bridge Test PRM which
hikes up the samples in narrow corridor areas. It basically takes a
sample point, say q, and generates another sample point, say q', in the
neighbourhood of q if q is collision prone and q' is also checked if it is
collision prone. If they are both collision prone, the mid-point, say m of
the line L(q, q' ) is checked whether it is collision free, Cfree. If m belongs
to Cfree, m is added to the set of vertices for roadmap construction. Boor
et al. [16] presented the Gaussian sampling PRM where the samples
are generated at a higher density near the obstacles. The Gaussian
sampler reduces the number of samples thus improving the efficiency
of the planner. Amato et al. [17] promulgated the Obstacle-Based
PRM in 3-dimensional scenario where the samples are generated on
or near the obstacle surfaces. If the samples are collision prone, they
are moved at unit steps towards collision free space until they are in
obstacle free space thus, yielding vertices near obstacles, reducing the
need of taking in the samples in larger free areas. Several works have
been done to compare the various variants of PRM [18, 19].
Lavalle [4] introduced the rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT).
RRT has a pulling effect where the tree is iteratively built by expanding
towards the random sample point instead of directly connecting to
the sample point. Kuffner and LaValle [20] presented a work similar
to RRT called the RRT-Connect which iteratively constructs two trees
from both the source and the destination and expanded till the trees
meets. Similar to the PRM*, Karaman and Frazzoli [13] presented the
RRT* which is asymptotically optimal. These planners can be combined
to bring out better performances. Kala [21] presented an approach of
using both the RRT and PRM. Here the RRT is used for the initial search
from several points simultaneously. The points are then used to create
a graph through which the path planning is carried out using PRM. The
results show significant improvements in the performance. Jason et al.
[22] presented a different approach to sampling-based motion planning
which, instead of relying entirely on a random sampler, the path planning
is enforced by a deterministic approach. Solovey and Kleinbort [23]
presented a percolation approach over PRM and its variants leveraging
the finesse of the variants. Ichter et al. [24] presented an approach which
learns to identify essential regions or samples (for example, a doorway)
which is enforced by graph theory and neural networks. Vonásek et
al. [25] presented a sampling-based motion planning method which
first finds approximate solutions using scaled-down robot and uses the
approximated solutions as a guide to find the actual path between the
source and the goal. Kim et al. [26] presented lazy collision checking
approach which adaptively checks collision region by generating an
approximating free configuration space allowing the system to obtain
clues on which region should be checked first.
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The sampling-based planners have been extensively used in several
works. Švestka and Overmars [27] proposed a strategy of collaborative
and coordinated motion planning for multiple robots using samplingbased planners. Clark [28] also presented a work on multi-robot
motion planning using PRM. Yao and Gupta [29] also presented the
use of sampling-based motion planners for end-effector path planning.
Sampling based motion planners are also embedded in Open Motion
Planning Library (OMPL) [11] which is being extensively used. The
sampling-based motion planners has led to an amplification of new
problem-solving domains. Kala [30] presented a work on using
multiple robots for performing mission driven tasks with the help of
sampling-based motion s planners and its concepts.

III. Optimistic Motion Planning Using Recursive SubSampling
Optimistic motion planning using recursive sub-sampling
(OMPRSS) is a new approach to path finding based on the concept of
sampling-based motion planning. The approach is considered to be
optimistic as the algorithm always assumes that there is a collision free
path between the source and the goal or the sub-source or sub-goal,
where the source and the goal are always connected by straight lines.
Only when there is a collision prone path, the algorithm generates
new set of controlled random points in an attempt to find the path
through the sub-source and sub-goal. OMPRSS is exclusive of trees and
roadmaps. Given a map with the source and the goal, the planner first
connects the source s and the goal g with a straight line, say L(s, g).
Then this line is checked for collision. If the line is collision free, say
Cfree, it is taken as the path as shown in Fig. 1, which is the shortest
possible path from s to g. An assumption here is Cfree = RN.

distance function. The range factor could start from the length of d(s,
g) to the upper and lower limit of the map, i.e., the entire configuration
space. Fig. 2 shows a condition where d(s, g) is collision prone, Cobs, and
the range of generating uniform random sample points is within the
n-orthotype or hyper rectangular area with the length of d(s, g) as its
diagonal. Considering the coordinate points of s as (s1, s2, s3, …, sn) and
g as (g1, g2, g3, …, gn), the area would be: for one corner of the hyper
rectangle the point will be c1 = [min(s1, g1), min(s2, g2), …, min(sn, gn)]T
and the other corner as c2 = [max(s1, g1), max(s2, g2), …, max(sn, gn)]T.

Consider the case given in Fig. 2. Since L(s, g) is a Cobs line, we
generate a set of random points, say four points Qr∶ {q1, q2 q3, q4}
within a rectangular area – area resulting from the range factor taken
as length of d(s, g). The generated random sample points are sorted
according to the distance of each point to the line L(s, g). The farther
a point is from the line, the lesser the priority of that point in the
population of random sample points. The notion is to sample a point q
such that s to g via q is a path. Closer be a point to the line from s to g,
more likely it is to produce a shorter path. Moreover, collision checking
effort is proportional to the length of the path. Closer be a point to the
line, lesser is the computational cost. Let us consider that, after sorting
according to the distance, the points are arranged as Qp∶ {q2, q4 q3, q1}.
Here, Qp is a priority queue of the points where for further task the
planner first chooses the point with the highest priority (least distance
from qi to d(s, g)), in this case point q2. Before going further, let us first
look into the method of prioritizing the sample points.
Range of generating sample points

g

In the following discussions, the terms Cfree and Cobs indicates
collision free and collision prone respectively, while Cfree and Cobs
represent the collision free configuration space and collision prone
configuration space respectively. Also, a line L with at least a point in
Cobs is considered a Cobs line.
M

Line L(s, g)
is collision
prone

C

q3
q2

q4

q1

s

Sample point

g

Fig. 2. Range set to length of L(s, g) resulting in a rectangular area for
generating sample points. C denotes the configuration space.
Obstacle

A. Sample Prioritization

s

Fig. 1. A straight-line collision free path from source to goal. M denotes the map.

If the line L(s, g) is collision prone, a set of uniform random sample
points q ∈ Q ⊂ Cfree are generated, which are collision free with the hope
that the path from s to g will be collision free. A certain range, say R, is
set for generating the random points. This range factor is maintained
to limit the area of generating the random points with the intention to
get a shorter path length. The range factor is defined as the diagonal
distance of the space aligned to the coordinate axis system, within
which the sample points q are generated. As an example, consider the
heuristic that the robot never travels such that the projection of motion
on the straight-line path is negative. Now the sampling region can be
limited to the hyperspace bounded by s and g, space aligned along the
coordinate axis system with the range factor as d(s, g) where d is the

As mentioned, the random points belonging to Cfree can be
prioritized based on the distance of a point qi to the line L(s, g) All the
sample points generated randomly will be at a particular distance from
the line L(s, g). Finding the distances of each point from L(s, g) can
help prioritize them. One way of determining the point distance to a
line is measuring the normal distance, which basically is the shortest
distance of a point to a line.
qi

b)

,
Ln d(q i

s

b

g

db

Fig. 3. An illustration of the normal distance of point qi to line L(s, g), d(qi, b)
which would be used for prioritizing the sample point.
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In Fig. 3, points s = (xs, ys) and g = (xg, yg) are the location of source
and goal respectively. The point qi = (xi, yi) is the location of a random
sample point generated and the point b = (xb, yb) is the intercept of the
normal line, say Ln, to L(s, g). Here, we are interested in determining
the distance of point qi to the line L(s, g), say d(qi, b) as depicted in Fig.
3. Let the distance between point g and b be db. We can deduce that
(1)

The line Ln is normal to L(s, g) forming a right triangle Δgbqi. We
have:
(2)

(3)
Replacing the expression of cosθ in Eq. (1), we have:
(4)
(5)
(6)
is a unit vector. We can determine d(qi , b), depicted in

Where,
Fig. 3 as:

(7)
The sample points can be prioritized based on the distances of each
point from the line L(s, g) which can be obtained using Eq. (7).
C

g
q3
q2

s

q4

q1

q2. But as in the case of Fig. 4, since L(q2, g) is collision prone (Cobs),
we consider the next point in the priority queue q4, which is the next
closest point to L(s, g). The path from s to g is still Cobs as the line L(s,
q4) is Cobs. Next, we consider q3. Here, both L(s, q3) and L(q3, G) are
Cfree, so in this case the planner returns a successful path. The point q1
also produces a Cfree path, but as its priority is lesser compared to q3,
the path through q1 is ignored. Through the example of Fig. 4 we can
conclude that point prioritization helps in finding a shorter path as
any point closer to the line would produce a shorter path length than
that of a point farther to the line of concern.
Let us consider a different case shown in Fig. 5. In this case, we can
observe that all sample points produce Cobs path. This planner works
recursively, where in this type of cases we repeat the same procedure
as we did for the case of Fig. 4 with the sample point as the new source
or goal depending on which of the line (L(s, qi) or L(qi, g)) is Cobs. In Fig.
5, we can observe two cases:
• Firstly, one of L(s, qi) or L(qi, g) is Cobs as in cases of points q1,
q2 and q4. Here, in case of points q1 and q2 the sample points
become the new goals and the source remains the same in the next
recursion. Whereas in case the of q4, the goal remains the same as
it is and the sample point becomes the new source.

• The second case is when both L(s, qi) and L(qi, g) are Cobs. In this
case, we change the priority of that point by multiplying with
a penalty. The value of the penalty can be chosen based on the
distances produced by all sample points such that after multiplying
with the penalty, the distance of that point increases so that the
priority of that point gets lesser than the point with the largest
distance but only has one Cobs line initially. If all the paths produced
the random points are Cobs, a penalty is multiplied to all points and
in this condition, all points get back to its original priority list. This
is done to reduce computational complexities as for a point with
both lines to be Cobs, the number of recursions would increase. If
we first work on points with only one Cobs line and find a path, it
would reduce the depth of recursion as compared to points having
both lines to be Cobs. When, for all sample points, if both L(s, qi) and
L(qi, g) are Cobs, we can avoid the random points and generate new
points or start the planner all over, but if we keep avoiding points
when all points produce both paths as Cobs, the time cost could
gradually increase. In Fig. 5, point q3 has both L(s, q3) and L(q3, g)
as Cobs. The priority queue changes from Qp∶ {q1, q2, q3, q4} to Qp∶
{q1, q2, q4, q3}.
C

Fig. 4. Path from s to g through the sample points (q1, q2, q3, q4) generated
within a specified range or area. Dotted lines denote collision-prone paths.

q1

B. Working Principle of OMPRSS
In this section, we will discuss the working of the planner when
the straight-line path from source to goal is collision prone. If L(s, g) is
collision prone we generate a set of uniform random points Q ⊂ Cfree.
These points are prioritized using the approach of point prioritization
discussed in the previous section. Considering the case given in Fig. 2,
we generated four Cfree random points and prioritized them as Qp∶ {q2,
q4 q3, q1}. The purpose of prioritization is to go about with the point
with the highest priority for the next step.
After the points are prioritized, a path from s to g is checked
through each sample points, shown in Fig. 4. As point q2 has the higher
priority in this case, we go about with q2 by first checking whether
the straight-line path from s to q2 either belongs to Cfree or Cobs and
followed by checking the straight line path from q2 to g. If a Cfree path
is found from s to g through L(s, q2) and L(q2, g), the planner returns
with a path connecting the source to goal through the sample point

g

q4

q2

s

q3

Fig. 5. All sample points producing collision-prone (Cobs) paths.

Summarizing, the collision aware priority is given by:
(8)
Where, α and β are very large constants and C1 and C2 can be
defined as
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(9)
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Here, slope of normal to the line L(s, g) will be

(10)
When a line from source to sample point or sample point to the
goal (or both) is Cobs, we get into a recursion where the same set or
number of Cfree random points are generated. Let us consider the point
q1 in Fig. 5. The path from q1 to g is Cfree but the path from s to q1 is
Cobs. As a result, we generate another four random points, say Q11∶
{q11, q12, q13, q14} ∈ Cfree within the range, say between s and q1. The
area would be a square or rectangle with L(s, q1) as the diagonal. The
same procedure is followed with the intention to find a path from s to
q1 by checking for Cfree paths through one of the new sample points
with q1 as the new goal. Once a path is found, the original source
and goal can get connected via the sample points as shown in Fig.
6. In this case, the path would be s → q13 → q1 → g. If a path is not
found, from s to g through the sample points Q11∶ {q11, q12, q13, q14}, we
continue with the same procedure using Q11 as the new source or goal,
resulting into another depth of recursion. The limit of recursion can
be set to a certain depth. Change in the depth limit can also change
the response of the planner. The procedure of generating the random
points is repeated until a path is found or the depth limit is reached.
We can observe that by maintaining a range the total path length can
be reduced but, setting the range factor has some issues which we will
discuss in the next section.

v1
q13

g

s

q11

q1
q12
q14

q2

Sample points
y

y
g

s

g

s
x

(a)

(b)

x

Fig. 7. Representation of the two cases where the range for defining the area of
generating random sample points would fail to produce points to find a path.
(a) The line L(s, g) perpendicular to the 𝑥-axis, (b) The line L(s, g) parallel
to 𝑥-axis. In both cases, the points are generated along the line L(s, g) for
choosing range factor as dL.

Finding the distance of a point to the line will not be an issue in
both cases as the distance in the case of the first problem will be the
difference in the 𝑥 values of the sample point and the intercept of the
line and for the second, the difference in y values. The problem is that
the volume of generating random sample points will be the line itself,
i.e., the points will lie on the line as shown in Fig. 7. In these cases, no
path can be found.

C
q4

(14)

C

s

q3

Fig. 6. Illustration of new sample points (q11, q12, q13, q14) generated in
recursion of depth 1. V1 denotes the new area of generating the sample points
setting the range factor to be L(S, q1).

g

C. Repercussion of Range and Proposed Solution

We have observed that setting a range factor can greatly reduce the
path length, but there are some issues which pops up with it. In this
section, we will discuss some of the possible situations where the range
factor becomes an issue and the solutions to it. Let us first consider
the issues with regard to the range factor set to the length L(s, g),
say dL. To understand these issues, let us take a 2D scenario as an
example. There are two possible cases where the planner can get into
a no-solution state:
• When L(s, g) becomes perpendicular to 𝑥-axis: Here, the slope of
L(s, g) becomes infinite.
(11)

Here:
(12)
• When L(s, g) becomes parallel to 𝑥-axis: The slope of the normal to
L(s, g) will be undefined as change in y will be zero.
(13)

Fig. 8. An illustration where OMPRSS has high possibility of failing due to less
Cfree region or area for generating sample points. The inner most rectangular
shape filled with lines indicates an obstacle, say O. s and g are the source
and goal respectively and the rectangular box, say r with the diagonal line
connecting s and g is the area for generating sample points. The space between
the O and r is the Cfree region for generating the sample points.

Another problem that can occur is the situation given in Fig. 8. In
this case, the source and the goal are both too close to the obstacle
which results in small Cfree area to generate the Cfree points. The planner
in this case has very thin chances to find a path from source to goal
because the points can get too close to each other with the increase
in the depth of recursion and may even reach to an extend where
the points are generated in the same point in the configuration space
resulting in generating zero distances. A similar case would be as
illustrated in Fig. 10 where, if the range factor is taken as dL , there is
no way to find a path. All points generated will not be able to find out
a path as long as the range factor is dL in this case.
The solution to the above problems would be increasing the range
of generating the points by some factor which will eventually increase
the volume of sample point generation. Various range factors can be
assigned to the planner such that the prospect of finding a path is
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increased. The degree to which the range factor increases is flexible
and there are no discrete methods to increasing it. In this paper, we
propose a particular way of increasing the volume. Instead of using dL,
which is the length of L(s, g), for setting up the volume of generating
the sample points, the line L(s, g) is extended by an extension factor,
say η, such that the volume increases. Here, both the ends of L(s, g)
are extended by η. In other words, both s and g are either added
or subtracted by η depending on where s and g are located. If the
location of source is s = (s1, s2, …, sn)T and goal is g = (g1, g2, …, gn)T, the
expression for volume extension can be written as:

d(s, g), d(s, b) and d(b, g). First the following condition as given in Eq.
(19) needs to be checked:
(19)
We can conclude from these issues that the larger the range factor,
the chances of getting a shorter path reduces. The range factor can be
configured based on the type of map the robot is dealing with.
C

Area when the range
factor is dL
g’

(15)

g
(1/2)dL

(16)
Here, s' and g' are the new corner points of the volume and L(s', g')
becomes the diagonal line of the extended volume. In both Eq. (15)
and (16), the greater or equal condition (≥) is used in order to deal
with cases when L(S, G) is perpendicular or parallel to one of the axes.
The case where L(S, G) is perpendicular or parallel to any axes occurs
when for i = 1, 2, …, n, (Si, − Gi) = 0.
y

g’
g

s
s’

x

Fig. 9. Illustration of volume extension for generating the sample points by η
for L(s, g) perpendicular to the 𝑥-axis. The extension operation redefines the
volume such that L(s', g') is the diagonal of the incremented volume.

s
(1/2)dL

s’

Fig. 10. A representation of using a factor of half of dL to increase the volume
for generating random points. Here, dL is the length of L(s, g).

D. Pseudo Code
The pseudo code for OMPRSS is given in Algorithm 1. The function
L(s, g) mentioned in Algorithm 1 is given in Algorithm 2. The function
connect (s, g, depth) returns two values. First is the connectivity con
and second is the path τ. If the source and the goal is connected via a
path, a true value is returned and all the points connecting the source
and the goal (including the source and the goal) are returned in τ.
The function distanceToLine(qi, s, g) returns the distance of a sample
point qi to the line L(s, g). Here, s and g will keep changing with every
depth as the sample point will become new source or goal with every
recursion depth. The distances are used for sorting which actually is
the step of prioritizing. The parameter limit in Algorithm 1 is the limit
or threshold for the recursion depth.

One of the possible extension factors could be the half of the length
of L(s, g), that is η = 0.5 × dL. Let us once again consider a 2D scenario
(Fig. 9) with source as (𝑥s, ys) and goal as (𝑥g, yg) where, 𝑥g > 𝑥s and yg > ys.
Let the length of L(s, g) be dL. Based on the extension condition, the
end points after extension of dL would be

qi

d(qi , g)

s
b

(18)

If the range factor is changed, the process of point prioritization
needs to be changed to some extend as problems could arise in
condition where the point is beyond the actual line as shown in Fig.
11. Here, a normal line does not pass through the line L(s, g) as a result
the point of intercept B would go beyond L(s, g). This issue is taken
into consideration because though a point may lie the closest to the
line based on the normal line it may still be quite far away from the
source and the goal, which when given with higher priority may result
in a longer path than those points which have larger normal distance.
This problem can be solved by comparison of the distance between

g

d(qi , s)

(17)

This will result in a larger volume in the configuration space for
generating the random points as shown in Fig. 10. The factor can even
be increased if required such as using the whole dL as the factor, that is
η = dL or even up to the extent of using the whole configuration space
as the range. The chances of getting a path may increase in η, but as it
increases, the chances of getting points farther away from the line are
more, as a result we might end up with a larger path length.

Increased area after
using (1/2)dL as the
range factor

Fig. 11. An illustration of the intercept b laying beyond the line L(s, g) due to
volume extension.

IV. Experiments and Results
The experiment was conducted on two dimensional maps, bitmap
images, considering the obstacles to be 0s and the collision free area to
be 1s. The robot is taken to be a point robot inferring that the workspace
need not be converted to its configuration space. The results on the
working of OMPRSS is first presented followed by the response of the
planner to different parameter alterations and comparison with other
sampling-based motion planners.
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Algorithm 1: Optimistic motion planner using recursive subsampling
[con, τ] = connect(s, g, depth)
Input: source (s), goal (g) and current recursion depth (depth)
Output: con = true if connected, false if no path found, τ = Path
from s to g
1. if L(s, g) = true then
2.
con = true, τ = [s, g]
3.
return [con, τ]
4. end if
5. if depth > limit then
6.
con = false
7.
return [con, NIL]
8. end if
9. τ = ϕ
10. if L(s, g) = false, Q = uniform random points, n = 1, 2, … then
11.
for i = qi ∈ Q do
12.
π(qi) = distanceToLine(qi, s, g)
13.
if L(s, qi) = false or L(qi, g) = false then
14.
π'(qi) = π(qi)(1 + αC1 + βC2) // Eq. (8)
15.
end if
16.
end for
17.
Sort Q based on π'(qi)
18.
for i = 1 to n do
19.
if L(s, qi) = false and L(qi, g) = true then
[con, τ] = connect(s, π'(qi), depth + 1)
20.
21.
end if
22.
if L(s, qi) = true and L(qi, g) = false then
[con, τ] = connect(π'(qi), g, depth + 1)
23.
24.
end if
25.
if L(s, qi) = false and L(qi, g) = false then
[con1, τ1] = connect(s, π'(qi), depth + 1)
26.
27.
[con2, τ2] = connect(π'(qi), g, depth + 1)
28.
con = (con1 ∧ con2)
29.
τ = [τ1, τ2]
30.
end if
31.
if con = true and NotEmpty(τ) then
32.
return [con, τ]
33.
end if
34.
end for
35.
con = false
36.
return [con, τ]
37. end if
Algorithm 2: Line-Collision check
L(S, G)
Input: Points source (s) and goal (g)
Output: true if straight line from s to g is Cfree, else false
1. s = source, g = goal
2. for i = 0 to 1 in small steps do
3.
if i × s + (1−i) × g ∈ Cobs then
4.
end if
5.
end if
6. end for
7. return true

A. Results on the Working of OMPRSS
The initial experiment was performed on the basic working method
of OMPRSS. The maps used were 500 ×500 bitmap images. The
results are shown in Fig. 12(a) with the source at (50, 50) and the goal
at (100, 450) and Fig. 12(b) with the source at (50, 50) and the goal
at (350, 300), both had four sample points generated per recursion
and the recursion depth limit was kept at 4. The range factor used
was set to half of dL. The time required to find the path in the case
of Fig. 12(a) was 0.05681274 seconds and the cost (path length) was
690.2206, while 0.8073688 seconds and 453.9041 in case of Fig. 12(b).
In the figures, the entire generated sample points are not indicated
besides the sample points resulting to the path formation. As the
sample points are generated randomly, different path lengths can be
generated each time the planner is executed. Experimental results are
shown in Fig. 13.
0

source(50,50)
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Fig. 12. OMPRSS path planning results in a bitmap image of size 500 ×500.
(a) and (b) illustrates the paths found by OMPRSS in different maps where,
in both cases, the planner generates sample points in Cfree region to connect
the source and goal as the straight lines connecting them are collision prone.
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Fig. 13. Response of OMPRSS at different executions over the same source
and goal locations - source at (10,10) and goal at (450,450), using the same
range. The range used was half of dL The path p1 with length 1154, path p2 with
length 866 and p3 with path length 645.

B. Response to Changes in Parameters

There are a few parameters which can be changed in OMPRSS.
They include:
• Range (which determines the area of generating random sample
points)
• Sample points
• Depth of recursion

1. Altering the Range Factor
For generating the random sample points three variations of range
(variants discussed in section III.B) were used for which all the variants
responded differently in different scenarios. The variants of range are:
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• The length of L(s, g), dL. Let this range be R2

2. Altering the Number of Sample Points

• The entire map. Let this range be R3

The other parameter that can be changed is the number of sample
points generated at each recursion. The experiment was performed on
map M3 (Fig. 14(c)). The depth of recursion was 4 and the range factor
was half of dL. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 shows the results of the experiment.
Here the number of sample points is incrementally increased at a step
of 1 per iteration from 4 to 53, whereas the map, depth of recursion,
range factor and the location of both source and goal are not changed.

The maps used for this experiment are given in Fig. 14. Table I shows
the observations of different range factors responding to different
scenarios. Map size used: 500 ×500. Number of sample points used
is 4. Depth (or limit) of recursion is 4. Cost is the path length and the
time taken are in seconds.
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Fig. 15. Plot of cost versus sample points: showing the response of OMPRSS
over change in sample points on M3 (Fig. 14(c)) with source at (10, 10) and
goal at (470, 470).
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Fig. 16. Plot of time versus sample points: showing the response of OMPRSS
over change in sample points on M3 (Fig. 14(c)) with source at (10, 10) and
goal at (470, 470).

Fig. 14. 500 ×500 bit maps used for comparison of the response of OMPRSS
over change in range factors. (a) as M1, (b) as M2 and (c) as M3 in Table I.

TABLE I. Comparison of Responses of the Planner Over Different Range Factors in Different Scenarios. The Maps Used Are Given in Fig. 14 As
M1, M2 and M3
Sl. No.

Map

Source

Goal

Range

Cost

Time (seconds)

Result

1

M1

(20,20)

(450,450)

802.6841

0.04598

Pass

M1

(20,20)

(450,450)

R1

941.3936

0.05159

Pass

M1

(20,20)

(450,450)

1006.8177

0:02251

Pass

M1

(100,100)

(10,300)

R3

895.1789

5.13672

Pass

M1

(100,100)

(10,300)

M1

(100,100)

(10,300)

R2

M2

(10,10)

(450,450)

M2

(10,10)

(450,450)

(10,10)

(450,450)

M2

(50,300)

(450,100)

M2

(50,300)

(450,100)

M2

(50,300)

(450,100)

M3

(100,70)

(450,470)

M3

(100,70)

(450,470)

M3

(100,70)

(450,470)

M3

(100,70)

(230,200)

M3

(100,70)

(230,200)

M3

(100,70)

(230,200)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

M2

R2

R1

783.3984

3.51435

Pass

R3

930.3145

0.01224

Pass

R1

741.5306

0.76386

Pass

R2

727.5929

0.56532

Pass

R3

769.5605

0.13955

Pass

R1

664.7577

0.76386

Pass

R2

708.8577

0.081249

Pass

R3

729.6059

0.43471

Pass

R1

716.774

0.062411

Pass

R2

709.3188

0.014065

Pass

R3

1373.9801

0.073104

Pass

R1

---

---

Fail

R2

---

---

Fail

R3

754.2889

1.12045

Pass
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3. Altering the Depth of Recursion
Keeping the number of sample points constant including the map,
range factor, and the source and goal locations while altering the depth
of recursion, OMPRSS responded differently. The experiment was
performed over M3 (Fig. 14(c)). Number of sample points kept constant
at 4, source at (10, 10) and goal at (470, 470) and half of dL as the range
factor. The depth of recursion was initiated at 4 and not at 1 because
at a depth of 1, the planner is likely to fail. The reason behind starting
at 4 is to start off at a likely possible successful planning followed
by increasing the depth to observe the response over incrementally
increasing the depth. The experimental results are shown graphically
in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.
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Fig. 17. Plot of cost versus depth: showing the response of OMPRSS over
change in depth of recursion on M3 (Fig. 14(c)) with source at (10, 10) and
goal at (470, 470).
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Fig. 18. Plot of time versus depth: showing the response of OMPRSS over
change in depth of recursion on M3 (Fig. 14(c)) with source at (10, 10) and
goal at (470, 470).

C. Comparison of OMPRSS With PRM Variants

In this section we will look into the performance of OMPRSS
against some of the variants of probabilistic roadmap method (PRM).
The PRM variants used are:
• Bridge test PRM
• Gaussian sampling-based PRM

Fig. 19. 500 × 500 bit maps used for comparison of PRM variants and OMPRSS
(a) as M4, (b) as M5 and (c) as M6.

The initial number of sample points for the PRM variants was 200
incremented by 50 per iteration, iterated 80 times resulting to 4150
sample points at the end. Whereas for OMPRSS, the initial number of
sample points was 5 incremented by 1 per iteration, iterated 80 times.
For both PRM variants and OMPRSS, for a particular number of sample
points (that is in one iteration), say Si, the planner was executed 25
times, and from the generated results, of each Si, the average of the cost,
the execution time and the success rate were considered. For OMPRSS,
the range factor used was half of dL and the depth of recursion was
kept at 4. If any planner fails to find a path in any of the 2000 times
executed (i.e. 80 × 25 times), the cost can be taken to be a high value
- in the experiment, cost was taken as 9999 if any planner fails. And
also, if a planner fails to find any path for the 25 times executed per Si
the success rate would be 0. On the other hand, if a planner succeeds
to find paths in all 25 times, the success rate would be 1.

Fig. 20, Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show the graph for PRM variants of cost,
time and success rate versus increasing sample points respectively.
Whereas Fig. 23, Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 show the result of OMPRSS for
cost, time and success rate against the increasing sample points. In
order to view the successful planning and cost convergence against
time, the data generated from both PRM variants and OMPRSS were
plotted. Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 shows the scatter plot of cost versus time
and success rate versus time generated by PRM variants respectively,
and Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 for OMPRSS.

• Obstacle-based PRM
The comparison was made based on three outcomes:
• Cost inferring the path length
• Time required for planning
• Success rate specifying the number of successful planning
The experiment was performed to view the response of both the
PRM variants and OMPRSS by increasing the sample points. The
first comparison experiment was performed on M6 from Fig. 19, the
location of source at (10, 10) and goal at (450, 450).
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Fig. 20. Graph of cost versus increasing sample points generated by the PRM
variants in M6.
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Fig. 23. Graph of cost versus increasing sample points generated by the
OMPRSS in M6.
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Fig. 21. Graph of time versus increasing sample points generated by the PRM
variants in M6.
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Fig. 24. Graph of time versus increasing sample points generated by the
OMPRSS in M6.
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Fig. 22. Graph of success rate versus increasing sample points generated by
the PRM variants in M6.
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Fig. 25. Graph of success rate versus increasing sample points generated by
the OMPRSS in M6.

TABLE II. Cost Comparison of the PRM Variants and OMPRSS in Different Scenarios (Maps in Fig. 19) at Various Time Steps. Source and Goal
Kept at (10, 10) and (450, 450) Respectively for All Maps
Map

M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6

Time (sec)
Less than 0.04
Less than 0.08
Less than 0.12
Less than 0.16
Less than 0.2
Less than 0.24
Less than 0.28
Less than 0.32
Less than 0.36
Less than 0.4
Less than 0.01
Less than 0.06
Less than 0.11
Less than 0.16
Less than 0.21
Less than 0.26
Less than 0.31
Less than 0.36
Less than 0.41
Less than 0.5
Less than 0.1
Less than 0.2
Less than 0.3
Less than 0.4
Less than 0.5
Less than 0.6
Less than 0.7
Less than 0.8
Less than 0.9
Less than 1
Less than 1.5
Less than 2

Bridge test
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999

Gaussian sampler
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
8527.6245
7425.3433
7425.3433
5585.5652
5585.5652
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
3750.8509
1178.5719
1166.7064
1166.7064
9999
9999
6338.6594
4146.1292
4146.1292
2672.9671
2671.515
2671.515
1930.6015
1930.6015
831.5308
828.2267
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Obstacle-based
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
806.7357
806.7357
806.7357
806.7357
806.7357
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
1160.7313
794.7315
794.7315
790.1796
9999
9999
6730.6351
4169.2192
6730.6351
3435.7925
1970.3431
862.0898
862.0898
858.9613
858.9613
844.9996

Uniform sampler
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
782.1605
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
9999
786.6865
786.6865
9999
9999
9999
5995.6477
4905.0506
4527.0484
4527.0484
4527.0484
4164.7177
4164.7177
4164.7177
4164.7177

OMPRSS
9999
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
890.5013
9999
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
774.6329
9999
9999
9999
9999
957.2462
957.2462
910.5138
906.7916
891.2265
891.2265
900.8705
922.8004

Regular Issue
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Cost
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Fig. 27. Graph of success rate versus time generated by the PRM variants.
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Fig. 29. Graph of success rate versus time generated by the PRM variants.

Table II and Table III shows a broader view of the experiment
performed shown in Fig. 26 to Fig. 29. Both the PRM variants and

TABLE III. Success Rate Comparison of the PRM Variants and OMPRSS in Different Scenarios (Maps in Figure 19) at Various Time Steps. Source
and Goal Kept at (10, 10) and (450, 450) Respectively for All Maps
Map

M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M5
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6
M6

Time (sec)
Less than 0.04
Less than 0.08
Less than 0.12
Less than 0.16
Less than 0.2
Less than 0.24
Less than 0.28
Less than 0.32
Less than 0.36
Less than 0.4
Less than 0.01
Less than 0.06
Less than 0.11
Less than 0.16
Less than 0.21
Less than 0.26
Less than 0.31
Less than 0.36
Less than 0.41
Less than 0.5
Less than 0.1
Less than 0.2
Less than 0.3
Less than 0.4
Less than 0.5
Less than 0.6
Less than 0.7
Less than 0.8
Less than 0.9
Less than 1
Less than 1.5
Less than 2

Bridge test
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gaussian sampler
0
0
0
0
0
0.16
0.28
0.28
0.48
0.48
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.68
0.96
0.96
0.96
0
0
0.4
0.64
0.64
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.88
0.88
1
1
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Obstacle-based
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.96
1
1
1
0
0
0.36
0.64
0.68
0.72
0.88
1
1
1
1
1

Uniform sampler
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0.44
0.56
0.6
0.6
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64

OMPRSS
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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OMPRSS were executed in three maps M4, M5 and M6 given in Fig.
19, the location of the source and the goal kept at (10, 10) and (450,
450) respectively. The planners were executed 25 times per iteration of
increasing sample points and the average of both cost and the success
rate were recorded and arranged in certain time steps as shown in
Table II and Table III for all the planners.

V. Discussion
The experimental results of OMPRSS show some intriguing
outcomes. The initial experiment shows the basic working of OMPRSS
in which we can observe that though the path length is not optimal,
the time of planning is adequate. It also somehow tends not to waste
time on Cfree areas rather focus on obstacle dominated areas. OMPRSS
has the flexibility of changing various parameters which includes the
range factor which determines the area of generating the random
sample points and the space for increasing or decreasing the number
of sample points and the depth limit of recursion. These parameters
open up more dimensions for experiments. From the theoretical point
of view, though the sample points are generated randomly, the larger
the area of generating points (larger range factor) the chance of getting
a larger path length is higher and this holds for the other way around
as well. The experiment of changing the range factor was performed
as to view whether this condition would hold. Table I shows the result
of changing the range factor in which cost generated by R3 is almost
always higher compared to R1 and R2. But there is a better part of R3 .
We see this in Sl. No. 16 to 18 of Table I. In M3, for source at (100, 70)
and goal at (230, 200), R1 and R2 fails to find the path, whereas R3 does.
This shows that R3 can work better in cases where the destination is
augmented by obstacles, for example, dealing with concave obstacles.
On the other hand, altering the number of sample points and the depth
of recursion can result in different responses. Theoretically, increasing
the sample points in OMPRSS can increase the chances of getting a
successful planning faster but we can see in Fig. 16 that time really
does not decrease with increasing sample points, rather fluctuates.
The cost also does not either increase or decrease with increasing
sample points (Fig. 15). In Fig. 16, the worst case of time required
for planning is about 0.175 seconds and below 0.01 seconds at best.
As OMPRSS takes fairly short time for planning, the planner can be
executed multiple times and the best cost can be considered. On the
contrary, increasing the depth is worse than increasing the sample
points. We see this in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 where the cost on average is
higher whereas the time required for planning has the probability of
shooting up high with increasing depth.
The final stage of the experiment was the comparison of OMPRSS
with the variants of PRM. In Fig. 20, the PRM variants start with a
higher cost which gradually decreases with increasing sample points Si,
except for Bridge test PRM. The Gaussian sampler and Obstacle based
gradually gets higher success rate with Si and the uniform sampler
has a consistent success rate (Fig. 22). The time on the other hand
increases with Si (Fig. 21). Whereas for OMPRSS, neither the cost and
time increases or decreases with Si, rather oscillate with a consistent
success rate. And from Fig. 26 to Fig. 29 and Table II and Table III we
can observe that OMPRSS tends to converge faster with adequate cost.
In all the experiments, the Bridge test PRM failed in most cases as it
was developed to generate sample points only at narrow corridors,
due to which a single connected roadmap could not be constructed.

sample points and straight lines. When the straight-line path from
source to goal is collision prone, the planner tries to find the path
around the obstacles recursively resulting in a planning which focuses
more on obstacle outweighing areas and spending lesser time on the
collision free areas. Comparison with PRM variants shows that the
proposed planner gives solutions at a faster rate.
Though OMPRSS can deliver fast planning, there are downsides
to the algorithm. OMPRSS mostly fails in highly obstacle-dominant
maps and to plan in such maps, higher depth of recursion is required.
But the planner can produce lots of sample points which can lead
to unnecessary turns and also take a large amount of time when it
tries to find a path around an obstacle especially when the depth is
high. In addition, OMPRSS is not designed for dynamic environments.
The algorithm also tends to struggle in narrow corridors especially
if the length of the corridor is large. In the experiments performed,
OPMRPSS is not tested in high dimensional spaces and also not tested
on real robots.
Optimistic motion planning using recursive sub-sampling is at its
initial phase, as a result it still has some drawbacks, like the path length
can be high and somewhat far from being optimal, finding path in
obstacle dominant areas can take a large amount of time and having to
choose ideal parameters for different scenarios is still done manually.
In addition, the experiments were performed in 2D environments
using a point robot. Implementing the OMPRSS in higher dimensional
environments and also addressing to the drawbacks mentioned above
are the future perspectives for improving the proposed approach.
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Abstract

Keywords

A novel real-time multimodal eye blink detection method using an amalgam of five unique weighted features
extracted from the circle boundary formed from the eye landmarks is proposed. The five features, namely (Vertical
Head Positioning, Orientation Factor, Proportional Ratio, Area of Intersection, and Upper Eyelid Radius), provide
imperative gen (z score threshold) accurately predicting the eye status and thus the blinking status. An accurate
and precise algorithm employing the five weighted features is proposed to predict eye status (open/close). One
state-of-the-art dataset ZJU (eye-blink), is used to measure the performance of the method. Precision, recall,
F1-score, and ROC curve measure the proposed method performance qualitatively and quantitatively. Increased
accuracy (of around 97.2%) and precision (97.4%) are obtained compared to other existing unimodal approaches.
The efficiency of the proposed method is shown to outperform the state-of-the-art methods.

Eye Blink, Multimodal,
Z score Threshold,
Weighted Features.

I. Introduction

E

ye blinking is partly unintended closing and reopening of the eyelid.
Muscles that help in closing/opening the eye are Orbicularis oculi
and levator palpebrae superioris [1]. Eye blinking assists in cleaning
and moistening the eye cornea. Blinking can be categorized into three
main classes: spontaneous blinking, reflex blinking, and voluntary
blinking. The first two lie under the category of involuntary blinking.
On the contrary, voluntary blinking can be invoked intentionally
within the control of a subject. The work emphasizes detecting the eye
blinks, specifically from voluntary blinking, which can be encrypted
to alarm emergency [2]-[3].

Due to its importance in many applications (driver drowsiness,
human-computer interaction, micro-expression detection), an
exponential rise is seen in the research field related to eye blinking
detection. Many innovative, unconventional, and robust methods have
been stated in the literature [4]-[11]. In the current scenario, multiple
robust real-time facial landmark detectors [12]-[15] that arrest virtually
all the distinctive features on a human face are accessible. Several
approaches have been proposed to routinely detect blinks [9],[12]
from the eyes (from both still [16] and video sequences [17]-[19]). But
the disadvantage is that they impose rigid requirements on the setup,
in the sense of a relative head alignment, resolution, illumination,
etc. This work puts forward an effective method to classify eyeblinks [20]-[22] to overcome the stated complications, extracting five
distinct weighted features (explained in detail in section III). In this
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: gopal.chaudhary88@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.11.002

work, using the unique circles formed from the eyelids landmarks, five
novel features (depicting imperative information) have been extracted,
which are further assigned weights, thus resulting in an accurate eye
blink detection system. The motivation and research question behind
the work is depicted in Fig. 1.

A. Key Contribution of the Paper
A novel multimodal approach for eye blink detection using lowlevel eyelid feature extraction and z-score thresholding is proposed.
i) Accurate face detection and eye localization method is used
(MTCNN – Multitask Cascaded Neural Network).
ii) Unique circles are formed from the eyelids landmarks.
iii) The eye blinks are detected using an amalgam of 5 weighted
features (Vertical Head Positioning, Orientation Factor,
Proportional Ratio, Area of Intersection, and Upper Eyelid Radius)
depicting imperative gen (z score threshold), extracted from the
circles uniquely formed from the eyelids landmarks.
iv) A fusion technique is described to fuse the extracted five features
into a single binary signal.
v) Finally, a Z-score-based thresholding algorithm is proposed to
extract peaks from the signal where peaks correspond to eye
blinks.
The rest of the work is structured as: Section I familiarizes the
blink concept and the essential contributions. Section II reviews the
related literature. Feature Extraction of the multimodal eye blink
system is elaborated in section III. The methodology used, database,
performance parameters, investigational setup, and blink prediction
are described in section IV. Experimental results and conclusions are
analyzed in sections V and VI.
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Regular Issue
Unimodal System [3][22]
· Systems using a single trait, or single piece
of information for verification to estimate
the status of eye
Limitations of Unimodal System
· Susceptibility to noise or corrupt data
· Due to imperfect acquisition conditions, captured trait
might get distorted
· Spoofing
· Unimodal systems are prone to inter-class similarities
resulting in less desired performance

Multimodal systems and its advantages?
Systems that combine the outcome obtained from more than
one feature for the purpose of identification [22]
· Reduced data distortion
· Difficult to spoof
· High accuracy rate

Shifting to multimodal system
the eye blinks are detected using an
amalgam of 5 weighted features depicting
significant information (multimodal),
extracted from the circles uniquely formed
from the eyelids landmarks

Accurate
Multi-modal
Eye Blink
Recognition System

Fig.1. Motivation and research question.
TABLE I. Related Work With Performance Attributes
S. no. Author and Year

Year Dataset Used

Performance

Method employed

Z1

Michael Chau and Margrit
Betke. 2005 [39]

2005

Eight test
subjects

Accuracy: 95.3

Templates (open/close eye) are used in determining the state of an eye.

Z2

Diego Torricelli et al. 2009
[40]

2009

ZJU eye blink
dataset

Accuracy: 95.7

Eye-Blinking is sensed without any constraints on the head pose or
target position concerning the camera.

Z3

W.O. Lee et al 2010 [8]

2010

ZJU eye blink
dataset

Precision: 94.4

Multiple features are extracted to sense the state of the eye. 1) the
fraction of elevation breadth of the eye 2) the aggregate alteration of
the no. of black pixels around the eye area using an adaptive threshold
in consecutive image frames.

Z4

Kohei Arai and Ronny
Mardiyanto. 2010 [21]

2010

Individual users
used

N.A

Gabor filters are applied to detect the eye arcs, and eye-blink is sensed
by figuring the arcs’ distance.

Z5

Tomas Drutarovsky and
Andrej Fogelton. 2014 [5]

2014

ZJU eye blink
dataset

Accuracy: 93.45

Vertical motions in the eye are examined to sense the blinks.

Z6

Fengyi Song et al. 2014 [6]

2014

ZJU eye blink
dataset

Accuracy: 96.8

The strength of multiple features collectively characterizes information
(eye patches).

Z7

Tereza Soukupova and Jan
Cech. 2016 [1],[7]

2016

ZJU eye blink
dataset

N.A

Eye Aspect Ratio (EAR) is calculated to determine the eye status (open/
closed) in a video sequence

Z8

Federico M. Sukno et al.
2016 [20]

AV@CAR

N.A

The blink detection procedure outputs freq, durations, and some
fraction metrics.

Z9

P. Singh and D. Virmani.
2018 [3]

2018

ZJU eye blink
dataset

Accuracy: 97

The blinks are perceived using a 13-dim sequential window calculated
using eye facet correlation (Ratio of diagonal distance and width of eye
landmarks), which outclasses the threshold method and [7].

Z10

P. Singh and D. Virmani.
2020 [22]

2020

ZJU eye blink
dataset

Accuracy: 99.02
Precision: 99.65

A precise multimodal eye-blink recognition method using feature-level
fusion (MmERMFLF) to detect the eye status.

Z11

Al-gawwam, S., & Benaissa,
M. [37]

ZJU eye blink
2018 dataset, eyeblink
and talking face

Precision: 100%,
96.65% and 98.38%

The method approximates the facial-landmark positions and excerpts
the vertical distance between eyelids. A Savitzky–Golay (SG) filter is
used to level the signal while keeping the peak info to sense eye-blinks.

2016

II. Related Study
In recent times a lot of research has been conducted in different
biometric modalities wherein different modalities have proven their
prevalence. Recognition systems (RS) (gait, voice, and face) are
efficient but lack one or the other aspects. In Gait RS data procurement
is ineffectual. Voice RS is an effectual process; but info procurement
is a cumbrous errand. Face RS is burdened by the inevitable dispute of
aging. But due to their stability and efficiency, eye blink recognition

systems does not suffer from the limitations mentioned above. Table I
reveals prior work based on functionality engaged in detecting blinks.
Z1–Z11 uses the ZJU dataset to detect the blinks accurately. A solitary
feature engages in computing an eye status in [Z1, Z2, Z4, Z5, Z7–Z9,
Z11]. While multiple features are used in [Z3, Z6, and Z10] to sense
blinks, subsequently creating a multimodal environment. This work
emphasizes feature-level fusion (FLF) of weighted features extricated
to sense the eye blinks accurately.
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In recent times eye-blink has been detected using two primary
techniques: electrooculography (EOG) [23]-[24] and videooculography
(VOG) [25]-[34]. Ag/AgCl electrodes are used in the former technique
and equipped around the eye area to detect eye movements and blinks
[23], [35], [36], [38]-[43]. Any movement (left, right, up, down) can
be perceived. However, the variability of electrooculography rests
on factors that are hard to control [24]. The electrode placement also
causes troublesomeness for the user, and the method is relatively
costly [28]. In the latter technique, the subject is in sight of the line
of the camera installed, and the frames are processed one by one,
resulting in the eye’s final status (open/close) using an algorithm [3],
[22]. All significant research in this area nowadays uses the latter
method (VOG). Several VOG-based blink detector techniques are
available but lack in one or the other area. This paper proposes a novel
multimodal approach for eye blink detection using low-level eyelid
feature extraction and z-score thresholding. Firstly, accurate face
detection and eye localization method are used (MTCNN). Multitask
Cascaded Neural Network or MTCNN is a convolutional neural
network architecture jointly trained for facial landmark detection
and alignment, achieving superior accuracy over the state-of-the-art
techniques on the challenging FDDB and WIDER FACE benchmark
for face detection, and AFLW benchmark for face alignment, while
keeping real time performance [44]-[46].
Further, unique circles are formed from the eyelid’s landmarks,
and eye blinks are detected using an amalgam of 5 weighted features
(Vertical Head Positioning, Orientation Factor, Proportional Ratio,
Area of Intersection, and Upper Eyelid Radius) depicting imperative
gen (z score threshold). A unique fusion technique is described to
fuse the extracted five features into a single binary signal. Finally, a
Z-score-based thresholding algorithm is proposed to extract peaks
from the signal where peaks correspond to eye blinks. No work has
been done on sensing blinks with low-level eyelid feature extraction
and z-score thresholding as per our familiarity. Neither multiple
features (multimodal system) have been employed to detect the eye
status (open/close) from video sequences.

A. Face Detection and Eye Landmark Prediction
Traditional systems and approaches use techniques that directly
localize eyes in an image or prefer detecting face regions first and then
localizing eyes within the detected face region. The proposed approach
in this work increases true positives for blinking detection and reduces
false positives. An accurate eye blink detection system begins from
accurate face detection and eye localization, for which we chose the
widely used face detection deep learning model MTCNN. Once the
face is localized from the input image, we extract eyelid landmarks
from the face region detected using dlib, as shown in Fig. 2.

B. Feature Extraction
For extracting features, the landmarks around the eyelids are used.
The 12 landmarks detected as the eyelids (6 for each eye) are separated
into upper eyelid landmarks and lower eyelid landmarks. The four
edge landmarks of the eyes belong to both groups. We first calculate
the line’s midpoint joining the two points lying on the eyelids in
each group. Then, along with the edge points and the midpoint just
calculated, a unique circle that passes through these 3 points is created.
Fig. 3 shows the entire procedure where white dots are the original
landmarks and the line’s midpoint is shown in red. Circle formation
for both open and closed eyes are depicted in Fig. 4.

1. Feature Extracted
Five sets of features are extracted from the four circles generated:
a) Vertical Head Positioning (VHP)
For approximating the positioning of the head/eyes, we calculate
the distance between the center of the upper and lower eyelid circles
for both the eyes.
The mean of these two distances gives VHP:
(1)
where l1 and l2 are the distances between centers of the left and
right eye circles as shown in Fig. 5.
b) Orientation Factor (OF)

III. Feature Extraction Using Multimodal Eye Blink
Detection System
For sensing the eye blinks, feature extraction remains the most
prominent step. This section focuses on detecting the face and eyes
using landmarks and feature extraction. Face and eye detection using
landmarks are explained in sec. A and the proposed feature extracted
are explained in detail and relegated in sec. B.

For calculating the head/eyes orientation, we calculate the distance
between the center of the upper eyelid circle and lower eyelid circle of
the left eye and upper eyelid circle and lower eyelid circle of the right
eye, respectively.

Upper Eyelids

Lower Eyelids

Fig. 2. Face landmarks extracted from the input video stream (ZJU dataset).

Fig. 3. Upper and lower eyelid landmarks and the circle generated using the
points.
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Fig. 4. Circles generated using both the eyelid landmarks for open (left) & closed (right) eyes.

l1
l1

l2

l2

Fig. 5. Distance between the centers of the left and right eye.

Fig. 6. Distance between the center of the upper eyelid circle and lower eyelid
circle of the left eye and upper eyelid circle and lower eyelid circle of the right eye.

The ratio of these two distances gives OF:
(2)
where l1 and l2 are distances between the centers of the circles as
shown in Fig. 6.
c) Proportional Ratio (PR)
To calculate the circle size proportional to the triangle perimeter
formed by the eyelid’s landmarks, we calculate the upper eyelid circle
radius to both eyes’ lower radius eyelid circle.
The mean of these ratios gives PR as follows:
(3)
(4)

Fig. 7. Radius of left upper eyelid circle, left lower eyelid circle, right upper
eyelid circle, and right lower eyelid circle.

(5)

We can also take the mean of AOI of both the eyes. Fig. 8 shows the AOI
of an upper and lower eyelid.

where
,
,
and
are radius of left upper eyelid
circle, left lower eyelid circle, right upper eyelid circle and right lower
eyelid circle respectively as depicted in Fig. 7.
d) Area of Intersection (AOI)
AOI is the area of intersection between the upper eyelid circle and
lower eyelid circle of either eye. In our work, we have used the AOI of
the left eye. For experiment purposes, either of the eyes can be used.

e) Upper Eyelid Radius (UER)
UER is the upper eyelid radius of either eye. In our experiments,
we have used UER of the left eye. Either of the eyes can be used for
experiments, as in the case of AOI. We can also take the mean of UER
of both the eyes.
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Lower Eyelid Circle

(8)
4. Negative Predictive Value (NPV): The ratio of accurate negative
class predicted to the over-all amount of negative predictions.
(9)
5. False Positive Rate (FPR): The ratio of false-positive class
predictions to the overall negatives.
(10)
6. False Discovery Rate (FDR): The ratio of false-positives
predictions to the overall positives.

Upper Eyelid Circle

(11)

Fig. 8. The AOI of an upper and lower eyelid.

7. False Negative Rate (FNR): The ratio of false-negatives
predictions to the aggregate number of positives.

IV. Research Methodology Used
This section focuses on the methodology that is employed by the
method for sensing the blinks. First of all, the dataset employed for the
experimental purpose is discussed (section A). Then the performance
parameters that judge the efficiency of the method are explained in
section B. Experimental setup, blink detection/prediction are explained
in detail in subsequent sections.

A. Dataset Used
One state-of-the-art dataset ZJU (eyeblink) [18], is used to evaluate
the proposed method’s performance. The dataset consists of 80 video
sequences of 20 users, as depicted in Table II. All the video sequences
(4 to 5 sec) are recorded in 30 fps having two to six voluntary blinks.
In total, there are 255 blinks in the entire dataset.

(12)
8. Accuracy can be defined as the ratio of correctly classified
instances to the total number of instances.
(13)
9. F1 Score (F1) can be defined as weighted avg. of precision and
recall
(14)
10. AUC Score is used to measure the performance of a model at
different threshold settings.
(Note: TP: True +, TN: True -, FP: False +, and FN: False -)

TABLE II. ZJU Eye-Blink Dataset
No. of Users

20

C. Experimental Setup

Four Clips per person
No. of Clips

View

Spectacles

1

Front

N

1

Front

Y

1

Front

Y

1

Front

N

Total Blinks

We have used ZJU (eye-blink) dataset (explained in sec. A) for
our experiments. The five extracted set of features supports blinking
with sudden peaks in their respective plots. Fig. 9 shows the plot (five
extracted features (explained in sec. III) vs. the number of frames) from
one of the dataset’s input videos.

255

B. Performance Parameters
In this paper, eye blinks are detected using an amalgam of 5
weighted features depicting imperative gen (z score threshold). A
unique fusion technique is described to fuse the extracted five features
into a single binary signal. Finally, a Z-score-based thresholding
algorithm is proposed to extract peaks from the signal where peaks
correspond to eye blinks. The performance of the method discussed is
evaluated using several parameters as shown below:
1. Recall (R) can be defined as the ratio of the correct categorized
cases of a class to the total number of class cases.
(6)
2. Specificity (Sp) It deals with the proportion of actual negatives
(true) that are correctly identified as such.
(7)
3. Precision (P) can be defined as the ratio of correct positive
predictions to the total number of positive predictions.

It can be inferred from the plots that frames 36 to 43 exhibit a peak
in all four plots except Orientation Factor (OF) plot. It remains uniform
with a value greater than 1, indicating standard behavior of other
features. Similar trends can be seen at frames 85 to 92 and 130 to 140,
indicating blinks at those frames in the input video sequence. The case
discussed in Fig. 9 is a clear case where all the features show a positive
consent as the subject is sitting in the camera’s line of sight and not
wearing any spectacles. On the contrary, Fig. 10 shows the plot of
all five features for another input video sequence of the dataset with
disturbance and other perturbations. The subject in the input video
sequence is blinking in a dark background. Here, feature OF is not
uniform, and in certain intervals, its value drops below 1. This behavior
is an indication that other features are not behaving normally and
are affected by the perturbation in the input video sequence, except
Upper Eyelid Radius (UER), which still produces peaks at four intervals
supporting blinks in the video input. With further experiments, we
found that when the value of Orientation Factor (OF) drops below 1,
Upper Eyelid Radius (UER) is the most dominant one to report a blink
with a peak, while the other three features produce sloppy peaks. We
used weighted signal averaging or convolution conditioned on OF to
implement this behavior in an automated system. The same behavior
is seen when the subject is wearing spectacles also.
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Fig. 9. The plot of all five features extracted vs. frames from an input video sequence along with a frame from the video.
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Fig. 10. The plot of all five features for an input video sequence with disturbance and other perturbations along with a frame from the video.
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BLINK
YES

Feature Extraction

if equals 1
VHP

OF

PR

AOI

NO BLINK

UER
Averaged IMPULSE
VHP impulse
PR impulse
AOI impulse
UER impulse

Z-SCORE THRESHOLDING

WEIGHTED
AVERAGING

OF impulse

if equals 1

YES
Selection of Weight
WEIGHTS

NO

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.5

Fig. 11. Flowchart of the multimodal eye-blink detection system.
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Fig. 12. An arbitrary input signal and its generated unit impulse signal using the method.

D. Blink Detection
Automated blink detection is a methodology consisting of peak
detection and weighted averaging. We generate a unit impulse signal
for peaks in all four features individually and interpolate these signals
conditioned on the impulse signal of Orientation Factor (OF). Fig. 11
depicts the entire workflow with a flowchart.
a) Peak Detection: A simple way to detect peaks in a signal is hard
thresholding with a predefined value. But in our experiments, we
- 106 -

found that the scale of the extracted features depends vastly on
multiple factors, like, camera position, head positioning, landmark
detector accuracy, etc. Therefore, direct hard thresholding won’t be
able to detect peaks for our input in real-time settings. Therefore,
we derived a more robust, yet simple z-score based peak detection
algorithm inspired by probability distributions properties [41][43] for peak detection. Rather than keeping a set threshold
value for signaling peaks in a given input signal, the algorithm
calculates the moving mean and moving standard deviation of the

Regular Issue
input signal. When a data point lies the preset threshold times the
standard deviation away from the mean, the algorithm signals a
peak. The approach of calculating a moving mean and standard
deviation keeps the method’s integrity at different scales. The
algorithm can be made more robust to outliers and signal length
by calculating the moving mean and standard deviation by only
looking at the last ‘k’ values, where k is a whole number. Fig. 12
shows an arbitrary input signal and its generated unit impulse
signal using our method.
b) Weighted averaging of signals: Fig. 13(a) shows the impulse
signals of VHP, PR, AOI, and UER, and Fig. 13(b) shows the impulse

signals of OF generated using hard thresholding at 1 (if the signal is
less than 1, an impulse is generated). When there is an impulse in
OF, it means that other features except UER will struggle to report
a blink with a peak, whereas when OF has no impulse signals, it
suggests the normal behavior which peaks in all other four features.
Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b) show the same feature impulses for an input
video sequence with abnormal behavior. Table III shows the feature
weights we used to average the impulse signals.
For OF = 0, we have averaged over all the four impulse signals,
and for OF = 1, we have given UER a weight of 0.5, and the rest three
impulse signals are given equal weightage out of 0.5, i.e., 0.5/3 = 0.167.
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Fig. 13(a). The impulse signals of VHP, PR, AOI and UER. (b). The impulse signals of OF generated using hard thresholding at 1 (if the signal is less than 1, an
impulse is generated).
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TABLE III. The Feature Weights We Used to Average the Impulse
Signals
if OF = 0
wi

(15)
Where 𝑦t: output averaged signal at time t

if OF = 1

WVHP

WPR

WAOI

WUER

WVHP

WPR

WAOI

WUER

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.5

Wi: the weight of feature i from Table III, which is conditioned on
OF feature at time t.

E. Blink Prediction

Equation (15) gives the final output averaged signal that reports a
peak for a blink in the input video sequence. The step-by-step process
is depicted in algorithm 1.

Once the final signal 𝑦t is obtained, we hard threshold the signal
with a value 0.75 such that when the signal value is greater than or
equal to 0.75, a unit impulse is considered, and a blink is predicted. The
threshold we used favors predicting a blink only when 75% of features
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Fig. 14(a). The impulse signals of VHP, PR, AOI and UER. (b). The impulse signals of OF generated using hard thresholding at 1(if the signal is less than 1, an
impulse is generated).
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report a peak. Future implementations can use various threshold
values for the confidence of prediction while incorporating more
handcrafted and deep learning extracted features.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Multimodal Eyeblink Detection system:
1. Capture video stream frames from the input camera.
2. For each frame:
a. Localize face from the frame using Multitask Cascaded Neural
Network (MTCNN).
b. Detect Eye landmarks from the extracted face region of the
frame.
3. For each eye:

and showed expected yields. Whereas in Fig. 10, a different pattern
is observed where the UER feature is given more weightage than the
rest of the features. A clear pattern is observed when the subject is not
wearing spectacles in decent light conditions.
On the contrary, when a subject is wearing spectacles or the light
conditions are not good, a blurred pattern is observed. A multimodal
eyeblink detection system is proposed and implemented to balance out
the two patterns, as shown in Fig. 11. For testing the proposed system’s
performance, a state-of-the-art dataset, ZJU, is used. Table IV shows
how the proposed system has performed in terms of performance
parameters. A reputable accuracy and precision of 97.2% and 97.4% are
achieved. For testing purposes, 60% of the dataset is employed. ROC
graph along with an AUC score of 0.972 resulted is shown in Fig. 15.

a. Separate the 12 eye landmarks detected into the upper eyelid
and lower eyelid landmarks.

1.0

b. For each group, calculate the midpoint of the line joining the
two points lying on the eyelids.

0.8

True Positive Rate

c. Then, along with the edge points and the midpoint just
calculated, create a unique circle that passes through these 3
points using the algorithm presented in appendix A.
d. Using the two circles created, calculate the five sets of features:
Vertical Head Positioning, Orientation Factor, Proportion
Ratio, Area of Intersection, and Upper Eyelid Radius.
e. Perform Z-Score thresholding on all these five feature sets.

0.6

0.4

f. Select the set of weights to be applied to normalize the impulse
signals resulting from the z-score thresholding using table III
and perform the weighted averaging.

0.2

4. Combine the final signal for both the eyes using signal averaging.
(Optional)

0.0

Prediction Score
Mean Line
0.0

5. Report a blink if the final signal’s magnitude is greater than the
threshold (0.75) chosen.

0.2

0.4
0.6
False Positive Rate

0.8

1.0

Fig. 15. ROC Curve.

A. Analysis of the Results

V. Experimental Results
A multimodal human eye blink detection system is implemented
using five weighted features, namely Vertical Head Positioning,
Orientation Factor, Proportional Ratio, Area of Intersection, and Upper
Eyelid Radius. The five unique features are extracted from a unique
circle formed from eye landmarks. The features extracted are used to
depict the positioning and orientation of a subject’s head/eyes being
tested. While observing the features experimented on ZJU dataset, two
sets of patterns have resulted, as shown in Fig. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9,
a clear pattern is observed wherein all features contributed equally

Table V shows a comparative accuracy comparison of the proposed
work with existing methodologies. It can be clearly seen that the
proposed method has outperformed the existing methodologies by
a margin. Increased accuracy and precision of 97.2% and 97.4% is
achieved when a multimodal approach with a weighted feature set
is used. A remarkable false positive, discovery and a negative rate of
0.025, 0.025, and .003 is perceived in Table IV.

TABLE IV. Performance Parameters for the Multimodal Eye-blink Detection System
Recall

Specificity

Precision

Negative
Predictive Value

False Positive
Rate

False Discovery
Rate

False Negative
Rate

Accuracy

F1 Score

AUC score

0.97

0.975

0.974

0.970

0.025

0.025

0.03

0.972

0.972

0.972

TABLE V. Comparative Accuracy Comparison of the Proposed Work With Existing Methodologies
S. NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Author and Work Reference
Michael Chau and Margrit Betke. 2005 [39]
Diego Torricelli et al. 2009 [40]
W.O. Lee et al 2010 [8]
Tomas Drutarovsky and Andrej Fogelton. 2014 [5]
Fengyi Song et al. 2014 [6]
Tereza Soukupova and Jan Cech. 2016 [7]
Federico M. Sukno et al. 2016 [20]
P. Singh and D. Virmani. 2018 [3]

Performance
Accuracy: 95.3
Accuracy: 95.7
Precision: 94.4
Accuracy: 93.45
Accuracy: 96.8
Recall: 92.9
Frame classification acc.:97.1
Accuracy: 97
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Accuracy and precision of the proposed work

Accuracy: 97.2
Precision: 97.4
Recall: 97.0
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VI. Conclusion
A multimodal eye blink recognition system using Z-score-based
thresholding and weighted features was presented in this work. The
eye blinks were detected using a blend of 5 weighted features (Vertical
Head Positioning, Orientation Factor, Proportional Ratio, Area of
Intersection, and Upper Eyelid Radius) depicting imperative gen (z
score threshold), extracted from the circles uniquely formed from the
eyelids landmarks. For testing the performance of the method, ZJU
eye-blink dataset was used. While implementing the proposed method
with the said dataset, it was observed that when there is an impulse
in OF, it means that other features except UER will struggle to report
a blink with a peak. In contrast, when OF has no impulse signals, it
suggests the expected behavior, which peaks in all four features. The
multimodal system’s performance was increased to 97.2% (accuracy)
with a precision of 97.4%. Other performance parameters also showed
a decent routine. As a future scope, more features can be incorporated
to increase the performance attributes further.

Appendix
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Procedure to create a unique circle given 3 points:
The algorithm to create a circle given 3 points is as follows:
1. Let
be 3 points from which a circle is
to be created. Now, consider the general equation of a circle as
where
is the center of
the circle, and r is the radius.
2. Given 3 points, plug the values into the equation of the circle.
(A1)
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(A2)
(A3)
3. Solve the linear equations formed for
(A1) from (A2) and (A3).
4. Plug the values for the center
equations and solve for r
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Abstract

Keywords

Video surveillance is one of the important state of the art systems to be utilized in order to monitor different
areas of modern society surveillance like the general public surveillance system, city traffic monitoring system,
and forest monitoring system. Hence, surveillance systems have become especially relevant in the digital era.
The needs of the video surveillance systems and its video analytics have become inevitable due to an increase in
crimes and unethical behavior. Thus enabling the tracking of individuals object in video surveillance is an essential
part of modern society. With the advent of video surveillance, performance measures for such surveillance also
need to be improved to keep up with the ever increasing crime rates. So far, many methodologies relating to
video surveillance have been introduced ranging from single object detection with a single or multiple cameras
to multiple object detection using single or multiple cameras. Despite this, performance benchmarks and metrics
need further improvements. While mechanisms exist for single or multiple object detection and prediction on
videos or images, none can meet the criteria of detection and tracking of multiple objects in static as well as
dynamic environments. Thus, real-world multiple object detection and prediction systems need to be introduced
that are both accurate as well as fast and can also be adopted in static and dynamic environments. This paper
introduces the Densely Feature selection Convolutional neural Network – Hyper Parameter tuning (DFCNHP) and it is a hybrid protocol with faster prediction time and high accuracy levels. The proposed system
has successfully tracked multiple objects from multiple channels and is a combination of dense block, feature
selection, background subtraction and Bayesian methods. The results of the experiment conducted demonstrated
an accuracy of 98% and 1.11 prediction time and these results have also been compared with existing methods
such as Kalman Filtering (KF) and Deep Neural Network (DNN).

Convolutional Neural
Network, Machine
Learning, Object
Detection, Video
Surveillance.

I. Introduction

T

he human visual system detects and recognizes objects within
dense groups of multiple objects very efficiently. But this task
proves to be difficult and is riddled with challenges when it comes
to artificial systems. Modern surveillance systems have been used
in public civil monitoring by implementing object detection and
motion tracking. Object detection is a subsidiary topic under the field
of Computer Vision which is a study of how computers detect and
classify different types of objects in an image or a video. There are
numerous applications of such systems in the modern world that
detect and track objects in a region such as surveillance systems
for military use, modernized traffic control systems, public weather
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: srivastavag@brandonu.ca

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2022.01.002

observation systems, etc. [1], [2], [3]. Researchers are working on
various techniques to increase the speed and overall accuracy of such
object recognition and tracking. Recent advancements in the field
of information technology have increased the need for more robust
and intelligent surveillance systems with better speed and accuracy.
Therefore, object detection and tracking have shown great potential
while emerging as an important technology in the field of surveillance
related to security.
Unlike humans, computers see images as several clusters. Each
pixel in an image contains data corresponding to the colour values
i.e. red, green and blue. If an image contains all three colour values
then there are three channels present in that image. A grayscale
image contains only one channel [4]. Determining the location of an
object and the region of interest is a challenging task in the field of
computer vision. In general, two methods are used for determining
the location of the object and they are object detection and object
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tracking. To locate an instance of the object in images or videos, the
object detection technique is used. The popular Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) [5] was trained using a large set of labelled data and
it is used to detect a region of interest within a completely new given
image. Hence using this method one can determine the location of an
object within a given image, whereas in the case of object tracking
only the pixel information of the region of interest is provided and the
region having the highest amount of similarity is searched.
During the process of object detection, objects are detected based
on various points such as objects of interest, face, colour, shape, and
skin. The process involves the extraction of frames from an image
or video. Subsequently, various such features of objects are extracted
for video surveillance systems and this is discussed in detail [6]. The
detected object is then continuously tracked in the input video stream.
Numerous factors make it difficult to track objects after their detection.
Several times, the object is occluded by its surroundings which makes
it difficult for the tracking algorithm to track the object in real-time.
Additionally, sudden movements which lead to changes in the shape or
size of the object or changes in the observed scene are a few of the factors
that can affect object-tracking. Researchers are continuously working
on improving these algorithms for the better tracking of objects despite
the above-mentioned hindrances that affect the procedure.

Image/Video

Pre-Processing

Feature Extraction

Object Detection

Video Surveillance System

Fig. 1. Object Detection processes.

B. Single-Stage Detectors
The separate region proposal steps are not applied in single-state
object detector algorithms. Instead, they consider every position on
the image as a potential object and then try to classify each region of
interest as an object or background. A few of the popular single-stage
object detectors are discussed below.
YOLO: Joseph Redmon along with Ross Girshick and others
proposed a new approach for object detection in which they framed
object detection as a regression problem. This method divided the
entire image into spatially separated bounding boxes with class
probabilities associated with them. It could be an optimized end-toend process since the whole framework was a single network. YOLO
gained a remarkably faster speed than its predecessors by processing
images in real-time at 45 frames per second [5].

Real-time object tracking algorithms are being studied where the
detector learns about all the changes in the object and its environment
and uses it to better track the object. Some of the popular object
detectors are Region-based CNN (R-CNN), Faster R-CNN, Single Shot
Detectors and You Only Look Once (YOLO). Among these objectdetectors, Faster R-CNN and Single Shot Detectors have greater
accuracy, while YOLO has better speed. In this paper, we look at
the benefits and drawbacks of two-stage detectors and single-stage
detectors. Moreover, we explore how to improve the speed and
accuracy of modern security surveillance systems,. Furthermore we
fine-tune object detection with direct comparison to state-of-the-art
detecting techniques.

Single-Shot Multibox Detector (SSD): W. Lue and others
proposed a single-stage detector (2016) that used a single DNN for
detecting objects in images. The output of space-bounding boxes for
each grid cell was created to discretize after dividing the images into
a grid cell. It has further been trained straightforwardly using SSD.
SSD achieved 74.3% mAP(mean average precision) for the input size
300X300 using Visual Object Classes Challenge (VOC) 2007 at 59
frames per second [6].

The topics discussed in this research paper in the subsequent sections
are as follows. Section II discusses current and related work on object
detection methods, single-stage and multistage as well as multi-object
target methods. Section III delves into the working methodologies
and the multi-object detection approaches in DFCN-HP. Section IV
contains the implementation and performance analysis of the proposed
work along with the existing works followed by the conclusion.

C. Two-Stage Detectors

YOLOv3: Joseph Redmon and Ali Farhadi (2018) proposed an
improved version of YOLOv2, YOLOv3. They introduced a few design
changes in YOLOv2 to make it better. The SSD runs 3 times faster for the
input 320X320 using YOLOv3 and achieved 28.2 mAP just in 22ms [7].

A. Object Detection Methods

Two-stage detectors divide the detection of the object into two
stages: in stage one, it identifies the subsets of the image that might
contain an object (region proposal); and in-state two, it classifies
the object for making predictions within the proposed region. The
detector identifies the subset of the image which may potentially
contain an object during the first state of two-stage detectors. This
is done so that every object inside an image can belong to one of the
proposed regions. The deep learning model has been applied further in
these objects and labels are assigned based on object category and this
is called the second stage of two-stage detectors. CNN before R-CNN
mainly used a sliding window to generate regions individually with
CNN classifiers to produce a set of probabilities. A general regionbased CNN has the same approach but instead of selecting a huge
number of regions to examine, this independently generates about
2000 regions of interest.

Various algorithms have been developed to detect objects in images
or videos. The goal of every object detection algorithm is to improve
the overall accuracy by improving the confidence level of the object
detector while minimizing the time taken to detect the object in the
image or video. One stage detector and two-state detector are the two
key object detection algorithms in use today and they are extensively
used in surveillance object detection. Fig. 1 shows the processes
involved in an object detection flow. The surveillance image or video
has to be pre-processed to detect the object and subsequently, the
detected object has to undergo a feature extraction process.

A few of the popular two-stage detectors are discussed below. Ross
Girshick et al. proposed a novel two-stage detector using R-CNN
(2014) [8]. When compared to the state-of-the-art traditional detectors
(40.4% mAP), it obtained a 53.7% mAP performance and it significantly
improved overall detection using R-CNN [9]. R-CNN involves three
sequences in its pipeline: (i) proposal generation: to find regions in
the image that might contain an object, and these regions are called
region proposals, (ii) feature extraction: to extract all the CNN features
from the region proposals, (iii) region classification: to classify all the
objects using the extracted features.

II. Related Works
This section discusses the technology related to object detection
(detection of the object in the image), classification (classifying objects
into different categories such as dog, cat, person), and tracking of
the objects. The main body of work done related to object detection,
tracking and classifications are the standard methods for the general
one-stage object detection and multistage object detection which are
expanded further.
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Fast R-CNN [10]: This method is called a multi-task learning
detector introduced by Ross Grishick et al. that overruns the
R-CNN and also SPP-net [11]. It has R-CNN with ROI (Region of
Interest) pooling layer to extract the feature of the region. The Fast
R-CNN obtains an accuracy that is better than R-CNN and SPP-net
and is of major significance. Fig. 2 shows the representation of
Fast R-CNN objects.
Input image
of the person

Extract Region
Proposals

Compute
CNN Feature
Cat? No
Person? Yes
Plate? No

Fig. 2. R-CNN.

Faster R-CNN [12]: Subsequently, Ross Girshick and others
proposed the state-of-the-art version of the R-CNN family in 2015.
Here, the region proposals have been generated by Region Proposal
Network (RPN) in Faster R-CNN. This method generates region
proposals directly into the network instead of using an external
algorithm. The frame rate of 5 fps for the Very Deep Convolutional
Networks (VGG-16 model) [13] has been gained in Faster R-CNN. This
performance is a remarkable achievement with an object detection
accuracy of mAP 73.2% and 70.4% using Faster R-CNN’s object proposal
and this mAP has produced coloration with PASCAL 2007 and 2012
respectively. Fig.3 shows the Faster R-CNN working mechanism along
with its object components.
Feature
Extraction
Insert Image

CNN
ROIs

ROI
Pool

Region proposal function

Classification

Classification Layer
Fig. 3. Fast R-CNN.

Mask R-CNN [14]: The Faster R-CNN has generated a pixel-level
mask of an object that has achieved state-of-the-art results. Further,
the Mask R-CNN proposed by K. He, et al. has a branch for the
prediction of an object which works parallel to the existing branchbox recognition and this parallel object prediction has proved to be
more significant than the Faster R-CNN method and has outperformed
it in all aspects concerning object detection and prediction.

D. Multi-Object Targets Methods
The geometric constraints method is used for target detection,
recognition and tracking of objects using a distributed algorithm, [15].
This work is applied to different applications such as mobile cameras,
multiple object detection in Multi-view, etc. The video surveillance
techniques such as tracking and multiple object detection are discussed
further. In this method, the Bayesian tracking multimodal framework
is used without clearly associating object tracking and detection. It
is observed to have an errorless performance, with missing detection
problems also solved [16]. The real-time multiple objects tracked

from the multiple camera surveillance systems were observed. In this
work, object tracking and detection were performed using the feature
selection parameter [17], with multi-object tracked from the multiple
cameras put forward [18] from the surveillance of the video for which
tracking and object detection was used [19]. This work uses the Pseudo
motion algorithm, the Fourier shift theorem, and the two-stepped
morphological operation is used to identify object properties such
as region, size, etc. Here the Kalman Filtering (KF) is used for object
tracking. The Local Maximal Occurrence Representation (LOMO)
feature extraction algorithm is used to feature the representation
of the objects and the Hankel matrix is used to manage the target
objects, while the IHTLS algorithm is used to estimate the ranking of
the objects. The real-time tracking of the objects from the multiple
cameras was observed [20]. These works were applied to trace path
tracking and trajectory finding using multiple cameras in different
positions and multiple tracking of objects using the dual camera used
to track it [21]. The geometry, homographic calibration was used for
spatial mapping and a pan–tilt–zoom camera was used to detect the
objects automatically. Multiple object detections continuously from
the multiple cameras using single Target Track-Before-Detect, Particle
Filter and predict and update methods are used to track the objects
and were observed [22]. The video surveillance system computational
cost for object detection was proposed by Rakesh Chandra Joshi et al.
(2019) [23]. They use the Kalman Filter Assisted Occlusion Handling
(KFAOH) technique for handling occasions. Table I shows the multitargets tracking methods, with mention of the processing methods
and algorithms, etc.
In the previous methods of object tracking, the detection was used
for single or multiple objects from single and multiple cameras [35],
[36], [37]. Here, it was proposed that multiple objects and multiple
cameras be used to track and detect the objects automatically. Most of
the works involved manual predictions with only the MGC algorithm
having automatic tracking and detection. Hence, the work in question
has multiple objects prediction from the multiple cameras atomically
in different surveillance systems and from the sequence of videos. The
work has also been compared with KF and DNN methods. Ahmad Jalal
et al. (2017) [38] proposed a human activity recognition technique
for a video surveillance system. The health care application of elder
people monitoring was discussed in this work and used Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) and robust multi-features model. This model
recognized human activity in the experiment. Anahita Ghazvini et
al. (2019) [39] discussed counting individuals in video surveillance
as multiple object detection. The work used a Convolution Neural
Network (CNN) to detect and count several objects in the surveillance
video dataset.

III. The DFCN-HP
Multiple object detection from multiple cameras is called DFCNHP. The DFCN-HP method consists of the following steps to detect
multiple objects.
1. Pre-request information
2. Dense Block
3. Feature selection
4. Multiple Object detection and tracking
5. Hyperparameter Tuning
6. Data Acquisitions and Training
The first step is to pre-request information of multiple object
detection from multiple cameras having detected multiple objects
from multiple channels. Each channel has N objects and is selected.
The channel and object combinations are shown in Fig. 4.
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TABLE I. Multiple Object Target Tracking Methods
Algorithm

Features

KFAOH (Kalman Filter Assisted
Occlusion Handling) (2019) [23]

Calibration Multi-target

Limitation

Object detection

Manual

Yes

Only a single object detected with multiple cameras

GM (Graph matching) (2009) [24]

2D position, size, velocity

Manual

Yes

Only a single object detected with multiple cameras

CFI (Caratheodory-Fejer Interpolation)
(2006) [25]

Pixels, manifold learning

Manual

Yes

Ambiguity occurs when detecting a single object
with multiple cameras

GMPHD (Gaussian Mixture Probability
Hypothesis Density filter) (2007) [26]

Position, size and colour
histogram

Manual

Yes

Limited with object tracking infused video data

MGC (Minimum graph cut) (2009) [27]

Multiple planes occupancy map

Automatic

Yes

Plane view data object alone detected

VA (Viterbi algorithm) (2008) [28]

Colour and motion

Manual

Yes

Single object detection and probability is low

BT (Bayes tracker) (2008) [29]

Head position

Manual

Yes

Dense crowed single object detection and time is
more to detect a single object

PF (Particle Filter) (2006) [30]

The vertical axis of the target,
ground position

Manual

Yes

Guided particle filtering needed more dataset and
time-consuming process

PF (Particle Filter) (2009) [31]

Signal intensity

Manual

Yes

More segmentation noise in object detection

NCA(neighbourhood components
analysis) (2018) [32]

Posture change, Pedestrian
tracking

Manual

Yes

Poor performance for low-quality videos object
detection

KF(Kalman filtering) (2019) [33]

Multi-Object detection

Manual

Yes

Only Aerial Imagery data objects are detected

DNN (Deep Neural Network) (2019)
[34]

Tracking multiple objects

Manual

Yes

A deep neural network takes more time to detect a
blurred object

fc (n)

Combination (+)
fc 1(n)

Channel 1

f c 2(n)

Channel 2

Input
f c 3(n)

Channel 3

Dense
Block 2

Pooling

Dense
Block 1

Output

Fig. 5. Dense block.

Fig. 4. Multiple channel combinations.

The n objects from each channel and the combination of objections
are shown in Equation (1).
(1)
Let D = {D1, ..., Dk} denote a set of k trained object boundary
detectors of objects for a corresponding set of k situations S = {S1,
..., Sk}. Applying the j-th detector Dj to an image I give the boundary
prediction Dj (I). The final object detection equation is shown in
Equation (2).
(2)
Equation (2) denotes the sum of inter-product of probability
between the set of various (k) situations of images and boundary
detection of images.
The second step is a dense block and it is used to increase the
prediction of the neural network. An important usage of the dense
block is to increase the predictability of objects. Fig. 5 shows the dense
block and Equation (3) represents the dense block target function in
linear and nonlinear Equations.
(3)
The f (x) is the target activation function and is used in the entire
linear and non-linear prediction of the objects (y) concerning weight
(w), and block (b).

The dense block connectivity between each layer receives the
features of each input. The pooling layer operations are used to
change the features from one layer to other layers between each block.
Finally, each layer’s features are concatenated for final operations.
The concatenation operations of each layer’s feature are shown in
Equation (4).
(4)
C - Concatenation of layers, H - Histogram Values, M - Multiple
Inputs, (c1, c2, c3, ..., cn−1) are the concatenations of the features.

The third step is object selection and tracking is based on the
features of the objects. The important features of the object selection
and tracking depend on the following parameters such as (s) similarity
of the objects (a) appearance of the objects (c) structure of the objects.
The similarity of the objects is measured based on the following
Equation (5).
(5)

Where Sim(I, J) is the cost distance between the similarity of the
objects, W is the weight of each attribute, a - appearance, s - structure,
l - locations, sd - size difference. Equation (5) is used to manage each
object in consecutive frames.
The appearance of an object is important to track and recognize
the object continuously. The appearance depends on the viewpoint
change, a correlation between objects (C), histogram (H) matching
against the RGB, object orientation, transformation, keypoint features,
etc. Equation (6) is used to match the appearance of the image for
continuous detection and tracking in a dense block network from the
sequence of frames. It reduces training time.
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(6)
Where k denotes the combined histogram data in memory from the
past data, n denotes the number of frames detected from the tracking
of frames. The structure of the features is another important clue to
track the image and with it, the structure distance is also included. The
structure distance is calculated based on the linear binary pattern [40]
of the objects. The linear binary pattern captures the structure from
the image. LPBH is used to recognize all the structures of the frames
such as the face, nose, mouth, etc [41].
The fourth step is object detection and subtraction based on the
shelf background subtraction method [42]. This shelf background
method learns online information and undertakes foreground object
subtraction and background information subtraction from the
sequence of frames. The moving objects are detected from the frame
regions pixel by pixel using Gaussians represented static sense. The
fitting ellipse is used for foreground detection which combines the
expectation from maximum methods used to estimate the number
of the ellipse and the parameters [43] for the tracking of the objects
traced using the Bayesian method. The general tracking of moving
objects is represented in notation by Equation (7).

Step 8: The confidence threshold step is determining how confident
it can allow the correct detections to be. It will filter out the nonconfident findings by the dense block. This threshold can increase its
value to generate more proposals.
The sixth step is data acquisition. Training is used to train the
multiple objects and the training data is an acquisition from the huge
amount of data. The entire neural network is trained using a stochastic
gradient descent using a dense batch size of 64 for 400 and 50 epochs,
correspondingly. The starting learning rate is 0.1 divided by 20 at 60%
and 85% of training epochs. The dense block network train models 90
epochs using 256 batch sizes. The learning rate start is set to 0.1 and
lowered by 10. The graphic processor memory constrains the trained
data to a mini-size batch of 156. To compensate for the small batches
of frames, we increase the model for 100 epochs and divide the rate by
20 at 90 epoch. Based on the training, the objects are detected from a
huge number of datasets.
Finally, the object tracking and detection of the entire process are
shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Multiple object detection and tracking - DFCN-HP
Input: Sequence of frames from multiple cameras
Output: predicted objects and tracking
Initial: Capture the frames from the multiple cameras
Begin
If the objects are selected from the multiple frames
Combine the objects for tracking (Equation -1)
For each frame of multiple sources
Use the features
Predict the objects
Add objects from multiple frames
End For
End If
For each
The similarities of the objects are tracked (Equation -6)
The appearance of the objects are tracked using various
parameters (Equation -7)
Objects are tracked using the Bayesian method (Equation 8)
End For
If Objects recursively traced on current time slap (Equation 10)
Return Optimal value
Performing hyperparameter tuning
Else
Continuously trained and Acquisition
End

(7)
Where T is tracking, N is denoting the number of moving objects
in each frame with time t. The nth frame is denoted by Equation (8).
(8)
Where P denotes object position, V denotes velocity, E denotes
ellipse object position. Equation (9) represents the posterior
probability density function to recursively measure the objects based
on the current time slap.
(9)
Where P (xt | z1: t−1) denotes prior probability, P (zt | xt) denotes
likelihood, and P (zt | z1: t−1) denotes normalization factors.

The fifth step is the optimization step using hyperparameter tuning
to select a learning process. Before the learning process begins, the
values of the hyperparameters are set. Tuning hyperparameters is
often a difficult task and is used to train the dense block and their
various parameters. Below there are a few of the hyperparameters that
are considered. The optimization steps of hyperparameter turning are
as following steps.
Step 1: An activation function introduces the non-linear
functionality to our network. The activation function helps the neural
network to understand something complicated and complex. The
main purpose of the activation function is to change the input signal
of the sequence of the frame into the output signal.
Step 2: The learning rate controls the rate of learning for each
batch of iteration.
Step 3: The Number of Epochs is the number of times training sets
are passed into the dense neural network.
Step 4: The batch size parameter denotes the size of the batches
that are used during the training process. Mini batch size or frames is
preferable in the training process.
Step 5: Step 5 is the backbone for the pre-processing of the dense
block of the network.
Step 6: To train the maximum number of regions of interest.

Step 7: This step is the validation of every epoch in the training
steps. If the value of the validation steps increases, then the accuracy
of validation states will improve, but it will slow down the training.

IV. Implementation
The real-time datasets and CIFAR datasets [44] are used for
implementations. The real-time datasets are captured from the
multiple cameras for the implementation shown in Fig. 6.
Table II gives the configuration details used in image training and,
based on the training, the DFCN-HP provides the results. The testing
of the data is also associated with real-time and CIFAR datasets. Before
testing the real-time and CIFAR datasets, its samples are fine-tuned.
The fine-tuning does not increase the object tracking performance.
The validation tests of a set of frames are used to verify the validity of
the frames of objects. Accordingly, the static and dynamic objects are
trained continuously using a dense block model.
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proposed work is according to the DFCN-HP needs and flow of the
work. Here, it was run as a sequence of images similar to Mask R-CNN
with ResNet-101 and YOLOv3, although DFCN-HP speed was taken
into consideration. Based on the proposed work the object detection
and tracking are shown in Fig. 7. For security surveillance systems,
accuracy and details are far more important than is the case the field
of security.

Fig. 6. Set of images used for results.
TABLE II. Configurations Details for Training of DFCN-HP
Backbone of network

Dense block

Backbone Strides

16, 32, 64

Batch Size

64

The detection of max Instances

100

The detection of Min Confidence

0.9

Detection dense block Threshold

0.3

Frames per Graphics Processor Unit

1

Image Shape

[1024, 1024, 3]

Learning Momentum

0.9

Learning Rate

0.1

Min size of the image

156

Threshold

0.5

Max size of the image

256

Steps Per Epoch

1000

Train ROIs Per Image

200

Validation Steps

50

Fig. 7. Objects detection and tracking.

A. Improvement Via Tuning
While working with DFCN-HP, it was observed that reducing the
batch size decreased the overall training time. Consequently, reducing
the learning rate increased the confidence of predictions. With a
minimum confidence threshold set to 0.7, our dense neural network
identified a laptop with confidence above 95% but it also identified
the display of the laptop as a “tv” with a confidence of 95%. After
increasing the confidence threshold to 0.9, our DFCN-HP ignored the
regions of the image of “tv” and only predicted the laptop. Using this
example, similar object predictions also increased in the DFCN-HP.

Most of the previous works used the small size of samples and it
is difficult for detection and tracking. But using DFCN-HP, mediumsize objects with fine-tuned objects are detected and tracked. Before
tuning and after tuning results are shown in Table III. The proposed
work of DFCN-HP consists of 50 sequences of frames which are
grouped into 25 sequences of frames for training and 25 sequences of
frames for testing. The targeted public real-time sequence of frames
datasets from the different cameras are different in the following
parameters such as viewpoint, camera motion, object density, target
motion, object motion direction and objects movement direction, etc.
TABLE III. Parameters Details Before and After Tuning
Parameters

Before tuning

After tuning

Train Anchors Per Image

256

32

Detection Min Confidence

0.9

0.8

Learning Rate

0.1

0.01

Weight Decay

0.0001

0.1

RPN NMS Threshold

0.5

0.7

The implementation of DFCN-HP is similar to Mask R-CNN with
ResNet-101 [19] and YOLOv3 for object tracking and detections from
the sequence of frames. The fine-tuning of the process for the entire

In each trial of tuning more hyperparameters, the results were
checked and the new results were compared to the old ones. All the
tests were performed on a macOS with 8GB of RAM. The dense block
per Image was reduced from 256 to 32. To increase the number of
proposals, the value of Detection was decreased to a Min Confidence
from 0.9 to 0.8 which enabled the detector to predict regions with
lower confidence. The increased learning rate from 0.001 to 0.01 was
to speed up the learning process. This helped a lot in our test runs.
In weight decay, the weights were multiplied by a number slightly
less than 1 to prevent the weights from growing too large. This
changed weight decay from 0.0001 to 0.1 and worked well. Finally,
the value of the dense block threshold was increased from 0.5 to 0.7
to generate more proposals. Many tests were performed on different
hyperparameters to pick a certain value that was best for our detector.
Changing the backbone from one dense block to another dense block
improves the accuracy and speed to a great extent. It was decided
to stick to a dense block after performing some tests[47]. Here, two
tests were performed on each image, one that did not change the
hyperparameters and another that tuned the hyperparameters. It was
observed that in most of the cases our detector performed well with
high confidence and more proposals. The image in Fig. 7 and the chart
in Table III and IV clearly show improvements in the detector.
Fig. 7 represents a real-time surveillance system using multiple
sequences of frames. Each frame indicates that every object is
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The detector performs well with Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy
(MOTA) for 98% of people, backpacks and handbags. In this, the single
iterations for single object predictions rates are 98.187% for people,
97.719% for backpacks and 96.138% for handbags in public places.
The Mostly traceable Object (MTO) rate is 99.2%. Overall, various
comparison parameters [48] are IDP (ID precision), IDR (ID recall),
IDF1 (ID F-score), MOTA-Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy, MOTP
- Multiple Object Tracking Precision, Rcll -Recall, Prcn - Precision,
MTO-Mostly tractable Object, ML -Mostly Lost Object. The predicted
and traced results of DFCN-HP using real-time data are shown in
Table IV.

The precision value is associated with the true accuracy of
predictions. The recall value is associated with true prediction
and tracking found in the sequence of frames. The proposed work
prediction is used in tuning and the tuning parameters are shown
in Table III and the performance is shown in Fig. 9. The fine-tuning
improvement showed a better performance compared to the other
works. The time taken to predict an object is a measure in seconds.
From Fig. 9, it is clear that the performance of the proposed DFCN-HP
is better to predict objects than DNN and KF.
95

TABLE IV. Results Ff DFCN-HP Prediction Using Real-Time Data
Method IDF1 IDP
RNN
KF
90
90
DNN
90.5 90.3
Proposed
method

92.5

IDR MOTA MOTP RcLL Prcn MTO ML
82.9
80.3
92.3 95.3
85 15.2
90
96.4
90.6
98.2 98.2 95.5 3.6
90.6
97.5
88.5
99
98.7 98.9
0

93.8

94

98

90.8

99.5

99.2

99.2

DFCN-HP
DNN
KF

94
Performance (seconds)

validated and compared to the trained dataset. If any new objects have
been detected in the frames, the prediction and tracking take place.

93
92
91
90
89
88

0

1

B. Performance and Comparison
The performance of our proposed method DFCN-HP is compared
to previous works such as those based on KF [33], DNN [34] and
Recurrent Neural Networks [45],[46]. The proposed work outputs are
associated with all the detection and tracking scores. The proposed
work obtains a recall (RcLL) and precision (Prcn) of 99.5% and 99.2%,
respectively, and the prediction results are high when compared with
those of KF and DNN methods. The tuning prediction is observed to
increase in every frame in the image. The prediction performance
is very high. The detection of false-positive alignment is 98.5% and
negative detection tracking in the sample is 1.5%. Multiple object
detection and distributions are shown in Fig. 8. The results show
the prediction distributions of persons, backside bags and handbags,
which are 99%, 98.4%, 98% respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, the person’s
prediction is higher than other objects in various iterations.

3

Fig. 9. Performance of Fine-Tuning.

The overall comparison parameters of the proposed work MOTA,
MOTP, precision, Recall and MT are compared with those of existing
works [33], [34], [45] and are shown in Fig. 10. The proposed work
of MT is 99% and compared to the other methods it produces a high
tracing rate. All the methods are including spatial information for
tracking such as detection bounding areas, appearance, etc. and all the
existing methods are not using temporal information. This proposed
work considered the delay time and time slap also for prediction and
tracing. The proposed work DFCN-HP and existing work DNN [34]
are having online trackers with a similar learned motion model. The
comparison of the results and multiple parameters is noted and it is
shown in Table V and overall performance is shown in Fig. 10.
RNN

100
99

90

98

80

Performance

Number of Objects Predicted

2
Prediction

97
96

KF

DNN

Proposed

70
50
40
20

95

10
Hand Bags

Backside Bags

Persons

MOTA

MOTP

Types of Objects

Fig. 8. The number of the objects predicted.

RcLL
Models

Prcn

MT

Fig. 10. Performance Comparison of the proposed work.

TABLE V. Comparison to Detection to Tracking
Tracking parameters with Methods
Precision
All assignment (DNN)
Detection to track (DNN)
DFCN-HP - all assignment
DFCN-HP - Detection to track

0
0.3
0.9
0.4
0.98

0.1
0.422
0.92
0.8
0.98

0.2
0.92
0.9
0.93
0.99

0.3
0.92
0.9
0.95
0.98
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0.4
0.93
0.9
0.95
0.98

0.5
0.92
0.9
0.95
0.98

0.6
0.93
0.9
0.94
0.98

0.7
0.93
0.9
0.94
0.98

0.8
0.88
0.9
0.93
0.98

0.9
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.98

1
0.5
0.91
0.7
0.98
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The speed of prediction of the proposed work is shown in Fig. 11.
The speed of the prediction of work is compared to different standard
object detection and tracking methods such as Fast R-CNN, R-CNN, and
Faster R-CNN. The speed of prediction of the work DFCN-HP is 0.11 and,
compared to the other existing work, this value is considered very low.

Time (Speed)

50

49

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

40

[10]
20

[11]

10

2.3

0.2

0.11

[12]
R-CNN

Fast R-CNN

Faster R-CNN

DFCN-HP

Fig. 11. Performance Comparison
[13]

V. Conclusion
Recently, there has been considerable advancement in the field of
security and surveillance through different research projects that are
being carried out by researchers. The proper utilization of all the new
advanced techniques in object detection could dramatically change the
field of object detection and open the doors to new research areas. In
this research work, keeping surveillance systems for security in mind,
the goal was to take a look at different types of static and dynamic
object detection and tracking hybrid methods as have been introduced
in this work. The main goal of the proposed hybrid DFCN-HP work is
to increase the accuracy and decrease the training time to contribute
to the area of human security systems. Furthermore, in this work,
the hyperparameters have been fine-tuned to increase the speed
and accuracy of the model. Several tests were performed to tune the
hyperparameters and to evaluate the difference in performance thereof
and consequently to pick certain new values of these hyperparameters
for video surveillance systems. The proposed hybrid DFCN-HP method
was also compared to the KF and DNN methods and was observed to
produce better results in terms of multiple parameters such as MTO,
ML and Accuracy.
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Abstract

Keywords

Facial verification has experienced a breakthrough in recent years, not only due to the improvement in accuracy
of the verification systems but also because of their increased use. One of the main reasons for this has been
the appearance and use of new models of Deep Learning to address this problem. This extension in the use of
facial verification has had a high impact due to the importance of its applications, especially on security, but
the extension of its use could be significantly higher if the problem of the required complex calculations needed
by the Deep Learning models, that usually need to be executed on machines with specialised hardware, were
solved. That would allow the use of facial verification to be extended, making it possible to run this software
on computers with low computing resources, such as Smartphones or tablets. To solve this problem, this paper
presents the proposal of a new neural model, called Light Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural Network, LIPSNN.
This new light model, which is based on Siamese Neural Networks, is fully presented from the description of
its two block architecture, going through its development, including its training with the well- known dataset
Labeled Faces in the Wild, LFW; to its benchmarking with other traditional and deep learning models for facial
verification in order to compare its performance for its use in low computing resources systems for facial
recognition. For this comparison the attribute parameters, storage, accuracy and precision have been used, and
from the results obtained it can be concluded that the LIPSNN can be an alternative to the existing models to
solve the facet problem of running facial verification in low computing resource devices.

Deep Learning, Facial
Verification, Neural
Networks, Siamese
Neural Networks.

I. Introduction

F

acial biometrics is a specific biometric mechanism that can allow
a person’s identity to be determined by analyzing his or her face,
which is possible due to the fact that the face is a physical complex
characteristic that makes it possible to distinguish and identify people
with great accuracy.
Other biometric systems are capable of doing the same and are
widely used is fingerprint biometrics. However, although apparently
they are similar, they belong to different kinds of biometric systems
because of different reasons: from an interaction perspective there
are those which need physical contact or collaboration from the user,
as in fingerprint biometrics, and those which don’t need this, as in
facial biometrics. From a security perspective, a fingerprint can be
stolen when the person concerned is asleep or unconscios, while facial
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: asier.martinez@ultratendency.com (A. Alcaide),
mpatrici@inf.uc3m.es (M. A. Patricio), aberlan@ia.uc3m.es (A.
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Cuadrado-Gallego).
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recognition often requires the eyes to be open and a natural facial
expression to be maintained, which results in facial biometrics being
considered a robust and accurate bio metric mechanism.
At this point a distinction must be made between the two main facial
biometrics uses: facial verification, which is the domain of application
of the model developed in this research; and facial recognition, as
these do not have the same meaning. Facial recognition is based on
the comparison of an image of a person against a known database
such as, for example, a database of criminals held by the police, and
there is not, generally, any output from the facial recognition or
direct personal benefit to the individual (1-N). SMNLR model used
a multi-class Support Vector Machine classifier, obtaining different
results that are used to predict the accurate label from noisy labelled
facial images [1]. On the other hand, facial verification is based on
the comparison of two face images, and the output of the inference
between them allows the result of the comparison to be determined,
such as, for example, giving access to a service or space (1-1), and is
an action that one is aware that one is doing and in fact is usually an
action one chooses to take in order to gain access to some personal
benefit. For this reason, accuracy and speed are the key attributes for
the facial verification models.
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The performance of these verification models is usually evaluated by
applying a confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is a two-dimensional
matrix that represents all the evaluation results of a classifier with
respect to some test data. The first dimension of the table represents
the true class of an input, and the other dimension represents the
value assigned by the classifier. In facial verification approaches, the
confusion matrix forms 4 elements:
• True Positive, TP. Portion of results that the classifier predicted
positive when the truth is indeed positive. Images that are the
same person and indeed the model classifies them as two images
of the same identity.
• True Negative, TN. Portion of results with a negative detection given
that the actual instance is also negative. Images that are not the same
person and indeed the model classifies them as different people.
• False Positive, FP. Portion of results with a positive detection given
that the actual instance is negative. Images that are not the same
person but the model has detected them as the same person.
• False Negative, FN. Portion of results with a negative detection
when the actual instance is positive. Images that are the same
person, but the model has detected them as different ones.
The wrong predictions in a face verification system are then the
FP and FN. FN are important to consider, as facial verification models
improve their usability when the user is not constantly and repeatedly
trying to access any privilege depending on the specified application.
However, FP and FN should not be considered with same importance.
A high FP rate would affect the system in a very negative way, as
the model will allow access or privileges to people that should not be
granted to them.
To solve the problem of facial verification using neural networks,
different methods have been published in the literature. Nowadays
those methods can be distinguished between deep learning methods,
the newest ones, and traditional methods, and the determining feature
for this distinction lies in the recognition process followed by the
model:
• Traditional methods are carried out in several phases: First a preprocessing phase is needed, followed by a phase of local feature
extraction and feature transformation. It is possible that some of
these steps can be improved separately, however none of these
improvements have resulted in significant growth in accuracy.
Furthermore, most of these methods are not capable of extracting
stable characteristics that are invariant to real situations [2].
• Deep learning methods use a set of layers that learn different
representations at multiple levels. The features obtained from these
models are robust to variations in lighting, pose and expression.
The model presented in this paper can be classified as a Deep
Learning Method, and for this reason, these will be dealt with in
the introduction. One of the first deep learning architectures is the
work with the DeepFace network. This architecture is composed of
new layers of convolutional neural networks. In recent years, facial
verification models have appeared that are built on deep convolutional
neural networks (CNN): Facenet [3] maps images of faces to a compact
Euclidean space using CNNs and then analyses similarities between
faces; in [4], authors introduce a new loss function in the learning
process of CNNs, that they call centre loss, which combined with
the softmax function allows for greater discriminating power in
face recognition systems; in [5], the authors propose normalisation
operations on the layers of a CNN, as well as the loss functions
necessary for training the normalised features; finally, in [6] they
propose a new learning process based on angular softmax loss
function in order to learn more discriminative features of their CNN,
called SphereFace.

Regarding the results obtained by existing models, DeepFace [7]
achieved a verification accuracy of 95.92% with the Labeled Faces in
the Wild (LFW) dataset [8] [9]. Since that moment, more complex
models of deep learning architectures have been published, such as
the models mentioned in the previous paragraph; reaching the latest
models published that outperform the previous ones in accuracy. The
most recent ones are the ArcFace model [10], Circleloss-ResNet34
[11] and Prodpoly-ResNet [12] models, where a 99.53%, 99.73% and
99.83% in verification accuracy over the LFW dataset are achieved
respectively. Typically, these complex models require specialized
hardware to run, such as the ”Nvidia Titan” style GPU. These models
cannot be run on devices with limited computing capabilities. In [13]
the most recent works in this field can be found, including the current
challenges of facial biometrics (different poses, changes in lighting or
expressions, among others).
To design such powerful neural networks, specialized hardware is
needed to reduce the training/inference time. Different proposals have
emerged that allow the complexity of these networks to be reduced,
such as the use of Binary Networks [14], [15], Network Pruning
[16]–[18] or Mimic Networks [19], [20], among others. With these
methods the time of training and inference is improved, supposing
a small loss of precision. However, in the field of face verification,
it is expected that the algorithms to be used are robust and, above
all, do not allow the appearance of false positives. Nevertheless, the
computation power needed is still too great to be executed in devices
with low computation resources. Taking this into account, the aim
of this article is the presentation of a new face verification system
called Light Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural Network, LIPSNN, that
allows:
1. Creation of a facial verification system capable of being executed
in devices with computational limitations.
2. A highly effective facial verification system to be obtained, against
possible supplanting of authentication. That is to say, that it
minimizes the occurrence of false positives.
The proposed model will use an architecture based on Siamese
Convolutional Neural Networks. These architectures are based on the
fusion of two parallel networks on which a cost function is applied,
whose main task is to classify the characteristics formed from the
networks. In consequence, a Siamese network consists of replicating
part of the architecture of a neural network, and then merging them
into one or more common layers, which allows results to be obtained
through the entire previous process of both replications. This allows
us to compare two inputs, in our case two images of people, extract
the ”characteristics” of each of the inputs and perform any type of
classifying method, which defines an output easily interpreted as a
result, in this case an affirmative or negative depending on whether
the person is correctly verified. The first Siamese models for facial
verification emerged at the beginning of this century [21], where they
used dimension reduction methods to later compare the characteristics
between pairs of images. Later on, new models of Deep Learning
appeared, using new ways to extract characteristics from users, as a
multi-task learning of False Rejects, FR, and age estimation approach
[22]; or a heterogeneous face recognition model published in [23] that
consists of a visible and near-infrared pairs of images as input made
thanks to a siamese network. However, the structure has always been
the same and has not changed in its basic form: a symmetrical and
independent part, together with a comparison between the two.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the proposed Light Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural Network
architecture. Section III Describes the four steps performed to develop
the model. Section IV provides the results of the multiple evaluations
developed to compare the LIPSNN model performance with many of
the traditional and deep learning models published. Section V presents
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between the two outputs of Block I that traditional Siamese Neural
Networks implement, this second block of LIPSNN model takes
the two Bottlenecks obtained from the Block I, and compares them
with the new neural network, to finally obtain the result predicting
whether the pairs of images are or not the same person. Also a new
penalization technique, which will be explained in detail later, has
been implemented during the training phase, with the objective
of incrementing the total loss of the batches with false positive
cases, as these cases are considered with more priority than those
of false negatives.

the conclusions and future work.

II. LIPSNN Architecture
The architecture of Light Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural
Network is based on traditional Siamese networks but it introduces
new characteristics that improve their performance for face
verification fundamentally in two ways: Increasing the detection false
positives and Reducing the latency. In addition, this must be achieved
with limited computational resources. To do this, an architecture with
two consecutive blocks, shown in Fig. 1 is defined, each one of them
has the following characteristics and operation:
• Block I: Is a replication of two pre-trained deep learning models
with exactly the same architecture, weights and biases. This block
extracts the image features of two inputs. Each input is made up
of the image of a facial identity, and each image is pre-processed
and computed across a Convolutional Neural Network, obtaining
as output one vector for each image, called Bottleneck.
• Block II: Is a small, light binary classifier, based on a FullyConnected neural network. Instead of a basic point distance
LIPSNN Architecture
Img_2
182 x 182

Img_1
182 x 182

BLOCK I

Face Align

Face Align

Standarization

Standarization

Expand Dims

Expand Dims

In the following section the architecture of each block is explained
in detail.

A. Block I: Feature Extraction
As is well known, feature extraction is a crucial step in Deep
Learning training steps and predictions. To deal with the solution
of this problem, this block extracts all possible information from its
inputs in order of greater or lesser importance depending on the
selected convolutional architecture chosen for the model. Block I has
the following characteristics:
• Both convolutional networks are completely identical, having the
same internal structure, weights and biases.
• Both nets have already been trained and optimized by big
organisations for face recognition purposes.
• The two nets have far more parameters and require more
computational resources than Block II, made by only a binary
classifier.
• The last layers have been removed from both blocks of each
architecture made by fully-connected ones, in order to extract the
bottleneck of each.
• Both bottlenecks are made of raw feature data extracted by the
last convolutional output of the model architectures that has
been chosen.

B. Block II: Binary Classifier

Deep CNN Model

Deep CNN Model

Block I Output - Bottleneck_1
(1XN)

Block I Output - Bottleneck_2
(1XN)

BLOCK II

The second block is sequentially after the processing of the first
Block and, as is shown in Fig. 2, consists of a supervised binary classifier
that has as its input the absolute difference between each value of
the bottleneck arrays, having the same size as them, this procedure
allows the total number of inputs in this block model to be simplified,
thus reducing the total number of parameters. As output, the model
predicts whether the difference bottleneck obtained from the Block
I corresponds to the same person or not. This output is normalized,
giving a similarity value that is used to obtain the final prediction.

Diff Bottleneck (1xN)
Flatten (1280)
(Same Person)

CLASSIFICATION
BLOCK

FC (512)

Dropout (KeepProp: 0.85)

(Different Person)
RESULT

FC (2)
SoftMax

DIFFERENCE BOTTLENECK

Fig. 2. Block II High-level Architecture.

Fig. 1. LIPSNN architecture. Siamese Neural Network basis.
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The structure of the Neural Network consists of two FullyConnected, FC, layers with 512 and 2 neurons respectively. It has been
previously considered to output a single probability instead of two
different values for both positive and negative results. However, this
architecture has been used in order to collect every specific similarity
exclusively when cases are positives, and evaluate them based on the
probability threshold. For every positive value that doesn’t reach the
threshold set, it is automatically discarded as positive and changed
into a negative case.
Moreover, as is shown in Fig. 3 a flatten layer has been added before
the first FC layer in order to prepare the input dimensions; a dropout
regularization technique in order to reduce the over-fitting; and a
soft-max layer at the end of the network to normalize the outputs.A
Sigmoid activation function has also been used to determine the
output of the network.
Flatten
FC1
DropOut

2. MobileNetV3 [28]. This has overtaken its previous versions
in accuracy and latency, latency being one of its biggest
improvements. Thus, the Siamese Network implemented in
this model is one of the most promising architectures of the
moment, considering the low number of parameters.
These pre-trained models can extract a huge amount of information
from each facial image used as input compared to traditional
Convolutional Neural Networks. In other words, they can extract as
much information as traditional ones in a faster way.

B. Pre-Processing
For the training and inference steps or operations, the model needs
to receive as inputs the images ready for it. To do so, the images
received as inputs are treated using three techniques:
1. Normalization. Align and cropping techniques have been
employed, using libraries, such as the Multi-Task Cascaded
Convolutional Neural Networks (MTCNN) [29], employing the
model to put great effort in noisy data and focus on the main
problem of facial verification. During the construction of the
training and evaluation data-set, all images have been prepared
with this normalization process.
2. Data Augmentation. The data has been augmented or, in other
words, new multiple data has been created based on the original
ones during the training process, creating a more complete dataset.
Moreover, random rotating and exposition, sizing, flipping and
cropping techniques have been implemented on each training image.

FC2

SoftMax

Fig. 3. Block II Low-level Architecture.

III. LISPNN Development
Having established the Light Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural
Network architecture in the previous section, in this section the
process used to define will be is presented. This process consists of the
following four phases:

A. Neural Network Model Selection
As described before, Siamese Neural Networks need a model that
is used for the feature extraction before the comparison step, and in
LISPNN this has been implemented with four models of two types
specialized in facial purposes, with the objective of outperforming the
current results in facial verification and exploiting the strengths of
each of them. The four models used for the Block I, classified by type,
are the following:
• InceptionResNet. This the first type of model used. From this type
two versions have been used:
1. InceptionResNetV1. This is a combination of two deep learning
models with different characteristics: InceptionV3 [24] and
ResNet [25].
2. InceptionResNetV2 [26]. This is a second version and
improvement of a combination of two previous architectures:
Inception V4 [26] and the residual network techniques of
ResNet’s [25]. This net gives significant results thanks to the
residual techniques, accelerating the training of Inception
networks significantly with lower resources compared to
others
• MobileNet. This is the second group of models used. They are
designed to run in lighter environments, using fewer parameters.
Two versions have been used as well:
1. MobileNetV2. [27] This is an architecture specialised in light
and resource-limited devices, an improvement of its previous
version MobileNetV1. This net implements the residual
connections technique, based on ResNet architectures.

3. Data-set filtering. For proper data preparation, the training dataset has been created with the selection, from the Labeled Faces
in the Wild, LFW, data-set (this data set will be described in the
following section Training), of the classes of people that have more
than 15 images each. This technique increases the ease of learning
for the model and, to avoid unbalance between classes, an upper
limit of images per person has been established.

C. Training
This section presents the features of the LISPNN model training.
It begins by describing the data set used, followed by a description of
the details of the training of each block and finishes by describing the
training of the model as a whole.

1. Training Data Set
The model has been trained with the well-known Labeled Faces
in the Wild (LFW) dataset [8] [9], mentioned in the previous section.
LFW contains images with faces of famous people obtained through
the Internet. The dataset contains 13233 images of 5749 different
people, where 1680 people have more than one image. Every person
has a varying number of images in the database but, 1680 persons have
at least two distinct images.

2. Training Block I
During the training phase, Block I has remained constant, as the
architectures of Inception-Resnet and MobileNet are previously
trained by external users. Inception-ResNet-V1 has been obtained from
a contribution by David Sandberg [30] based on FaceNet [3], a face
recognition system developed by researchers at Google with many
competitive results. The model was trained by the VGGFace2 [31]
training dataset available here. Inception-ResNet-V2, MobileNet-V2
and MobileNet-V3 architectures, weights and bias are obtained from
the official GitHub Tensorflow repository [32], trained on the ILSVRC2012-CLS image classification dataset [33].
These pre-trained models have been used to build the Block I
architectures, removing the last classification layers and keeping only
the ones that are used to make the feature extraction of the future
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input of images; and then taking the weights and biases of each of
them, excepting those last layers.

3. Training Block II
Block II, however, has been trained in order to optimize its weights
and biases so that it can get the best performance related to the
minimization of false positive cases. To do so, a new technique has
been developed during the training step.
The new technique is implemented in the loss strategy used, in
order to reach better back-propagation results. In this case, a Softmax
Cross-Entropy Loss strategy (also called Categorical Cross-Entropy
loss) has been included, shown in Fig. 4 which consists of a Softmax
activation plus a Cross-Entropy loss. By using this technique, the
model output will be the probability over the C classes for each image.
As the total classes of the full architecture are two (same person, and
different person), the model will directly get as output the probability
of both images being the same person in one class, and vice versa.
S

SoftMax

the following:
• Architecture of Block I: These are the pre-trained models used
for the feature extraction of each image. Four models have been
added:
1. Inception-ResNet-V1
2. Inception-ResNet-V2
3. MobileNet-V2
4. MobileNet-V3
• Seed: integer used for the weights and biases initialization state
of a pseudo random number generator. Used for randomization
control. Seeds set used:
seed ∈ {13, 25, 29, 31, 42, 51, 67, 80, 90}

• Batch size: number of images per each training and evaluation
iteration. Used:
batch_size ∈ {8, 16, 32}

• Max steps: maximum number of iteration in each training and
evaluation step. Parameters set from 250 to 2000 steps.

Cross-Entropy Loss

max_steps ∈ {250, 500, 1000, 2000}

Fig. 4. Softmax Cross-Entropy loss function and equation. [34].

Where, for a given class si, C is the number of classes; sj are the scores
inferred by the net for each class in C, ti and si are the groundtruth and
the CNN score for each class i in C.
The technique implemented in this paper consists of a loss
penalization in case of False Positives. The model will modify
and increment its loss proportionally to the number of False Positives
found in every training input batch. The Equation 1 represents the loss
function approach proposed.

(1)
Alpha determines the number of False Positives found per batch of
predictions during the training phase; and softmaxCrossEntrophyLoss
function calculates the loss between the predicted array results (logits)
and the real array labels. This process allows the appearance of False
Positives in the LIPSNN architectureto be penalized, this being this
one of the main objectives of our proposal. With regards to minibatches with false positives, the correct predictions are not only the
ones without false positives, but also the ones with false negatives,
suffering a considered loss that the model will process. However, in
our approach, any prediction obtained from the ones that have false
positives is considered as a common cross-entropy loss output, and
each false positive found will linearly increment the total loss of the
corresponding batch. Thus a proportionally higher loss is obtained if
the total number of false positive cases increments. A batch with no
false positives will generate usual loss according to every prediction.
A variation of this α parameter permits a simple calibration of false
positive/negative proportional rates to be generated. By increasing this
value, it will proportionally increase the loss of the batches where false
positives are detected, being stricter in the intrusion cases compared
with false negative ones, and vice versa.

4. Training LIPSNN Model as a Whole
The training consists of a multiple hyper-parameter optimization
for each of the possible combinations. These (hyper-)parameters are

• Dropout: regularization technique for reducing overfitting in
neural networks by preventing complex co-adaptations on training
data. In other words, it consists of dropping out random neurons
from the net. It has been kept in a 0.85 dropOut-Keep-Probability,
which means a 15% of dropout.
• Learning Rate: determines the step size at each iteration while
moving toward a minimum of a loss function. It represents the
learning speed of a model. 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 Learning Rates
have been used.
learning_rate ∈ {0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}

By combining these hyper-parameters, a total of 576 models have
been trained in a laptop “Xiaomi Mi Laptop Pro 15,6 inch Intel Core
i7-10510U NVIDIA GeForce MX250 16GB DDR4 RAM”. The software
libraries and frameworks: Python 3.6.8, Tensorflow 1.14.0, Numpy
1.16.4, and OpenCV 3.4.2 .

D. Model Architectures: Comparison
In this section, experimental results for the evaluation of the four
architectures implemented in LIPSNN model are given. Two different
branches have been considered:
• Efficacy. Efficacy is related to the real performance, depending on
the model precision, accuracy, etc.
• Efficiency. Efficiency is related to the model performance
depending on the latency times, which mostly has the same
behaviour as the total number of parameters per architecture.
For each model represented, their effectiveness and efficiency are
presented and compared. After that, a unique architecture is chosen
for the model results.
For the collection of the results, the evaluation dataset used is the
official LFW test dataset [8], which consists of a thousand face pairs
similar to the entire LFW dataset; five hundred image pairs with
positive results (both images are the same person) and another five
hundred with negative results (face images are not the same person).
Each image pair also contains the result of the comparison, whether
is positive or negative (1 and 0 respectively). It can be considered that,
for a better robustness level of the results, a test dataset based on ten
thousand image pairs with same number of positive and negative
results has been used during the evaluation. Those image pairs obtain
a better approximation of the effectiveness of the model.
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TABLE I. Hyper-Parameter Selection of Each Architecture and Their F0.5 Values
Architecture

BatchSize

MaxSteps

DropoutKeepProb

LearningRate

Seed

MaxF0.5Score

InceptionResNetV1
InceptionResNetV2
MobilenetV2
MobileNetV3

8
16
8
16

500
250
250
250

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

29
13
13
80

0.974555
0.959028
0.959071
0.958183

1. Efficacy Evaluation
For the evaluation of the efficacy part, the F0.5 score has been used
as the most relevant metric. It is based on the Fβ metric. Chinchor[53]
defines this metric which will be used further on:
(2)

has been carried out only in the second part, Block II, which consists
of a basic neural network binary classifier.
After looking into the ROC curve, in Table II the way the Area
Under the Curve (AUC) behaves can be seen.
TABLE II. AUC Values of Each Architecture That Maximize F0.5 Values

Where P refers to the precision and R refers to the Recall obtained
on each evaluation, and β is the parameter used to give a proportional
weight importance between the Precision and Recall. Both P and R
(True Positive Rate) are inversely related to the proportion of False
Positives and False Negatives respectively.

Architecture

AUC (Max F0.5) (M)

InceptionResNetV1
InceptionResNetV2
MobilenetV2
MobileNetV3

0.903
0.921
0.957
0.965

For this study, a case that the False Positive errors are crucial to
minimize, the β chosen has a value of 0.5. Thus, a bigger fluctuation
in the value of F score will be obtained when the proportion of False
Positives are modified when this is compared with a same fluctuation
of False Negatives. Thanks to this metric number, the performance of
the models that minimize the False Positive Rate can be better justified
without ignoring the False Negatives Rate, a problem that appears
when a hyper-parameter combination that minimizes the False
Positives Rate is only considered, generating inappropriate results of
the false negatives that are really high.

Surprisingly, the Mobile-Net architectures reach a total of 0.965 and
0.95 values, outperforming the Inception-ResNet ones, with a total of
0.92 and 0.90. This anomaly happens due to the generalization that is
made up from the AUC compared to the individual selection of hyperparameters obtained in the table I. In other words, the models in the
table are made up exclusively of one hyper-parameter setting per
architecture, obtaining the best performing results possible, whilst the
ROC and AUC may contain models of each architecture that decreases
the total results per architecture, as they are based in multiple results
depending on the similarity threshold.

From the F0.5 values obtained on each architecture, those that
maximize this metric have been used. The Table I shows the hyperparameter combination that maximizes each architec ture evaluation,
Inception-ResNet-V1 obtaining the highest value.

Once the models are represented and analysed through the F0.5
metric, it has been considered an accuracy and precision analysis used
for the final conclusions of the architecture performance evaluation in
terms of efficacy.

Moreover, by getting the best hyper-parameter selections of each
of the four architectures, an evaluation of the FPR and TPR has been
made by making a complete variation of the similarity threshold and a
representation of the results in the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 6, it is clearly seen that the results of both metrics are based
on the hyper-parameter selection that maximizes F0.5.
Accuracy and Precision of the 4 architectures
1,000
0,980

Roc Curves - Max F0.5
1

0,960

0,98

0,940

0,96

0,920

0,94

0,900

Inception-ResNet-V1

TPR

0,92

0,880

Inception-ResNet-V2

0,860

0,9
MobileNet-V2
0,88

MobileNet-V3

Inception-ResNet-V2

MobileNet-V2

MobileNet-V3

0,9526

0,9120

0,9121

0,9108

Precision

0,9912

1,0000

0,9999

0,9996

Fig. 6. Accuracy and precision of the four architectures, using parameters
that maximize F0.5 values according to Table I.
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Fig. 5. ROC Curves of each architecture that maximize F0.5 values.

All architectures used for the LIPSNN model have similar results in
this curve. As mentioned before, this happens as the training process

The three Inception-ResNetV2, MobileNet-V2 and MobileNet
V3 architectures have obtained similar results from both attributes,
having almost 100% precision and around 91% accuracy each. On the
other hand, the Inception-Resnet-V1 has obtained better accuracy
by reducing the precision of the model. This contrast needs to be
evaluated, as the main goal and purpose of this work consists in
proposing a model that can ensure biometric authentication security
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by reducing access of undesirable intruders (False Positives), but at
the same time it should remain an effective access for people that are
allowed to access the hypothetical system.

2. Efficiency Evaluation
F0.5, Box Plots, ROC curve and AUC, and Accuracy and Precision
attributes are those used for an efficacy performance evaluation.
In addition, efficiency evaluation is half of the importance when
evaluating this model focused on mobile devices, where the latency
and computation times are crucial for a proper evaluation.
Consequently, two tables are represented below in order to visualize
the size of each architecture and their latency. Table III represents the
total number of parameters that form each architecture, and Table
IV shows the inference times they gave during the evaluation step,
made in an isolated environment that allows the correct comparison
between them.
TABLE III. Total Parameters Per Architecture Implemented for LIPSNN
Architecture
InceptionResNetV1
InceptionResNetV2
MobilenetV2
MobileNetV3

Parameters (M)
43
55.8
6
5.4

In Table III each of the sizes of the four architectures can be
compared with the previous tables [27], [28], [35]. The InceptionResNet-V1 value is represented as an approximation range due to
the lack of information found in other publications. Szegedy, in his
publication [26], affirms that this first version of Inception- Resnet has
a lower number of parameters than its successor. In any case, it can be
seen that both MobileNet architectures have values approximately ten
times lower than Inception-ResNet ones.
TABLE IV. LIPSNN Inference Times of Each of the Four Architectures
Used in Ms
Architecture

BlockI
Inf

BlockII
AvgInf

BlockII
StdInf

Total
TotalInf

InceptionResNetV1
InceptionResNetV2
MobilenetV2
MobileNetV3

121.2
271
52.5
67.1

3.5
1.3
3.4
1.2

0.3
0.2
0.5
0.1

124.7
272.2
56
68.3

In Table IV, the most relevant aspects to consider are the huge
difference between the latency of Inception-ResNets and Mobile- Net
ones. The first ones, with 124.7 and 272.2 milliseconds of processing
time for each prediction. The second ones, surprisingly, reach a latency
of 56 and 68.3 milliseconds. It is also interesting to see that most of the
times are related directly to the times of Block I, as this block is the
one with the pre-trained architectures, which is bigger than the binary
classification model included in Block II. Moreover, it is important
to mention that the total inference time in Block I is considered as
a sequential computation of the two inferences of each image to be
compared included as inputs. This means that the model considered as
the worst case of inference can perfectly be implemented in a parallel
computing hardware in order to make the inferences at the same time.
After all the analysis of the different architecture performance
evaluations of efficacy and efficiency, considering the total accuracy
and precision, the ROC curve and AUC, and the total number of
parameters per architecture as well as the total number of hyperparameters, the two networks that perform best in this analysis
are the Mobile-Net architectures. Moreover, based on multiple
publications [27], [28], [36], [37], the Mobile-Net-V3 generates
much better performance than MobileNet-V2 in similar fields such

as facial recognition and segmentation [28]. Thus, for the public
model performance comparison shown in the following section,
the Mobile-Net-V3 is the chosen architecture to be used as for the
LIPSNN model evaluation.

IV. LIPSNN Performance Benchmarking
In this section, the results of the various evaluations that have
been carried out in order to reach a comparison between the Light
Intrusion-Proving Siamese Neural Network model developed and
some of the best known models published currently for dealing with
this problem are presented. The results obtained from the LIPSNN
model to compare with the rest of publications are based on the ROC
curve, a metric frequently used in this area. It can represent the False
Positive rate, as well as indirectly the False Negative one.

A. Performance Benchmarking Attributes
Taking the purpose of this study into account, four attributes are
used for the benchmarking of this research:
• Number of Parameters of the model. This attribute measures the
model size with the number of parameters that the model needs. A
higher number of parameters would decrease the efficiency of the
model, as it would proportionally increase its inference time. Thus,
a lower number of parameters of the model allows inferences to
be executed faster than a model with high number of them. The
metric used to measure this attribute is millions of parameters
used, (Millions).
• Storage Space. This attribute measures the model size in
information units. As the number of parameters, a higher storage
space would increase the total evaluation time and hence the
efficiency of the model. That means, the model will be slower in
terms of each facial verification. The metric used for this attribute
is Megabytes (MB).
• Accuracy. This attribute describes how the model performs across
all classes: positives or negatives. It is calculated as the ratio
between the number of correct predictions to the total number of
predictions, and it is ranged between 0 and 1, or in percentage. A
number close to 1 means a model with many correct predictions,
either positive or negative. Thus, as mentioned in previous
sections, the efficacy of the model would be incremented with an
accuracy close to 1 and hence the verification error cases will be
reduced. The metric used for this attribute is Percentage (%).
• Precision. This attribute describes the ratio between the number of
Positive samples correctly classified to the total number of samples
classified as Positive. Unlike the accuracy metric, precision
describes how the model can perform with the False Positive cases.
It is ranged between 0 and 1, or in percentage. A precision close to
1 proportionally means a low False Positive ratio. The metric used
for this attribute is Percentage (%).
As the main objectives of this research is to enhance the facial
verification performance with a model with the lowest computational
resources used and, considering all previous attribute definitions
mentioned above, what would be needed for this case is a model
with the highest precision result possible, with the lowest number of
parameters and storage space. With regard to the accuracy, a lower
result of this attribute would not be crucial for the main objective,
as what is really needed is to reduce the number of parameters and
the storage space whilst precision remains at least at the same level,
avoiding the cases of False Positives. This last attribute is crucial in
this facial verification approach in order to minimize these cases.
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B. Performance Benchmarking Data Set
For the evaluation and collection of the results, as in the comparison
of the architectures used for the model, the LIPSNN model has been
evaluated with the official LFW test dataset [38], made up of 1000 face
pairs equally divided in 500 same and 500 different face matches. The
LIPSNN model has been trained with 5760 face pairs based on the
Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset, equally distributed between
negative and positive matches. Any of these training images are not
overlapped with the testing ones, in order to avoid any over-fitting
and biases between them.
In the evaluation dataset, each image pair contains the information
about each of both images to introduce into the model, and the result
of the comparison or label: ’0’ when the images are different people
or ’1’ when they are the same person. This dataset is used in other
models, whose results are included in the next sections.

C. Traditional Models Benchmarking
The early facial verification models do not implement any deep
learning techniques as is done nowadays. The models use multiple
facial verification techniques such as the large multiple distance
metrics used by the LM3L model [39]; the Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) coupled with ”Within Class Covariance Normalization”
(WCCN) in the DDML model [40]; or the intra personal focused feature
extraction of the Similarity Metric Learning (SML) method [41]. A table
of the traditional models obtained is shown in Table V. But although
their approximations to solve the problem are quite different, and
it is not possible to find in the literature results that include all the
attributes defined for this research, because only their accuracy has
been published, it is interesting to analyze their results with the same
evaluation dataset that this work has used. Those results are in Table V.

The results of the bechmarking of the LIPSNN model, along with
the rest of deep learning models for those which have at least three of
the four attributes defined, can be found in Table VI. The same results
with the addition of the model which only has results for parameters
and storage space, that is, CenterLoss, are also presented in Fig. 7. To
make the comparison between models easier and the impact of each
attribute, and also their combination clearer in the performance of the
model, Fig. 7 has been developed using a normalized value, between
0 and 1, of the attributes. This normalization has been calculated for
parameters and storage space by dividing the rest of each value minus
the maximum value observed for the attribute by the maximum value
observed for the attribute minus the minimum value observed for it. To
obtain the right scale for this study, in which, the minimum values for
those attributes are the best ones, the amount obtained in the previous
calculation has been subtracted from one. As attribute accuracy is
directly measured in an scale from 0 to 100, its normalization to a range
between 0 and 1, is obtained dividing each observed value by 100.
TABLE VI. Attributes Benchmarking Between Deep Learning Models
Model

Parameters
(Millions)

Storage Space
(MB)

Accuracy
(%)

CircleLoss-ResNet34 [11]
DeepFace [43]
FaceNet [3]
Light CNN A [44]
Light CNN B [44]
LIPSNN
Prodpoly-ResNet [12]
VGG [45]

60.5M
120M
140M
3.96M
5.56M
5.50M
14.70M
27.75M

83MB
488MB
186MB
26MB
32.8MB
65.9MB
181.8MB
533MB

99.73
95.92
98.87
97.97
98.80
91.08
99.83
97.27

TABLE V. Accuracy Benchmarking Between Traditional Models

Performance Atribute

Accuracy (%)
83.80
87.77
88.00
89.35
89.57
89.73
90.68
91.10

Accuracy

Parameter

Precision

Storage

1.00

From the table it can be seen that although those models achieved
acceptable accuracy results, because the models mainly make correct
predictions, they still have results that can be outperformed with the
new models. Moreover, there is a lack of information in these their
results using this approach, as the number of parameters, storage
space and precision would enhance the conclusions about them
related to this study.

D. Deep Learning Models Benchmarking
Using the four attributes defined, number of parameters, storage
space, accuracy and precision, the performance of twelve deep
learning models for facial verification, including LIPSNN, have been
compared. For most of them, eight models, it has been possible to
obtain three of the four attributes used; number of parameters, storage
space and accuracy from the published literature [42] [12] [11] [43]
[3] [44] [45]; for other, CenterLoss [4] only two attributes have been
published, parameters and storage space, with a result of 19.6M for
the first and 99.28MB for the second; and for the other three, LBPNet
LBPNet [46], High-dim LBP [47], and DeepID2 [48], it has only been
possible to obtain their accuracy from the literature, with a result of
94.04%, 95.17% and 95.43% respectively.

Normalized Measure (0-1)

Model
PCCA
PAF
CSML + SVM
SFRD + PMML
LM3L
Sub-SML
DDML
VMRS

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00
center

circle

cnn_a

cnn_b

deepface

facenet

lispnn

prodpoly

vgg

Neural Network

Fig. 7. Attributes Benchmarking between Deep Learning models.

The main purpose of this research was to reduce as far as
possible the attribute parameters and storage needed by the deep
learning neural network developed in order to be able to operate it
in devices with low computation resources, achieving this without
a signification loss of accuracy and precision, especially the latter,
in the results in its application to facial verification. From Table VI
and Fig. 7 it can be seen that both things can be obtained, because
the normalized value, between 0 and 1 for parameters is 0.989 and
for storage 0.921, both of them being very close to 1, which means
that the computational resources needed by LIPSNN are very low;
and that when they are compared with the other models are better
than most of them, and in some cases significantly better, and are
comparable with the best models.
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At the same time that the desired results for parameters and storage
have largely been obtained, the purpose of maintaining acceptable
results on the second two attributes, accuracy and precision has also
been achieved. A normalized accuracy of 0.911 is very close to 1. When
it is compared with the rest of the models it is slightly lower but it is
acceptable taking into account two important related considerations:
the first is the good results obtained for parameters and storage, which
are better than most of the published models; and the second, even
more importantly, is the excellent results obtained for precision, which
in its normalized value is 0.9996. It is not known if it has greater or
lesser precision than the current models because this value has not
been published for them, but with the obtained measure the other
models can only present the same or lower value.
At this point is important to point out that the LIPSNN model has
focused on a maximization of precision more than in the maximisation
of accuracy. This is because the main goal in this work is to reduce the
total number of intrusions in the model by reducing the False Positives
ratio, and that is achived by increasing precision. Although accuracy
must have as high value as possible, it has less importance precision in
a facial verification when it is used alone. This is because, as it gives
us together the number of the total false positives and negatives of a
facial verification study, it doesn’t give enough information to make
it possible to distinguish between them in the results. For that reason,
high measures of accuracy only means a good performance of the model
when this is combined with high levels of precision and not only by itself.
As we have seen, LIPSNN is a lightweight network (it can be used
in devices with scarce computational resources) with significantly good
accuracy. However, the most important advantage of LIPSNN over other
architectures is that the False Positive ratio is practically zero, thanks
to the loss function used (see Fig. 7). This capability makes it especially
useful for the verification of persons in critical services or facilities.
From the presented benchmaking study it can be concluded that
the LIPSNN models have a parameters and storage results, with very
low measures from both of them, that allow to it to be included within
the group of the lightest models and that the LIPSNN model is a viable
alternative model to them. If the sizing levels are combined with the
precision results obtained, one of the most important conclusions is
that, whilst the LIPSNN model doesn’t achieve as good performance
results in accuracy as if it does in precision, these are, nonetheless,
good enough. It has an architecture and development different form
the other previously published models, that is adaptable and modular,
as is the case, for example, in block I, whose architecture could be
replaced by lighter and more accurate and precise future deep learning
models, which would allow its future improvement to continue and
open up the development of a new alternative deep learning facial
verification model, different from the existing previous ones.

V. Conclusions and Future Work

a new loss function was developed in order to optimize the false
positive cases. After the definition of the architecture, a process with
four phases: model selection, pre-processing, training and architecture
comparison, to define the neural network was carried out. All these
processes were performed with the well-known LFW dataset and
the following architecture models: Inception-ResNet-V1, InceptionResNet-V2, MobileNetV2, MobileNetV3.
Once the LIPSNN design and development was finished, a
performance benchmarking study with some of the best known
models published nowadays for dealing with this problem was carried
out. For this, four attributes were used: Number of Parameters of the
model, Storage Space, Accuracy and Precision. The first two measure
the size needed to execute the model, the second two, its validity for
face recognition. From this comparison study it was concluded that
the LIPSNN model requires a low number of parameters and storage
needs that allow it to be classified in the set of lightweight models,
while at the same time presenting very high levels of accuracy and
precision, especially the latter. As the model presents quite different
architectures and design to the previous light models published in the
literature, it constitutes a new alternative to those ones.
Once a lightweight deep learning model based on a new
architecture and design has been obtained, future research will focus
on a continuous improvement in the reduction of the parameters
and storage measures obtained and increasing accuracy without
losing precision. To achieve this fundamentally it will focus on: the
incorporation of new pre-trained architecture models in block I, as the
LIPSNN model allows the modification of the architecture of the block
where the facial features extraction is carried out; training using new
modern and sophisticated datasets; and the design and development of
new architectures of the binary classifier of Block II.
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Abstract

Keywords

Security is a sensitive area that concerns all authorities around the world due to the emerging terrorism
phenomenon. Contactless biometric technologies such as face recognition have grown in interest for their capacity
to identify probe subjects without any human interaction. Since traditional face recognition systems use visible
spectrum sensors, their performances decrease rapidly when some visible imaging phenomena occur, mainly
illumination changes. Unlike the visible spectrum, Infrared spectra are invariant to light changes, which makes
them an alternative solution for face recognition. However, in infrared, the textural information is lost. We aim,
in this paper, to benefit from visible and thermal spectra by proposing a new heterogeneous face recognition
approach. This approach includes four scientific contributions. The first one is the annotation of a thermal face
database, which has been shared via Github with all the scientific community. The second is the proposition of
a multi-sensors face detector model based on the last YOLO v3 architecture, able to detect simultaneously faces
captured in visible and thermal images. The third contribution takes up the challenge of modality gap reduction
between visible and thermal spectra, by applying a new structure of CycleGAN, called TV-CycleGAN, which aims
to synthesize visible-like face images from thermal face images. This new thermal-visible synthesis method includes
all extreme poses and facial expressions in color space. To show the efficacy and the robustness of the proposed
TV-CycleGAN, experiments have been applied on three challenging benchmark databases, including different
real-world scenarios: TUFTS and its aligned version, NVIE and PUJ. The qualitative evaluation shows that our
method generates more realistic faces. The quantitative one demonstrates that the proposed TV-CycleGAN gives
the best improvement on face recognition rates. Therefore, instead of applying a direct matching from thermal to
visible images which allows a recognition rate of 47,06% for TUFTS Database, a proposed TV-CycleGAN ensures
accuracy of 57,56% for the same database. It contributes to a rate enhancement of 29,16%, and 15,71% for NVIE and
PUJ databases, respectively. It reaches an accuracy enhancement of 18,5% for the aligned TUFTS database. It also
outperforms some recent state of the art methods in terms of F1-Score, AUC/EER and other evaluation metrics.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the obtained visible synthesized face images using TV-CycleGAN method
are very promising for thermal facial landmark detection as a fourth contribution of this paper.

Deep Learning,
Generative Adversarial
Network, Heterogeneous
Face Recognition,
Thermal Sensor.

I. Introduction

A

utomatic identification has become a crucial routine task to
recognize individuals efficiently without any human interaction,
in many applications, such as e-payment [1], people tagging in social
media, gaming,...etc. Based on invariant biological and/or behavior
characteristics [2], like face, iris, palm, fingerprint signature or gait
recognition, biometric technologies are mainly used for security, like
access control and criminal identification.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: nadirkamel.benamara@univ-usto.dz

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.12.003

Face modality has many advantages. It is a natural recognition
procedure, generally accepted by everyone. It is cheaper in comparison
to iris or fingerprint recognition modalities, since the price of cameras
has become more accessible with the massive development of CMOS/
CCD sensors. It is easily done, non-intrusive and above all, it works
at a distance and unobtrusively, which makes it suitable for highly
populated places, such as airports or bus stations. Therefore, this
modality has attracted several scientific researchers. We can cite for
example [3]–[6] which have reached a significant level of recognition
accuracy for controlled environments. Nevertheless, the performances
of those systems, which use the visible light, with wavelength ranging
from 0.4 μm to 0.8 μm, are highly dependent on lighting quality and
intensity and cannot be used at all for night applications. Furthermore,
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they face other challenges, such as pose and expression variations,
and face disguises. To overcome these challenges, several alternative
approaches have been proposed, they are mainly based on 3D or
Infrared (IR) imagery.

• A promising face landmark detection in thermal images is
proposed. It is based on those obtained from the generated face
images using our proposed TV-CycleGAN.

With invariance to brightness changes as the main asset, IR
imaging has emerged as a particularly promising research direction in
the facial biometrics field [7]–[10]. It is a burgeoning sensor modality
that could further be divided into two categories:

II. Background

• Active infrared: it relies on signal reflected from objects
illuminated by an infrared beam. It includes near-infrared (NIR)
(0.74 μm - 1 μm) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) (1 μm - 3 μm).
• Passive infrared: it is based on body emitted radiation
measurements, commonly known as thermal infrared. It comprises
middle wave infrared (MWIR) (3 μm - 5 μm) and long-wave infrared
(LWIR) (8 μm – 14 μm).
A Face Recognition (FR) system that aims to work under different
illumination scenarios, during daytime as well as nighttime, should
take into consideration both visible and infrared images. NIR and
SWIR use an external active illuminator, which makes the active
IR based FR systems improper for highly covert applications, since
such an illuminator is easily detectable. Another major drawback
for security applications is that NIR and SWIR images do not allow
liveness verification natively, which makes the FR systems based on
them, like those based on the visible images, vulnerable to spoofing
attacks by just a photo or a video record (see Fig. 1). To overcome this
issue, [11] has proposed eye-blink liveness checking. It achieves an
interesting performance, but it was far away to be robust against the
recent spoofing techniques, like 3D mask replica [12], [13]. Based just
on body-emitted radiation, MWIR/LWIR remains an efficient solution
against these issues (Fig. 2). It should be mentioned that few works have
addressed the LWIR-VIS cross-spectral matching problem compared
to the NIR-VIS problem, because the challenge intricacy increases
proportionally with the spectrum wavelength. The authors in [14]
have studied the modality gap based on the structural similarity index
(SSIM) as a quantitative measure, and have obtained 0.335 for LWIRVIS scenario and 0.581 for NIR-VIS scenario. Furthermore, public
thermal LWIR face databases are less available than NIR databases
[14], which impedes researches in the heterogeneous LWIR-VIS face
recognition field.

Visible

NIR

SWIR

Thermal

Fig. 1. Different images of a same subject in different imagery bands (Visible
and Infrared), from UL-FMTV Database [15].

We have chosen, in this paper, to take up all the challenges cited
above. For that, we propose an effective and robust thermal LWIR/
Visible heterogeneous face recognition approach that includes four
main contributions:
• Full manual annotations of an existent thermal face database are
proposed for the scientific community to develop future thermal
face detectors.
• A Multi-sensors detector based on the recent YOLO v3 architecture
is proposed for face detection in visible as well LWIR imagery.
• A Cycle GAN with modified loss function (called TV-CycleGAN) is
proposed to synthesize visible faces from LWIR faces, in different
real-world scenarios, reducing the cross-spectral modality gap.

Several face recognition methods using two spectra have been
developed over the last decade [7], [16], [17]. We can distinguish
two main approaches: multispectral face recognition (MFR) and
heterogeneous face recognition (HFR).
In the MFR approach, the facial recognition system is mainly based
on a visible-infrared fusion step, which can be performed at three
different levels: data level, feature level or match score level. The first
level methods aim to obtain, from two or more coregistered images, one
richer image that is used in the feature extraction step [18]–[20]. In the
feature level fusion scheme, extracted characteristics from both spectra
are merged in order to gather more informative and discriminative
feature vectors [21]. This approach has been adopted to fuse extracted
characteristics from both visible and LWIR or NIR images to construct
a face recognition system in [22], [23]. For the score fusion scheme,
after a score normalization process, classification scores are combined
in order to improve the recognition performance [24].
In many real-world scenarios, we have images from the infrared
spectrum only, since surveillance cameras often capture faces in low light
conditions or in total darkness. However, most datasets accessible to law
enforcement have been collected in the visible spectrum. Therefore, there
exists a need to match IR images to visible face images. We aim in this
work to deal with this heterogeneous face recognition challenge.
There are three main approaches in HFR field, which are common
subspace, invariant features, and image synthesis. The first approaches
aim to project heterogeneous domain spaces to a common subspace
to ensure a better measure and more appropriate comparison than
the original distributions. For example, the authors in [25] proposed
a method, called Common Discriminant Feature Extraction (CDFE),
where face images from near-infrared and visible sensors are
projected into a common feature space, such that the intra-class gap is
minimized and the inter-class gap is maximized. In [26] the canonical
correlation analysis (CCA) is used in order to maximize the correlation
between the near-infrared and visible imagery domains. Mapping all
thermal LWIR and visible images onto a common subspace suffers
from being computationally expensive and requires a big amount of
pre-processing [27].
In invariant feature domain approaches, scientific researchers use
local handcrafted features in order to compare face images gathered
from different spectra. [28] for example, proposed light source invariant
features (LSIF) to cancel heterogeneities for a NIR-Visible matching.
Huang et al. [29] proposed three different modality invariant features,
quantized distance vector (QDV), sparse coefficient (SC) and least square
coefficient (LSC) as encoding to resolve a NIR-Visible heterogeneous
face recognition problem. In the third approach, synthesized images
in the reference domain are generated from a probe domain and
vice versa to apply traditional homogeneous methodologies. In [27],
a joint dictionary learning mapping has been proposed for image
reconstruction from visible to NIR domain and vice versa. In [30],
using a deep CNN network, visible faces are reconstructed from nearinfrared images, by using a cross-modal hallucination at the input and
a low-rank embedding at the output. In [31], a cascaded refinement
network (CRN) has been proposed for LWIR to visible-like images
synthesis. Kantarci et al [32] proposed to first apply the difference of
Gaussians filter (DoG) and face alignment, using manually annotated
facial landmarks, as a preprocessing stage, then they used a deep autoencoder architecture based on U-Net network to learn the mapping
from thermal face images to visible-like face images.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 2. Thermal imagery advantages under night and spoofing with disguise scenarios, (Up) LWIR Thermal (Down) Visible , (a,f) normal - (b,g) dark - (c,h)
disguise with goggle - (d,i) disguise with mask - (e,j) disguise with wig.

Synthesis image approaches in HFR are based on cross-domain
translation to reduce the modality gap. Therefore, we believe that
generative adversarial network (GAN) [33] is an emerging and
prosperous technique that may be applied in this field. Song et al [34],
have introduced adversarial learning in raw-pixel and compact feature
space to perform a NIR-VIS verification. In regard to the LWIR-VIS
matching case, which could be considered as the most complicated
case as aforementioned (lowest SSIM), there are very few scientific
works in the literature. We can cite for example [35], where they have
proposed the semantic guided GAN (SG-GAN) by assigning semantic
labels, gathered from a face parsing network to semantic losses, to
regularize the adversarial training. In [36], Zhang et al have proposed
a TVGAN to generate realistic visible faces from LWIR thermal faces;
however, all extremes poses and expressions were excluded from the
experiences. Also, they did not provide any details related to automatic
facial detection, which it is not a trivial task in LWIR imagery. Recently,
Chu et al [37] proposed the multi-scale image synthesis method to
translate thermal face images to the visible sensor modality. Their
method is based on a GAN model to which they added the feature
embedding, the facial landmarks and the identity preservation losses
to their baseline loss function.
Other works are based on the polarimetric thermal infrared
acquisition. This technique is used to achieve an improved performance
since it retrieves the geometric and the textural face details. Xing et
al [38] proposed the multi-scale attribute preserving GAN (MultiAP-GAN) to synthesize visible face images from their corresponding
polarimetric thermal face images for cross-modality face verification,
by guiding the generator network with extracted attributes from the
visible face images using a pre-trained VGG-Face network. He et al
[39] proposed a visible face synthesis GAN-based (GAN-VFS) to
generate visible faces from polarimetric thermal faces.
The Table I summarizes the related works of the synthesisbased
image approaches in LWIR/Polarimetric to Visible HFR with their
reported performances, including some comments and drawbacks.
In this scientific research, we propose a new thermal LWIR-VIS
image synthesis method based on Cycle GAN, with a modified loss
function. It includes all extreme poses and facial expressions in the
evaluation protocol. In addition, as the cross-spectral translation
depends highly on the pre-processing stage, we propose a simultaneous
face detection technique in both spectra (visible and thermal LWIR) to
automate the face-cropping phase. It is based on the last YOLO v3 deep
architecture, trained using the WIDER visible face DB and the Terravic
thermal DB, that we have annotated.

III. Proposed Approach
The proposed heterogeneous face recognition system is shown in
Fig. 3. It includes three main parts:
• Multisensor Face Detection
• Face synthesis using TV-CycleGAN
• Face recognition
In addition to the database annotations, our scientific contribution
concerns the first two parts.
We notice that the proposed TV-CycleGAN method used to
generate visible faces from thermal images has a direct impact on face
recognition process. We have chosen to focus on the thermal to visible
face synthesis since most existing stored databases only contain visible
face imagery of individual of interests [14]. In addition, the LWIR-VIS
heterogeneous face recognition scenario is the most interesting for
many security applications.
The results of the proposed face synthesis method using TVCycle
GAN show also an interesting contribution in the face landmark
detection field (Fig. 3). We will show more results in a later section.

A. The Proposed YOLO v3 Based Multi-sensors Face Detector
Face detection aims to locate the face coordinates in an image.
Several face detection techniques have been proposed in the literature
[41]. They can be categorized into two approaches: a region proposal
approach and a regression/classification approach. The first approach,
including RCNN [42], Fast-RCNN [43] and Faster- RCNN [44], adopts
a pipeline of two stages: Object selection and classification. The first
stage consists of selecting similar regions (same color, texture, or
features). It is followed by a classification of each selected region. The
regression/classification based approach, to which belong YOLO [45]
and SSD [46] methods, is one-step straightforward. In this approach,
images are firstly divided into grid cells where an object classification
is carried out, reducing the time processing for region selection
required in the first approach.
Unlike the R-CNN network versions that have used the regional
proposal approach for the region selection, the YOLO network is faster
and illegible for real-time applications, with comparable detection
accuracy. YOLO v3 [47] is the last version, it incorporates the darknet
53 architecture, with skipped connections for feature extraction, and
53 other added convolution layers, for object detection, giving a fully
convolutional network of 106 layers. Predictions are made at three
different scales. As a result, this new architecture is more robust for
the smallest objects than the early YOLO versions and has a better
accuracy at overall.
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Synthesis
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- 135 VGG-Face

VGG-Face

VGG-Face

VGG-Face

LightCNN

Not Specified

AM-Softmax

LightCNN

OpenFace

Mat-Conv-Net
(VGG Face)

Pretrained
Recognition
Model

Extended Army
Research
Laboratory (ExtARL)

Army Research
Laboratory (ARL)

EER (LWIR to Visible): 19.25 %
EER (Polar to Visible): 17.81 %

EER (LWIR to Visible): 26.25 %
EER (Polar to Visible): 21.46%

EER (LWIR to Visible): 27.34 %
EER (Polar to Visible): 25.17 %

EER: 31.14%

TUFTS
Army Research
Laboratory (ARL)

EER: 25.68%

VIS-TH Eurecom

RA: 58.27%

RA: 58.75% (with 1 image/subject in the gallery)
RA: 87.2% (with all images/subject in the gallery)

UND-X1
VIS-TH Eurecom

RA: 57.91% (with 1 image/subject in the gallery)
RA: 85% (with all images/subject in the gallery)

RA: 48% (with 1 image/subject in the gallery)
RA: 88.33% (with all images/subject in the gallery)

EER (LWIR to Visible): 14.24%

RA: 57.612%

RA: 15.37%

RA: 13.9% (with 1 image/subject in the gallery)
RA: 19.9% (with 4 images/subject in the gallery)

Reported Performance

VIS-TH Eurecom

Carl

Army Research
Laboratory (ARL)

VIS-TH Eurecom

IRIS

Database

• Polarimetric thermal imagers are very expensive for a daily life
application compared to FLIR thermal imagers.
• The polarimetric databases include geometric and textural details of faces
that are not present in the thermal faces images.

• The loss function of the generator network includes five losses: multiscale adversarial loss, perceptual loss, identity loss, attributes loss and
target-reconstruction loss.

Three losses have been added to the GAN loss function: feature embedding,
identity preservation and facial landmarks losses
• The equal error Rate (EER) is not calculated.

• The method uses autoencoders to learn Thermal-Visible mapping.
• The used autoencoder is based on a modified U-Net architecture
• The preprocessing stage does not include an automatic face detection
stage.
• The Carl database has been aligned using a manually annotated
landmarks.
• Equal Error Rate (EER) is not calculated.

• As the number of subjects in the ARL dataset is not large, the recognition
model has been trained on a larger MWIR dataset (PCSO), and fine-tuned
using the ARL training set.

• The explored database includes just 50 subjects.
• The authors used Cascaded Refinement Networks (CRN) to consider
multiple scales of images. It is different to generative adversarial networks
concept.
• Equal Error Rate (EER) is not calculated.

• Repeated angles, extreme poses, expressions, and illumination have been
excluded from the experiments. - It produces low performances.
• The equal Error Rate (EER) is not calculated.

Comments/ Drawbacks

TABLE I. Overview of the Related Works in Heterogeneous Face Recognition (Thermal to Visible) Using the Synthesis-Image Approach (RA: Recognition Accuracy, EER : Equal Error Rate)
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed Heterogeneous Face Recognition System.

Fig. 4. Training labeled data Samples : (Top) Our manual face annotations regarding thermal LWIR imagery (Terravic DB), (Bottom) Visible face annotations
(WIDER DB).

Face detection from visible images has been widely investigated in
many scientific researches [48]–[50]. However, only a few works have
been dedicated to thermal imagery [51], [52]. According to the best
of our knowledge, there is no annotated public thermal face database
that allows training a deep network for face detection. To overcome
this issue, we have manually annotated the full thermal Terravic Facial
IR database in the PASCAL VOC format (see the first row of Fig. 4)
which contains a total of 21676 images.
In this paper, a multi-sensor face detection technique, based on the
YOLO v3 network architecture, is proposed. It aims to detect faces
in both visible and thermal images. For that, we have trained the
network in two steps. Firstly, the Terravic Facial IR Database, which
we have annotated, is used to train it for face detection in thermal
images. Secondly, using a transfer learning technique and the WIDER
database [53], a second full training phase has been carried out, for
face detection in visible images. This database is fully annotated,

including RGB face images with a high degree of variability in scale,
pose, occlusion, expression, appearance, and illumination (Fig. 4).

B. Face Synthesis Using Thermal-Visible-Cycle Generative
Adversarial Network (TV-CycleGAN)
Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have been
proposed as an emerging area in deep learning field, based on two
neural networks, a discriminator and a generator respectively.
The discriminator acts as a binary classifier that discerns between
real and fake images while the generator network learns epoch by
epoch to produce images with realistic visual aspect as objective to
fool the discriminator. According to application needs, variant GAN
architectures have been proposed in the literature such as cGAN [54],
Pix2Pix [55] or Cycle GAN [56]. In this work, we are interested in
Cycle GAN.
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Cycle GAN is based on a pair of vanilla GANs including in total two
generators and two discriminators, denoted by (GT ; GV ) and (DT ; DV )
respectively. In order to transform thermal face images t to like visible
face images , the generator GT learns the domain translation T (Thermal)
to V (Visible) based on the adversarial loss described in equation (1).
The negative log-likelihood objective is replaced by a least-squares
adversarial loss [57] in order to avoid gradient vanishing problem for
training stability and quality generation as mentioned in the original
Cycle GAN paper [56], giving the objective loss function described in
equation (2). The opposite GAN direction, from domain V (Visible) to T
(Thermal), is learned by (GV ; DT ) according to equation (3).

Real / Fake
DT

id_T

Original

GT

SSIM_T

Cycled
cyc_V

cyc_T

Generated

Generated

GV

SSIM_T

Cycled

id_V

Original

(1)
DV

(2)

The identity loss Lid refers to the L1 norm between the input image
and the generated image mapped from its domain, added to preserve
the color composition and identity features. The final Cycle GAN loss
function is described in equation (6). λ and α are two fixed parameters
to control the loss impact on the objective function.
(4)
(5)
(6)
Referring to [14], which the structural similarity index metric
(SSIM), defined in formula (7), is used to study the modality gap
between visible and infrared sub-bands, we have opted to add the
reverse metric (equation 8) to the CycleGAN’s loss function to reduce
this gap and improve the visual aspect of domain translation from
thermal infrared to visible, giving the TV-CycleGAN loss, described
in equation (9).

Visible to Thermal Synthesis

Real / Fake

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed TV-CycleGAN, where Lcyc = L(cyc ) + L(cyc ) ,
V
T
Lid = L( id ) + L( id ) and LSSIM = L(SSMI )+L(SSMI ).
V

(3)
The main differences between Cycle GAN and Classical GAN are
cycle consistency loss Lcyc and identity loss Lid described in equations
(4) and (5) respectively. Similar to conventional autoencoders, Lcyc
corresponds to the L1 norm of image reconstruction. In case of T → V
transformation, by injecting a newly generated visible like image
from thermal image t using GT, through the second generator network
GV, leads to reconstruct the original image t, ie: t → GT(t) → GV (GT(t)) t.
In order to reduce the translation domain space, the cycle consistency
loss is added to the GAN loss function.

Thermal to Visible Synthesis

T

V

T

C. Face Recognition
The proposed TV-CycleGAN is a technique to translate LWIR face
images to visible like face images and vice versa, based on a modified
adversarial loss. However, the identity information must be preserved
to recognize a subject by visible-visible or LWIR-LWIR matching.
For the face recognition task (Fig. 3), we have used two pretrained
models on a large-scale face dataset as a feature extraction technique;
VGG 16 and Resnet 50. First, the extracted features from the real visible
images of the TV-CycleGAN’s testing subset, are used to construct
the reference embedding. Afterwards, other testing embeddings with
the same technique, are formed based on the extracted features from
the synthesized images (these synthesis images are obtained from
LWIR images using Pix2Pix, TV-GAN, CycleGAN and TV-CycleGAN,
respectively).
To evaluate the identity preservation, the nearest neighbour is
applied for a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art methods [31],
[35], [36], [38]. It is the most commonly used matching process.
It uses the cosine distance, which is calculated for each feature
vector in the testing embeddings with those from the reference
embedding. Each feature vector from the test set is then classified with
the label referred to the lowest distance in the reference embedding
and the recognition accuracy is calculated.
The details of each used model are given in the following, and
illustrated in the Fig. 6.

(7)
(8)
(9)
where (μv; μt) and (σv2; σt2) denote the mean and the variance, of
the respective images v and t. σvt refers to the cross-covariance. b1 and
b2 are two constants added to avoid instability when (μv2 + μt2) or
(σv2 + σt2) are close to zero.
The proposed TV-CycleGAN pipeline’s details are given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Details regarding each used pretrained model for the face recognition
stage : (Top) VGG16, (Bottom) RESNET 50.
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1. VGG16

1. Terravic Thermal Database

The VGG16 architecture [58] encompasses 16 deep layers,
distributed through five blocks and followed each by a maxpooling
layer with a size of 2 × 2 . The first block comprises two conv layers of
64 filters, and similarly for the second with 128 filters. The following
blocks include 3 conv layers each, with 256 filters for the third one and
512 filters for the fourth and fifth blocks. The conv filters use a kernel
size of 3 × 3 with the rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation function.
The blocks end with three fully connected layers and a Softmax for
prediction probabilities.

Terravic Thermal DB1 provides a set of thermal face images, for
20 different individuals, captured using the Raytheon -3 Thermal-Eye
2000AS thermal sensor, under different scenarios (normal posture,
wearing sunglasses/hats, indoor/outdoor and variations in pose). It
consists of a total of 21676 images with resolution of 320 × 240 px.
The face images of each subject are put in one folder and split into
two subsets: a training set (face folders from 10 to 20), including 16462
images, and a test set of 5197 images (face folders from 01 to 04, and 07
to 09), folders 05 and 06 are not available.

For our experiments, the VGG16 model was trained on the VGG
Face dataset [59], which includes 2.6 million face images from 2622
subjects. We kept the model up to the fifth block, yielding to extract
feature vectors of size 512 attributes.

2. WIDER Database

2. RESNET50
The RESNET 50 belongs to the residual networks [60], including
shortcut connections. The network starts with a block of 64 conv filters
with kernel size of 7 × 7 and a maxplooing layer of size of 3 × 3 with
a stride of 2. The rest of the network is distributed through four other
blocks of 3 conv layers inter-connected using a shortcut connection
each, and kernel sizes of 1, 3 and 1, respectively. The second and fifth
blocks are repeated three times while the third, 4 times, and the fourth
6 times, giving in total 50 layers. It is followed by an average pooling
layer and fully connected layers of 1000 nodes with a Softmax.
For our experiments, the RESNET 50 model was trained on the VGG
Face 2 dataset [61] that comprises 3.31 million face images gathered
from 9131 identities. We erased to last layers to extract feature vectors
by the last block with 2048 attributes.

IV. Experimental Results

WIDER DB [53] is a public fully annotated database in PASCAL
VOC format, it consists of 32203 visible images from 61 different event
classes. These images contain a total of 393703 labeled faces including
occlusions and several variations in scale and pose. The database
is divided into 3 subsets, 40% for training (12880 images), 10% for
validation (3226 images) and the remaining 50% for the test set.

3. TUFTS Database
TUFTS DB [63] is one of the largest public2 databases that provide
faces images acquired in different modalities such as visible, thermal,
near-infrared, 3D and facial sketch. It consists of over 10000 images,
collected from 112 individuals from more than 15 countries, with
several age groups. These images include facial expressions and
various acquisition angles. In our experiments, we have used the
visible and thermal subsets, which include in total 1537 paired images.
The thermal images in this database were acquired using the FLIR
Vue Pro camera. A new version of this database has been shared in
2020. It includes the same pair images (LWIR-Visible) as the original
TUFTS database but in aligned form. In this paper, we have called this
database “Aligned TUFTS”.

4. NVIE Database

A. Used Material and Tools
All our networks have been implemented using the Keras Python
framework. The proposed face detector deep network is trained
using the following configuration: learning rate of 0.0001 with Adam
optimizer, callbacks such as early stopping and learning rates decay by
factors 0.1 for 5 and 2 consecutive unimproved epochs, respectively. A
batch size of 4 has been fixed to prevent the used graphical card, which
is Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 GPU with 8GB GDDR6, from overloading.
All our networks have been implemented using the Keras Python
framework. The proposed face detector deep network is trained
using the following configuration: learning rate of 0.0001 with Adam
optimizer, callbacks such as early stopping and learning rates decay by
factors 0.1 for 5 and 2 consecutive unimproved epochs, respectively. A
batch size of 4 has been fixed to prevent the used graphical card, which
is Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 GPU with 8GB GDDR6, from overloading.

USTC-NVIE3 is a multispectral database that comprises spontaneous
and posed facial expressions [64], [65]. The posed sub-database consists
of over than 7000 face images of 107 different subjects, gathered from
the visual and LWIR spectra simultaneously at a distance of 0.75m,
using the DZGX25M visible camera and the SAT-HY6850 infrared
camera respectively. The images include variations in illuminations
and facial expressions.

5. PUJ Database
Pontificia Universidad Javeriana (PUJ) [66] database is a public
multispectral face dataset that provides 800 paired and nonaligned
images from both visible and LWIR modalities. It was acquired from 40
subjects using the FLIR-T360 according to two illumination protocols
(with/out lighting), including variations in pose (front and profile
capture) and facial expressions (neutral, surprised, and smiling).

Our TV-CycleGAN adopts the U-Net [62] architecture for its
generator, with skipped connections. We have adapted the network
to our input images of resolution 128 × 128 px and used blocks of
convolution filters, leaky relu as activation function and instance
normalization. For the discriminator network, a fully convolutional
neural network using the same blocks as the generator has been used
for the binary classification. The TVCycleGAN was trained from
scratch for 200 epochs, with the default parameters of the original
CycleGAN paper: λ = 10 and α = 1, learning rate of 0.0002 with Adam
optimizer and a batch size of 1. Nvidia Tesla K80 was used in this
experiment.

B. Used Datasets
Five databases have been used in the experiments that we have
carried out; they are presented in the following.

The overview of each used database is given in Table II.
TABLE II. Overview of the Used Face Databases
Database

# Subjects

# Images

VIS

NIR

LWIR

Terravic DB

20

21676







WIDER DB

-

32203







TUFTS DB

113

+10000







NVIE DB

107

7329







PUJ-T360 DB

40

800







1

http://vcipl-okstate.org/pbvs/bench/Data/04/download.html

2

http://tdface.ece.tufts.edu/

3

https://nvie.ustc.edu.cn/
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Results of the proposed multi-sensor face detection technique, applied in different environment scenarios, such as normal posture, presence of facial
expressions, slight and extreme angle orientations, and illumination changes, to visible and their corresponding thermal face images, (a) TUFTS database, (b)
NVIE database, (c) PUJ database.

C. Protocols
As mentioned beforehand, our new proposed heterogeneous face
recognition approach includes three parts: automatic multispectral
face detection, visible synthesis using TV-CycleGAN and face
recognition (Fig. 3).
Firstly, in the multi-spectral detection step, we have trained
a custom YOLO v3 for face detection, using our Terravic face
annotations for the thermal modality and the WIDER face annotations
for the visible modality. The training process has been carried out
in two stages: first, a thermal face detector has been trained using
only our Terravic annotations; then, by applying a transfer learning
technique, the learned weights have been trained again using the
WIDER’s face annotations. The proposed multi-spectral face detection
technique has been used in the prepossessing stage of our TV-Cycle
GAN to automatically crop the region of interest (ROI) for the thermal
to visible face translation.
Secondly, in the LWIR to visible translation step using our TVCycle
GAN, three multi-spectral databases have been used for evaluation:
TUFTS, NVIE and PUJ databases. All thermal/visible face images pairs
have been automatically cropped using our own YOLO v3 model
and then have been split randomly into two subsets (training/test),
according to ratios equal to 95/17 and 92/15, for the TUFTS and NVIE
databases, respectively.

Concerning the PUJ database. As it is the smallest one, we have
considered the TUFTS database as the training set and we have used all
the PUJ images for the test (as probe images). This procedure allows us
to test the robustness and the efficiency of the proposed method when
the system and acquisition conditions change, since the FLIR Vue Pro
has been used for the TUFTS database acquisition where the FLIR T360
has been used for the PUJ database acquisition. Also, we have carried
out experiments on Aligned TUFTS database because it is one of the
newest available datasets with aligned images, which constitutes an
interesting way to show the recognition rate enhancement introduced
by our method for aligned faces.
Finally, in the face recognition step, the real-visible face images are
enrolled into a pretrained VGG face network, based on the VGG 16
[59] and the RESNET 50 architectures [61], to construct the reference
face embedding. Afterwards, in the testing phase, the extracted
feature vectors from each probe synthesized-visible image, are
compared against those stored in the reference embedding for a face
identification related the lowest cosine distance.
Furthermore, we have applied facial landmarks detection on the
obtained synthesized images using the proposed TVCycleGAN method.
From that, we have easily detected the landmarks on the original
thermal ones. Thanks to this result, we have dealt with thermal face
landmark detection which is one of the most challenging task.
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TABLE III. Quantitative Evaluation of the LWIR to Visible Face Images Synthesis Regarding TUFTS and NVIE Databases
Method
Raw Thermal
Pix2Pix
TV-GAN
CycleGAN
TV-CycleGAN (Our)

SSIM
0.305
0.332
0.321
0.381
0.384

PSNR
9.932
12.906
12.761
13.902
13.964

TUFTS
MSE
7016.4
3569.6
3671.4
2978.4
2902.3

RMSE
82.48
58.74
59.61
53.03
52.50

D. Performance Evaluation
1. Face Detection Results
The face detection results obtained by our YOLO v3 based network
are illustrated in Fig. 7, using different visible face images and their
corresponding LWIR face images. Several acquisition scenarios have
been considered to evaluate our multisensors face detector: front pose,
slight and extreme orientation, high and low illumination conditions.
These results clearly demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed face
detector, under the variations cited above.

2. Visible Synthesis Results
To show the performance of our TV-CycleGAN proposed method,
for visible face image synthesis, several experiments have been carried
out using three multi-spectral face databases, called TUFTS and its
aligned version, NVIE and PUJ, respectively. Also, quantitative,
qualitative evaluations and comparison to other state-of-the-art
methods have been done.
The quantitative evaluation has consisted in computing the
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM), the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

MAE
66.7
44.25
45.22
40.41
39.97

SSIM
0.221
0.274
0.271
0.307
0.324

PSNR
10.195
13.635
13.031
14.254
14.28

NVIE
MSE
6400.9
2977.6
3434.7
2510.7
2473.8

RMSE
79.42
53.81
57.74
49.75
49.36

MAE
67.28
42.74
46.34
38.44
37.9

(PSNR), the Mean Squared Error (MSE), the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) metrics, for each pair of
thermal-visible images and each pair of synthesizedreal visible images,
for the TUFTS and NVIE databases. The average value of each metric
is reported in Table III.
We notice from the thermal-visible SSIM related to the used
databases, that we deal in this paper with the most complicated case,
because the LWIR-VIS modality gap corresponds to an SSIM of 0.305
for TUFTS DB and 0.221 for NVIE DB. These gaps are higher than the
one reported in the comparative study of [14] where the SSIM is equal
to 0.335.
The comparison of different GAN-based methods: Pix2Pix [55],
TV-GAN [36], Cycle-GAN [56], and TV-CycleGAN; using the metrics
SSIM, PSNR, MSE, RMSE and MAE, shows that the proposed method
(TV-CycleGAN) allows the best modality gap reduction for both
databases (Table III).
Even if the difference seems small between the results of CycleGAN
and TV-CycleGAN (all metrics at Table III), the TVCycleGAN provides
a significant improvement on the quality of synthesized faces as
shown in Fig. 8 and 9 related to the qualitative evaluation.

(a)

(f)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 9. Qualitative comparative study regarding NVIE database for the
visible face synthesis from LWIR face images: (a) Plain Thermal, (b)
Pix2Pix [55], (c) TV-GAN [36], (d) CycleGAN [56], (e) TV-CycleGAN
(Ours), (f) Target Visible.

Fig. 8. Qualitative comparative study regarding TUFTS database for the
visible face synthesis from LWIR face images: (a) Plain Thermal, (b)
Pix2Pix [55], (c) TV-GAN [36], (d) CycleGAN [56], (e) TV-CycleGAN
(Ours), (f) Target Visible.
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The qualitative evaluation is based on visual inspection. We have
randomly selected some face image samples to show the results of
our proposed visible synthesis method, as shown in Fig. 8 and 9.
Even though all synthesizing methods fail sometimes to generate
the detailed facial attributes, due to the absence of regularization
guiding the GAN training, the proposed one, whose results are shown
in the fifth column, outperforms the other state-of-the-art methods
and provides a satisfying generation quality. Indeed, the synthesized
images shown in this column preserve the persons’ identities, they are
close to their corresponding ground truth images, shown in column 6.
We can notice from the results related to TUFTS database (Fig.
8), that the TV-CycleGAN, provides a satisfying generation quality,
thanks to the loss function similarity incorporated, as it has been
mentioned beforehand. Even if the difference seems small between the
results of CycleGAN and TV-CycleGAN (Table III), the TV-CycleGAN
provides a significant improvement on the quality of synthesized
faces. As shown in Fig. 8, 9 and 10 related to the qualitative evaluation,
the proposed TV-CycleGAN gives more realistic faces and conserves
better than other methods person’s identity. For example, in row 2,
the TV-CycleGAN is able to better generate nose attributes. In row
4, our method generates the face with better mouth and nose than
Cycle-GAN. Also, in row 5, the obtained face from TV-CycleGAN has
a better generated mouth.
Similarly, for the NVIE database (Fig. 9), our TV-CycleGAN outperforms
the CycleGAN for facial attributes generation in all cases, particularly the
eyes, eyebrows, nose, and skin texture, as shown in Fig. 10.

To reinforce the efficacy of the proposed method, we have included
extreme poses and facial expressions in our TVCycleGAN training
phase (Fig. 11).
In the light of all these results, we can assume that the proposed
TV-CycleGAN will have a great impact on the face recognition results
as shown in the next section.

3. Face Recognition Results
The proposed TV-CycleGAN’s main goal, is reducing the LWIRVisible modality gap, by synthesizing visible-like face images from
thermal ones while preserving as much as possible relevant identity
information, to improve the accuracy of heterogeneous face recognition.
In the face recognition step, we have used the pretrained models;
VGG16 [59] and the RESNET50 [61] for feature extraction. First, a
reference face embedding has been built with the extracted features
from the testing real-visible subset images. Afterwards, each
synthesized image from LWIR using GANs, is enrolled into one of
the pretrained models and then classified with the label of the closest
feature vector in the reference embedding, based on the cosine
distance. Four metrics have been used to evaluate the face recognition
performances as shown in Tables IV and V.
From Table IV, one can figure out that the modality gap has a huge
impact on the identification accuracy, since matching directly raw
thermal face images with the visible ones, gives a low accuracy, which
is 28.99 % in the case of the TUFTS DB and only 17.06 % in the case
of the NVIE DB, corresponding to 23.48 % and 8.80 % respectively in
terms of F1-Scores, when the model VGG 16 is used.
Synthesizing visible-like images to match the real-visible ones
often improves the heterogeneous face recognition performance. The
TV-CycleGAN achieved the best recognition rates, which are 57.56 %
for the TUFTS DB using the VGG 16 model, and 58.32% for the NVIE
DB using the RESNET 50 model. Compared to its main competitor,
Cycle GAN, our proposed TV-CycleGAN allows an improvement rate
of 0.42% and 1.52% for the TUFTS and NVIE databases respectively.
Comparing to a direct LWIR-Visible face matching results, the
proposed TV-CycleGAN allows an accuracy enhancement of 10.5 %
for TUFTS database, and 29.16% for NVIE database.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. Enlarged regions of facial attributes, eyes and eyebrows, nose and mouth
from Fig. 7 to compare TV-CycleGAN against its main competitor CycleGAN:
(a) Plain Thermal. (b) CycleGAN (c) TV-CycleGAN, (d) Target Visible.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11. LWIR to Visible translation using TV-CycleGAN for scenarios including:
extreme poses ((a) and (b)), facial expression (c) and glasses (d). first row: Raw
Thermal, second row: TV- CycleGAN transformation, third row: Target Visible.

This improvement results from the new loss function implemented
in the TV-CycleGAN. These results are in good agreement with
the quantitative evaluation reported in Table 3; they prove that the
modality gap reduction brought by the TVCycleGAN contributes
to improve the accuracy of heterogeneous face recognition systems
(Tables IV and V). Indeed, compared to the Pix2Pix [55] and TV-GAN
[36] methods, the proposed TVCycleGAN has the largest AUC and
the lowest EER, for both databases, as shown in Tables 4. In addition,
to visualize the contribution of TV-CycleGAN synthesis on the face
recognition performances, we have applied the Grad-CAM [67] on the
TUFTS database as shown in Fig. 12. This shows that the TV-CycleGAN
allows the recognition model to focus more on the facial attributes
with larger activated regions (referred to the red regions) compared
to the original LWIR face images. The activated regions are closer to
the ones activated on the ground truth faces, which demonstrates the
accuracy improvements compared to the lowest results obtained with
the LWIR to visible face matching.
Furthermore, the obtained results from Table V for the aligned
TUFTS database show that an additional face alignment stage
contributes to improve the recognition performances. Therefore,
the TV-CyleGAN reaches the top accuracy of 63.45 %. This result
corresponds to an accuracy enhancement of 18.49% in comparison to
a direct Aligned LWIR-Visible face matching. On the other hand, our
method outperforms the recent Multiple-APGAN one [38] with an
enhancement of 3.92% in terms of EER, even if this last one uses more
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TABLE IV. Obtained Face Recognition Results Regarding the TUFTS and NVIE Databases
Method
Raw Thermal – VGG 16
Raw Thermal – RESNET 50
Pix2Pix – VGG 16
Pix2Pix – RESNET 50
TV-GAN – VGG 16
TV-GAN – RESNET 50
CycleGAN – VGG 16
CycleGAN – RESNET 50
TV-CycleGAN – VGG 16 (Our)
TV-CycleGAN – RESNET 50 (Our)

Accuracy
28.99%
47.06%
49.57%
39.50%
47.90%
43.70%
57.14%
52.94%
57.56%
55.88%

TUFTS
F1-Score
23.48%
42.99%
49.69%
39.03%
46.15%
43.46%
55.53%
54.07%
55.17%
55.79%

AUC
62.28%
71.88%
73.21%
67.86%
72.32%
70.09%
77.23%
75.00%
77.46%
76.56%

EER
42.63%
35.38%
34.25%
38.61%
35.00%
36.85%
30.57%
32.65%
30.36%
31.21%

Accuracy
17.06%
29.16%
23.97%
17.28%
14.25%
17.28%
46.00%
56.80%
46.65%
58.32%

NVIE
F1-Score
AUC
8.80%
55.57%
27.23%
62.05%
16.88%
59.27%
13.05%
55.68%
9.26%
54.07%
14.08%
55.68%
42.09%
71.07%
55.40%
76.86%
45.00%
71.42%
55.60%
77.67%

EER
46.85%
42.73%
44.56%
46.78%
47.74%
46.78%
35.96%
30.83%
35.68%
30.05%

TABLE V. Obtained Face Recognition Results Regarding the Aligned TUFTS Version and PUJ Databases
Method
Raw Thermal – VGG 16
Raw Thermal – RESNET 50
CycleGAN – VGG 16
CycleGAN – RESNET 50
TV-CycleGAN – VGG 16 (Our)
TV-CycleGAN – RESNET 50 (Our)

Accuracy
29.41%
44.96%
58.40%
62.60%
63.45%
63.03%

Aligned TUFTS
F1-Score
AUC
22.93%
62.50%
39.43%
70.76%
55.55%
77.90%
61.17%
80.13%
61.51%
80.58%
59.42%
80.35%

Fig. 12. Grad-CAM heatmaps from the TUFTS database using the pretrained
VGG16 model. First row: Raw Thermal, second row: TV-CycleGAN
transformation, third row: Ground truth.

losses (5 losses) in its objective function than our method that uses
only one additional loss (Eq. 9).
Concerning PUJ database, the proposed TV-CycleGAN method
shows its robustness and efficacy when the system and acquisition
conditions change. Indeed, it reaches the accuracy rate of 42,98% and
contributes to an accuracy enhancement of 15.71% compared to the
LWIR to Visible face matching.

4. Thermal Facial Landmark Detection Results
We have also dealt with one of the hot topics in LWIR imagery,
which is thermal face landmarks detection [68]–[70]. It is quite hard
to directly perform the detection in thermal imagery due to its low
contrast. To overcome this issue, our proposed TV-CycleGAN method
proves its ability to allow interesting facial landmarks detection on
the generated face images. These landmarks could be applied directly
on the thermal ones. For that, we have applied the dlib Python library
to detect 68 landmarks on the synthesized images, and then we have
projected them on the LWIR face images, as shown in Fig. 13. As it can
be observed, the obtained results are very satisfactory. There are very
promising for many applications such as face tracking and automatic
multispectral face alignment.

EER
42.48%
36.31%
29.93%
27.69%
27.22%
27.46%

Accuracy
14.05%
27.27%
25.62%
42.15%
34.71%
42.98%

PUJ
F1-Score
7.97%
24.08%
20.16%
37.68%
27.81%
37.78%

AUC
55.92%
62.70%
61.86%
70.33%
66.52%
70.75%

EER
46.78%
42.56%
43.12%
36.99%
39.90%
36.65%

Fig. 13. Thermal facial landmark detection results based on TV- CycleGAN
transformation. Top: detection on real visible images, Middle: detection on
synthesized visible images from LWIR, Bottom: transferred facial landmarks
coordinates on Thermal face images from those detected on synthesized face
images (Middle).

5. Complexity and Time Computation Results
To show the computation performance of our proposed
heterogeneous face recognition, two hardware configurations have
been used. The first configuration consists of Intel i3 5010 as CPU
without any dedicated GPU where the second one uses the Intel
Xeon CPU with Tesla K80 GPU. We have computed the complexity of
each model used in each stage based on the number of floated point
operations (FLOPs) and the corresponding average time elapsed for
computation. The obtained results are reported in Table VI.
From Table VI, we can figure out that our heterogeneous face
recognition system can be adapted easily to video surveillance systems
including its three stages, and can run at a frame rate of 5 FPS when
a dedicated GPU is used; however, when the hardware configuration
has only a CPU for the computation, it takes 2.78 seconds to detect,
synthesize and recognize the subject with the VGG16 model that
corresponds to 83.65 × 109 FLOPs, and 2.49 seconds with the RESNET
50 model, corresponding to 72.15 × 109 FLOPs, respectively. This is
unsuitable for real-time applications.
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TABLE VI. Time Computation Performance of Our Heterogeneous Face Recognition System Regarding Two Hardware Configuration With/
Without GPU
Stages

Model

FLOPs

Configuration 1

Configuration 2

Face Detection

YOLO v3

1895.72 ± 147.51ms

153.08 ± 27.42ms

Face Synthesis

TV-CycleGAN

65.86 × 109
2.49 × 10

80.53 ± 5.7ms

7 ± 0.6ms

15.3 × 109

804.66 ± 151.01ms

32.03 ± 3ms

3.8 × 109

508.94 ± 102.32ms

11.95 ± 0.8ms

83.65 × 109

2780.91 ± 304.22ms

192.11 ± 31.02ms

2485.19 ± 255.53ms

172.03 ± 28.82ms

VGG16

Face Recognition
Total

RESNET50
with VGG16
with RESNET50

V. Conclusion

9

72.15 × 109

Cross spectral face recognition is a challenging task due to the large
gap between modalities, especially between LWIR and visible spectra.
Our contribution in this paper is fourfold. First, we have proposed a
thermal-visible face detection method. This method is based on the
YOLO v3 architecture and provides an advanced solution for face
detection in both thermal and visible imagery, which makes it suitable
for several applications, such as facial emotion recognition (FER) or
liveness detection. Second, We have annotated a full thermal face
database and have shared it with the scientific community in Github
repository4. Third, we have proposed a modified CycleGAN, called,
TVCycleGAN that allows to translate LWIR images to visible-like
images. Finally, the synthesized-visible face images obtained by this
network are very promising for thermal facial landmark detection.
Summing up the results, it can be concluded that the proposed TVCycleGAN deep learning network shows its robustness and efficacy
in LWIR to visible faces synthesis for heterogeneous face recognition.
Compared to some recent stateof- the-art methods, the proposed
method gives more realistic faces and conserves better persons’
identities. Thus, our results could be considered as a major asset for the
use of our proposed system in daily real-life scenarios. For the future,
we plan to improve the proposed method by guiding the GAN training.
We also aim to extend our findings to Thermal-Visible face registration,
using the detected face landmarks in synthesized visible images.
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Abstract

Keywords

Technological advancement of smart devices has opened up a new trend: Internet of Everything (IoE),
where all devices are connected to the web. Large scale networking benefits the community by increasing
connectivity and giving control of physical devices. On the other hand, there exists an increased ‘Threat’ of an
‘Attack’. Attackers are targeting these devices, as it may provide an easier ‘backdoor entry to the users’ network’.
MALicious softWARE (MalWare) is a major threat to user security. Fast and accurate detection of malware
attacks are the sine qua non of IoE, where large scale networking is involved. The paper proposes use of a
visualization technique where the disassembled malware code is converted into gray images, as well as use
of Image Similarity based Statistical Parameters (ISSP) such as Normalized Cross correlation (NCC), Average
difference (AD), Maximum difference (MaxD), Singular Structural Similarity Index Module (SSIM), Laplacian
Mean Square Error (LMSE), MSE and PSNR. A vector consisting of gray image with statistical parameters is
trained using a Faster Region proposals Convolution Neural Network (F-RCNN) classifier. The experiment
results are promising as the proposed method includes ISSP with F-RCNN training. Overall training time of
learning the semantics of higher-level malicious behaviors is less. Identification of malware (testing phase) is
also performed in less time. The fusion of image and statistical parameter enhances system performance with
greater accuracy. The benchmark database from Microsoft Malware Classification challenge has been used
to analyze system performance, which is available on the Kaggle website. An overall average classification
accuracy of 98.12% is achieved by the proposed method.

Classification, CNN,
Dynamic Analysis,
Faster RCNN (F-RCNN),
Malware, Malware
Static.

I. Introduction

M

ALWARE is a major menace to Internet security today. There
are various distinctive sorts of cyber assaults in the current day
digital world. A few of these are very renowned like, phishing sites,
botnets, denial of service (DoS), malware assaults and so on. Lately
malware attacks are being increasingly propagated because of the
huge development of internet and web-based products like IoE. A
report from Symantec in 2019 announced a new malware technique
i.e., FormJacking (FJ). Cyber attackers inject malware code in web
page forms (specifically, payment page forms handled by Payment
Processors) to steal sensitive information about the payment cards,
names, addresses, phone numbers, etc. These types of attacks are called
‘Supply Chain Attacks’ (SCA), and are written in JAVA. According to
the Symantec report, an average of approximately 4800 sites have been
compromised by the FJ code and there is a 78% hike in SCA. ‘Jacking’
is popular amongst cyber attackers. There are varieties of jackings
viz. cyber, crypto, form, page, Brand, I, Wi, page, thread, mouse, paste,
Data, side, Bio, Juice, etc.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: mdeore83@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.09.005

Big data Analytics can be defined as the process of lookup,
processing, storing enormous data so as to separate important
information out of it. With growth in big data analytics, security and
protection concerns are additionally amplified.
Big data servers are effectively open to a more extensive population
base; consequently, they increase the possibility of malware attacks.
To shield users from the hazards of malware, security companies offer
a diverse set of antivirus tools. Usually, these tools follow signaturebased methodologies. Signature based recognition is inclined to a few
difficulties. For example, there has to be a database with patterns of
known sets of threats. Also, frequent refresh is required for these
signatures in the repositories which requires the intervention of
experienced staff in the signature creation process. Thus, antivirus
organizations are not able to define, analyze and develop effective
signature patterns.
Due to the escalating growth of online transactions, the level and
number of cyber-crimes are increasing. In the present situation, where
malware assault is massively expanding, it is very troublesome for
pattern matching scanners to recognize new variations of existing
malicious programs. Therefore, there is a high demand to formulate
other strategies to recognize malware.
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This requirement asks for a Malware Detection System (MDS)
which can detect malware accurately and act fast enough to
quarantine the same. MDS is traditionally feature vector based in
which crucial characteristics of the malware are extracted and used
to identify the same in real time systems. Behavioral based malware
detection can broadly be divided into three categories namely, static,
dynamic and hybrid. According to Gandotra [1] in the Static Analysis
(SA), malware software is analyzed without being executed. SA
typically extracts features like operational code (OPCODE) frequency
distribution, control flow graph, syntactic library call, byte-sequence
n-grams, string signature etc., after unpacking executable in advance.
SA protects the Operating System (OS) from malicious damage but it is
vulnerable to code obfuscation techniques. In Dynamic Analysis (DA)
malware is executed by making use of a controlled environment viz.
sandbox, emulator, simulator, virtual machine and then it is analyzed
by monitoring tools like Capture Bat, Process monitor (.pmon), poison
IVY, etc. Sandbox generates a detailed and extensive report which
requires human interpretation and analysis. The analysis process can
be automated to a greater extent but with an addition of extensive
computational complexities. Thus, it is time consuming [3]. However,
both static and dynamic analyses have some limitations and it is
difficult to use either static or dynamic analysis for malware detection.
The next approach is the combination of both which is called the
hybrid approach. It analyzes the signature of malware in the first
phase and combines it with behavioral specifications for a complete
analysis.
Malware database is huge. Such systems are largely dependent on
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. To figure out malware patterns
in the code successfully, effective solution is - Visual Analytic
Technique (VAT), where malware patterns are presented as an image.
VAT provides summarized pictures of attacks. These images can be
trained using ML for analyzing malware patterns. Malware Detection
Developer (MDD) focuses on image patterns due to two reasons.
The first reason is, even though the malware developers work in the
direction of hiding the code, at the same time, while coming up with
variants of the malware, they use the same old code. Therefore, the
deviation δ between two images of a single malware family is very
small. MDD can take advantage of this mind set and use the similarity
mining machine learning method to identify the family of malware.
The second reason is an image classification technique which is more
mature and faster [4] [5].
This paper presents literature survey in Section III and the Key
extract is malware can be packed using different packing methods and
with different resolutions. Therefore, for VTA (image) based analysis,
research options are still open for providing an improved solution to
classify malware. Keeping this as a base, this paper proposes extracting
ISSP features for all the malware families taking into consideration
all the variants in the binary file. Finally, ISSP features and malware
images are trained using fast and robust F-RCNN classifier.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is
presented in Section II. The proposed work model is presented in
Section IV. Feature vector formation using perceptual features and the
mathematical model of the F-RCNN classifier is described in sections
V and VI. Computation of the statistical parameters is described
in Section VII. Description of the database is given in Section VIII.
Experimental setup and related results are presented in Section IX.
Section X discusses the performance analysis of the proposed method.
Section XI concludes the paper.

II. Related Work
This section focuses on varieties of features and classification
techniques explored by researchers. Related work can be bifurcated in

two categories i.e. the work based on image representation and methods
other than image representation. As paper proposes image representation
of malware, work related to this method is explained first.

A. Image Based Methods
Image is a 2D representation. Key points of 2D representations are
as follows
1. Data dimension does not affect processing once similarity space
is formed.
2. Equally important clusters are formed.
3. Similar clusters are displayed adjacent for clear visualization [27]
[28][29].
Malware analysis using Visualization Technique (VT) was proposed
by Yoo [16]. He classified images using Self-Organizing Map. VT is
mostly used for document and image analysis where files are huge
and data is massive. Therefore, it has wide applications in computer
security, as malware attacks are in the thousands at a time. Shiravi [35]
and N. Diakopoulos [34] identified Brute Force attack on Secure Shell
(SSH) by representing details of Internet Protocol (IP) address, UserIDs
and various anomalies using varieties of colors. VT was used to display
large network packets and helped security analysts to find similarities
by checking minute details using a zoom option. S.Foresti [39] and
M. Wagner [40] demonstrated usage of VT to represent information
like time (‘when’), IP address (‘Where’), Data (‘what’) and estimated
distances to other hosts.
Quist [17] proposed the use of an Ether hypervisor framework
to track and visually represent execution of malware programs.
The dynamic analysis framework was named as VERA. Trinius [18]
introduced a new concept i.e., Malware Instruction SeT (MIST) for
monitoring malwares. They used a CW Sandbox to collect information
regarding API calls and performed action. They visually represented
distance matrices of features for five malwares.
To improve malware detection, different sections of the binary
executable are now represented as gray scale images. These images
provide detailed structure of malware, to the extent that they show
even small changes in the code, without altering the remaining code
structure. Gray scale texture helps in identifying similar patterns of
the binary code [41]. L. Nataraj [42] proposed GIST descriptors to
classify obfuscated malware.
The Function Length Frequency (FLF) algorithm proposed by Tian
[9] was used to detect Trojan after surveying varieties of techniques.
Zolkipli [10] suggested the use of Variable Length Instruction Sequences
(VLIS) with machine learning algorithms. Shankarapani [11] proposed
two models, namely, Malware Examiner using Disassembled Code
(MEDiC) and Static Analyzer for Vicious Executables (SAVE). Results
were promising as the model had better detection even if malware
is obfuscated. Nataraj [19] presented malware binaries as gray scale
images. Using a KNN classifier they achieved good average accuracy
along with increased speed of malware detection. On a similar line
Kancherla [20] used byte plot (image of executables) and achieved 95%
accuracy using the SVM classifier.
Kong and Yan [12] used hex dump n-gram, disassembly code, PE
header and selected features using the L1 regularized method. They
applied different classifiers viz. NB, SVM, K means Neural Network
(KNN), decision tree and analyzed the performance of all the features.
They concluded that the PE header feature is more prominent in
malware detection. Santos et al., 2013b [13] tried to figure out the
relevance of each OPCODE and calculated the frequency of OPCODE
sequences. They verified the performance using the same four
classifiers used by previous researchers. They stated empirically that
the model can detect unknown malware as well.
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Similarity is calculated based on the distance between each and every
pair of points. Minimum distance represents maximum similarity [30]
[31]. Projection and semantic orientation are 2D VTs, normally used
to check similarity patterns [26] [32] [33].Frequency domain-based
feature extraction i.e., Wavelet transforms, was proposed by Gu [14].
Li and Li [15] proposed static features viz. API, classes, functions and
packages detecting malware for android APKs. They used different
layers of ‘Characteristic Tree’ containing information of API calls. The
method can classify unknown APKs. Han [21] converted a Windows
PE binary file into a gray scale image. After that, using an Entropy
Graph Generator (EGG), they calculated the entropy of each and every
line of an image. Malware detections were done based on similarities
of the original binary file.
Arefkhaniet [22] introduced a Local Sensitive Hashing technique
specific to image processing, to classify similar input (malware) with
high probability. Wu [23] converted disassembled binary executable
into opcode sequences into an image. They used PCA to reduce the
dimensionality and KNN classifier. Rezaei [24] proposed a similarity
measurement algorithm for malware detection which compares
the opcode strings of malicious files to improve the detection rate
and speed. Venkatraman [36], Zhang [37] and Wylie Shanks [38]
explored usage of VT for analyzing malware attack chronology and
demonstrated successful system connections with the help of colors.

Malware Detection - Literature Survey Summary
Malware Analysis Techniques
Static analysis
[50], [57], [62], [63], [59],
[60], [61], [55], [56], [51],
[52], [53], [54], [49], [58],
[48], [46], [47], [45], [44],
[43]

Dynamic analysis
[84], [79], [82], [80], [81],
[83], [77], [76], [72], [73],
[74], [75], [78], [69], [71],
[70], [67], [68], [66], [65],
[64]

Hybrid analysis
[92], [90], [91], [89],
[87], [88], [13], [86],
[85]

Fig. 1. Survey depicts the type of analysis technique explored by researchers.

Feature extractions and classification techniques are the two
pillars of MDS. Fig. 2 is devoted to different feature vectors used by
researchers. API calls, system calls, n-gram and OPCODE are still
features that are mostly used in MDS. Researchers typically have
two paths: the first one is to optimize the feature vector and get a
significant limited feature set, and the second one is the selection of
a prominent limited set of features manually. Work implemented by
researchers in either way is unique itself and uses varieties of byte
and hex related features.
Malware Detection - Literature Survey Summary

B. Other Methods

Malware Feature Vector

Santos et al., 2013b [13] introduced an OPCODE Executable trace
Malware (OPEM) framework. It is a hybrid of statistically obtained
frequency of occurrence of OPCODE and dynamically obtained
executable traces. Performance was evaluated using Baysine, Decision
Tree, SVM and KNN classifiers. Kolosnjaji [25] proposed feature fusion
of headers of PE files and convolution of n-grams of an instruction.
They achieved a 93% recall rate and accuracy using SVM and ANN
(Feed forward) classifier. Ripper Cohen [6] proposed the Repeated
Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPERk) algorithm
that supersedes the learning algorithm, Incremental Reduced Error
Pruning (IREP). In RIPPERk, k represents the number of multiple
optimization iterations. Schultz [7] made use of three static features
(byte sequence, strings and Portable Executable (PE)) and for the firsttime used the data mining concept. Kolter [8] proposed a combination
of n-gram (instead of non-overlapping byte sequence) features with
classifiers viz. Naive-Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Decision Tree and their boosted versions. They found that the boosted
decision tree provides better results.
The following section illustrates an extensive and organized
literature summary of innovative techniques proposed by researchers
and challenges from state of the art.

III. Literature SURVEY – FORMULATING Problem
Statement
A research problem should represent the core subject matter and
it should be a discovery of new knowledge. This objective not only
asks for rigorous literature survey, but also demands interpretation of
the surveyed information to achieve a proper research path. Graphical
presentation is given by the author which makes it more suitable to
extract the required information.
Fig. 1 provides information about three basic analysis techniques
like SA, DA and hybrid, explored by researchers. The SA technique is
still preferred by most of the researchers [50]. The hybrid approach is
not still popular amongst researchers.

API and System Calls
A view on the interaction of the PE
with the operating system

[93], [95], [94], [89], [77],
[73], [75], [13], [78], [86],
[71], [68], [66], [64]
Data extracted by observing

[57], [89], [55], [88], [52],
[96]
Control flow graphs
[83], [91], [90], [86], [87]
CPU, Registers, Flags
[57], [79], [89], [52]

N-grams
[97], [57], [59], [81], [126],
[77], [73], [86], [69], [85],
[44], [63]

Opcodes
[57], [60], [63], [126],
[51], [52], [53], [86],
[69], [99], [45]

Trigrams
[126], [81], [57], [69], [86],
[63], [73], [88], [88]

Network Activity
(Dynamic Analysis)
[84], [90], [101], [82],
[74], [100], [96], [66]

Byte Sequences
[43], [126], [97]
Files: are read/modified
[96], [65], [98], [52], [90],
[81], [95], [82]

Network: Traffic analysis

[76], [72]
Network: Monitor download pattern

[54]
Strings
[57], [102], [88], [43]

Fig. 2. Survey depicts varieties of feature used by researchers.

A feature vector extracted from malware code should be trained
with the help of neural networks. After training, system performance
is tested by applying real time malware data. Researchers developed
different techniques to extract the feature set. A breakthrough from
the survey reveals that researchers using available crawlers, filters etc.,
end up with a plethora of feature vector space which may be redundant.
Many times, some features may worsen the accuracy of the system.
Thus, feature selection to improve system performance is mandatory
but the same should be done without compromising accuracy.
The role of a classifier is important as it defines accuracy and
precision. Fig. 3 presents three basic learning process categories i.e.,
supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised. Supervised learning is
the first choice of researchers where malware annotations are given
for training the network.
Fig. 4 presents the wide usage of deep learning techniques like
CNN, Deep Neural Network (DNN), Recurrent Neural network (RNN),
auto encoders etc. in malware detection. These techniques are well
established and provide high performance. CNN and its extensions
are preferred for image-based analysis therefore, it is mostly used
by researchers. CNN variants viz. Region based CNN (R-CNN), Fast
R-CNN, Faster R-CNN are mostly used in image analysis for detecting
objects [182].
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The Main contribution of this research work is as follows:
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1. Consideration of prominent static features e.g., string signature,
byte-sequence, N-grams, OPCODE

Classification of Malware Data
Supervised learning Supervised learning Unsupervised
Decision Tree
Rule-based
learning
Clustering with locality
[82], [126], [77],
[84], [59], [79],
sensitive hashing
[88], [74], [53],
[88], [100], [9], [43]
[166], [56], [66]
[67], [96], [44]
Multiple Kernel Learning
Random Forest

[86]

[57], [101], [95],
[83], [77], [72],
[88], [47]

Bayes classifier

Clustering with Distance
and Similarity Metrics
Euclidean

[83], [53]

[82], [71]

ANN

Hamming/cosine distances

[102], [73]

[82], [91]

KNN

Jaccard similarities

[97], [82], [88],
[52], [67], [96], [64]

[91]

Multilayer Perceptron
Neural Network

[103]

Logistic Model Tree

[90], [63], [73], [75]
SVM

[57], [59], [101],
[81], [82], [63],
[83], [77], [72],
[88], [52], [49],
[69], [67], [44]

[52]
Naive Bayes

[63], [83], [77],
[67], [44], [43]
Bayesian Network

[87], [50]
Prototype-based
Classification

[71]

2. Represent feature vector as a gray scale image reflecting the malware
family behavior

Semi-Supervised
learning

3. Arrange feature vector sub parts as varieties of ‘Regions’ of an image

Learning with Local and
Global Consistency is
used in

4. NOTE: ‘Region’ is a generic term. Rectangular regions are considered
in this paper, as it is common.

[48]
While Belief Propagation

5. Minimize the training set

[97], [98], [56]

6. Compute statistical parameters of the image generated in point-2
7. Apply the F-RCNN classifier to a matrix having statistical parameters
as well as an image.
To the best of our knowledge, the above combination i.e., a matrix
of static features and an image with F-RCNN classifier has not been
evaluated by researchers.

K-means Clustering

k-Medoids

[99]
Density-based Spatial
Clustering of Applications
with Noise

Malware file - Input

[54]

Read Malware data

Hierarchical Clustering

[82], [85], [71]

Feature Extraction

Self-Organizing Maps

Disassembled
file features

HEX
features

[46]

Gradient Boosting
Decision Tree

DP

[63], [49]

MD

Entropy

Image

Symbol

MISC

SEC

Feature Integration - Fine tune dimension

Fig.3. Survey depicts different classifiers explored by researchers.
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Images

Deep Learning based Classifier
Auto encoder
[120], [108], [109], [119],
[115], [116], [106], [117],
[118], [121], [122], [113],
[110], [104], [105], [107],
[111], [112], [114], [123]
DNN
[128], [132], [125], [127],
[131], [124], [73], [130]
DNN RNN
[133]

CNN (dilated) Auto
encoder [134]
CNN
[136], [137], [138], [139],
[140], [141], [135]
CNN (Dynamic) [142]
CNN-RNN
[145], [146], [143], [144]
GAN [147]

RBM
[162], [157], [164], [156],
[165], [160], [161], [152],
[153], [154], [150], [159],
[151], [155], [158], [163]
RNN
[176], [179], [171], [167],
[170], [168], [169], [172],
[173], [175], [177], [178],
[180], [174], [181]

Image Similarity based Statistical Feature Extraction
SSIM
AD

MaxD
PSNR

RBM Autoencoder [148]

MSE

NCC

NAE

LMSE

F-RCNN classifier

RBM RNN [149]

Classifier Output

Fig. 4. Literature survey based on Deep Learning Classifier.

These techniques are specific to image analysis and provide less
training and testing times, which is the need of a malware detection
technique, as it has to run in real time and detect malware as fast as
possible. This motivates the author to select FR-CNN. It is a technique
with a significantly low computational cost and the same has not been
investigated for malware detection. This technique achieves more
precision and a faster response.

IV. Proposed Model of MDS
The paper proposes MDS architecture comprising of deep learning
network to accurately detect and classify malware families using an
image-based technique which is described in Fig. 1. The Benchmark
database from Kaggle is used to evaluate the performance of a system.
The features vector of malware families is presented as gray scale
images. These images will be trained using deep learning and facilitate
adaptive learning in real time environment to achieve high accuracy.

Training data set
(Learning)

Trained
Library

Fig. 5. System Architecture of the proposed MDF-RCNN.

Fig. 5 depicts the system architecture of the proposed MDS. Feature
extraction and classification of the malware input file are two major
modules of MDS. Each one is described as follows.

V. Feature Extraction Module
A. Features Based on HEX and Disassembled Files
There are basically two major types of features extracted for MDS.
These are HEX dump-based features (n-gram, MD1, entropy, image
1(haralick) and Image 2 (lbpfeatures)) and disassembled file features
(meta-data, SYM, OPC, MISC, DP and SEC.)
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1. Hex Based Features

c) Symbol:

a) N-gram

In malware sample code a set of symbols like [, -, +,], @, ?etc.
may be present. Actually, these may correspond to indirect calls or
Dynamic Library Loading (DLL), in malware code. In an indirect
call, the address of the subroutine is loaded from memory or register.
According to [188], the function call depends upon the architecture as
well as the optimal decision of a compiler; therefore, such indirect calls
may reveal information about data obfuscation. DLL is loaded during
runtime by the executable code and executes library functions based
on their address. Static analyzers cannot capture such run time events.
Therefore, these garbled characters are used specifically by malware
developers to evade MD.

An N-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given
sequence. The technique is used intensively for characterizing
sequences. The sequences may be from a speech or text. Malware
samples may be viewed as sequences of HEX value. An N-gram
analysis of these HEX values may provide valuable information. The
malware sample consists of special symbols viz.??, indicating that the
data of that location is not initialized. It also contains byte sequence
whose value may range from 0 to 255.
b) Entropy
Entropy (ENT) is basically a measure of randomness or uncertainty
or maybe the O amount of disorder. Obfuscation presence can be
detected by entropy [183] [184]. In MDS, entropy is calculated based
on byte representation. It measures the disarray of the distribution of
the bytes in malware code by setting ‘order’ and ‘randomness factor’.
A sliding window is applied on the malware code and entropy is
calculated for each windowed segment. It is represented by:
(1)
The Shannon’s formula,
(2)

2. Features Extracted From Disassembled Files
Malware executables must first be disassembled to extract features.
The PE format is used by Windows OS (WOS). It’s basically a data
structure encapsulating important information which will be utilized
by the WOS loader to manage the wrapped executable code shown
in Fig. 6. The PE file contains Headers viz. DOS header, Section table,
optional header, PE header, and Sections viz. code, imports, data. The
Dynamic linker uses this information to map the file into memory. The
PE information is important as its basic structure manages memory
protection based on the code or data region.

d) Operation Code (OPCODE)
OPCODE or mnemonic is a digit and denotes assembly code. The
micro-processor executes the OPCODE; therefore, it plays a very
important role as it describes the behavioral characteristics of malware
as shown in Fig. 7. Machines are x86 based. The instruction set list is
complex and large, therefore [189], selected 93 OPCODEs based on
frequent use in the malicious application and its commonness. The
OPCODE frequency is calculated from the malware code. According
to [190], use of Instruction Replacement Technique (IRT) may evade
detection. Santos [53] used only OPCODE based features to generate
the feature vector and detected malware just by one single class with
reasonable amount of accuracy. Thus, it proves that OPCODE based
features can contribute more for MD. Researchers also suggested an
OPCODE, n-gram based method for MD. The detection is based on the
OPCODE frequency feature, calculated by Term Frequency–Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) statistical technique. The OPCODE
sequence given vector was used to train the SVM classifier.
00401000 56 8D 44 24 08 50 8B F1 E8 94 B7 01 00 C7 C6 74
00401010 BE 54 00 8B C6 5E C2 04 00 CC CC CC CC CC CC CC
00401020 C7 01 74 BE 54 00 E9 9E B8 01 00 CC CC CC CC CC

push
lea
push
mov
call
mov
mov
pop
retn
align 10h
mov
jmp
align 10h
sub_401030
arg_0

DOS Header

PE File

PE Header

Header

Optional Header
Sections Table
Code

Sections

Imports
Data
Fig. 6. PE File Structure.

esi
eax, [esp+8]
eax
esi, ccx
??0exception@std@@QAE@ABQBD@Z
dword ptr [esi], offset off_54BE74
eax, esi
esi
4
dword ptr [ecx],
sub_41C8C9

offset off_54BE74

proc near
=byte ptr 4

push, lea, push, mov, call, mov, mov, pop, retn, align, mov, jmp

a) Section (SEC)
The ‘sections’ consist of code, data and import sections. Further
classification includes .data, .idata, .edata, .rdata, .text, .bss, .rsrc,
.relocand, .tls. A malware code uses packing techniques where it
modifies default sections and may create new sections, to evade
Metadata (MD) shown in Fig. 6. An MD program can generate a
feature vector by detecting different characteristics of SEC.
b) Metadata
After disassembling, two features viz. the number of lines in the file
and file size, are computed and included within the Metadata category
(MD2).

Fig. 7. Disassembly File Structure.

e) Register (REG)
The microprocessor has an internal register set which may be used
for a specific task. According to [191], in some situations, registers are
renamed to make the MD process more complicated and confusing.
This asks for keeping track of REG used and frequency of usage of
those registers. This feature is useful and helps in detecting a family
of malware.
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f) Data Define (DP)
Few malware programs use a packing technique and therefore do
not use API calls. Instead they contain a few OPCODEs. Typically,
they use data related assembler directives like Define Byte (db), Define
Word (dw) and Define Double Word (dd). This feature is key for
classifying varieties of malware families.

NAE measures the numerical variance between the RI and II .
Moreover, the results that are near to zero means that the image has a
high similarity to the original one and the results near the value one
indicate that the image has a very poor quality. NAE is calculated as
follows:
(8)

g) Miscellaneous (MISC)
This feature should be selected manually by identifying keywords
from the disassembled code. The Interactive Disassembler (IDA) tool
may be used for the same. Features extracted will be like the number
of imported DLLs, identifying strings viz. hkey_local_machine(it
specifies access to specific paths of the Windows registry), number of
blocks in the PE etc. Thus, it depends upon the experience of the MD
software developer engineer.
After extracting these features gray scale image is prepared with
the help of feature coefficients. Refer Fig. 8 for the same. Typically,
these images of a single family should show similarity as the changes
in the malware code is not drastic. Consider this point as a base author
motivated to compute image similarity based statistical parameters.
The next section describes the same.

B. Features - Image Similarity Based Statistical Parameters
This feature set focuses on similarity between two images. A
similarity parameter matrix will be computed based on malware
images from the ‘x’ family compared with itself as well as the
remaining families. Reference image (RI) and Input image (II) are
two input images. Suppose RI is from the ‘x’ family then II will be
the remaining images from the ‘x’ family and images from the other
families. RI will be constant throughout the process of computing the
similarity parameters. As the number of images per family are in the
thousands their mean value will be calculated.
The NCC method is used for template matching which is a process
used for finding incidences of a pattern or object within an image. Eq.
(1), is used to calculate NCC.
(3)

AD provides the average of change concerning the input image and
the reference image. AD can be expressed as follows:
(4)
MaxD provides the maximum of the error signal (i.e., the difference
between the processed and reference image). MD is defined as follows:

MSE and PSNR are used to compare the quality of the image
compression. MSE represents the cumulative squared error between
the RI and II , whereas the PSNR represents a measure of the peak
error. The lower the value of the MSE, the lower the error.

(9)
After computing ISSP one more feature vector is produced which
will be used to train classifier.

VI. Classifier – F-RCNN
This section describes the reason for selecting the classifier
i.e., F-RCNN. In computer vision (CV) object or region detection
is a major task. Ross [182] proposed a selective search method to
extract N number of limited regions from an image. These regions
are referred to as Region Proposals. Associated training network is
referred as Region Proposal Network (RPN). The algorithm overrides
the problem of selecting a huge number of regions. Region based CNN
(R-CNN) is thus a fusion of the Region Proposals algorithm with CNN.
As the first step, this algorithm selects some proposed regions from
the image, puts Bounding Boxes (BB) and labels their categories. The
Deep learning algorithm (CNN) extracts varieties of features using
forward computation from these proposed regions and then trains the
network to classify the categories and BB. Following section describes
methodology to represent feature coefficients as an image.

A. Image Representation
Malware samples are represented as an image, where each byte of
the malware code corresponds to one pixel of gray scale image [185].
The author proposes use of all the features extracted viz. n-gram,
MD1, MD2 etc., to construct an image as shown in Fig. 8. The image is
formed in such a way that there are ‘regions’ of feature vectors. Each
feature vector (N-gram, MD1, entropy, MD2 etc.) may be viewed as
a region of an image. Thus, fundamentally the R-CNN algorithm
is more suitable for MDS. R-CNN will be more effective and efficient
for classifying malware.

(5)
SSIM is based on three factors i.e., luminance, contrast, and
structure to better suit the workings of the human visual system. It
is a perceptual metric that quantifies image quality degradation. This
parameter is selected as the malware developer makes changes in the
old code and comes up with the modified code. The modified code can
be thought of as the ‘Noise’ element in an image. SSIM is defined as
follows:

N-gram Region
Entropy Region

HEX features

Symbol Region
OPCODE Region
Register Region
DP Region
.text Region
.rdata Region

Disassembled
file features

(6)
where l = luminance, c = contrast, s = structure

.data Region

The Laplacian error map shows spatial error distribution across an
image. The overall image quality is given by LMSE as follows:

where L( (m,n)) is the Laplacian operator

(7)

Represents feature coefficients

Fig. 8. Gray scale image of malicious code with feature coefficient Regions.
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Image Similarity based
Statistical feature
parameters (ISSP)

SSIM
AD
MaxD
NAE
NCC
PSNR
MSE
LMSE
N-gram Region
Entropy Region

HEX features

Symbol Region
OPCODE Region
Register Region
DP Region
.text Region
.rdata Region

Disassembled
file features

.data Region

F-RCNN classifier

Represents feature coefficients

Fig. 9. F-RCNN Architecture for MDS.

Fig. 11 represents a sample of nine malware categories. The image
has very fine and typical texture patterns and the same may be used to
visualize the malware family. It has been observed that malware of the
same family has similar signatures or fingerprints in some area of an
image [187]. This information may be used as knowledge to identify
the malware family. Zhang [186] represented information gains and
the probability of the OPCODE to construct an image. M. Ahmadi [57]
used Local Binary Pattern features and Haralick features to construct
an image.
As R-CNN extracts features from each block, features from the
same block will be repeatedly extracted, leading to a greater number
of repetitive computations as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, the author
proposes F-R-CNN, which is an improved version of R-CNN
where CNN performs forward computation on the whole image.
The entire image with a set of proposed regions (K object) with
similarity based statistical parameters is input for an F-RCNN
network. The network performs several convolution operations
(conv) and maximum pooling layers on the entire input feature vector,
and produces conv feature map. Next step it performs is to generate a
feature map, by extracting a fixed length feature vector generated from
the Region of Interest (RoI) pooling layer operation on the proposed
objects. Each and every generated feature vector is input to a sequence
of fully connected (fc) layers. fc layer provides two outputs. The first
output is Softmax Probability Estimation (SPE) over K object classes
plus a catch-all “background” class. The second output is 4 real valued
numbers for every K object class. One of the K object classes has a
set of four values which provides updated bounding box positions,
calculated to reduce overlaps shown in Fig. 10.
Faster R-CNN consists of two major modules. The first module i.e.,
Region Proposal Network (RPN) is a deep fully convolutional network
which proposes regions. The second module uses F-RCNN detector
which uses the regions proposed by first module and learns about
region positions from the same module due to attention-based CNN.

The first module is presented in Table I. Table II presents the algorithm
for generating the unified network for the overall system.
classifier
RoI pooling

proposals

Region Proposal Network
feature maps

conv layers
Image
Fig. 10. F-RCNN Architecture.

VII. Statistical Parameters
To compute different statistical parameters, initially all the malware
families are segregated in different folders. Nine folders are created as
there are nine malware families. Malware files are processed and gray
images are produced. These images are used to compute parameters.
Table III presents the algorithmic steps.
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Regular Issue
6 RoI pooling layer algorithm
1. Input RoI window of size h * w with r (row) and c (column)
information.
2. Divide ROI window into sub windows of size H * W

TABLE I. Region Proposal Generation Algorithm
Region Proposal Network
Input: Image of any size
Output: 1. Set of rectangular object proposals
2. Each object with abjectness score
Convolutional model used: Zeiler and Fergus(ZF) (five sharable
convolutional layers)
1 Generate convolutional feature map.
2 n * n Sliding spatial window generated for small network. Sliding
window is mapped to feature map of low dimension (256d f or ZF).
3 Anchors
a. Each sliding window predicts multiple region proposals,
simultaneously.
b. k = Maximum region proposals for each location (k anchor boxes)
c. Feature map size = W * H
d. In the sliding window the question and an anchor, both are centered.
Aspect ratio and scale is associated. Aspect ratio = 3 and scale = 3,
provides k = 9 anchors [204].
e. ‘cls’ layer is a two class Softmax layer. It estimates the probability of
the object or non-object for each region proposal. Logistic regression
will be used to produce of 2 * k scores.
f. Regression (reg) layer has coordinates of k boxes. It will generate 4 *
k outputs.
g. The total number of anchors will be W * H * k
h. Anchors are translation-invariant which reduces the model size.
As per the case of Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [204]

3. Generate output grid cell by maximum pooling values from each sub
window
4. Apply independent pooling to each feature map channel, on a similar
line to the standard maximum pooling.
7 Optimization of Loss function
1. From a single image mini-batch of many +/- anchors are identified.
2. Sample size of 256 anchors from an image is randomly selected to
compute loss function of a mini batch.
3. Equal number of positive and negative anchors are selected i.e., 128
each, if sample size is 256.
4. In case of a low number of either of the anchors (≤ 128), then the mini
batch will be padded in such a way to get equal numbers of both the
anchors.
5. All new layers are randomly initialized by computing weights from
zero mean Gaussian distribution with 0.01 standard deviation.
6. Shared convolutional layers are initialized by standard practice i.e.
pre-training model a model for ImageNet classification.

4 Multi-Scale Anchors
a. Compute multi-scale anchors by selecting multiple scale sliding window.
b. Apply multi-scale sliding window to image and feature map of single
scale.
c. Generated structure may be viewed as ‘pyramid of filters’
5 Loss Function
a. Apply binary label to each and every bounding box.
b. If (Intersection over Union (IoU) ∩ Ground Truth(GT) box) ≥ 0.7)
then assign positive label
c. If
then assign negative label
else discard anchor
d. Multiple anchors may be marked as positive by a single GT box.
e. Compute Loss function

8 Training RPN
RPN is trained by back propagation (BP) and stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) using ‘image centric’ sampling strategy.

TABLE II. Approach to Unified Network of RPN and F-RCNN
Problem: Independently trained F-RCNN and RPN networks will modify
their convolutional layer differently. The algorithm is required so that
both can ‘share’ the convolutional layer
Generating Unified system Network
Input: RPN generated regions
Output: Trained model of overall system

(10)
where, i = anchor index in mini batch
Pi = Predicted probability of anchor being an object
Pi* = Binary GTlabel
ti = four parameteroised co-ordinates of Bounding Box (BB)
ti* = four parameteroised co-ordinates of GT Box of positive anchor
Lcls = log loss over object versus non-object classes
Lreg = regression Loss calculated only when Pi* = 1 cls layer has
{Pi }
and reg layer has {ti }
f. Compute Robust Loss

1

Train RPN network as per algorithm described in Table I

2

a. Initialized the ImageNet-pre-trained model
b. Input region proposals generated by step -1
c. Train detection network by Fast R-CNN using.
Note: convolutional layer is yet not shared by both the training model

3

Shared convolutional layers are finalized.

4

Layers unique to RPN will be fine-tuned.

5

RPN training network is initialized by detector network and the
system is trained.

5

Fine tune layers from Shared convolutional layers unique to F-RCNN.

6

F-RCNN network is trained.

(11)

g. Normalize Lcls and Lreg
Ncls = Normalisation of Lres by mini batchsize
Nreg = Normalisation of Lreg by the number of anchor locations
h. Apply weight factor λ
i. BB regression from an anchor box to GT box

where,
x, y = centre co-ordinates of box
w and h = width and height of box
x, y, w and hare variables for predicted box
xa, ya, wa and ha are variablesfor anchor box
x*, y*,w* and h* are variables for GTbox

(12)

VIII. Database Description
This section describes the publicly available datasets for malware.
System performance is analyzed on the benchmark database from
Kaggle (https://www.kaggle.com/c/malware-classification/data).It was
a Microsoft malware classification challenge. The database contained
known malware files representing a mix of 9 different families viz.
Gatak, Obfuscator.ACY, Kelihos_ver1, Tracur, Simda, Vundo, Kelihos_
ver3, Lollipop and Ramnit. The file structure of the database is shown
in Table IV and Table V.
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TABLE V. DATASET Description

TABLE III. Statistical Parameter Computation
Input

Folder structure is as follows
Main folder – contains sub folders equal to number of
malware families (i = 9 for this case)
- Sub-folders (9 malware families)
- Each sub-folder has different number of images j
RI = Reference image
II = Input image
i = Number of malware families in main directory (folder)
j = Number of malware variants (images) of specific
malware family in a subfolder
// Initialize empty array
Parameter Array = {∅}
for (β = 0 ; β < i ; β ++)
// Load reference image – first image of malware family
RI = β[0]
for// select malware families one by one
(k = 0 ; k < i ; k ++)
// Get number of images present of a specific malware
family

Malware Family
Gatak
Obfuscator. ACY
Kelihos_ver1
Tracur
Simda
Vundo
Kelihos_ver3
Lollipop
RAmnit

Malware category
Backdoor
obfuscated malware
Backdoor
Trojan Downloader
Backdoor
Trojan
Backdoor
Adware
Worm

Sample Size
1013
1228
398
751
42
475
2942
2478
1541

IX. Experimental Results and Discussion
The gray scale images of the feature vector for the malware family
listed in Table V are shown in Fig. 11. It can be clearly observed that
the image for each family is unique in itself. Identification becomes
simpler. Feature vector ‘Regions’ are also clearly visible.

j = size (ksub-folder)

for (localcnt = 0; localcnt < j ; localcnt ++)
// Load Input image from malware family

Ii = (k)[localcnt]

// calculate SSIM

SSIM(Ri , Ii ) = [l(Ri , Ii )α . c(Ri , Ii )β . s(Ri , Ii )γ ]
where l = luminance, c = contrast, s = structure
// Calculate MSE

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

// calculate PSNR

// calculate Normalized Cross-Correlation (NK)

// calculate Normalized Absolute-error (NAE)

// calculate Maximum difference

MD(RI , II ) = max{[RI (m, n) − II (m, n)]}

// calculate Laplacian Mean Square Error (LMSE)

whereL(m, n) is Laplacian operator

// Store all the values in an array
end
// Take average of an array an obtain single value
Parameter_array(k)=[ mean(SSIM); mean(MSE); mean(PSNR);
mean(NCC); mean(NAE); mean(MaxD); mean(LMSE)]
end
end
TABLE IV. Kaggle Dataset Basic Information
Header
ID
Class
RAW data
Metadata
manifest

Description
Twenty-character hash value for unique identification of file
Integer representing family of malware
HEX representation of the file’s binary content
Log of various metadata information e.g. Function calls, Strings
etc. extracted from the binary using IDA disassembler tool.

Size

0.5 Tera byte uncompressed

Fig. 11. Malware images of different malware families.
(a) Ramnit (b) Lollipop (c) Kelihos_ver3 (d) Vundo (e) Simda (f) Tracur
(g) Kelihos_ver1 (h) Obfuscator. ACY (i) Gatak

As seen, initially one image from the first malware family is taken
as a ‘reference image’. The remaining images from the first malware
family and all the images of all eight malware families are used as
‘Input image’. Reference image and Input images are used to compute
all the parameters. All the parameters per ‘Input image’ are stored in
the respective arrays (e.g.SSIM_array, MSE_array and so on). After
iterating through all the images of one family, the mean value of an
array is calculated. Thus, per family there is a single mean value. The
mean value matrix is plotted. The same is depicted in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12(a) shows the SSIM value. It is 0.56 for the Ramint malware.
For the remaining families the value ranges between 0 to 0.02. Thus,
there is high structural similarity with self-family, but with other
families less SSIM value reflects very little similarity. On a similar line,
the NAE parameter for the same family is 0.4 and for other families it
is more than 0.7. Refer Fig. 12 (b) – (h). It depicts plots for PSNR, MD,
MSE, LMSE, NK. It has been observed that, there is clear bifurcation in
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Fig. 12. Parameter plots - (a)SSIM (b) AD (c) PSNR (d) NK (NCC) (e) NAE (f) MSE (g) MD (h) LMSE.
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the statistical parameter values to the same family class and a different
family class. But in case of AD for the same class of family the value
is approximately -1, but for the remaining families the value is either
positive or negative with appropriate value difference. One can define
a threshold range (0.95 to 1.1) for the AD. All these parameters can be
used to train the F-RCNN classifier.

2

Loss

1.5

In Fig. 13 When the SC values were plotted for the same scenario
then the results were not so promising. Range or proper threshold was
difficult; therefore, this parameter was not taken into consideration
by the author.
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When the iterations reach 100%, the total loss value becomes flat
and achieves the possible minimum value. The result shows that the
training model based on F-RCNN with ISSP fusion with gray scale
image is successful.
Error Plot

0.3
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Accuracy
Validation accuracy
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90

100

Fig. 16. Training model accuracy plot.

The network keeps a history of the trained data with error, loss
and accuracy achieved while training the model. Fig. 16 represents
the overall accuracy of the model with validation accuracy which
approximates to 98.12%. In the testing phase, the remaining 30% of
the malware files will be used. For each file a feature vector will be
presented as a gray scale image will be generated and ISSP will be
computed. The total matrix will be input to the trained network. The
output generated from the trained network will be analyzed with
the help of the statistical method where different parameters like
True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False
Negative (FN) will be computed.

X. Performance Analysis
A. Performance Metrics
This section compares results obtained from the proposed work
and state-of-the art methods. The proposed method opted the Kaggle
benchmark dataset therefore results are compared with those research
techniques that opted for the same dataset. Similarly, a comparison of
the proposed algorithm for various performance metrics is stated in
Table VI and Table VII respectively. Graphical plots for all comparisons
are illustrated in Fig. 17.

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

MSE
MAE

0.01
0

0.6

0.4

Generated images are used to train the F-RCNN network.
Annotations about regions are marked. In the experiment, the malware
image set is randomly divided into a training set (60%) and a testing set
(40%). This ratio of 60:40 has been selected to check the robustness of
the model. The training data is less as compared to standard training
data, i.e., 70:30. A trained library or network is created after the
training process. After the training model is completed, the error and
loss function of the model is used for judgment and evaluation. While
training the system 30,000 epochs are selected. But while plotting the
graph it is represented in percentage of the total value. Fig. 14 and
Fig. 15 represent the error and loss plots in the training process. As
the training iteration increases, the total error as well as loss value
decreases and gradually stabilizes.
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Fig. 13. SC plot.
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Fig. 15. Loss plot.
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Fig. 14. MSE and MAE plot.
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Accuracy is the major performance parameter for the MD system,
which specifies how accurately malwares are classified. Accuracy is
calculated based on the following equation:

Table VI depicts the confusion matrix of the proposed scheme for
the MDS using Kaggle database.
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Regular Issue
TABLE VI. Confusion Matrix
Malware

Ramnit
98.57
0.36
0.03
0
0
0
0
0.97
0

RAmnit
Lollipop
Kelihos_ver3
Vundo
Simda
Tracur
Kelihos_ver1
Obfuscator.ACY
Gatak

Lollipop
0.19
98.82
0
0
0
0
0
0.40
0

Kelihos_ver3
0.19
0
99.66
0
0
0
0
0.40
0

Vundo
0
0.40
0
96.42
0
0
0
0.40
0

Malware Detection %
Simda
Tracur
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.21
0.84
95.12
2.43
0
99.73
0
0
0.65
1.30
0
0.09

The paper proposes a state-of-the-art technique at feature extraction
as well at classification level. The paper analyses different features viz.
n-gram, MD1, MD2, entropy, OPCODE, Register, symbols, data define
and sections of malware file for generating the feature vector. The
feature vector is converted to a gray level image for visual analysis,
where typical behavioral patterns can be observed for a particular
malware family. Gray-scale image conversion widely opens up the
scope for using state of the art image processing techniques, which
have been more mature and proven.
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Feature vectors have been presented in an image as different
‘Regions’ which allows the use of Region Proposed Network (RPN).
Exhaustive work done in the region-based analysis in an image,
motivated the author to opt for the proposed methodology.
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Fig. 17. Confusion Matrix Plot.

As the FRCNN classifier is not used by other researchers, the
author compared the results with learning algorithms presented by
researchers, as shown in Table VII.
TABLE VII. Comparative Performance of the Proposed System
Dataset
Used

Classifier

Accuracy
(%)

Rao et al., 2017 [192]

NSL-KDD

IPDS-KNN

99.6

Shapoorifard et al., 2017 [193]

NSL-KDD

KFN-KNN

99

Vishwakarma et al., 2017 [194]

KDD cup 99

ACO-KNN

94.7

Dada et al., 2017 [195]

KDD cup 99

MIX-KNN

98.55

Author/ Year

Ingre et al., 2017 [196]

NSL-KDD

CFS-DT

90.3

Malik et al., 2017 [197]

KDD cup 99

MULTI-DTs

91.94

Moon et al., 2017 [198]

Netflow

DT

84.7

Zhao et al., 2017 [199]

KDD cup 99

DBN-PNN

99.14

Tan et al., 2017 [200]

NETFLOW

DBN

97.6

Le et al., 2017 [201]

KDD cup 99

LSTM

97.54

Agarap et al., 2017 [202]

NETFLOW

GRU

84.15

Saxe et al., 2017 [203]

NETFLOW

CNN

92

Ding et al., 2016 [165]

Netflow

DBN

96.1

KDD cup 99

DBN

99.18

NSL-KDD

DBN

97.5

Krishnan et al., 2016 [180]

KDD cup 99

RNN

77.55

Kim et al., 2016 [173]

KDD cup 99

LSTM

96.93

Kaggle
dataset

F-RCNN

98.12

Nadeem et al., 2016 [120]
Alom et al., 2016 [159]

MDFRCNN

Gatak
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.97
99.70

XI. Conclusion

Confusion Matrix

50

Kelihos_ver1 Obfuscator.ACY
0.45
0.45
0
0.40
0
0.30
0
2.52
2.43
2.43
0.13
0.13
100
0
3.50
91.36
0
0.19

Malware codes are normally 75% to 80% identical. The image
constructed from this code after extracting features should show
similarity. Considering this point the author is motivated to introduce
different image similarity based statistical parameters (ISSP) such
as NCC, AD, MD, SSIM, LMSE, MMSE and PSNR as a feature set
to improve system performance. The feature plot shown in Fig. 14,
concludes that the features are distinctive. Thus, fusion of gray scale
image with similarity parameters is used to train the classifier.
The development of region-based analysis with CNN as a base
classifier offers R-CNN. The next modified versions of the basic R-CNN
are Fast RCNN and Faster R-CNN (F-RCNN) techniques which have
been proven for less training and testing time as shown in Fig. 5. This
type of deep learning technique is more suitable for MDS where not
only real time learning can be implemented with less time, but testing
or producing output in the form of malware detection is desideratum.
The system performance is analyzed using the benchmark database
from Kaggle. This dataset is publicly available and results can be
compared with the baseline. The database consists of nine malware
families listed in Table V with details of malware families, malware
categories and the number of sample files.
F-RCNN classifier with image-based visualization of the feature
vector and ISSP as an additional feature resulted in better performance
for classifying nine classes of malware. The proposed model offered an
overall accuracy of 98.12% with improved rate of MD.
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Abstract

Keywords

One of the most dangerous situations a warship may face is a missile attack launched from other ships, aircrafts,
submarines or land. In addition, given the current scenario, it is not ruled out that a terrorist group may
acquire missiles and use them against ships operating close to the coast, which increases their vulnerability
due to the limited reaction time. One of the means the ship has for its defense are decoys, designed to deceive
the enemy missile. However, for their use to be effective it is necessary to obtain, in a quick way, a valid
launching solution. The purpose of this article is to design a methodology to solve the problem of decoy
launching and to provide the ship immediately with the necessary data to make the firing decision. To solve
the problem machine learning models (neural networks and support vector machines) and a set of training
data obtained in simulations will be used. The performance measures obtained with the implementation of
multilayer perceptron models allow the replacement of the current procedures based on tables and launching
rules with machine learning algorithms that are more flexible and adaptable to a larger number of scenarios.

Decoys, Machine
Learning, Missile,
Multilayer Perceptron,
Support Vector Machine.

I. Introduction

T

he missile is one of the most dangerous threats a warship can
face (see Fig. 1). Currently, about eighty countries have anti-ship
missiles in their arsenals, which can be launched from aircraft, ships,
submarines or from a coastal battery.

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.11.001

Furthermore, given the current international scenario with an
increase in global terrorism, it cannot be ruled out that anti-ship
missiles may fall into the hands of some terrorist group and given that
naval operations are more often conducted in coastal waters near the
coast, this threat takes on special significance, as ships are exposed to
attacks from land and with reduced reaction times.
In parallel with the change in the global threat, governments
have increased their control over military forces deployed in areas of
operation by dictating increasingly restrictive rules of engagement
(ROE’s) [1] and although every ship commander has an inherent right
of self-defense, if an escalation of tension in the conflict zone is not
desired, the use of force must always be proportional. Moreover, the
need to avoid friendly confrontations makes it even more difficult to
use the ship’s weapons in combating a possible missile attack.
In addition to the foregoing, the Anti Surface Missile Defense
(ASMD) is, from the tactical point of view, a complex action in which
decisions must be taken in seconds, with no margin for error, and in
which all means of defense may be employed: hardkill (long, medium
and short-range missiles, naval guns and small arms) and softkill
(passive and active electronic countermeasures and decoys).

Fig. 1. USS Stark after the impact of two missiles launched from an Iranian
aircraft in the Persian Gulf (Source: https://www.history.navy.mil).

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: rtougil@fn.mde.es

The decoys are passive elements, which can be considered the last
layer of defence of the ship. As shown in Fig. 2, the intention is to
deceive the missile and focus its guidance system on a false target, this
process, in naval tactical terminology, is known as seduction.
Another advantage of decoys is that their use does not involve
the lethal use of force, which is always permitted by the rules of
engagement.
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In this paper we will focus on the chaff launch solution for seducing
radio frequency guidance missiles, although the methodology outlined
here is applicable to any type of missile.
M

II. Objectives
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In addition, the ML model must have other data outputs: the
expected missile miss distance, the time the ship is being tracked by
the missile before it is focused on the decoy, and the probability of
success of each possible launch solution. All these data can feed into a
multi-criteria decision layer to obtain the best solution to the problem.
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The aim of this work is to develop a machine learning (ML) model
which, trained from data from a number of simulations, obtains for
any scenario what reactions of the ship allow to seduce the missile.
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Fig. 2. Seducing a missile with decoys.

However, its use is not simple, to be effective and as shown in Fig.
3, the ship must react immediately, choose one of the 4 fixed launchers
that are located in different positions and also must consider altering
course to port or starboard to improve efficiency.

Alter
course
port

Maintain
course

The basic architecture of the process would be as shown in Fig.
4, where a large number of scenarios would be simulated in the
laboratory, to obtain a dataset with which to train a machine learning
model, to be subsequently implemented on the ship and to obtain the
best launch solution.
DataSet

Simulation

Alter
course
starboard

Prediction

Training
ML model

Trained
ML model

Multicriteria
decision

Ashore laboratory

Launch
solution

On board the ship

Fig. 4. Laboratory-on board process.

Port
launchers

III. Simulation
In a real action against an attacking missile, the ship available time
may not reach one minute, so the decoy launching solution must be
pre-planned and there must also be a solution for all or most of the
possible scenarios in which the ship may find itself.

Fig. 3. Typical ship launchers configuration and possible maneuvers.

The launcher/alter course combination is what is known as the
launch solution and therefore, for a scenario there are 12 possible
solutions (4 launchers x 3 possible ship manoeuvres).
Currently, ships have implemented a series of pre-planned reactions,
which they will use in the event of a missile attack. However, these
reactions can only cover a limited number of scenarios.
Applying current technology of artificial intelligence, in particular
machine learning techniques, it is possible to improve the accuracy of
the reactions obtaining solutions for any scenario.
Moreover, for the same scenario there can be more than one launch
solution, so within this last set it will be necessary to determine which
is the best reaction to use. As an example, for two valid reactions, one
may present a much greater miss distance of the missile from the ship
than the other. In short, the feasible solutions for the same scenario
can be ordered according to a series of criteria, allowing the ship to
make a better decision.
Finally, as regards current anti-ship missiles, we can classify them,
according to their guidance system, as: electro-optical (EO), infrared
(IR), radio frequency (RF) or dual (combination of the above) and
therefore, to defend against them, different types of decoys are used:
flares for EO and IR guidance missiles, chaff for RF guidance missiles
or a combination of the above for dual guidance missiles.

The possible launch solutions are obtained by numerical simulation
techniques before going to sea and are implemented on the ship by
solution tables. This simulation is based on the interaction of three
models: ship, decoy and missile, which interact in a scenario given by a
wind, a ship speed and a distance and bearing of the attacking missile.
Each of the models involved in the simulation are characterized
by a series of parameters or characteristics that will affect the launch
solution.
The ship model is mainly characterized by its dimensions, turning
circle maneuver, position of the decoy launchers and the radar cross
section (RCS). The RCS is a random measurement that fluctuates
rapidly over time and whose value determines the size of the echo that
the ship presents on the radar of the attacking missile. Therefore a low
RCS will make the vessel less visible to the missile seeker radar and
will make it easier for the decoys to attract it.
The missile model is characterized by its speed and height of flight
and certain parameters of its seeker radar.
On the other hand, the decoy model will be characterized by its
deployment data: distance, height, deployment time, drop speed,
cloud diameter and by its radar cross section. The decoy RCS is also a
random variable and is an extremely important data, since it will have
to have a sufficiently high value, in relation to the RCS of the ship to
deceive the missile.
In addition to the three models mentioned, each of the possible
simulation scenarios is given by the ship speed, the bearing (direction)
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and distance of the attacking missile and the wind (direction and
intensity). The wind parameter is especially relevant since it will be
responsible for dragging the cloud formed by the decoy away from the
ship, which should foil the missile from its intended target.
The three models interact in the simulation in order to calculate,
in each scenario, the launch solution that allows the seduction of the
enemy missile. The seduction mechanism consists of deploying a
cloud or clouds of decoys with sufficient RCS so that, due to the effect
of the wind and the speed of the ship, the seeker radar resolution cell
of the attacking missile will be centered on the cloud of decoys and
away from the ship. This effect is called the centroid effect[2], which
can be summarized in the phases shown in Fig. 5 [3]. Initially, in Phase
A, the missile has the ship inside its seeker radar resolution cell and
the ship reacts with a decoys launch. In Phase B, due to the effect of
the wind, the decoys separate from the ship and the missile centers its
resolution cell in the center of all the RCS (ship and decoys) contained
in the cell. Finally, in Phase C the decoy continues to move away from
the ship and if it has enough RCS, the transfer of the tracking from
ship to decoy takes place.
Wind

Wind

Ship

Missil

Fig. 6. Wind and missile bearing.

Before focusing on the types of ML models that can solve the
problem, it is necessary to clarify the available dataset obtained from
the simulations. The ML model should have as inputs the parameters
of the scenario in which the vessel is, the available launchers (4
launchers in our case) and the possible alter course. Thus, the input
data will be as shown in Table II.
TABLE II. Input Data

RCS centroid

Decoy

Missile radar
seeker cell

Missile bearing
(Bmisil)

Wind bearing
(Bwind)

Phase C
Phase B
Phase A

The missile, ship and decoy models interact in the simulator as
described for the centroid effect and it allows us to determine for each
scenario which of the twelve ship possible reactions (combination of
launcher and change of course) are effective in seducing the missile,
i.e. success/failure. In addition, other data are obtained from the
simulation, such as the minimum miss distance of the missile from the
ship and the percentage of time that the missile has centered the ship
in the seeker radar resolution cell before transferring the tracking to
the decoy.
It should be noted that, as it is a stochastic simulator, a certain
number of runs must be made in order to draw conclusions and
therefore, for each possible solution, a probability of success can also
be obtained.
In this work, a series of scenarios have been configured in the
simulator with the data shown in Table I, giving a total of 186,624
scenarios. As there are 12 possible solutions per scenario, a total of
2,239,488 instances are obtained, of which 30 runs have been made.
This provides a sufficient volume of data for training, validation and
testing of any machine learning model.

Scenario parameter

Values

Ship speed (Sship)

10, 15, 20 knots

Wind speed (Swind)

0, 10, 20 ,30 knots

Wind bearing (Bwind)

[0º-355º] step 5º

Missile distance (Dmisil)

5000, 10000,15000 yards

Missile bearing (Bmisil)

[0º-355º] step 5º

Fig. 6 shows how the wind and missile bearing is measured.

Units

Ship speed (Sship)

knots

Wind speed (Swind)

knots

Wind relative bearing (Bwind)

degrees

Missile distance (Dmisil)

yards

Missile relative bearing (Bmisil)

degrees

Launcher (L)

1, 2, 3, 4 (binary coded)

Alter course (A)

Fig. 5. Centroid effect.

TABLE I. Simulation Scenario Data

Data

Port, 0º, starboard (binary coded)

From the input data, for each scenario and for each possible launch
solution, we will have the following Target data (see Table III).
TABLE III. Target Data
DATA

UNITS

Solution
Miss distance

1 – success (no impact on ship);
0-fail (impact on ship)
Yards

Time in cell

Total engagement percentage

Probability of success (Note)

1-Probability of success >0.8
0- Probability of success ≤0.8
Note: 0.8 is taken as the probability of success since it corresponds to the
turning point of the probability/frequency histogram and encompasses 87%
of the total solutions.

IV. Machine Learning Models
As mentioned above, the aim of this work is to build a machine
learning model that, trained from the data obtained from the simulation,
can be implemented in a ship’s combat system so that it will provide
the necessary outputs to determine the best decoy launching solution.
Since we have four types of target data, it was decided to build
four different ML models based on supervised learning: two binary
classification models for solution and probability of success, and two
regression models for miss distance and time in cell.
Initially, two types of machine learning techniques were chosen
as possible candidates to solve the problem: Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP). Thus, this study tries to
determine which is the optimal technique or which combination of
both techniques is the optimal one to solve the problem.
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A. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Model.
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The basic structure of a neural network is the neuron (see Fig. 7),
the input variables (𝑥𝑖) are connected to the neuron through weighted
connections (w𝑖) that emulate dendrites, while the sum (Σ), the bias
(b) and the activation function (h) play the role of the cell body and
the propagation of the output is analogous to the axon in a biological
neuron. The behavior of the neural network is defined by the shape
of the connections of its neurons or nodes and by the values of the
weights of these connections. These weights are automatically
adjusted during training according to a learning algorithm, until the
network carries out the desired task correctly [8].
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The term neural network has its origin in attempts to find
mathematical representations of information processing in biological
systems. It is a powerful structure that allows the creation of nonlinear predictive models and is used in supervised and unsupervised
learning[4]. In the case of supervised learning it allows to build binary
and multiclass regression and classification networks [5]–[7].
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Fig. 8. Nomenclature used in the mathematical definition of neural networks.

1

b

The activation functions for the output layer in our problem have
been chosen according to the type of prediction. Thus, the softmax
function was used for binary classification and the identity or purelin
function for regression. For the hidden layers, the tansig function was
used in all cases.

W1
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W2
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n
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h

Output

Wn

�

and a
Now, from the training dataset given by some entries
target
, the training objective is to find a set of weights that
minimizes the error function that we will denote
which
measures the error associated with the training sample. The sum of
squares function, below is a common choice:

Fig. 7. Neuron model.

Multilayer perception (MLP) or multilayer network with feedforward architecture, without feedback, is a kind of neural network,
which has an architecture with a finite number of layers and neurons.
In this structure three different types of layers are distinguished: the
input layer, the hidden layers and the output layer, the latter having as
many outputs as targets to be predicted. Generally, all the neurons in
one layer are connected to all the neurons in the next layer, which is
known as total connectivity or fully connected network.
The MLP characterizes the relationship between input and output
layers, which is parameterized by the weights. This relationship is
obtained by propagating the values of the input variables forward.
To do this, each neuron in the network processes the information
received by its inputs and produces a response or activation that
propagates, through the corresponding connections, to the neurons
in the next layer.
If we have an MLP with D inputs, and there are L layers with nl
neurons each one, the first L − 1 layers will be the hidden layers and
then there is the output layer, with so many outputs K as dimensions
have the target to predict. The output of the neuron i of the layer l
we will denote it by . From one layer to the next, the output of the
neuron i is weighted by a weight
where l is the layer and j is the
neuron of the layer l (see Fig. 8).
The weighted sum of the weights of a neuron input is called
activation. Thus, for the neuron j of the layer l, the activation is
given by:

This input is transformed using an activation function
generate the output to the next layer:

to

To solve this problem, heuristic methods based on the descent of
the gradient called backpropagation are used. The steps to carry out
this algorithm are the following:
to the MLP, propagate forward, calculate
Step#1. Apply the inputs
the outputs and errors in the output layer
Step#2. Errors are propagated backwards, calculating for all hidden
layers. So that, the error of a certain layer, is calculated on the
basis of the error of the following layer:

Where the term is called error and must be calculated for
each network node.
Step#3. Evaluation of error-function. Derivatives are calculated as:

Step#4. From the derivatives, bayesian regularization backpropagation
algorithm is applied that progressively improves the weights of
the network [9]–[12].
An important aspect to consider when designing a multilayer
perceptron is the number of layers and neurons per layer. More than
one hidden layer speeds up the training process, especially in very
heavy problems. On the other hand, the more neurons per layer, the
better the adaptability of the model to the problem. However, an
increase in the number of layers and neurons can lead to overfitting
and poor generalization [13], [14].
For this study, we have chosen to start with a single hidden
layer network, and increase the number of layers while decreasing
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the error. In the same way, the number of nodes or neurons in the
hidden layers has been increased until the error is stabilized. In the
case of configurations with more than one hidden layer, the pyramid
technique has been used, which consists of decreasing the number of
nodes from the input layer to the output layer [15].
Therefore, for the problem of this study, first of all, it is necessary
to determine which the optimal configuration of layers and neurons
per layer is for each of the four target data (solution, miss distance,
time in cell and probability of success), which will be given by the one
that presents the best measure of performance with the least number
of layers and neurons.
In order to determine the optimal configuration, it was decided to
analyze three network models, each with one, two and three hidden
layers. In addition, different numbers of neurons were configured in
each layer in each model.
It was found that with four hidden layers the performance measures
deteriorated significantly and the MLP models suffered early stops due
to overfitting.
The different configurations analyzed are presented in Table IV.
TABLE IV. MLP Configurations Analyzed
Number of neurons per layer
Hidden
layers

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

1

From 10 to 150
(step 10)

-

-

2

From 10 to 50
(step 5)

5 fewer neurons
than in layer 1

-

3

From 10 to 50
(step 5)

5 fewer neurons
than in layer 1

5 fewer neurons
than in layer 2

are on the borders of the decision region, these data are the so-called
support vectors.
If we have a training dataset S = {(𝑥1, 𝑦1), ... (𝑥n, 𝑦n)} where
and 𝑦i ∈ {−1, 1}, In the case of a linear function, the separating
hyperplane will be a linear function:
Where
and
.

is the weight vector orthogonal to the hyperplane

However, the most common formulation of the linear SVM and
maximum margin is its primal formulation which is as follows, and
corresponds to the quadratic optimization problem whose objective
function and the corresponding constrains are:

s.t.
Separating hyperplanes have two major weaknesses: the
requirement for linear separability of the sample and its linear
nature. Therefore, in order to extend the SVM concept to non-linear
classifiers, a transformation of the input space is performed, using
kernel functions
, to another high dimensional feature space
in which the data are linearly separable, this procedure is known as
the kernel trick [17], [18]. The separation hyperplane then takes the
following form:
Likewise, for problems whose training data set is not linearly
separable, the Soft-Margin algorithm can be used, which introduces
slack variables (ξi ≥ 0) to relax the condition of the margin, allowing
poorly classified observations and making the model more robust [16].
We thus obtain the following optimization problem with objective
function and constrains:

B. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Model
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are part of the supervised learning
techniques and are used for both classification and regression. SVMs
belong to the family of linear classifications and they find a linear
separator or hyperplane [16].
In the classification SVM, the optimal separator hyperplane is
defined as the maximum margin separating hyperplane that maximizes
its distance from the classes (see Fig. 9).
Support Vectors

s.t.
Where the regularization parameter (C) indicates the importance or
cost of misclassified instances.
SVM can be applied to regression problems by introducing an
alternative loss function. In this work the loss function ε − insentitive
proposed by Vapnik has been used [19], [20], which ignores errors at a
certain distance from the real value. In this regression SVM algorithm,
some slack variables are also introduced (ξ, ξ *) which measure the cost
of errors in training points, the values of these variables being zero for
all points within the band ±ε (see Fig. 10).

Hyperplane

Support vectors

𝜉𝜉i

Margin

+ε
𝑦𝑦(𝑥𝑥)

-ε

Fig. 9. Maximum margin separating hyperplane for a classification problem
with two linearly separable classes.

The concept with which the maximum margin SVM works, is
to find the hyperplane separator that is the same distance from the
closest examples of each class. Equally, it is the hyperplane that
maximizes the minimum distance between the examples of the data
set and the hyperplane. Furthermore, it only considers the points that

𝜉𝜉i*

Fig. 10. Regression hyperplane, support vectors, slack variables and
ε − insentitive loss function.
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difference was found between MLP with 2 and 3 hidden layers.
Therefore, a 2-hidden-layer MLP with 40 and 35 neurons in each
layer was taken as the optimal model for this target.

In the case of regression SVM, the quality of the estimate will be
given by the loss function (L):

Thus, the optimal regression SVM hyperplane will be given by the
following minimization problem:

MLP vs SVM. Target data: Solution
0.9600
0.9400
0.9200
Accuracy

s.t.

0.9000
0.8800
0.8600
0.8400
0.8200

In the same way, in the case of non-linear training data, we will
have to perform a non-linear transformation in the input space, to a
high dimensional feature space by means of a kernel function.
In our problem, we have used classification SVM with a SoftMargin algorithm, for the regression SVM models we have used
a ε − insentitive loss function and for both we have implemented a
radial base or Gaussian kernel with gamma parameter (γ > 0).

Therefore, in each case, we must obtain the optimal values for:
kernel scale (γ), boxconstrain (C) and ε − insentitive. For this purpose,
the grip method or grid search has been used.

C. Finding the Optimal Model

To determine the optimal model for each of the four targets, the
following steps were followed:

0.8000
SVM

MLP and SVM configurations
1-hidden-layer MLP

2-hidden-layer MLP

3-hidden-layer MLP

Fig. 11. Solution. Comparative of the accuracy means for the different models.

b) Target: Miss distance (regression model). In this case the value of
mean square error and R2 were used as measures of performance.
In Fig. 12, it can be seen that mse minimum value has been
reached for a 3-hidden-layer MLP. Furthermore, it was found that
statistically and with 95% confidence, the mse values for 3-hiddenlayer MLP are statistically lower than the 2-hidden-layer models.
Therefore, we will take the 3-hidden-layer MLP with 35-30-25
neurons per layer, as the optimal model for the target data miss
distance.

Step#1. Dataset normalization.

MLP vs SVM. Target data: miss distance

Step#2. Setting the MPL parameters and SVM hyper parameter
ranges.

80000.00
8000.00

The same training and test data were used for this step, for
all MLP and SVM configurations. In addition, a total of 10
runs were made, and a statistical study was subsequently
carried out to compare the results. In this step, and to save
computing time, from the total number of available instances
and for each replica, 56 000 instances were sampled.

mse

Step#3. Training, validation and testing of all MLP models contained
in Table IV and SVM.

800.00
80.00
8.00
0.80

MLP and SVM configurations

Step#4. Collection of performance measurements.

SVM

For the classification models (solution and probability of
success): accuracy (matrix confusion).
For regression models (miss distance and time on cell): mean
square error (mse) and R2.
Step#5. Graphic and statistical analysis of performance measures.

2-hidden-layer MLP

3-hidden-layer MLP

c) Target: % Time in cell (regression model). In this case the value
of mean square error and R2 also were used as measures of
performance.
After training the models very high values of mse (higher than
0.001) and poor values of R2 (lower than 0.80) were obtained.

Step#7. Train the optimal models with a greater number of instances
to improve performance measures. A total of 500,000
instances of total available dataset were used.

To improve the results the miss distance was introduced as
an input and all models were retrained. With this, the results
improved significantly, decreasing the mse by approximately 40%
and now obtaining values of R2 higher than 0.88.

Step#8. Build the model set to obtain the predictions of the launch
solutions.

On the other hand, once the graph in Fig. 13 has been created, it can
be seen that the best mse results were obtained for 3-hidden layer
MLP, specifically for a configuration of 35-30-25 neurons per layer.

By applying the Steps# 1-5, the following results have been obtained
for each of the four target data:

Furthermore, with 95% confidence, no statistically significant

1-hidden-layer MLP

Fig. 12. Miss distance. Comparative of mse means for the different models.

Step#6. Identification of the optimal model for each target.

a) Target: Solution (classification model). In this case and after
analyzing the confusion matrices of the different models, the
means of the accuracy values obtained are presented in Fig. 11.
It can be observed that for the case of MLP with 2 and 3 hidden
layers, precision values higher than 0.93 have been obtained.

minimun mse value
(3-hidden-layer MLP: 35-30-25 neurons)

d) Target: Probability of success >0.8 (classification model). In this
case the same problem was found as for the previous target,
the calculated accuracy values in the confusion matrices for the
different configurations were lower than 80%, so they cannot be
considered as valid for our problem.
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As mentioned above, the time in cell model and the probability
of success model were trained by adding the miss target as an input.
However, this data is not available in a real scenario, so it was necessary
to build a set of MLPs linked between them, so that the output of the
model corresponding to miss distance will be part of the input of the
time in cell and probability of success models (see Fig. 16).

MLP vs SVM. Target data: %Time in cell
0.0250

0.0200

mse

0.0150

0.0100

Launchers
(L1, L2, L3, L4)
minimun mse value
(3-hidden-layer MLP: 35-30-25 neurons)

3-hidden-layer MLP

Swind

Fig. 13. % Time in cell. Comparative of mse means for the different models.

Bwind

SVM

1-hidden-layer MLP

2-hidden-layer MLP

Clasification model
(Solution: success/fail)

Sship

Regresion model
(Miss distance)

Dmisil

To improve the results it was introduced as miss distance as a new
model input, improving the results reaching precision values close
to 90%.

Bmisil

Clasification model
(Probability
of sucess >0.8)

As can be seen in the graph in Fig. 14, all models achieve similar
accuracy values, proving that statistically and with 95% confidence,
there are no differences between them. Therefore, a 1-hidden-layer
MLP of 60 neurons was taken as the optimal model.

0.9000

Accuracy

models set

Fig. 16. Final solution. MLP models set.

As there is feedback from the output of the miss distance model to
the inputs of others, there is inevitably a propagation of errors, so it is
necessary to determine what the values of the performance measures
are once the complete set of models have been built. For this purpose,
the dataset sample reserved for the MLP set test was used, the test
values are contained in Table V.

MLP vs SVM. Target data: Probability of success >0.8
0.9500

0.8500
0.8000
0.7500
0.7000
SVM

TABLE V. MLP Models Set Final Performance Measures
maximum accuracy
(1-hidden-layer MLP:
60 neurons)

MLP and SVM configurations
1-hidden-layer MLP

2-hidden-layer MLP

D. Training, Building the Models Set and Test
Once the optimal models had been found, the following steps were
taken as shown in Fig. 15: the optimal models were trained, the final
set of models was built and the performance measures of this set were
calculated.
Train models
Step#6
Divide the dataset
in two parts for
training and testing

Build final
set of models
and testing
Step#7

Target data

Performance measure

Solution

Accuracy: 96.70%

Miss distance

mse = 1.42 yards2; R2 > 0.99

% Time in cell

3-hidden-layer MLP

Probability of success >0.8

Fig. 14. Probability of success >0.8. Comparative of the accuracy means for the
different models.

DataSet

Regresion model
(Time in cell)

Multicriteria
decision layer

MLP and SVM configurations

Feedback

0.0050
0.0000

Alter course
(Port, 0º, Stbd)

mse = 0.0043; R2 = 0.91
Accuracy: 93.82%

V. Conclusions and Future Work
The set of machine learning models based on neural networks
developed in this study can be implemented on any ship and improve
the decoy launching solution for any scenario and offer the operator
a more evaluated launch response. This only requires the training of
the models with the specific data of each ship. In other words, the
decoy launch simulator can be substituted by a set of trained MLP and
provide real time response to the launch problem.
By having in real time the values of miss distance, % time in cell,
probability of success and the need or not for a change of course ,
they can be used as criteria in a multi-criteria decision algorithm (e.g.
Analytic Hierarchy Process -AHP-) to obtain the best possible solution.
In other words, following the set of MLP models, a solution manager
could be implemented that would automatically evaluate all possible
solutions for a scenario without operator intervention.

Launch
solutions
prediction

Fig. 15. Training, building the models set and test.

As mentioned in the description of step 3, to save computer time
to find the optimal models, small samples of the dataset were used.
Therefore, the next step was to train the optimal models found in
the previous step with a greater number of instances to improve the
performance measurements. For this purpose, we reserved a total of
500,000 instances for models training and the remaining part of the
dataset for test the final set of models.

On the other hand, the model developed is scalable, it is possible
to implement on board as many sets of models as there are threat
missiles in the operations area and thus have a solution for each of
them immediately.
It should also be noted that the work has focused on defense against
radio frequency guided missiles, although the methodology proposed
here may be applicable to infrared or dual guided threat missiles.
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VI. Discussion

Cmdr. R. Touza is an Officer in the Spanish Navy and a
professor at the Spanish Naval Academy. He has received
his Master degree in Advanced Data Analysis and Model
Building from Complutense University of Madrid
and Master in Decision Engineering from Juan Carlos
University of Madrid. He is currently a PhD student at
Polytechnic University of Cartagena (Spain).

The implementation of machine learning models, to solve the
problem of decoy launching, opens the way for the introduction of
different artificial intelligence techniques in other ship systems, even
in those situations where it is necessary to make tactical decisions.
Combined use of naval simulation and AI/machine learning
techniques allows us to build models that improve and automatize
the decision process on board, which can result in an improvement
in the ship survivability and be one of the levers that help to achieve
superiority in combat. On the other hand, it is also feasible to automate
on-board operational processes, which would make it possible to
reduce the required number of crew members and save cost.
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Abstract

Keywords

The order in which the trajectory is executed is a powerful source of information for recognizers. However,
there is still no general approach for recovering the trajectory of complex and long handwriting from static
images. Complex specimens can result in multiple pen-downs and in a high number of trajectory crossings
yielding agglomerations of pixels (also known as clusters). While the scientific literature describes a wide
range of approaches for recovering the writing order in handwriting, these approaches nevertheless lack a
common evaluation metric. In this paper, we introduce a new system to estimate the order recovery of thinned
static trajectories, which allows to effectively resolve the clusters and select the order of the executed pendowns. We evaluate how knowing the starting points of the pen-downs affects the quality of the recovered
writing. Once the stability and sensitivity of the system is analyzed, we describe a series of experiments with
three publicly available databases, showing competitive results in all cases. We expect the proposed system,
whose code is made publicly available to the research community, to reduce potential confusion when the
order of complex trajectories are recovered, and this will in turn make the trajectories recovered to be viable
for further applications, such as velocity estimation.

Cluster Resolution,
Complex and Long
Handwriting, Good
Continuity Criteria,
Writing Order Recovery.

I. Introduction

O

ver the last 40 years, handwriting analysis and recognition have
been widely studied, and many theoretical and experimental
results have been obtained both on handwriting acquired with tablets
(on-line samples) and on that obtained with scanners (off-line samples)
[1], [2]. These studies have contributed to many useful applications,
such as mail sorting, form processing and handwriting recognition.
More recently, the widespread use of devices such as smartphones,
tablets, and electronic pen pads has given rise to a personal digital
bodyguard concept [3]. This feature can supplement data protection,
which enhances human-machine interactions through handwriting
recognition.

In addition to such technological advances, the automatic processing
of off-line handwriting is still of great interest in many fields of
application, such as enterprise management [4],[5], education [6]–[8],
and healthcare [9], [10]. Both public offices and private companies
need to archive and retrieve digital versions of documents that contain
handwritten samples. Recent years have witnessed the rise of many
digital libraries that require systems that allow automatic searches in
transcripts and ancient manuscripts [11].

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: moises.diaz@ulpgc.es

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.04.003

It has long been understood that on-line handwriting systems
perform much better than off-line ones because the former have access
to dynamic information. This information consists mainly of the order
in which the trajectory was written and its velocity profile. This
limitation has motivated the development of systems for writing order
recovery in static images [12]–[14]. These systems include two steps:
1) thinning of the handwriting, and 2) writing order recovering of the
trajectory. Computer-based systems for recovering static trajectories
have been proposed for several handwritten applications, including
the reading of cursive handwriting [15], Latin and Arabic handwriting
word recognition [16]–[18], Indian and Chinese character recognition
[19], [20], digit recognition [21], historical document transcription
[22], mathematical symbol recognition [23], signature verification [14],
[24], [25], writer verification and identification [26], [27], handwriting
style modeling [28], [29] and handwriting analysis and synthesis [30].
Recovering the trajectory in static handwriting may lead to multiple
possible solutions, with only one representing the real trajectory
sought. Solving this inverse problem becomes even more complicated
when the handwritten pattern contained in the image comprises
multiple components;1 in this case, recovering a new component may
depend on the order of the previous one and the in-air trajectory
between two consecutive components.
By “component”, we refer to a piece of writing with two end-points, meaning
that it is performed between two pen-ups. It can be denoted as a pen-down
as well.

1
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A. Our Contribution
This paper proposes a novel system for estimating the writing order
recovering in complex and long static handwriting consisting of many
components, separated by pen-ups, also named in-air trajectories.
Inspired by human movements during the production of handwriting
and by motor control perspectives [31], our system chooses the
smoothest ballistic trajectories based on good continuity criteria
when writing or drawing. To this end, we apply some multiscale
strategies to recover the trajectory order in the agglomeration of
pixels, which we call clusters. Additionally, we study the proposed
system’s performance, both when the end-points of the components
are known and when they are unknown. We provide a quantitative
measure of how heuristics on the choice of starting and ending points
affect the writing order recovery. The effectiveness of the system is
demonstrated in three databases, achieving competitive performance.
We focus our work on static specimens for two reasons: the first
one is that developing a system that recovers complex, long, and
discontinuous trajectories represent the most challenging case, and
the second is that estimating the writing order from static images
is of great interest for the early prescreening of neurodegenerative
disorders [10], [32].
The code is developed in Matlab, and it is freely provided for
research2 .
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section II presents a brief
overview of related works on writing order recovery of trajectories
in static handwritten specimens. Section III describes the proposed
solution for estimating handwriting recovering. A sensitivity
and stability study of parameters is given in Section IV, whereas
experimental results are presented in Section V. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section VI.

II. Literature Review
Over the last thirty years, many systems have been proposed for
recovering static trajectories, with two surveys assessing the related
state of the art [12], [13]. Moreover, a competition has been considered
in order to establish a common benchmark for writing order recovery
of Arabic signatures [14], [33].
Systems used to recover trajectories from static handwriting
employ three main approaches: contour-based, skeleton-based, and
learning-based. The first two differ in terms of the “object” used to
represent the handwriting, respectively its contour and its skeleton.
The skeleton is the result of a thinning process that produces a 1-pixelwide line, which follows the centerline of the original image, and that
ideally corresponds to the original pen-tip trajectory.
Regarding contour-based approaches, [34] describes a method
that segments cursive handwriting by detecting the points where the
trace contour has the maximum curvature. The segments are ordered
based on the contour curvature smoothness. Another handwriting
segmentation is given in [16], and proceeds through an analysis of the
handwritten contour. Here, the writing order trajectory is estimated
by adopting graph-based representations at both the segment and
stroke levels. The list of candidate paths is obtained by choosing
curvature and width stroke preservation, which are local continuity
criteria, as cost functions. Following up on [16], the system was
employed in [17] to develop an off-line recognition system. In that
work, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was trained for selecting the
most likely written trajectory from the list of candidate paths. To avoid
introducing artifacts in the handwriting, preprocessing steps, such
as binarization, were omitted in [35]. Instead, the authors extracted
2
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control points from the grayscale images, which were used to recover
the trajectory according to certain heuristics rules.
The skeleton-based methods can be categorized as local line
order recovering and global graph searching methods. The former
reconstructs the trajectory by choosing the most plausible direction at
each branch point of the skeleton. These methods are simple and have
a low computational cost, but their performances are typically limited
by the difficulty of designing heuristic rules for different handwriting
styles. Instead, graph searching methods recover the trajectory by
representing the topological structure of the skeleton with a graph
and traversing it. They have a greater computational cost and their
performances depend on the definition of criteria for selecting the best
trajectory among many alternatives.
An example of local line recovering is given in [36], where the
trajectories are recovered according to good continuity criteria, which
take into account the direction, length, and width of the strokes making
up characters. Off-line signatures are recovered in [37] by following
heuristic rules inspired by the way human beings write a given shape.
The rules are applied to deal with low-level pixel processing and highlevel stroke processing. A similar approach is applied to handwritten
digits in [38]. In [39], a taxonomy of local, regional, and global features
that can be used for recovering temporal properties from the image
is proposed. On the other hand, a likelihood measure is developed in
[40]. It selects the most likely writing order recovery from the analysis
of skeletons. In an on-line automatic signature verification system,
the method proposed in [40] shows a greater false acceptance rate in
skilled forgeries than in random forgeries. A genetic algorithm is also
used for recovering segments extracted from the skeleton [41]. The
fitness function adopted by the genetic algorithm for selecting the best
individual of the population takes the writing direction, the repetition
of segments, and the angular deviation on the crossing of the occlusion
stroke into account. Additionally, a complete framework to recover the
dynamic properties (i.e., velocity and pressure) from an image-based
signature is presented in [24] by using classical approaches to recover
the static trajectories in the signatures.
As for global graph methods, they represent the topological
structure of the skeleton with a graph whose vertices represent the
end-points, the junctions and the contact points of the skeleton, and
whose arcs represent lines and curves. These methods determine the
writing order recovery by finding the most appropriate path along
the graph. In [42], one of these methods is proposed for recovering
the trajectory of words through the traveling salesman problem.
Based on the skeleton of words, the authors search for trajectories
with minimum curvatures. Also, in [43], each component of a word is
represented by a graph. The trajectory of the whole word is obtained
by concatenating, from left to right, the most likely trajectory of each
component. The authors define both global and local criteria that
allow to select the best trajectory. The path search was based on the
best-first search algorithm The authors in [44] propose to construct a
graph to use to determine the types of each edge from the skeletons.
Then, they develop a writing order recovery algorithm to traverse
such a graph without applying any graph search algorithm. The goal
of the method proposed in [45] is to use as little heuristic knowledge
as possible. To this end, the proposal applies the maximum weighted
matching of general graphs to find double-written lines. It exploits the
minimum energy cost criterion as a guiding principle for recovering
the trajectories. Successful results in single-stroke images are obtained.
A graph transformation is proposed in [46] to ensure that all
graphs’ nodes had an even number of incident arcs. This property
allows to traverse the graph by using Fleury’s algorithm, combined
with handwriting generation models. The approach exhibited a
reduced computational cost because it divided the whole graph into
sub-graphs by detecting the graphs’ bridges. This method is improved
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in [47] by introducing a feedback connection between the unfolding
module and a module that extracts elementary movements from the
recovered trajectory. The method exploits the analogies between
unfolding and segmentation processes and those occurring in the
brain when a trajectory plan is learned and executed.
Furthermore, the search for the optimal trajectory along the graph
representing the skeleton of a word is executed in [48]. The authors
use both the Greedy and the Dijkstra algorithms with a well-defined
smoothness function. Further, they focus on reconstructing the optimal
trajectory of words by splitting them into many strokes according to
their respective curvature values and a set of rules of handwriting.
Good continuity criteria derived from both visual perception and
movement execution are applied to signatures in [50]. In particular,
the implementation focuses on a multiscale analysis of the thinned
trajectories and the Dijkstra algorithm.
For learning-based approaches, they require some exemplars of
static images with the corresponding drawing orders. Thus, models are
trained to recover the trajectories of new static images. In [51], an HMM
is adopted for recovering the trajectory of single-stroke handwritten
signatures. Each state of the HMM has a probability density function
that embeds geometric shape information of the static image, while
transition probabilities define the possible pen movements between
static image coordinates. A training phase is proposed in [52], in
which the original trajectory order and other attributes, such as the
length and direction, are extracted from a set of on-line scripts to
build a universal writing model. Then, it is used to reconstruct the
drawing order during the test phase. The skeleton of the static image
is matched to the model by using a dynamic programming algorithm,
and the trajectory with maximum likelihood is selected.
Since 2018, deep learning techniques have been exploited in
recovering trajectories in Chinese, Japanese, Indic, Arabic, and Latin
characters (e.g. [41], [58]). While these techniques may be promising,
they have the disadvantage of requiring a huge amount of data for
training. Presently, deep learning methods are used to estimate the
trajectory of characters and numbers, which are less complex than
words and signatures. In [53], an algorithm is proposed based on a
regression Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model to predict
the probability of the next stroke point position. The same authors
present improvements of such an architecture in [54], based on two
CNNs. Another model based on an encoder-decoder LSTM module
was introduced in [20]. Here, the encoder module consists of a
Convolutional LSTM network, which takes an off-line character image
as input and encodes the feature sequence to a hidden representation.
The output of the encoder is fed to a decoder LSTM that sequentially
predicts the coordinate points. The architecture is tested on characters
from three Indic scripts. Experimentation shows that the main
limitation of the approach is the need to train a separate model for
each individual script.
A handwriting recognition system based on a writing order
recovery algorithm is proposed in [55]. The order recovery algorithm
exploits an end-to-end system based on a VGG-LSTM, which extracts
and encodes features, followed by a BLSTM used as a decoder to
generate temporal coordinates. The method could eventually produce

human-like velocities [18]. Moreover, a network of two variational
auto-encoders is proposed in [56] to convert on-line and off-line
handwritten Latin characters to each other. An improved VGG-16 CNN
model is proposed in [57] to recover the handwriting stroke order. The
CNN model recovers the writing order effectively, even if the accuracy
of the network decreases as the number of strokes increases.
As summarized in Table I, an analysis of the state of the art shows
that the static handwriting trajectory recovering problem is far
from solved despite the very high number of papers that have been
published on the subject. Many methods have been designed, and they
mostly start from the assumption that the static image consists of a
single component, i.e., a pen-down. This assumption does not hold in
real applications, where handwriting patterns consist of many pendowns and pen-ups, such as in signatures. Furthermore, many systems
on the subject have not been validated on public datasets, but rather,
have only been tested on a few samples. Even more, performance of
some systems are only qualitatively measured. Eventually, we notice
that studies reported in Table I adopt different metrics and strategies
for measuring the goodness of the writing order recovery systems:
some authors use the accuracy obtained by recognition systems on the
recovered trajectory as an indirect metric, whereas others compare the
recovered trajectory with the data acquired by a tablet.

III. Estimating the Writing Order in Handwriting
The objective of the proposed system is to estimate the writing
order of the 8-connected thin line representation of the handwriting
image. The analysis of two elements (components and clusters) plays
a vital role in the trajectory recovering process. A cluster is formed
following the intertwining of different strokes, resulting in an
agglomeration of pixels. Each pixel in the cluster therefore has more
than two pixels connected in its 8-neighborhood, and consequently,
the clusters complicate the accurate component drawing process.
A flowchart of the proposed system is depicted in Fig. 1. It is
composed of three stages. 1) Point classification, where the clusters
of a thinned specimen are identified, 2) Local examination, where
individual clusters are resolved by joining their output branches, and
3) Global reconstruction, where we estimate the handwriting order
with multiple pen-downs. The mathematical notation used in this
work is provided in Table II.

A. Point Classification
We classify each point (or pixel) of the thinned trajectory into
one of three categories: (1) end-points, which are pixels with only
one 8-neighbor, (2) trace points which have two 8-neighbors, and
(3) branch points which have three or more 8-neighbors. Fig. 2 gives
a visual example of this categorization. To this end, we identify the
clusters as the sets of adjacent pixels labeled as branch points.
To classify the black pixels in the image, we search for their
connectivity in their 8-neighbors. The complexity order of this
procedure is 𝒪(8 ·  h · w), where (h, w) are the height and width of
the image, respectively. Next, the clusters are defined as the sets of
adjacent pixels previously labeled as branch points. The clusters are
(δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4,
δ5, δ6, δ7, δ8)

(δ9, δ10, δ11)
Thinned
signature
reading

Image
analysis

1) Point Classification

Output
branches
characterization
2) Local Examination
Pixel
classification

Output
branches
association

Internal
Starting
cluster path
point
computing
selection
3) Global Reconstruction

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed system for writing order recovering.
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TABLE I. Literature Review on Systems for Recovering Static Trajectories
Ref.

Approach

Pattern

Dataset

[34]

Contour-based

Words

Private. 200 images of words written by six
different writers.

Quality of ordering ranked by human
subjects.

[16], [17]

Contour-based

Words

Public. 10,448 words taken from the
IRONOFF dataset. For each word, the on-line
and off-line versions are available.

Accuracy of HRS.

[35]

Contour-based

Signatures

Public. SVC 2004 dataset. Images are
synthesized from on-line samples.

Preliminary study. The number of detected
stroke points.

[36]

Skeleton - Local line

Characters

Private. 10,000 characters written 20 subjects.
2/3 of samples used as a test set.

Quality of ordering ranked by human
subjects.

[37], [38]

Skeleton - Local line

Signatures and
Numerals

Private. 20 signatures [37] and 150 numerals
[38].

Visual inspection for signatures and HRS for
numerals.

[39]

Skeleton - Local line

Words and Numerals

Private. 1000 images from US mail service.

Visual inspection.

[40]

Skeleton - Local line

Signatures

Public. The last fifty users of the MCYT-100
dataset wrote the signatures. Images are
synthe-sized from on-line samples.

FAR and FRR of ASV.

[41]

Skeleton - Local line

Words

Public. Hundreds of samples from LMCA,
IRONOFF, and IFN/ENIT datasets.

Visual inspection.

[24]

Skeleton - Local line

Signatures

Public. Fifty users of the BiosecurID dataset.
Images are synthesized from on-line samples.

EER of ASV.

[42]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Characters

Private.

Visual inspection.

[43]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Words

Private. 150 words written by five subjects.

Accuracy of HRS.

[44]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Words

Private. 100 images.

Visual inspection.

[45]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Characters

Public. 708, 811 images obtained by
converting on-line data of the Unipen
dataset.

Rate of correct complete trajectory recovery,
Ac-curacy of HRS.

[46],[47]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Words

Private. 6500 images containing cursive
handwrit-ing.

Similarity measure between automatic and
man-ual drawing order.

[48]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Words and
Characters

Private. 6868 images taken from 3 different
datasets. Pubic. Images were taken from
IRONOFF [49].

RMSE, DTW, Accuracy of HRS.

[50]

Skeleton - Graph-based

Signatures

Public. 1953 and 2820 on-line signatures
from the SigComp2009 and SUSIG - Visual
datasets, respectively. The thinned version of
the on-line signatures is used.

RMSE, DTW, Number of clusters correctly
solved.

[51]

Learning-based

Signatures

Public. 710 single-stroke on-line signatures
from fifty users taken from US_SIGBASE
and Dolfing datasets. Images are synthesized
from on-line samples.

Accuracy score that measures the alignment
of the recovered order and the ground truth.

[52]

Learning-based

Signatures

Private. 300 images of signatures.

The rank of the proposed recovering
trajectories.

[53], [54]

Learning-based

[20]

Learning-based

[55]

Learning-based

[56]

Learning-based

Characters

Public. Unipen.

DTW.

[57]

Learning-based

Characters

Public. OLHWDB 1.1 dataset.

Rate of correct complete trajectory recovery.

Characters and digits Public. OLHWDB 1.1 dataset containing 3755
Chinese characters; 2000 English letters and
Arabic digit symbols in UNIPEN.
Characters

Public. LIPI Toolkit dataset (Tamil, Telugu
and De-vanagari characters). Around 21, 000
characters per script.

Characters and digits Public. LMCA and IRONOFF datasets.

HRS: Handwriting Recognition System, ASV: Automatic Signature Verifier.
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Evaluation

Rate of correct: end point selection [54],
branch points resolution [54], complete
trajectory recov-ery [53], [54].
Rate of correct: starting point selection,
junction points resolution, and complete
trajectory recovery.
Accuracy of HRS.
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cluster; (3) they are connected to two false trace points of the same
cluster.

TABLE II. Notation Used
Notation

Description

r

Rank of the cluster

ci,j

Curvature between output branches i and j

αi , βi

External and internal angle for branch i

πi,j

Weighted angle direction between branches i and j

ωext, ωint, ωcur

External, internal and curvature weights for
computing the anchor point direction

δ1 , δ2 , δ3

Parameters for identifying retracing

δ7 , δ8

Parameters for identifying coupled clusters

δ10

Parameter for the brotherhood

δ4 , δ5 , δ6

Parameters for identifying T-patterns

δ9

Number of trace points

δ11

Number of points for computing the curvature

Such a classification in a single cluster requires a computational
complexity of 𝒪(p2), with p being the total number of cluster points.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a cluster and its classified pixels.

Cluster Points
Anchor Branch Points
False Trace Points
External Angles
Internal Angles

End Point
Trace Point
Branch Point
Fig. 3. Example of a cluster: cluster points (in gray), anchor points (in red),
false trace points (in orange), external angle directions (in green), and internal
angle directions (in blue).

Branch
Point
Trace
Point

D. Output Branches Characterization
End Point

Fig. 2. Point classification in a thinned trajectory (center of the image): details
inside the blue rectangles with clusters inside the green ones.

thus identified by performing the connected component labeling
algorithm over the branch points. As this algorithm requires at most
two scans of the image, its computational complexity is 𝒪(2 ·  h · w).

B. Local Examination on the Clusters

Recovering a skeleton from an end-point to another through the
trace points is an effortless operation. However, the task becomes
more demanding when clusters are encountered, since we must then
decide on the adequate output branch to recover. The output branches
can be also defined as all the trace points that converge in a single
cluster.
For this writing order recovery, given a cluster, firstly, its pixels
are classified. Secondly, the output branches are characterized, and,
finally, they are paired off in input-to-output paths.

C. Pixel Classification in a Cluster
The pixels inside a cluster are classified according to their
connectivity as follows:
• Cluster points. These are branch points.
• Anchor points. These are branch points of the clusters having at
least one trace point (i.e., a point outside the cluster) as a neighbor.
Since the cluster output branches are anchored on them, they are
denoted as anchor points. Moreover, the number of anchor points
establishes the rank of the cluster, denoted by r.
• False trace points. These are labeled as cluster points whether at
least one of the following conditions hold: (1) they are connected
to two different cluster points of the same cluster; (2) they are
connected to a cluster point and to a false trace point of the same

Cluster points and false trace points are identified through
their horizontal and vertical coordinates in the images. Beyond the
Cartesian coordinates, the anchor points are characterized through the
angle direction of the output branches. We developed three strategies
for computing the direction of the output branches.
• External angle. A multiscale approach [59] is devised to ompute
this angle by using only information external to the cluster. This
coordinates of an anchor
algorithm considers the
point (APx, APy) and δ9 numbers of trace points of the output
branch (see Table II). The output of this algorithm is the external
angle αi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., r. The algorithm is formalized in Algorithm
1, which runs in time 𝒪( ). Additionally, Fig. 3 illustrates the
external angles on the anchor points.
• Internal angle. The internal angles can compensate for some
shortcomings of the external angles when the output branches
contain a few trace points. For this compensation, the cluster
center of gravity of the anchor points is calculated. The (x, y)
coordinates of the first δ9 trace points from an output branch are
considered and the internal angles βi, ∀i ∈ 1, ..., r are computed by
the procedure reported in Algorithm 2, its complexity being 𝒪( ).

• Curvature. We combine all pairs of output branches,
,
chosen among the r available anchor points in a cluster. The
continuity connection of two output branches (i, j) and its shortest
path is obtained through Dijkstra’s algorithm [60]. Each of the
8-connected traces thus created is divided into 𝑛 equidistant
points and a curvature representative value is calculated (ρ =
[ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn]). Finally, the maximum of the difference between
adjacent elements of ρ is used to quantify the curvature of the
trace generated with the output branches (i, j). The curvature ci,j
goes from 0, if the curve is perfectly straight, to 180 degrees, if the
curve is bent over itself. The procedure is detailed in Algorithm 3,
which has a complexity of
.
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Algorithm 1. Compute External Angle
1: procedure computeExtAng(APx , APy , x, y)
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Algorithm 2. Compute Internal Angle
1: procedure computeIntAng(ccgx , ccg , x, y)
▷ δ9 being the length of (x, y)
2: for i = 1 to δ9 do
3:
vxi ← ccgx – xi
4:
vyi ← ccgy – yi
5:
angi ← atan2d(vxi, vyi )
6: end for
7: β ← circular mean of ang
8: return β

▷ δ9 being the scale of the multiscale approach and the length of (x, y)

for s = 1 to δ9 do
k←1
nextPixel ← (APx , APy )
for i = 1 step s to δ9 do
distX ← nextPixel1 – xi
distX ← nextPixel2 – yi
angIntk ← atan2(distY, distX)
k ← k +1
nextPixel ← (xi , yi)
end for
minAngle ← min of angInt
maxAngle ← max of angInt
angMS(s,:) ← linear interpolation
end for
for s = 1 to δ9 d
resMultiscale ← circular mean of angMS(s,:)
end for
α ← circular mean of resMultiscale
return α

Algorithm 3. Compute Curvature
1: procedure computeCurv(x, y, δ11)
2: m ← length of (x, y)
3: n ← min(δ11, m)
4: if m ≤ 2 then
5:
return 0			
▷ The curve is straight
6: else
7:
s ← floor(linspace(1, m, n))
▷ Indexes of (x, y) to be considered
8:
for 1 = 1 to n do
9:
for a = 1 to δ11 do
▷ Foward points
10:
if 1 ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ n – 1 then
11:
k ← min(n – l, a)
12:
for f = 1 to k do
13:
vf ← atand2 (ysl – ysl+f , xsl – xsl+f )
14:
end for
▷ Backward points
15:
if 1 ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ n then
16:
k ← min(l – 1, a)
17:
for b = 1 to k do
18:
vb ← atand2 (ysl – ysl+b , xsl – xsl+b )
19:
end for
20:
v ← concat(vb , vf)
21:
anga ← circular mean (v)
22:
end for
23:
ρl ← circular mean (v)
24:
end for
25:
c = max(Δρl)
26:
end c

E. Handling Special Cases: the Brotherhood
The brotherhood refers to a set of joined clusters. Two clusters can
be merged when there are less than δ10 trace points from each other,
and are connected by at least two branches. The brotherhood is a fullfledged cluster, and we apply the same rules of a single cluster to it.
Fig. 4 shows two examples of brotherhood process. It is worth pointing
out that cluster C3 (Fig. 4a) and cluster C1 (Fig. 4b) are not included
in the brotherhood because they are connected with the other clusters
only through one branch.

brotherhood C4
C3

C1

C2

The complexity of the brotherhood is
, where 𝑛C is the
number of clusters in the brotherhood, r the rank of the cluster and δ10
the number of trace points.

too close to each other
(a) Combining clusters C1 and C2 into cluster C4.

F. Output Branches Association

C1
brotherhood C7

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

(b) Combining clusters C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6 into cluster C7.
Fig. 4. Examples of two brotherhood application.

The Gestalt theory [61] states that all elements of sensory input are
perceived as belonging to a coherent and continuous whole. Moreover,
such criteria are supported by the studies of motor control theories
[62], in particular those related to the execution of rapid and smooth
movements that involve the principle of energy minimization. Under
these perspectives, good continuity criteria are taken into account.
As such, we pair the two exit directions whose external difference
is closer to 180 degrees than are the others, remove them from the
cluster, and repeat the pairing until the rank of the cluster is either
zero (meaning there are no more exit directions to pair) or three. Let
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i and j be two branches of a cluster. To implement this criterion, the
following weighted angle direction, πi,j ∀(i, j) ∈ r, is calculated:

we work out the odd cluster whose rank is higher than three. Finally, we
deal with the three rank clusters since they are the most confusing type.

where (αi, αj) refer to the external angles, (βi, βj) to the internal
angles and ci,j denotes the curvature between the considered branches.
The weights in the angles and curvature, (ωext, ωint, ωcur) (see Table II),
have to satisfy that the sum of their values be equal to one, with each
weight ranging in the (0, 1) interval. According to eq. (1), the smaller
πi,j the smoother the line connecting the i-th and j-th output branches.
Once all the πi,j are calculated, we process the clusters depending on
their ranks:

The goal of this section is to recover the writing order of the pendowns. To this end, we need to define a path that traverses the cluster
to link two previously paired branches. Moreover, the starting points
of each component and their order need to be estimated as well.

(1)

• for even-rank clusters, we select the pair corresponding to the
smallest values of πi,j and removing the paired branches. These
steps are repeated times, until all the branches are paired;
• for odd-rank clusters, the same procedure as above is applied
times. The remaining branches constitute a 3-rank 2 cluster.
The 3-rank clusters are by far the toughest to manage [45],[63]. They
can be classified according to their geometrical and morphological
properties (see Fig. 5) as follows:
• T-pattern clusters: These are clusters whose shape is similar to
a “T”. With these, one out of the three angles πi,j had to satisfy
180 (1 − δ4) ≤ πi, j ≤ 180 (1 + δ4 ), and the other two, the
following condition:
. To avoid 360 misclassification,
any branch of a T-pattern cluster should not be too close to an
end-point and to another 3-rank cluster. Let dep be the distance in
pixels between an anchor branch point and the nearest end-point
and let d3rc be the distance between an anchor branch point and
the nearest 3-rank cluster. Then, the last condition to satisfy to
consider a T-pattern would imply: min(dep, d3rc) ≥ δ6.
• Retraced clusters: These appear in closed handwritten loops, and
consequently, at least one of the branches has to end in an endpoint. Let
be the minimum distance in pixels from the branch
k to its end-point. Then a retracing should satisfy
≤ δ2. Also, as
the candidate retraced branch is expected to be straight, the value
of its curvature ck should be less than or equal to δ3. Finally, the
opposite angle πi,j should also satisfy:
≤ δ1.
• Coupled clusters: These are two-neighbor 3-rank clusters, none
of which is a T-pattern or a retraced cluster, which share one
output branch whose length ddb ≤ δ7. As such, the other branches
of both clusters compose a 4-rank cluster, which has to respect the
following relation:
(2)
This condition means that the good continuity criterion must be
strongly observed for these clusters to be classified as coupled.
• Normal cluster: This is a 3-rank cluster that does not belong to
the previous classes. In this case, the branches corresponding to
the smallest values of πi,j are associated, and the remaining one is
disjoined from the cluster.
End Point

RETRACED

Cluster Point

T-PATTERN

Anchor Branch Point

COUPLED

G. Global Reconstruction

H. Computing Internal Cluster Paths
Once the anchor branch points are paired, we define the path that
connects them. Let a cluster be composed of p pixels. The adjacency
matrix A is then a p × p matrix defined as follows: Given a pair of
neighbor pixels (pi, pj ) within the cluster, A(i, j) would have a value
of two or three. If (pi, pj ) are not neighbors or pi = pj , the value in
the adjacency matrix is zero. Based on observations in trajectory
generation [31], the weights assigned operate in compliance with
the principle of minimizing energy. Accordingly, to connect two
neighboring pixels, we exercise a preference in choosing a straight
connection rather than an oblique one. At the same time, an oblique
connection is preferred against two straight connections.
The adjacency matrix A is therefore processed by the Dijkstra
algorithm [60], which approaches the Gestalt theory perspective of
good continuity [61] and rapid movement trajectories.

I. Starting Point Selection
To choose the starting point, we model the spatial distribution of
the starting points with a two-dimensional Gaussian function.
To this end, we store the starting end-point of a random number of
handwriting. The median of this Gaussian function is experimentally
located at 0.15 · h and 0.35 · w, with h and w being the height and the
width of the writing area on the top-left part of the images. When
there are no end-points within the ellipse defined by the mean and
the two standard deviations of the Gaussian, the leftmost end-point is
selected as the starting point, as usual in Western handwriting.

J. Next Component Selection
Once the first component is recovered, the next component is
chosen according to a proximity criterion; this is the component with
the nearest end-point, which has not yet been recovered. Formally,
this criterion can be described as:
(3)
where (xepi , yepi ) are the coordinates of the last recovered end-point
and (xepj , yepj ) the coordinates of the end-points of components that
have not yet been recovered.
Finally, Fig. 6 illustrates three examples obtained with the proposed
method.

IV. Experimental Sensitivity and Stability Analysis
In this section, we analyze the sensitivity and the stability of our
system in terms of the values of the parameters listed in Table II, δ1
to δ11, ωext, ωint, and ωcur , which have been determined heuristically.
The performance of the system depends on the pa-rameter values of
the system. We define the accuracy rate θ as a performance measure:
.

Trace Point

NORMAL

A cluster is counted as correctly solved if all its branches are paired
similarly to the real trajectories, which are used as ground truth data.

Fig. 5. Classification of the 3-rank clusters.

In our implementation, firstly, we pair the branches in even rank
clusters, because these clusters are the less ambiguous ones. Secondly,

The parameters and weights were heuristically optimized in a
trial and error procedure in three steps. Initially, all the weights were
set to 0.33 and a coarse tuning of the parameters δk was conducted.
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Fig. 6. Examples of writing order recovering in signatures with the proposed method. The recovered writing order of each component is represented by
directional arrows, whereas different colors in the estimated trajectories represent different detected components.

Then, the performance of θ was analyzed independently for each
decision criterion, cluster rank and type to fine-tune the parameters.
Eventually, the weights were fine-tuned for a final maximization of θ.

Table III shows the heuristic values and the variation range we used
for each of them. For example, the parameter δ9 had to include at least
two pixels, and as a result, its lowest limit had to be 3.

To investigate whether the heuristic optimization of parameters
was biased, we carried out both a sensitivity and a stability study. In
both cases, our optimization procedure was performed with 30 % of
the specimens randomly selected from the SigComp2009 database
[64]. Each experiment was repeated ten times with different values of
each parameter under investigation, and the corresponding average
accuracy rates were reported.

The sensitivity grade for each parameter variation is shown in
Fig. 7. It refers to the accuracy rate variation achieved when only one
parameter varies, while the remaining ones assume their heuristic
values. We see that, depending on the parameter, the variation of the
accuracy rate is in the order of magnitude 10−3 and can therefore be
considered negligible. The results confirm that the heuristic criteria
we designed, based on the Gestalt theory of perception and motor
control theory, capture some properties of the writer’s movements
when their trajectories exhibit intersections or crossings. We can also
see that δ3 exhibits the highest sensitivity grade, meaning that it is one
of the most influential parameters, and conversely, δ6 seems to be the
least influential one.

A. Sensitivity Study: Results
In the study, the heuristic values of the parameters δk were
individually varied, and the results given in terms of the sensitivity
grade, defined as ∆θ/∆δ.
TABLE III. Values of δk Parameters and their Variability Range for the
Sensitivity Study
Value

Type

Range

δ1

28

ND*

(22, 34)

δ2

20

ND

(10, 30)

δ3

20

degrees

(10, 30)

δ4

3

ND

(1, 5)

δ5

19

ND

(16, 22)

δ6

8

Pixels

(4, 12)

δ7

50

Pixels

(46, 56)

δ8

40

ND

(20, 60)

δ9

5

Pixels

(3, 7)

δ10

10

Pixels

(6, 14)

δ11

10

Pixels

(6, 14)

x 10-3

δ1

δ2

δ3

δ4

δ5

δ6

δ7

δ8

δ9

δ10

δ11

2

1

Δθ

δk

3

0

-1

-2
-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

20

Δδ
Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis: Each line shows the variation of the accuracy rate
∆θ for a different variation ∆δ of the parameter δk.

*ND stand for non-dimensional.
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B. Stability Study: Results
In this study, different weight values are obtained by adding
Gaussian noise to the heuristic values, as:
where
η ∈ (0.05, ..., 0.5) is a distortion factor of the standard deviation of the
Gaussian. In each experiment, the value of η was incremented by 0.05
and normalization was carried out in order to satisfy |ωext| + |ωint| +
|ωcur | = 1.
Table IV gives the heuristic values of the weights, whereas Fig. 8
shows the accuracy rate obtained for different distortion levels. For
each value of η the figure reports the corresponding box plots. As
it can be seen, the central mark, in red, is above θ = 0.95 and the
majority of data, in blue, are concentrated around the median. Black
dots represent the outliers in each case. Consequently, highly stable
performances are obtained, along with different η values. It suggested
that external and internal angles, as well as the curvature conditions,
are representative of the good continuity criteria.
TABLE IV. Weights for Computing the Branch Point Directions

ωext

ωint

ωcur

Normal

0.20

0.05

0.75

T-Pattern/Retracting

0.95

0.00

0.05

Coupled

0.40

0.05

0.55

Odd-Rank

0.70

0.05

0.25

Clusters

(RMSE) [48], Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) [66] and Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) [67] to quantify the matching between them. These
metrics are defined as follows:

(4)

(5)

(6)
where (𝑥,  y) and ( , ) are the points belonging to the real and
recovered trajectories, respectively. For the sake of comparison [14],
the real and estimated recovered trajectories are normalized by using
a cubic spline, where its length, n, was the total sampling points in the
real on-line trajectory. Next, min-max scaling is worked out.
It follows from the definition that the smaller the RMSE and DTW,
the more similar the real and recovered trajectories. Conversely, higher
values of the SNR represent a higher similarity between trajectories.
Furthermore, we investigate the relation between the perfor mance
and the complexity (ℂ) of the specimens, since the more complex the
handwriting, the more difficult the reconstruction of its writing order.
Accordingly, we define the complexity as:

1

(7)

0.98

θ

0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

η

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

Fig. 8. Stability analysis: Vertical axis shows the accuracy rate (θ) as a function
of the amount of distortion (η) applied to the heuristic values of the weights,
in the horizontal axis.

V. Performance Assessment
The overall performances of the proposed system were evaluated by
comparing the recovered trajectories with the real on-line counterpart
trajectories. The experiments aim to answer the following questions:
• Q1: Are the clusters correctly solved?
• Q2: Are the components correctly detected in the images?
• Q3: Does the proposed system recover the trajectories in a correct
order?
We used the complete SigComp2009, SUSIG-Visual and SVC-Task2
as third-party databases for the experiments (see appendix).

A. Used Metrics
The evaluation is carried out at the pixel level between real and
recovered 8-connected trajectories. To this aim, the on-line data of
a specimen were interpolated to generate an 8-connected trajectory
through Bresenham’s line drawing algorithm [65] without any further
processing [45]. As metrics, we used the Root Mean Square Error

where nc denotes the number of components in the real handwriting, nr =3 the number of 3-rank clusters and nr > 3 the number of
clusters with a rank greater than three. These three factors represent
the difficulty in order recovering trajectories, with the number
of components being the most critical factor. Accordingly, their
coefficients are empirically adjusted as:[α1, α2, α3] = [0.6, 0.3, 0.1].
Through the complexity formula, a histogram is obtained and divided
into three parts with equal frequency binning, in a balanced fashion.
To contextualize formula (7), we calculated the complexity using all
specimens of the datasets used in the experiments (5972 in total).
We found that 1969 samples were categorized as low complexity ℂ ∈
(α1, 4.0); 2002 as medium complexity ℂ ∈ (4.0, 6.6) and 2001 as high
complexity ℂ ∈ (6.6, 26.3).

B. Accuracy of Cluster Resolution (Q1)

Fig. 9b shows that our system detected 183, 877 out of 186, 165
clusters of 3 and 4-rank in all databases. These two cluster types thus
represent 98.77 % of the cases handled. The accuracy rate obtained
was over 97.97 % on average for the three datasets. As seen in Fig.
9a, for 3-rank clusters, the lowest and highest rates were 96.15 % for
SVCTask2 and 99.26 % for SUSIG-Visual, respectively. As mentioned
in Section III, 3-rank clusters are the most challenging to solve, as
they may exhibit configurations that are very similar to those of the
branches attached to them. Achieving an accuracy rate greater than
96.00 % on them thus is a remarkable feat. These results show that the
criteria we designed for pairing the cluster branches capture essential
pieces of knowledge about human trajectory execution. They also
show that the higher the cluster rank, the lower the accuracy rate.
This is expected since recovering correcting higher-rank clusters is
more difficult than correcting those that are lower-ranked. We also
observe that there is room for improvements for branch pairings of
clusters with ranks greater than 6. However, this drawback has only a
limited impact on the performance because such clusters are present
in less than 2.5 % of the total number of samples.
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16914

24055

SigComp2009
SUSIG-Visual
SVCTask2

6931

12615

Number of clusters

50 %
42.86 %

3

(a) Accuracy of the correctly solved clusters.

4

5

34
56
81

420
533
81

389
540
121

0%

10

9

5
4
0

8

4
7
1

6
7
Cluster rank

27
56
5

5

0%

0%

3146

25 %

6616

100 %

SigComp2009
SUSIG-Visual
SVCTask2
74.07 %
71.43 %
80 %

88.24 %

67.86 %

4

89.29 %
87.24 %
86.42 %

98.26 %
97.74 %
98.38 %

3

92.29 %
90.93 %
85.12 %

98.00 %
99.26 %
96.15 %
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8

9

10

6
7
Cluster rank

(b) Number of detected clusters.

Fig. 9. Performance of the system solving the clusters found in each database.

Overall, we have a global accuracy of θ = 98.72 % on SigComp2009,
θ = 98.91 % on SUSIG-Visual, and θ = 98.59 % on SVCTask2, which
are little better than the results obtained on the SigComp2009 and
SUSIG-Visual datasets [50].

TABLE V. Overall Performance Results When Complete Trajectories
Are Recovered in Static Trajectories in Terms of RMSE, SNR, and DTW
Dataset:
SigComp2009

C. Estimation of the Number of Components (Q2)
We assess the estimation of the number of components. Each
component has two end-points, corresponding to the points where
the pen-tip touches/leaves the tablet. They are used to quantify the
number of components in a sample. Therefore, we compare the
number of components found by our method with the actual number
of components of the on-line samples.
Fig. 10 shows the density functions of the real and estimated
numbers of components in the samples. We also quantify the density
function similarities in terms of the Area Between Curves (ABC).
The more similar the density functions, the smaller the ABC value,
and therefore, the better the estimation. For all datasets, we obtain
excellent performance, but in the case of the SVCTask2, it is clearly
outstanding. It is explained since the other two databases contain
more complicated and lengthy specimens than the SVCTask2.

Number of signatures

SNR

RMSE

DTW

SigComp2009: Real
SigComp2009: Estimated (ABC: 0.57%)
SUSIG-Visual: Real
SUSIG-Visual: Estimated (ABC: 0.91%)
SVCTask2: Real
SVCTask2: Estimated (ABC: 0.01%)

600
400

DTW

1

5

10

15

20

25

RMSE

DTW
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14.39 ± 0.56

33.05 ± 1.25

10.70 ± 0.73

6.06 ± 0.55

16.65 ± 0.60

41.16 ± 1.07

26.63 ± 0.72

14.63 ± 0.64

27.50 ± 0.55

ESTNC

0.14 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01

0.22 ± 0.00

RSENC

0.11 ± 0.01

0.25 ± 0.01

0.29 ± 0.01

0.22 ± 0.01

RSEOC

0.04 ± 0.00

0.07 ± 0.01

0.16 ± 0.01

0.09 ± 0.00

ESTNC

2.73 ± 0.18

6.51 ± 0.22

8.82 ± 0.30

6.01 ± 0.15

RSENC

2.05 ± 0.15

6.16 ± 0.23

9.39 ± 0.31

5.86 ± 0.16

RSEOC

0.71 ± 0.09

1.82 ± 0.14

5.42 ± 0.29

2.65 ± 0.12

23.74 ± 0.83

14.35 ± 0.64

RSENC

32.32 ± 0.79

RSEOC

43.34 ± 0.63

Total

7.75 ± 0.51

15.40 ± 0.41

19.94 ± 0.69

9.45 ± 0.57

20.73 ± 0.44

32.70 ± 0.59

19.50 ± 0.62

31.98 ± 0.40

ESTNC

0.19 ± 0.01

0.23 ± 0.01

0.28 ± 0.01

0.23 ± 0.00

RSENC

0.11 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01

0.19 ± 0.00

RSEOC

0.03 ± 0.00

0.07 ± 0.00

0.16 ± 0.01

0.08 ± 0.00

ESTNC

2.71 ± 0.10

3.70 ± 0.12

5.33 ± 0.13

3.90 ± 0.07

RSENC

1.58 ± 0.09

3.00 ± 0.12

5.33 ± 0.14

3.28 ± 0.07

RSEOC

0.36 ± 0.04

1.13 ± 0.08

3.05 ± 0.12

1.51 ± 0.05

ESTNC
SNR

D. Matching Between Real and Recovered Trajectories (Q3)
This experiment assesses the performance of our system when
the order of a static trajectory is wholly recovered. One of the main
factors influencing the complete order recovering is the selection of
the starting point of each component. To evaluate the extent to which
the selection of the starting points determines the recovery trajectories,
we gradually relax the condition of the static samples by adding some
information regarding the ending points: 1) the Estimated STarting

5.93 ± 0.50

RSENC

Dataset:
SVCTask2

Number of components
Fig. 10. Density functions of the number of components calculated with real
trajectories from different databases and the estimated number of components
with our system. ABC denotes the Area Between Curves.

8.15 ± 0.63

Total

RSEOC

ESTNC

RMSE

200

28.93 ± 1.26

Dataset:
Low
Medium
High
SUSIG - Visual complexity complexity complexity
SNR

800

0

ESTNC

Low
Medium
High
complexity complexity complexity

Low
Medium
High
complexity complexity complexity
23.72 ± 0.84

7.14 ± 0.54

Total

2.62 ± 0.25

11.19 ± 0.41

RSENC

31.61 ± 0.83

8.70 ± 0.65

2.11 ± 0.34

14.18 ± 0.49

RSEOC

37.39 ± 0.63

29.30 ± 0.69

20.43 ± 0.60

29.08 ± 0.41

ESTNC

0.13 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01

0.31 ± 0.01

0.24 ± 0.00

RSENC

0.09 ± 0.01

0.28 ± 0.01

0.35 ± 0.01

0.24 ± 0.01

RSEOC

0.03 ± 0.00

0.06 ± 0.00

0.09 ± 0.00

0.06 ± 0.00

ESTNC

1.72 ± 0.11

3.62 ± 0.11

4.97 ± 0.10

3.43 ± 0.07

RSENC

1.16 ± 0.10

3.74 ± 0.12

5.69 ± 0.11

3.52 ± 0.08

RSEOC

0.34 ± 0.04

0.79 ± 0.07

1.46 ± 0.08

0.86 ± 0.04
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point Nearest Criterion (ESTNC), which selects as the starting point
of the next component the nearest untraced estimated starting point;
2) the Real Starting/Ending point Nearest Criterion (RSENC), which
provides the system with the coordinates of the real starting and
ending points of the components, and 3) the Real Starting/Ending
point Ordered Criterion (RSEOC), which provides the system with the
coordinates of the real starting and ending points, as well as the correct
order of these coordinates. By comparing the results of the third and
second scenarios, it is possible to estimate the efficacy of the criterion
for finding the starting point of the next component. As the first
scenario represents the operating condition of our method, comparing
its performance with the second one allows evaluating the efficacy of
the criterion for selecting the starting point of each component.
In Table V, for each database, scenario and level of complexity, we
list the performance in terms of the mean and standard error of the
performance measures mentioned above.
As expected, we can observe that the simpler the handwriting, the
better the reconstruction, for all metrics. They also show that in case of
a low complexity handwriting, the performance is very similar across
the three datasets, but diverges more and more as the handwriting
complexity increases.
With regards to the metrics, the performances in Table V show
that the SNR is more sensitive than RMSE and DTW to the errors
in recovered trajectories. Nevertheless, all metrics maintain a similar
range of values in all cases.
Last but not least, the results in the table show that a significant
improvement in the performance is obtained when both the starting/
ending points of each component and their orders are made available
to our method. This observation is independent of the database and
the level of complexity.3
TABLE VI. Performance Comparison of Recovered Trajectories of the
Estimated STarting Point Nearest Criterion (ESTNC) With Other Works
Paper

Dataset

RMSE*

DTW*

– Related works about recovering words –
[48]

Private - Single Strokes (on-line
transformed in off-line)

400.98

118.12

[48]

Private - Multi Strokes (on-line
transformed in offline)

503.81

171.91

[48]

Private - Scanned Words

2538.05

553.57

[48]

IRONOFF [49]

669.03

278.27

[56] (LSTM)

Unipen

-

0.04

[56] (Conv)

Unipen

-

0.04

[56] (Class Avg)

Unipen

-

0.21

Public - Arabic signature [33]

0.34

28.81

Public - Arabic signature [33]

0.25

52.40

SigComp2009

0.06

382.01

SUSIG-Visual

0.05

300.50

SigComp2009

0.22

6.01

SUSIG-Visual

0.23

3.90

[50]
This work

SVCTask2
0.24
3.43
* Note that different formulas for RMSE and DTW are used in the papers,
making a fair comparison more difficult. We used the formulas proposed in the
competition presented in [14].
A video showing the estimated recovered trajectories with different levels of
complexity is available at https://youtu.be/TYoZZ8CThhw.

3

VI. Conclusions and Outlook
We have developed a system for recovering the ballistic trajec-tory
order of long and complex thinned static handwritten sig-natures.
Our system operates in three stages: (i) point classifi-cation, (ii) local
examination, and (iii) global reconstruction. In the point classification,
the clusters are identified and correspond to the agglomeration of
pixels in the images. The agglomerations of lines correspond to
crossings of lines in the thinned trajecto-ries. Thus, a cluster can be
characterized by the number of input-output lines or branches. In the
local examination, input-output branches are paired by exploiting
heuristic rules inspired by both good continuity and motor control
principles when signing, with preference given to smooth and straight
ballistic trajectories. At the global reconstruction stage, the end-points
of the components (pen-downs) are identified and sorted. Once a
component is re-covered, the system decides on the new component
to recovering.
This procedure requires that a number of parameters and weights be
adjusted. Their values are determined heuristically by trial and error,
as the best matching between the real and reconstructed trajectory is
sought. Furthermore, both the sensitivity and stability of the results
with respect to these parameters are studied, and we see that the
performance of our procedure is barely affected by a variation of up
to 10 % of these parameters. To avoid overfitting in these values and
make the results more meaningful, the parameters are adjusted with
a subset of the SigComp2009 signature database. Then, the results
are obtained with different publicly available databases, namely, the
complete SigComp2009, SUSIG-Visual and SVCTask2.
The performance of the system is analyzed considering several
aspects. As the ground truth of our experiments, we use the on-line
trajectories, which contain details of how real signers wrote the
trajectory. We first observe a competitive performance when the
branches are paired on the clusters. It is worth pointing out that the
branch association in the clusters is the first step towards the final
writing order recovery. Moreover, a few mistakes may lead to an
overall error in the estimation of trajectory order. Secondly, we also
study the number of components estimated in the signature and the
complete trajectory order recovery. For research purposes, our system
can be freely downloaded from GitHub.

– Related works about recovering signatures –
[14] (Best system
on DTW)
[14] (Best system
RMSE)
[50]

To put our results in context, Table VI shows the performances
obtained in related works. We can see different performance ranges
among the works, suggesting that no standard procedure has thus far
been established for measuring the effectiveness of the writing order
recovery. For this reason, beyond the implementation of RMSE and
DTW metrics, it is necessary to take into account data normalization,
data aggregation, and, above all, the handwriting database used, whose
complexity is not easily measurable. Nonetheless, the results of such
comparisons are useful, as they generally convey a rough estimate of
advancements in the field, even though it does not provide a fair basis
of comparison.

Although promising results are observed in this work, more efforts
are required to ensure a more reliable estimation of the trajectories.
Our experiments suggest that it is of paramount importance to
continue investigating the rules for choosing the ending points of the
components and their order, taking into account unknown pen-ups
trajectories. Indeed, having the availability of on-line trajectories to
recover a static one could improve both the cluster resolution and the
complete order recovering. In this case, mapping two skeleton-based
images is a further strategy that could be explored by using optical
flow analysis, diffeomorphism functions, or inkball models, among
others.
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In a challenging framework, which uses an off-line handwriting
as input and approximates its corresponding on-line counterpart as output, i.e. (x(t), y(t)), our system plays an important
role. Nevertheless, this framework also implies that more effort is
required in thinning algorithms to improve the handwriting image
quality and resolution. Furthermore, estimating temporal properties
in the recovered trajectories is another open question. A possible
solution is to assign a timestamp sequence to the 8-connected
trajectories. This would open the door to working out dynamic
properties such as the velocity or acceleration. In the meantime, the
proposed system constitutes a reasonable starting point for future
research in the challenging field of on-line trajectory estimation
from off-line specimens.
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Appendix
A. Databases
We evaluate the proposed system on signatures because they
represent long and complex handwriting, contain text and flourishes,
and their patterns result in multiple pen-downs and a high number of
clusters, so constituting a suitable and very challenging benchmark.
We use the following data of three publicly databases:4
• SigComp2009 [64]. Contains 1552 on-line Western signatures
written by 79 subjects. There are 932 genuine signatures available
since each signer gave 12 specimens on average.

• SUSIG-Visual corpus [68]. Includes 2820 on-line Western
signatures written by 94 subjects. Each participant produced 20
genuine signatures in two sessions, i.e., 94 × 20 = 1880 specimens.
• SVCTask2 [69]. Consists of 1600 signatures written by 40 subjects,
17 of whom used Oriental scripts and 23, Western scripts. Each
subject produced 20 genuine signatures.

SigComp2009 and SUSIG-Visual, which are made up of only
Western signatures, were used in a bid to evaluate the independence of
the proposed method from the database, whereas the use of SVCTask2,
also composed of Oriental specimens, was intended to show the
independence of the algorithm from the script type.
Eventually, the skeleton of the off-line handwriting was obtained
by converting the on-line trajectories into 8-connected, one-pixelwide digital lines through the Bresenham's line drawing algorithm
[65] without any further processing [45]. The out-put resolution of
the images was 600 dpi. This choice, moreover, provides a perfect
spatial matching between the on-line and the off-line representations
of the trajectories, establishing a solid ground truth for performance
evaluation.
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Abstract

Keywords

Machine learning-based supervised single-channel speech enhancement has achieved considerable research
interest over conventional approaches. In this paper, an extended Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is
proposed for the spectral masking-based noisy speech enhancement. In conventional RBM, the acoustic
features for the speech enhancement task are layerwise extracted and the feature compression may result
in loss of vital information during the network training. In order to exploit the important information in the
raw data, an extended RBM is proposed for the acoustic feature representation and speech enhancement. In
the proposed RBM, the acoustic features are progressively extracted by multiple-stacked RBMs during the
pre-training phase. The hidden acoustic features from the previous RBM are combined with the raw input
data that serve as the new inputs to the present RBM. By adding the raw data to RBMs, the layer-wise features
related to the raw data are progressively extracted, that is helpful to mine valuable information in the raw
data. The results using the TIMIT database showed that the proposed method successfully attenuated the noise
and gained improvements in the speech quality and intelligibility. The STOI, PESQ and SDR are improved by
16.86%, 25.01% and 3.84dB over the unprocessed noisy speech.

Restricted Boltzmann
Machine, Spectral
Masking, Speech
Enhancement, Speech
Intelligibility, Speech
Quality, Supervised
Machine Learning.

I. Introduction

T

HE aim of speech enhancement (SE) is to attenuate/suppress the
background noise and recover the clean speech from the noise
contaminated speech with better intelligibility and speech quality.
The speech enhancement is mainly used in a speech communication
system to improve the voice quality, recorded multimedia contents, to
boost the automatic speech recognition (ASR) accuracy and for robust
hearing aids. Many signal processing-based speech enhancement
methods are proposed in literature to improve the performance of
aforesaid applications which include spectral subtraction [1] and
variants [2]-[4], Wiener filtering [5] and variants [6]-[7], minimum
mean square error (MMSE) estimator [8] and the variants [9]-[10].
These methods are apt in various real-time speech applications because
of less computational complexity. But, they show poor performance in
many non-stationary acoustic conditions. To overcome this problem,
supervised learning-based speech enhancement methods are opted
[11]-[12]. Learning approaches, such as the regression, spectralmapping, and spectral-masking [13]-[19], Gaussian mixture modelsbased SE (GMM) [20]-[21], support vector machines-based SE (SVM)
[22] and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [23]-[24] have
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: nasirsaleem@gu.edu.pk

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2022.03.002

been developed and examined for the speech enhancement. In the
past few years, speech enhancement is considered as a supervised
learning problem, motivated from the time-frequency (T-F) masking
in Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (CASA). In such methods,
a trained learning machine directly estimates the clean speech or
estimates a T-F mask such as ideal binary mask (IBM) and ideal ratio
mask (IRM) which are then applied to the T-F representation of the
contaminated speech to reconstruct clean speech [25]-[26]. Perhaps,
paradigms of data-driven methods present a convenient explanation
to grasp the complex mechanism of the acoustic speech distortion.
Recently, a number of deep neural network (DNN) frameworks are
developed with encouraging results. Starting from the autoencoders
to feed-forward DNN, many frameworks have been designed for
speech enhancement [27]-[33]. DNN-based methods deal with three
attributes: complementary acoustic features, learning algorithm,
and training-target. Pursuant to the above explanation, DNN-based
supervised speech enhancement methods are categorized into the
masking-based and mapping-based enhancement methods. However,
we are dealing with masking-based method in this paper.

II. Related Literature
In the recent past, the supervised learning methods for speech
enhancement have achieved enormous performance gain and
outperformed the conventional signal processing-based speech
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TABLE I. Gap Analysis of Literature
Reference
[32]
[38]
[37]
[39]
[30]
[26]
Proposed

Neural Network
DBN with multiple Mask Estimation
DBN with Bayesian Estimators
MCMC and SGD DBN pre-training with RBM
Recurrent RBM for Pre-training
Feed Forward DNN with Mask Estimation
Feed Forward DNN with Mask Estimation
Feed Forward DBN with Mask Estimation

Pre-Training
Networks are pre-trained with RBM without raw data
Networks are pre-trained with RBM without raw data
Networks are pre-trained with RBM without raw data
Networks are pre-trained with RBM without raw data
Networks are randomly initialized without raw data
Networks are randomly initialized without raw data
Networks are pre-trained with RBM with raw data

enhancement. The masking-based SE methods outperformed the
mapping-based SE methods; but, large performance deterioration can
happen as a result of the mismatch conditions. A large performance
gain can be achieved if DNNs are layer-wise pre-trained by stackedmultiple RBM (Restricted Boltzmann Machine) [34]. DNN is proposed
for the binary classification and feed-forward DNNs and RBM pretraining are used for subband classification for IBM estimation [27].
DNNs are pre-trained with Fuzzy RBM [32], [35] instead of the regular
RBM and achieved significant performance by estimating various T-F
masks [36]. A unified method based on Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) for RBM pre-training
is proposed [37]. Bayesian estimators are designed for RBM pretraining [38]. Other variants of RBM such as the recurrent-temporal
RBM [39], Gaussian RBM, cardinality RBM, pointwise gated RBM,
and conditional RBM have been formulated by modifying regular
RBM. Recurrent neural network-based speech enhancement method
is formulated which exploited recurrent-temporal RBM to explore
temporal-correlation between speech frames [35]. The idea is extended
to the features of input and output signals into elemental featurespaces. The network was fine-tuned by jointly optimized RNN with
additional masking layer with a reconstruction constraint. A detailed
review of the RBMs and their deep structures can be studied in [40].
Many recent studies on deep learning can also be found in [41]-[47].
The gap analysis is given in Table I. It can be observed that in literature
either various networks have initialized the parameters with RBM
without phase estimation or randomly initialized the parameters with
phase estimation. But, the proposed method initialized the network
parameters with a more robust way and also the phase is estimated.
In this paper, we examined the supervised learning algorithms in
order to train DBN for time-frequency mask (T-F) estimation. Deep
learning in speech enhancement is the arrangement of many hidden
layers such that the network learns from the input features. Different
from shallow neural networks, DNN should not be trained directly
by using standard backpropagation algorithm. Since errors propagate
through the network and the gradient becomes infinitesimally small
that can affect the weights updating in the previous layers. Gradientvanishing is one of the core challenges in the deep learning. To address
the vanishing problem, a multi-layered framework is used, known as
Deep Belief Network, a pre-trained DNN with multiple-stacked RBMs.
Following the pre-training, the standard backpropagation algorithm
is employed. The acoustic features are progressively extracted by
multiple-stacked RBMs during the pre-training phase. The hidden
acoustic features from the previous RBM are combined with the raw
input data to serve as the new inputs to the current RBM. By adding the
raw data to each RBM, layer-wise features related to raw data can be
progressively extracted, which is helpful to mine valuable information
in the raw data [48]. The aim of this work is not to design a stateof-the-art, but rather to examine the proposed pre-training method
and compare the performance with DNN using the typical RBM-based
pre-training for speech enhancement. The contributions of this paper
are summarized and discussed as. (i): A novel pre-training method
is proposed by stacking RBMs. The acoustic features are gradually
extracted by multiple-stacked RBMs during pre-training phase. The

Phase Estimate
No Phase Estimation
No Phase Estimation
No Phase Estimation
No Phase Estimation
Phase Estimated
No Phase Estimation
Phase Estimated

hidden acoustic features from a previous RBM are combined with
the raw input data to serve as the new inputs to the current RBM.
The network parameters are initialized in the unsupervised fashion
using RBM. The parameters are further fine-tuned via adaptive
gradient descent and backpropagation algorithm. It is observed that
the proposed pre-training method outperformed the DNNs which
are initialized randomly or pre-trained with typical RBM. (ii): Less
computational complexity and fast convergence is achieved by the
proposed method as compared to the conventional DNN and DBN
frameworks. With similar number of the hidden layers and quantity of
hidden neurons, the proposed method achieved better speech quality
and intelligibility. The reason for the quick network convergence (less
MSE errors) is the adaptation of new pre-training method.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section III
recapitulates the RBM and DBN frameworks. The proposed RBM for
speech enhancement is presented in Section IV. Experiments are given
in Section V. Results are explained in Section VI. The conclusions are
given in Section VII.

III. Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) and Deep
Belief Network (DBN)
Restricted Boltzmann Machine [34] is an elemental part of DBN
framework and is mainly composed of visible and hidden layers
used for many applications including speech enhancement. Unlike
Boltzmann machine (BM), a RBM confines the interconnections of peer
neurons in order to guarantee the mutual independence. The typical
RBM structure is shown in Fig. 1. RBM gives probabilistic models and
their parameters are consisting of the weights and biases. Let a RBM
be represented by v visible layer and h hidden layer, respectively. The
joint probability density of v and h is given as:
(1)
Where, E (v, h) indicates the energy function where type of function
is determined by the nature of variables in the visible layer. Two
common variables in the visible layer are the binary and Gaussian.
The binary-binary and Gaussian-Gaussian energy functions are given
by equations as:
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Fig. 2. The DBN framework with Three Hidden Layers.

where vj and hi indicate the activation states of the hidden layer
neuron j and visible layer neuron i, respectively; αj and βi are bias terms
whereas wji indicates the weights used to connect the vj and hi. σj and
σi indicate the standard deviation terms. With the joint and marginal
probabilistic distributions, i. e, p(v, h), p(v) and p(h), the conditional
probabilistic distributions p(h|v) and p(v|h) can be achieved by the
Bayesian presumption as:
(4)
(5)
For Gaussian neurons, the conditional distributions follow the
normal distributions. Deep belief networks consist of multiple stacked
RBMs and an output layer added over the final RBM, as shown in Fig.
2. The training process of DBN includes a layer-wise unsupervised
pre-training and fine-tuning. During the pre-training step, layer-wise
greedy scheme is used for RBM training. Once a RBM is trained, its
hidden layer is served as a visible layer to the next RBM. Thus, all
RBMs in the network are trained in this fashion by maximizing input
data probabilities. Contrastive divergence (CD) method [49]-[50] is
applied for parameters updating. After pre-training, a T-F masking
layer is appended to the final hidden layer. The entire DBN network
is further fine-tuned by reducing the errors between estimated and
preset masks. The backpropagation is employed to gradually pass
the errors from the final to base input layer. In this way, the entire
network parameters are continuously updated.

IV. Proposed RBM-based Speech Enhancement Method
Though DBN framework effectively extracts features and achieves
quick convergence by executing pre-training and fine-tuning, yet
there can be a room to improve the learning performance. In deep
learning, by increasing the number of hidden layers and with layerwise compression process, important information in the raw data is
usually lost in higher layers. To reduce this problem, we extended
conventional DBN to amply detain the important information in
the raw data by multiple stacked-RBMs. By using the raw data as
supplementary inputs to the visible layers to pre-train every RBM,
the input raw data participates in entire compression process. As a
result, the extracted acoustic features are greatly related to input raw
data and the potential important information is copiously kept. Unlike

conventional DBN, the proposed extended version of DBN framework
can repetitively extract the important information from input raw
data, thereby provides deep compressed representations which are
in correlation with the input raw data. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed
DBN framework which consists of the pre-training and fine-tuning
procedures, respectively. In the pre-training process, the input raw
data is appended to visible layers of all RBMs. The weight matrices are
composed of wI and wH, where wI connects the hidden layer with the
input raw data, and wH connects the hidden features of the preceding
RBM with upper hidden layer. After that, contrastive divergence and
the maximum likelihood rules are used to update the RBM parameters.
By doing so, we can improve the network learning potential, and can
accurately initialize the network parameters for fine-tuning process.
During the fine-tuning process, an output layer is added for mask
estimation. Finally, the backpropagation is performed iteratively in
order to update parameters of network by minimizing the MSE loss
function between estimated and preset mask.

A. Pre-Training
The pre-training process of the proposed DBN is to train all RBMs
individually. For the first RBM, there is no need to extend input raw
data. Every RBM updated its weights and biases which are based on
the k-step CD learning (CD-k) method and maximum likelihood rule.
In general, maximum likelihood rule is applied to achieve suitable
parameters of the network (δ = {w, α, β}) that excellently fit the input
data distribution. By determining logarithmic partial derivatives of data
p(v=vData), the gradient updating for network parameters is given as:
(6)
Since it is challenging to determine the second terms in Eq. (6)
precisely, CD-k method is used to achieve the estimated solution. It
is intended to transfer the data among hidden and visible layers for
k times, such that the network states can characterize the model
distribution after k iterations. The input to RBM vData can be articulated
as v(0) as shown in Fig. 2. By determining the sampling of the probability
p(h|v(0)), the state of the hidden neurons can be achieved as h(0). Also,
v(1) can be achieved by sampling of p(v|h(0)). The learning procedure,
from v(0) to v(1), is known as one-step Gibbs sampling. After performing
k-step Gibbs sampling (k→∞), a stationary distribution is achieved,
whereas v(k) reflects the model distribution. By predicting expectations
over p(v), equation (6) can be expressed as:
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Fig. 3. The Proposed DBN framework structure with three hidden layers during pre-training and fine-tuning.

Algorithm-B: DBN layer-by-layer Pre-Training

(7)

Input: Training Set Y

The first term is called as negative-term whereas the second term
is known as the positive-term, respectively. The negative-term reflects
the distribution of raw data and the positive-term reflects distribution
of the model. During training, the k-step CD takes k = 1, that meets the
required of calculation for the accuracy. If we substitute Eq. (3) into Eq.
(7), equations (Eq. (8)-Eq. (10)) can be obtained. The RBM parameters
(δPRE = WPRE, αPRE, βPRE) can be updated via following equations:

Output: Pre-Trained DBN Framework
1: for all RBM in DBN framework
2: init Network Parameters; w, α, β
3: if training model is RBM then input ← Y
4: else input ← combine H and Y
5: for epoch = 1, ...., e do

(8)

6:

7:

(9)

8:
9:

(10)
(11)
Where, the parameters μ and υ indicate momentum and learning
rate, respectively, whereas weighting matrix wPRE is composed of
wI and wH such that wPRE = [wI, wH]. Algorithm-A and Algorithm-B
explains the k-step CD rule and the pre-training of proposed DBN,
respectively.
Algorithm-A: k-step CD Process
Input: RBM (v, h), Training Batch B

for k=1, ..., �loor

do

B ← take batch from input

Δw, Δα, Δβ ← Algorithm-1: k-CD
w ← w + μ.Δw

10:

α ← α + μ.Δα

11:

β ← β + μ.Δβ

12: H ← Input × w + β

B. Fine-Tuning

In fine-tuning of the proposed DBN, the additional layer for output
is appended at final hidden layer in order to get probabilities of the
samples. The parameters in the proposed DBN
are
initialized by pre-trained parameters
as:

Output: Estimated Gradient ∆w, ∆α, ∆β
1: init Δwji = Δαj = Δβi = 0, for j = 1, ..., m; i = 1, ..., n

2: for all samples ∈ B do
3: v(0) ← sample

4: for t = 0, ..., k-1 do
5:

6:

for i = 1, ..., n do sample hi(t) from p(hi | v(t))

for j = 1, ..., n do sample vi(t+1) from p(vj | h(t))

7: sample hi(k) from p(hi | v(k)) for i = 1, ..., n

8: for j = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., n do
9:

10:
11:

(12)
Where, m indicates the hidden layer’s number, the raw data
neurons and subsequent parameters that are dropped after pretraining. Random values are used for parameters
of output
layer. Thus, the parameters
.By
using the standard forward-propagation, the loss errors MSE can be
computed between estimated and preset mask. Finally, based on the
adaptive moment estimation (Adam), parameters of the proposed DBN
are further tuned by following equations:

Δwji ← Δwji + vj(0).hi(0) − vj(k).hi(k)

Δαj ← Δαj + vj(0) − vj(k)

(13)

Δβi ← Δβi + hi(0) − hi(k)

(14)
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(16)
Where υ(Epoch+1) indicates learning rate with initial rate of υ(0) set
according to the requirement. The terms μ1(Epoch) and μ2(Epoch) show the
first momentum estimate and second raw momentum estimate. The
ν1, ν1, ρ are Adam parameters.

V. Experiments
A. Dataset
In experiments, we selected clean speech utterances from TIMIT
database [51]. TIMIT corpus includes time-aligned and phonetically
balanced 16-bit, 16 kHz speech waveform files. The clean utterances
are used for speech enhancement and speech recognition. It contains
broadband recordings of 630 speakers of eight major dialects of
American English, each reading ten phonetically rich sentences.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in
different noisy backgrounds, 10 different noise sources are selected
from the Aurora-4 [52] database, given in Table II. The spectrograms
of the noise sources are demonstrated in Fig. 4. To produce the noisy
speech, we used four signal-to-noise (SNR) levels, -4dB to 2dB with a
2dB step. To train the proposed DBN framework, we have used 2000
speech utterances from different speakers of both genders. For all
SNRs, the input training utterances are mixed with 10 noise sources
(2000 x 4 =8000 speech utterances). To test the proposed method, 1000
speech utterances from different speakers are used. The experimental
results are averaged over 10 noise sources.
TABLE II. Background Noise Sources (N1-N10)
N1: Airport Noise, N2: Babble Noise, N3: Buccaneer, N4: Car Noise, N5:
Café Shop Noise, N6: Destroyerengine Noise, N7: Destroyerops Noise, N8:
Factory Noise, N9: Hall Noise, N10: Street Noise
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Fig. 4. Spectrograms of Background Noise Sources.

B. Acoustic Features
The acoustic features are extracted from the input speech frames.
The frame length and shift in the proposed method are fixed to 20 msec
and 10 msec, respectively. The acoustic features set is composed of 13-d
relative spectral transformed perceptual linear prediction coefficients
(RASTA-PLP), 31-d Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), 64-d
gammatone filter-bank energies (GFE), 15-d amplitude modulation
spectrogram (AMS), where d represents feature dimensions. The
GFE features are extracted from the T-F representation, known as
Cochleagram usually employed in computational auditory scene
analysis. Cochleagram expresses the mechanism of the human
auditory system. We used a 64-channel gammatone filterbank to
extract the GFE features. Furthermore, delta features are computed
and affixed to the acoustic feature sets. RASTAMAT toolbox is utilized
to extract all the acoustic features. We have used second order autoregressive moving average filter (ARMA) to obtain the flat temporal
trajectories of the acoustic features. The mathematical expression for
ARMA is given as:
(17)
where A(t) shows the feature vectors at time frame t, Ᾱ(t)
corresponds to the filtered feature vectors and k is the order of filter.
In order to add the temporal information, a context window of five
frames is used in the proposed method. As a result, we attained 1230-d
feature vectors. All feature vectors are normalized to zero mean and
unit variance before fed to the deep neural networks.

C. Network Architecture
In this paper, a DBN network with a novel pre-training method
is employed to learn the magnitude+phase aware spectral-mask. The
network architecture is described in this section. DBNs are learning
machines and have shown to perform better in speech enhancement.
The DBN architecture in this study consists of five layers; an input layer,
three hidden layers, and an output layer. The size of the input layer is
1230 neurons, that is, 246*5=1230, including 246-d acoustic features
and features window composed of 5 frames. Each hidden layer consists
of 1024 hidden neurons and the output layer contains 517 visible
neurons. From the input to output layer, architecture of the proposed
DBN has [1230, 1024, 1024, 1024, 517] neurons. Backpropagation and
dropout regularization are used during fine-tuning. Adaptive gradient
descent algorithm with a momentum parameter μ is used to optimize
DBN. 512 samples batch size is used. The scaling factor for adaptive
gradient descent is set to 0.0010 and the learning rate υ is reduced
linearly from 0.06 to 0.002. 100 epochs are used during the process.
For the first few epochs, the μ is fixed at 0.5 and the rate is increased
to 0.8 for remaining epochs. The MSE loss function based on the mask
approximation is considered. In supervised spectral masking-based
SE, the loss functions are usually formulated to estimate the masking
parameters that efficiently restore the clean speech by attenuating
undesired noise components in T-F units. The time-domain enhanced
speech signals are finally recovered by applying inverse STFT (iSTFT)
using the noisy phase or estimated phase. In this study, the enhanced
speech is recovered by using the estimated phase. Spectral-masking
methods are found to be successful as T-F masks are dynamically
bounded; therefore, achieves quick convergence. In deep learningbased SE, many approaches are opted to estimate a T-F mask and
depend on the training-target or the optimization-domain. In maskapproximation (MA) domain, the T-F masks are estimated such that
mean square error (MSE) with preset T-F mask is minimized [53], and
is given by equation as:
(18)
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Where
and
indicates the estimated and preset T-F
masks. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation converts a weighted
sum of the inputs to the model neuron’s output. Recent studies show
that deep MLPs with ReLU function can successfully be trained by
using large training data. Thus, ReLU is used as activation function
in hidden layers and sigmoid activation function is used in output
layer. The reason for selecting the sigmoid as an output activation
function is its dynamic range [0 1]. It is used for models that predict
the output probabilities, since probability exists between 0 and 1. Also,
the dynamic range of IRM mask exists between 0 and 1. The activation
functions are:

quality of enhanced speech with an output value ranging from 0.5 to
4.5. A high PESQ value implies better quality. SDR also measures the
quality. Short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) and extended STOI
(ESTOI) are used to quantify the intelligibility. STOI [55] and ESTOI
[56] measure the intelligibility of the enhanced speech with an output
value ranging from 0 to 1. A high STOI and ESTOI value implies better
intelligibility. The STOI and ESTOI values are obtained by correlation
between clean and enhanced speech signals in short-time overlapped
segments. Segmental SNR (SSNR) and output SNR (SNRO) are used to
quantify the residual noise in enhanced speech.

VI. Results

(19)

D. Evaluation Metrics and Parameters
We extensively evaluated the proposed method by using four
objective measures. Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)
[54] and signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) are used to quantify speech
quality. PESQ, an ITU-T P.862 recommendation calculates the speech

In this section, we provide the major findings of this study. We
objectively evaluated the proposed SE method and compared the
proposed method with baseline DBN. We additionally compared the
proposed method with other related speech enhancement methods
from various classes.

TABLE III. Performance Evaluation in Terms of STOI and ESTOI in Four Input SNRs Using TIMIT Corpus and Three Background Noises. DBNP:
Proposed DBN and DBNB: Baseline DBN
Noise Type →

Airport Noise

Babble Noise

Methods
Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

STOI
62.82
78.47
76.94

ESTOI
30.61
49.48
47.82

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

67.17
81.03
80.59

36.05
53.11
52.64

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

71.83
85.05
85.02

41.63
64.87
64.63

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

76.14
86.95
86.96

47.70
67.73
67.36

SNR -4dB
STOI
57.31
66.27
65.74
SNR -2dB
61.18
71.53
71.62
SNR 0dB
65.43
76.33
76.36
SNR 2dB
70.79
80.66
80.31

Factory Noise

ESTOI
23.46
37.84
37.18

STOI
56.58
78.22
75.69

ESTOI
23.53
42.80
39.14

28.68
43.22
42.84

60.74
69.10
68.42

27.71
37.38
35.22

34.01
51.63
51.64

65.24
74.97
74.44

33.24
48.00
47.81

40.14
57.32
57.24

69.87
79.11
78.88

39.21
55.98
55.51

TABLE IV. Performance Evaluation in Terms of SDR and PESQ of DBNs in Four Input SNRs Using TIMIT Corpus and Three Background Noises.
DBNP: Proposed DBN and DBNB: Baseline DBN
Noise Type →

Airport Noise

Babble Noise

Methods
Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

SDR
-3.79
3.31
2.94

PESQ
1.58
1.83
1.70

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

-1.83
4.79
4.34

1.72
1.96
1.90

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

0.12
6.09
5.75

1.82
2.23
2.01

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB

2.10
7.38
7.32

1.95
2.35
2.17

SNR -4dB
SDR
-4.88
1.52
1.16
SNR -2dB
-1.80
2.98
2.91
SNR 0dB
0.13
4.56
4.55
SNR 2dB
2.12
6.26
6.27
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Factory Noise
PESQ
1.44
1.64
1.41

SDR
-3.71
-0.17
-0.53

PESQ
1.34
1.61
1.48

1.60
1.78
1.63

-1.81
4.51
4.47

1.44
1.89
1.87

1.73
1.94
1.77

0.15
6.31
5.97

1.56
2.11
1.98
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Fig. 5. The average PESQ, SDR, STOI, and ESTOI improvements in all noise sources.
TABLE V. Average Comparison Performance of DBNP and DBNB in All Noise Sources at Four Input SNRs Using TIMIT Corpus
Input
SNRs
-4dB
-2dB
0dB
2dB
Avg.

DBNP
STOI
73.43
77.49
81.46
84.51
79.22

ESTOI
45.08
51.62
57.35
63.01
54.27

SDR
1.77
4.67
6.04
7.44
4.98

DBNB
PESQ
1.82
2.08
2.21
2.33
2.11

SSNR
2.48
3.43
3.80
4.95
3.66

SNRo
3.55
4.57
6.43
7.38
5.48

A. Objective Evaluation
We reported the in depth evaluation for three noise sources, for
example, using TIMIT database in Table III and Table IV, where we
have used MA-based MSE loss function for training networks. We
examined DBN with the proposed pre-training scheme and compared
to the DBN with regular pre-training scheme. The T-F mask with
the proposed pre-training scheme significantly improved the quality
and intelligibility of the noisy speech. Clearly, DBNP outscored the
conventional baseline DBNB. For example, at -4dB airport noise,
DBNP improved the STOI and ESTOI by 9.65% and 18.87% over the
unprocessed noisy speech. Similarly, the STOI and ESTOI at -4dB
airport noise are improved by 1.54% and 1.66% over the DBNB. In
addition, DBNP improved the STOI and ESTOI by 8.96% and 14.38%
over noisy speech at -4dB babble noise. Equally, DBNP improved the
STOI and ESTOI at -4dB factory noise by 2.53% and 3.66% over the
DBNB. DBNP improved the SDR at -4dB and -2dB airport noise by
7.10dB and 6.62dB over the noisy speech. Similarly, DBNP improved
the SDR at -4dB and -2dB babble noise by 0.40dB and 0.45dB over the
DBNB. At 0dB factory noise, the DBNP improved the SDR by 5.96dB
and 0.34dB over the unprocessed noisy speech and DBNB, respectively.
Similarly, the PESQ at -4dB, -2dB and 0dB babble noise are improved
by 13.88%, 11.25%, and 12.13% over the noisy speech. Also, the PESQ
at -4dB, -2dB and 0dB airport noise are improved by 15.83%, 13.95%,
and 10.4% over the DBNB, respectively. The PESQ, SDR, STOI, and
ESTOI gains of the proposed pre-training scheme are improving in
all noise sources. The average PESQ, SDR, STOI, ESTOI, SSNR and
SNRO improvements are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The average PESQ,
SDR, STOI, ESTOI, SSNR and SNRO scores with the DBNP and DBNB
are given in Table V. The outputs of various objective measures
indicate that the proposed pre-training scheme is performing better.
The average outputs (STOI, ESTOI, PESQ, SDR, SSNR and SNRO) are
improved over DBNB by 1.47%, 1.59%, 9.45%, 8.02%, 16.20% and 6.0%,
respectively. In order to examine the noise reduction potentials of the

STOI
71.59
75.99
80.13
83.31
77.75

ESTOI
43.16
49.89
55.90
61.78
52.68

SDR
1.09
4.14
5.72
7.26
4.55

PESQ
1.63
1.89
2.06
2.23
1.95

SSNR
2.13
3.01
3.09
4.39
3.15

SNRo
3.13
4.34
5.98
7.23
5.17

proposed method, we used Segmental SNR (SSNR) and output SNR
(SNRO). It is clear from Table V that the proposed method attenuated
the background noise and achieved better SSNR and SNRO as compared
to other neural networks with the conventional pre-training scheme.
Time-varying spectral analysis graphically demonstrates the vital
speech patterns over the time at different frequency bands. In order to
envisage performance of the proposed SE, spectrograms of the clean,
noisy and enhanced speech samples are plotted in Fig. 6. For better
understanding, PESQ, STOI, SDR and SSNR are pointed out over the
spectrograms. It is noticeable that DBNP successfully attenuated the
background noise frequencies, and provides a better reconstructed
speech compared to the DBNB. In order to envisage the impacts of
phase estimation in the proposed method, spectrograms of the clean,
noisy speech, DBNP, and DBNB outputs are plotted in Fig. 6. The
proposed pre-training scheme considerably improved the speech
quality and intelligibility.

B. Comparison With Related Methods
The proposed DBN-based SE method is further judged against
other related SE methods including baseline DBN (DBNB), DNN, deep
denoising autoencoder (DDAE) [57], and LMMSE to validate the
performance. It is observed that the DBN with proposed pre-training
scheme (DBNP) achieved considerable improvements in terms of the
PESQ, STOI, and SDR as well as outscored the related SE methods.
On the other hand, the PESQ, STOI, and SDR scores of the baseline
DBN underperformed as compared to the DNN and DDAE. Table VI
validated that DBNP outscored the baseline DBN, DNN and DDAE, as
well as LMMSE with reasonable margins. For illustration, the STOI is
improved from 67.12% with DBNB at -4dB airport noise to 72.13% with
DBNP and improved STOI by 5.01%. Similarly, the PESQ is improved
from 1.56 with DBNB at -4dB airport noise to 1.79 with DBNP and
improved PESQ by 14.74%. Also, the SDR is improved from 0.98dB
with DNN, 0.73dB with DDAE and 0.23 with LMMSE to 1.57dB with
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TABLE VI. Average Performance Evaluation Against Related Speech Enhancement Methods
-4dB

Processing
Methods

STOI
58.90
72.13
67.12
71.33
70.16
65.33

Noisy
DBNP
DBNB
DNN
DDAE
LMMSE

PESQ
1.45
1.79
1.56
1.61
1.54
1.48

-2dB
SDR
-4.11
1.57
1.09
0.98
0.73
0.23

STOI
63.0
76.45
73.54
75.87
73.77
69.31

0dB

PESQ
1.58
2.02
1.81
1.87
1.73
1.67

SDR
-1.81
4.33
3.97
4.02
3.21
2.18

STOI
67.50
80.76
78.60
80.43
77.71
71.33

PESQ
1.70
2.18
1.95
2.02
1.89
1.78

2dB
SDR
0.13
5.94
5.52
5.23
4.32
2.98

STOI
72.26
83.11
82.05
83.47
80.82
75.11

PESQ
1.83
2.23
2.11
2.19
2.00
1.93

SDR
2.11
7.23
6.97
7.08
6.42
3.87

TABLE VII. Output SNR and SSNR Performance at Input SNRs Against Related SE Methods
-4dB

Methods

SNRO
3.56
2.98
3.01
2.23

DBNP
DBNB
DNN
LMMSE

∆SNR
7.67
6.98
7.01
6.23

-2dB
SSNR
2.43
1.92
1.98
1.61

SNRO
4.75
4.03
4.12
2.73

0dB

∆SNR
6.75
6.03
6.12
4.73

SSNR
3.31
2.92
3.01
1.79

DBNP and improved SDR by 0.56dB, 0.84dB and 1.34dB, respectively.
At 2dB SNR, the average STOI is improved from 82.05% with DBNB to
83.11% with DBNP and improved STOI by 1.06%. Similarly, the PESQ
is improved from 2.11 with DBNB to 2.23 with DBNP and improved
PESQ by 5.68%. Also, the SDR is improved from 7.08dB with DNN,
6.42dB with DDAE and 3.87dB with LMMSE to 7.23dB with DBNP and
improved SDR by 0.15dB, 0.81dB and 3.36dB, respectively.
Table VII demonstrates the performance of the proposed pretraining method in terms of the SNRO, ∆SNR, and SSNR, respectively.
The SSNR measure is employed in order to quantify the residual noise
distortion in the output speech. The proposed DBNP considerably
improved the SNRO and achieved significant performance gain in
terms of the SNRO. The ∆SNRs for DBNP are higher that for the related
SE methods. For example, the SNRO at -4dB is improved from 2.98dB
with DNNB, 3.01dB with DNN and 2.23dB with LMMSE to 3.56dB with
DNNP and increased SNRO by 0.58dB, 0.55dB, and 1.33dB, respectively.
In case of the SSNR, a consistent output score signifies that DBN-based
SE with the proposed pre-training notably attenuated the background
noise, confirmed by time-varying spectrograms in Fig. 6.
8000

Clean: PESQ = 4.5, STOI = 1

Noisy: PESQ = 1.32, STOI = 72.8, SDR = 0.12

SNRO
6.36
5.76
5.89
4.88

2dB

∆SNR
6.36
5.76
5.89
4.88

SSNR
3.73
3.08
3.11
2.74

SNRO
7.21
6.31
6.53
5.79

∆SNR
5.21
4.31
4.53
2.73

SSNR
4.94
3.67
3.98
3.27

C. Network Complexity and Convergence
The complexity of DBNB/DBNP relies on the number of network
parameters and the forward-backward propagation during tuning of
the neural network. In the proposed DBN-based SE method, we have
initialized the network parameters by a novel pre-training scheme
instead of the randomly initialization. We observed that a network
initialized with the proposed pre-training scheme converges quickly
as compared to the randomly initialization or initialization with
typical pre-training scheme. Moreover, the network complexity also
relies on the quantity of hidden neurons and their weights. Greater the
quantity of hidden neurons greater will be the network complexity. All
DBNs have similar network architecture, quantity of hidden layers,
neurons in the hidden and visible layers; however, the proposed DBN
converged quickly and showed less complexity. The reason behind the
quick convergence (less MSE loss) is incorporation of the novel pretraining scheme. With similar hidden neurons quantity, the proposed
DBN-based SE method provided lower MSE errors, and this fact can be
observed in Fig. 7. The complexity of the proposed DBN is illustrated
in Table VIII, symbolized by “O”. The forward-backpropagation relies
on input features dimension: FD, training data quantity: TD, quantity
of hidden neurons: TH, quantity of output neurons TO, and quantity of
epochs for parameters tuning TE.
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Fig. 7. MSE loss function.

Fig. 6. Time-varying spectral analysis.
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TABLE VIII. Complexity of the Network
Operations
Forward-Backward Propagation
Average Pre-Training Time
Average MSE at 100 Epochs

[3]

Proposed Network
O(TD TE (FD + TH + 2TH2 + TH TO ))
3.33 Hours for 2000 Utterances
0.08 Approximately

[4]

[5]

VII. Discussion and Conclusions
We have proposed and examined a supervised DBN-based speech
enhancement method to reduce/attenuate the background noise in
single-channel systems. We pre-trained and fine-tuned the DBNs
by employing a novel pre-training scheme which incorporates
important information available in the raw data to learn a T-F mask.
The estimated mask is applied to the noisy speech by using the noisy
phase to achieve the enhanced version of degraded speech. In the
proposed DBN framework, the acoustic features are progressively
extracted by multiple-stacked RBM during the pre-training. The
hidden acoustic features from the preceding RBM are combined with
raw input data to serve as the new inputs to in-progress RBM. By
feeding the raw data to RBMs, layer-wise features related to the raw
data can progressively be extracted, which showed useful to mine
valuable information in the raw data. The proposed study used the
estimated phase during the speech reconstruction to further improve
the performance. All acoustic features are the integration of the raw
acoustic features in windows, since temporal-dynamics provides
important information for speech. The fundamental perception
to utilize temporal-dynamics is to employ the DBN architecture,
an extension of the feedforward DNN. The DBN framework grabs
the long-term temporal-dynamics by using the pre-trained RBM
parameters. DBNP are pre-trained to estimate the IRM, and achieved
by 1.47%, 1.59%, 9.45%, 8.02%, 16.20% and 6.0% improvements over
the DBNB in terms of the STOI, ESTOI, PESQ, SDR, SSNR and SNRO,
respectively. The achieved improvements are significant in the
speech enhancement. In order to test the generalization ability of
the proposed DBN, we have employed the TIMIT database which
is composed of male and female speakers. The ∆SNRs and SSNR for
DBNP are higher compared to the related SE methods. We achieved
less computational complexity and quick convergence as compared
to the baseline DBNs. The spectrogram of the DBNP indicates a better
reconstructed speech signal, suggesting the benefits of the proposed
pre-training scheme. To summarize, the proposed DBN-based SE is
simple and performed better in terms of improving the intelligibility
and quality in the background noisy environments.

[6]

future work

[19]

Presently, most of the speech processing algorithms operate only
with the spectral magnitude, leaving the spectral phase unexplored.
With recent advancement in deep neural networks, the phase
processing became more important as an innovative and emergent
prospective of the DNN-based speech enhancement. In the future,
the authors will develop the DBN with phase estimation to test the
intelligibility and quality potentials in the complex noisy environments.
The unsupervised learning algorithms with modifications can also
lead to comparable performances [58] - [60].
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Abstract

Keywords

There is currently an open problem within the field of Artificial Intelligence applied to the educational field,
which is the prediction of students’ grades. This problem aims to predict early school failure and dropout, and
to determine the well-founded analysis of student performance for the improvement of educational quality.
This document deals the problem of predicting grades of UNIR university master’s degree students in the
on-line mode, proposing a working model and comparing different technologies to determine which one fits
best with the available data set. In order to make the predictions, the dataset was submitted to a cleaning and
analysis phases, being prepared for the use of Machine Learning algorithms, such as Naive Bayes, Decision
Tree, Random Forest and Neural Networks. A comparison is made that addresses a double prediction on a
homogeneous set of input data, predicting the final grade per subject and the final master’s degree grade. The
results were obtained demonstrate that the use of these techniques makes possible the grade predictions. The
data gives some figures in which we can see how Artificial Intelligence is able to predict situations with an
accuracy above 96%.

Artificial Intelligence,
Grade Prediction,
Machine Learning,
Prediction Technology.

I. Introduction

W

ith the current change in the digital and business paradigm,
society’s education has a fundamental role to play. It is not only
a question of the anachronistic education systems of the industrial
revolution not being valid for a society that is trained for jobs that do
not yet exist, but the social and mental models have changed.
Combating failure and early dropout from university is an issue
of vital importance, especially because of the economic and social
cost it generates [1], becoming an issue that has generated growing
concern in recent years. Prevent school failure and increase the
quality of teaching is an actual object of the educational. Predicting
students’ results early enables the university and the teacher to carry
out more focused teaching work, as well as allowing students to
focus their efforts and plan their studies better. Therefore, predicting
student grades will have a direct impact on improving education at
all levels, helping to combat school dropout and enabling continuous
improvement in the academic process, with a consequent positive
impact on society and economy.
Teaching today requires great flexibility to provide useful content
to a highly changing and dynamic society. This being so, the work of
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universities is not merely the transmission of knowledge but must be
a focus of innovation to teach students how to face the new challenges
and opportunities of society, where flexibility is necessary in both
teachers and students, educating in knowledge and skills [2]. In this
sense, the online university is presented as a great alternative to faceto-face studies, being increasingly successful and accepted.
Today, the online academic offer is growing considerably, not only
as the solution to combine work and training, but the recent COVID19
pandemic has boosted this modality in places where it was previously
unthinkable. Online learning is defined as “learning experiences in
synchronous or asynchronous environments using different devices
(e.g., mobile phones, laptops, etc.) with internet access. In these
environments, students can interact with instructors and other
students through the different platforms that the market offers [3].
It seems a long time ago, in 1995, when the UOC (Universidad
Oberta de Catalunya) appeared in Spain and became the first online
university in the world. Since then, the number of students has
increased, reaching 900% growth from 2000 to 2018, according to the
GAD3 (www.gad3.com), with a forecast of a multiplication of students
by 10 in 2026, with growth in both bachelor’s and master’s students.
There are many advantages to online studies, which has the
particularity that students can combine study with other activities,
mainly work, and allow them to study anywhere, at a self-controlled
rhythm and at any time, depending on the obligations and needs of
each student, simply by needing an internet connection [4].
The extensive use of technologies in the current social panorama
makes it possible to use technologies that can collect, analyzing and
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extracting information from the data generated in all areas. In the
educational panorama, this is no exception, and online universities are
great generators of data thanks to the use of technological platforms
that they use to reach all corners of the world. In fact, the online
university studies mode favors the generation of data that allows us to
carry out a subsequent study and analysis of the same in order to offer
and improve all levels of learning and education in our society [5].

is explored in greater depth. Chapter III presents the main objective
and secondary objectives, as well as a description of the methodology
used. Chapter IV explains in detail the contribution of the paper and
the experimentation carried out. Chapter V analyses the results and,
finally, Chapter VI draws a final conclusion to the work and defines
future lines of action for the continuation of the work.

Educational institutions generate and collect huge amount of data.
This may include students’ academic records, their personal profile,
observations of their behavior, their web log activities and faculty
profile. This large data set is basically a storehouse of information
and must be explored to have a strategic edge among the Educational
Organizations [6]. The potential for data analysis in education
must focus on developing robust applications that will improve
student outcomes, enhance the pedagogy of instructors, improve the
curriculum and increase graduation rates for all students, regardless
of their background, from kindergarten to university. Today, higher
education institutions face the critical challenge of retaining students
and ensuring their successful graduation [7].

II. State of the Art

Today we have enough data to carry out an exhaustive analysis
of them, through artificial intelligence techniques, to search for
patterns within them that will allow us to improve our knowledge.
In addition, the technological platforms integrated into our systems,
such as educational ones, allow us to continue generating data that
will provide knowledge about future situations. Whether through
the processes of knowledge extraction from data (KDD) to the use of
Machine Learning or Deep Learning techniques, thanks to the data we
are able to make predictions with a high degree of certainty.
The use of this data must be focused on combating the major
problems of education, and thus take advantage of the power of
artificial intelligence. A problem related to higher education that
concerns education authorities worldwide is the high rate of university
dropouts. Data from the Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and
Sport (MECD, 2016) indicate that approximately one in five students
drop out of university in the first year [8]. Of course, before making
predictions, it is essential to find out an algorithm that is best suited
for the problem, which requires comparison of algorithms based on
certain metrics [6].
Data predictions are possible thanks to the algorithms, their use
in educational environments is no exception [9]. As shown in this
document, four algorithms with very high success rates are analyzed
and compared in order to determine which of them is best suited to
the dataset analyzed for grade prediction. These algorithms are Naive
Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Neural Networks.
In this document we are going to try two different approaches in order
to check whether they provide promising results. These two approaches
are the prediction of the final Master’s degree and the final grade of an
exam. Both are going to be analyzed with the same dataset and in the
conclusions phase, we are going to view the results of each other.
As we said, combating failure and early dropout from university
is an issue of vital importance, especially because of the economic
and social cost it generates [1], becoming an issue that has generated
growing concern in recent years. Currently, many advances are being
made, where Artificial Intelligence stands out as a powerful tool to
help solve educational problems in the future, forming a scenario
for improving educational quality, where technology, focused on the
analysis of educational data, can be applied to prevent school failure
and increase the quality of teaching, thus improving the studentteacher-university relationship.
The structure of the document is described below. After the
introduction of this first chapter, the state of the question is addressed
in Chapter II, where the background necessary to address the issue

The International Organization for Standardization stated in 2002
that the ability of educational institutions to manage their students on
an individual basis was a key factor in achieving excellence in higher
education [10]. This requires that teachers know the characteristics
of their students and can guide them adequately to help them
achieve their goals and avoid academic failure at the university [11].
This incipient need to improve the quality of education is the reason
why many institutions are implementing learning platforms such as
Blackboard, Moodle or Sakai, in order to offer their students a complete
online platform, where the relationship between students, teachers
and academic management is combined and managed. These systems
present a learning opportunity that is delocalized and tailored to the
interests of each student, and they are major generators of information
which, using Artificial Intelligence techniques, can evaluate predictive
models for different situations, such as student enrolment or grades
[12]. However, this generated data, where a student’s past academic
history can be reviewed, is not a noise free source of information, which
increases the complexity of the already complex problem regardless of
the noise data [13], which degrades the quality or performance of the
prediction, and it is necessary to discover the underlying correlation
between the data and their degree of affectation [14]. In the field of
education, Educational Data Mining (EDM) is taking advantage of
the large amount of data in the sector, seeks to develop methods that
discover the knowledge of data from educational environments [15],
with the challenge of making good use of the data to improve the
educational process [16]. The analysis of the prediction of grades and
dropouts has led to research by different authors, which shows that
one model is not better than another in a generalized way, but that the
best prediction is given using a combination of models, such as neural
networks, support vector machines and ensembles [17]. In the absence
of concrete results from research on which algorithms are best suited to
this type of problem, there are certain investigations in which the use
of decision trees versus Bayesian or neural networks has yielded better
results with relatively small data [18]. The analysis of university datasets
references a problem with a search space of multiple parameters, of
great diversity among them, and while some studies show better figures
with the use of decision trees, others show better results using genetic
algorithms, which confirms that at present there is no definitive study
on the analysis of performance based on qualitative data of students,
where it is determined which is the best model to carry out the analysis
nor has it been found which of all the parameters of the students is
the most influential on their academic performance [19]. Despite this
paradigm, surprisingly good figures are being achieved that support the
trend in the use of these techniques in the education sector. Thus, studies
on prediction of results and university dropouts in the first year of
electrical engineering have achieved accuracies of between 75% and 80%
through the decision trees [12], even achieving predictions of over 96%
to predict student grades before the final exam [15]. Machine learning
for education has gained much attention in recent years, with a focus
on predicting student performance [20], making clear the usefulness of
Artificial Intelligence as a tool for predicting grades in the educational
environment. Among the most used supervised learning algorithms in
EDM, we find Naive Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree based
algorithms [21], Random Forest, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Neural Networks [16].
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To the best of our knowledge, grade prediction is possible within
the academic environment, but there is no obvious conclusion as
either algorithm best suits the conditions of these data sets. Although,
depending on the data and the treatment we give them, as well as on
the configuration of the algorithms, different data will be obtained,
this work provides a new study that compares the algorithms that
have given the best results to date, with two clearly differentiated
objectives. The first is to find out which of them best fits the data set
and, subsequently, to find out which of them can predict students’
grades, both for the final exam and for the master’s.

student’s final exam grade. The following algorithms are considered
and compared: Naïve Bayes, DecisionTree, RandomForest and Neural
Networks. Step 5 – Analysis of results and conclusions: Finished the
implementation of the AI algorithms, this step analyzes the results of
each one of them according to the objectives 3 and 6, comparing their
use for the two predictions that the work research. The document
compares these four algorithms, as they are the best suited to this type
of problem, as shown in the state of the art. All the steps could be
viewed in the diagram of the Fig.1.
Construction

III. Objectives and Methodology

Original files
(11)

Artificial Intelligence and Data Mining bring great possibilities to
the field of predicting academic results. However, there are external
factors that are not considered in this work, such as the socioeconomic data of students, but we have a sufficiently broad set of data
to address the problem of grade prediction at university environment,
specifically in the University Master’s Degree in Computer Security,
since the data provided by the university correspond to four courses
of this degree.

One file with all
the relevant
information

Cleaning

Final dataset

Relationships

Implementation

A. Main Objective

AI
Algorithms

Contribute to the problem of grade prediction by analyzing and
comparing different algorithms. The comparison of the algorithms will
be done by determining which algorithm predicts more accurately and
on which of the two lines of work, the prediction of the final master’s
degree or the prediction of the final grade of an exam.

Analysis

Results and
conclusions

In order to achieve objective, other intermediate milestones will
need to be achieved, considerate as specifics objectives, as detailed
below

Fig. 1. Diagram of the methodology.

B. Specific Objectives

IV. Contribution

1. Determine the feature extraction model that best fits the data set.
2. Determine the most influential characteristics in the student’s
academic outcome.
3. Compare the results of the two predictions to be made: final exam
grade and final master’s grade.
4. Perform training and validation of the selected A.I. algorithms.
5. Perform a comparative analysis of the results and technologies
used in the prediction.
6. Predict the student’s final exam grade and the master’s degree
grade.

C. Methodology
As we have seen in the main and specific objectives, the proposal
of this work is to determine the best model of exploitation of the
dataset for the prediction of students’ grades. A methodology is
proposed that follows the following five steps: Step 1 – Construction:
Construction of a single dataset with the relevant information from
each of the eleven files provided by the university. Step 2 – Cleaning:
Starting from the single dataset, the data must be cleaned in order
to eliminate the possible noise from the data, treating null values,
missing data, identification of anomalous values, identification of
out-of-range values and elimination of duplicated values. Step 3 –
Relationship between the input characteristics: A statistical analysis
of the data should be carried out to determine the behavior of the
variables, comparing the means, standard deviations and quartiles
of all the numerical variables, as well as the correlation between the
dataset variables. Step 4 – Implementation of AI algorithms: Division
of the dataset in two, so that one is prepared for the prediction of the
master’s degree grade and the other is prepared for the prediction of

A. Data Preparation
The data to be analyzed comes from the LMS (Learning
Management System) platform used by the International University
of La Rioja (UNIR), corresponding to the University Master’s Degree
in Computer Security, courses from 2015 to 2018 in on-line mode. This
information is provided in 11 different files that need to be unified in
a single file, so that it can be analyzed and processed later. These files
contain different information about the students and the grade, like
the calcifications, evaluate elements, events, forums, users (students
and teachers), messages, forums, information about all sessions, the
relation of the tasks sent by each student, information related to the
tasks and the topics to discuss in the forums. The number of rows and
columns is described in Table I.
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TABLE I. Number of Rows and Columns in Each File of the Dataset
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

File
grades
evaluate_elements
events
forums
users
messages
rooms
sessions
task_send
tasks
topics

Rows
49513
682
3350557
197
699
19230
65
675064
30318
315
530

Columns
12
24
7
27
1
28
4
9
7
3
35
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Fig. 2. Data distribution of the final exam grade.

It is important to keep in mind that the data to be worked with is
data from student grades that are aseptic in terms of context. In this
sense, all students are considered “equal”, not according to personal
or demographic data of the student, but only those data are collected
that the university has as a result of learning under its model, being
therefore all data of academic context. In the UNIR evaluation system,
which is the origin of the dataset to be processed, there are two clearly
differentiated blocks.

TABLE II. Description of the Final Dataset
Attributes description
Student ID.
Subject studied by the student.
Sum of points obtained in continuous assessment.
Possible points in the continuous assessment.
Number of evaluable activities.
Possible points in the course.
Number of the course activities
Number of the course events
Number of the course sessions
Number of the course messages
Number of the read course messages
Number of the evaluable course messages
Number of the read evaluable course messages
Number of the evaluable task and events
Number of the sent evaluable activities.
Points obtained in the continuous assessment.
Possible points of the continuous assessment.

On the one hand, there is continuous evaluation based on
evaluation activities, data, attendance at virtual classroom sessions
and the performance of test-type tests. On the other hand, there is
the final exam, which is the most important, and without which the
subjects cannot be passed with a mark of more than 5.
The data guarantees the absolute anonymity of the data, not being
able to identify any student through the data contained in the files
that make up the dataset. With the 11 files, a merge has been realized
in order to obtain a unique file with all the relevant data, deleting all
those has no relevance in the objective of the scope of this document,
like identifiers, versions, external links, etc.
The final dataset consists of 4522 records with student and subject
data, and a total of 27 columns, which make up the set of input features
for the AI models to be used in the machine learning algorithms. The
description of each attribute could be seen at Table II.

Relation between the earned points of the continuous assessment and the
possible points of the continuous assessment.
Average_cont is the 40% of the points earned in the continuous assessment.
Points earned in the exams.
Maximum number of points that could be earned in exams.

B. Analysis Process
It is necessary to identify and understand the behavior of the
predictor variables, which according to the proposed objectives 3 and
6. Their behavior can be observed in the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where a
Gaussian distribution and its categorized correspondence can be seen.

Relation between the earned points of the exams and the maximum
number of points that could be earned in exams.

For data analysis, Python 3.7 is used as the main tool for data
processing and algorithm generation, in addition to the Watson Studio
tool.

Grade description: 4 → Honourable mention, 3 à → Merit, 2 → Notable,
1 → Pass, 0 →Fail

Null value analysis (missing values). For each one of the columns
of the dataset, the percentage of null values is determined, eliminating
directly all those columns that show null data in a percentage equal or
superior to 25%. For the rest of the null values, which are less than 25%,
the null value is replaced by the average of the column.

Average_exam is the 60% of the points earned in the exams.
Final grade, as the sum of the weighted fields.

Final exam grade for each student

Processing of out-of-range values. There are grade values of
students with scores above 10, which are the result of having taken
the ordinary assessment test and the remedial test. For these values,
187 out of the total of the dataset, which represents 4.1%, the exam
grade is determined according to the final grade, putting a 4, 6, 7 or 9
for the final grades of Suspended, Pass, Notable and Merit respectively.
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Fig. 3. Data distribution of the master’s degree grade.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Correlation of model characteristics, (a) before and (b) after treatment.

Analysis of the correlation of variables. It is important to analyze
the degree of correlation between variables, in order to determine
which of them do not contribute information to the model, incurring
a problem of consumption of unnecessary time and resources. To do
this, the correlation matrix of the variables is obtained, as can be seen
in Fig. 4.

of Fig. 5, where values out of range are observed and outliers must
be solved before proceeding to their use in the Artificial Intelligence
algorithms, as can be viewed in Fig. 6.

In this dataset, all those variables that exceed 75% of correlation have
been eliminated, having to eliminate a total of 11 input characteristics.

The objective will always be to provide a solution to a classification
problem, where the output of the algorithms will be the probability
of obtaining a prediction of the final grade of the exam or of the
final qualification of the master, being in both cases a prediction
of between four possible values: 0 (fail), 1 (pass), 2 (notable) and
3 (merit). The algorithms Naïve Bayes (BernoulliNB model),
Decision Tree (DecisionTreeClassifier model), Random Forest

Statistical description of the data. Once the noise has been removed
from the data, the data is checked from a statistical perspective,
analyzing the mean, standard deviation, minimums, maximums and
quartiles, in order to detect possible outliers.
Different behavior of the variables can be observed, as it is the case

Duplicate elimination. Once the model’s input feature set is clean,
it is necessary to ensure that there are no duplicate records. At this
point, all duplicate records are checked and removed if necessary.
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Fig. 6. Abnormal data removal.

(RandomForestClassifier model) and Neural Networks (Sequential
model with two hidden layers, Relu activation, Adam optimizer and
output activation function for the four Softmax classes) have been
parameterized and used.

V. Analysis of Results
Note that under the same input data set, a double classification
problem is being addressed. On the one hand, the problem of predicting
the final grade of an exam and, on the other hand, the prediction of
the final master’s degree course. For both predictions, the same
configuration of the algorithms will be used, so that the comparison is
homogeneous. The comparison of results obtained can be seen in the
tables of this section, where the results of each of the algorithms used
for each of the predictions made are shown, differentiating between
Machine Learning algorithms (ML) and Deep Learning algorithms
(DL).
The configuration of the Naïve bayes algorithm configuration is
described in Table III.
The configuration of the Decision Tree algorithm configuration is
described in Table IV.
The configuration of the Random Forest algorithm configuration is
described in Table V.
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TABLE III. Naive Bayes Algorithm Configuration
Naive Bayes
Value
BernoulliNB
1.0
True
False
None

Parameter
Model
Alpha
Binarize
Fit_prior
Class_prior

Range
BernoulliNB
0.5-1.0
True-False
False
None

TABLE IV. Decision Tree Algorithm Configuration
Parameter
Model
criterion
min_samples_split
min_samples_leaf

Decision Tree
Value
DecisionTreeClassifier
entropy
20
4

Range
DecisionTreeClassifier
entropy
10-30
4-10

TABLE V. Random Forest Algorithm Configuration
Parameter
Model
bootstrap
criterion
n_estimators

Random Forest
Value
RandomForestClassifier
True
gini
20

Range
RandomForestClassifier
True
gini
10-100
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The configuration of the Neural Network algorithm configuration
is described in Table VI and Fig. 7.
TABLE VI. Neural Network Configuration
Red Neuronal
Parameter

Value

Range

Model

Sequential

Sequential

Input

9 dimensions

9 dimensions

Hide layers

2

2-5

Output layer

1

1

Optimizer

Nadam

Nadam, Adam, sgd,

Loss

mean_squared_error

mean_squared_error

Metrics

Accuracy

Accuracy

Activation function.
Hidden layers.

Relu

Relu,tanh

Activation function.
Output

Softmax

Softmax

Batch_size

20

10-80

Epochs

300

10-500

Num_classes

4

4

VI. Conclusions and Future Lines
A. Preamble
Predicting the grades of students is a powerful tool that helps the
student and the university in a remarkable way, and it is a reality
today. Artificial Intelligence has put the strings on so that we are
able to predict and infer future situations. To make these predictions
we need order, data, method and tools that enable us to make them.
Thanks to the dataset provided by the university, today we have a set
of data from the University master’s in computer security, which has
allowed us to undertake this project successfully. On the data obtained
directly from the LMS (Learning Management System) platform, we
have been able to compose a unique set of data with which we have
been able to carry out the comparisons of the Artificial Intelligence
techniques that best fit, based on a proposed methodology. With the
help of tools such as Watson Studio and Python, it has been possible to
obtain a multipurpose dataset, which allows its use in algorithms for
the prediction of student’s final exam grade and the master’s degree
grade. It’s not a simple or fast task, nor is it problem-free, but in the
end, a coherent and tangible comparison has been achieved. Through
the proposed model, and using Random Forest as a prediction tool,
figures of over 95% correct prediction have been obtained and, what is
more remarkable in comparison to the objectives of the present work,
we have a well-founded comparison of the algorithms used and the
proposed methodology, which enable the original dataset to be used
for this purpose.

Model: "sequential_6"
Layer (type)

Output Shape

Param #

dense_18 (Dense)

(None, 18)

180

dropout_13 (Dropout)

(None, 18)

0

dense_19 (Dense)

(None, 9)

171

dropout_14 (Dropout)

(None, 9)

0

dense_20 (Dense)

(None, 9)

40

Total params: 391
Trainable params: 391
Non-trainable params: 0
Fig. 7. Fully-connected Neural Network configuration.

B. Summary of Contributions

It can be seen that the student’s final exam grade is easier to
predict than the master’s degree grade, which shows that the work of
continuous assessment is clearly reflected in the final exam grade. In
the case of the final exam grade, results are achieved with an accuracy
of 96%, while in the master’s degree grade, maximum figures of 70%
accuracy are achieved.
In the prediction of the test score, in Table VII, the algorithms that
have made the best prediction are Decision Tree and Random Forest,
all exceeding a 75% prediction, where the worst result has been Naive
Bayes.
TABLE VII. Comparative Table of Results
Algorithm
Naïve Bayes
Decision Tree
Random Forest
Neural Networks

Type
ML
ML
ML
DL

Master Result
63%
68%
70%
62%

continuous evaluation and in the final exam, but whose relationship
is not as direct as in the prediction of the exam grade. In this case,
once again the model that has worked best is Random Forest, with
70% correct predictions, while the Neuronal Network has the lowest
accuracy, with 62% correct predictions, being significantly worse than
Naïve Bayes. The algorithms used give really good figures to be a first
approximation, suggesting that the data processing is correct and the
methodology appropriate.

Exam Result
76%
96%
96%
81%

The present work has made a comparison of Artificial Intelligence
algorithms with the aim of addressing the problem of grade prediction
in university environments, seeking to contribute to this problem by
providing new information on the treatment of such classification
problems in a very defined environment. The following contributions
can be identified in Table VIII.
In the State of the Art we have addressed the question of which
algorithm is best suited to this type of prediction, demonstrating that
there is no one algorithm that is clearly better than another, but that
it will depend to a large extent on the data and the treatment that is
carried out. With this work, we have been able to verify that with
decision tree we have obtained results of 96% accuracy, which gives
grounds to continue working with this algorithm, as suggested in
future work.

C. Future Work

It is also important to note that the neural network has a much
higher cost of configuration and execution than Random Forest, so,
under this configuration, it is convenient to go deeper into Random
Forest than into the Neural Network. Regarding the prediction of the
final grade of the Master, it is a much more complex prediction, since
all the subjects and their results must be taken into account, both in

The results and conclusions obtained in this work present an
opportunity to continue working on the prediction of academic
grades in UNIR students. Within the future work that can be done, as
future lines that can take this work as a basis, the following actions
are proposed: i. To deepen in the parameterization of the proposed
algorithms, with special focus in Random Forest, in search of higher
prediction values than those obtained in this work. Although very high
values have been obtained in the student’s final exam grade prediction,
the same figures are not obtained in the master’s degree grade, so there
is an exciting field of research in this regard. ii. Increase the dataset
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with data from more years and make the model and methodology
proposed to see how it behaves. In this sense, it would be interesting to
train the model with all the available data and use the current year to
make an inference of results, thus validating the model. iii. To increase
the dataset with demographic data of the students, which would allow
to extend the scope of the study and to be able to conclude in more
directions, such as the impact of the family situation on the academic
performance, curricular adaptations, new support subjects, etc. iv. Test
the same methodology and algorithms in different UNIR studies to see
if it can begin to evolve towards generalization at the University.

[8]

[9]

[10]

TABLE VIII. Summary of Contributions
Contribution

Dataset
collection

Description

Generation of a single
dataset from the 11
files provided by the
SAKAI platform

Tangible

[11]

The dataset of the SAKAI
platform has been obtained
and a working methodology
has been presented in order to
address the problem. Finally
a dataset with the 27 most
significant characteristics and
4522 records has been obtained

[12]

[13]

[14]

Generation of the
qualification master
Dataset increase degree grade from the
data of course of each
student

Obtaining the characteristic
variable, called FINAL_
CALIFICATION

Removal noise from
Dataset cleaning the input variables of
the final dataset

The treatmen of the data carried
out, before being used by the AI
algorithms, is exposed

Implementation of
AI algorithms uset
Implementation to contribute to the
of AI algorithms problem of university
grade prediction
(classification problem)

The implementation of the
algorithms used in this work
can be found and used freely
through the following link:
https://github.com/HectorAMG/
Algoritmos-IA

Algorithms
comparision

Identification, configuration,
use and comparative results
of the use of the different
algorithms to address the
problem of predicting grades of
university students

Comparison of the
results obtained
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Abstract

Keywords

Dropout is an educational phenomenon studied for decades due to the diversity of its causes, whose effects
fall on society's development. This document presents an experimental study to obtain a predictive model that
allows anticipating a university dropout. The study uses 51,497 instances with 26 attributes obtained from
social sciences, administrative sciences, and engineering collected from 2010 to 2019. Artificial neural networks
and decision trees were implemented as classification algorithms, and also, algorithms of attribute selection
and resampling methods were used to balance the main class. The results show that the best performing
model was that of Random Forest with a Matthew correlation coefficient of 87.43% against 53.39% obtained
by artificial neural networks and 94.34% accuracy by Random Forest. The model has allowed predicting an
approximate number of possible dropouts per period, contributing to the involved instances in preventing or
reducing dropout in higher education.

Artificial Neural
Network, Decision Trees,
Dropouts, Educational
Data Mining, Higher
Education.

I. Introduction

D

ROPOUT in higher education is a difficult topic to explain; for this
reason, [1] proposes to analyze the phenomenon from different
perspectives: student, institutional, and state or national. From the
student's perspective, there are expectations, goals, intellectual
capacities, and socio-economic origin. In the institutional aspect, those
options offered to students to include them in university life follow
them up and retain them. At the state or national level, desertion must
be considered the interruption of studies in any modality, and the
policies that promote retention must be analyzed.
In Mexico, 38% of the people who can access higher education do
not graduate, which is why the OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development) places Mexico and Turkey (with the
same percentage) as the countries with a severe problem in terms of
school dropouts. This percentage contrasts with Germany and Finland,
where they have 4.03% and 0.45%, respectively [2]. Additionally, the
effects of dropping out are reflected in labor and social inequality
because the probability of finding better jobs with greater privileges
is permeated by this problem [3]. According to OECD data (2018), 85%
of people with higher education (25 to 64 years old) are employed,
compared to 75.2% of those with only an average higher education,
which shows that there are more significant job opportunities for
those who advance and complete their academic studies. In Mexico’s
case, this proportion is 80% for those with higher education and 70.6%
for those with lower education, which is below the OECD average [4].

On the other hand, according to the report on Higher Education
in Mexico (2018), by the OECD, the hiring of young people between
* Corresponding author.
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DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2022.01.006

25-34 years of age with higher education is 80.7%, which is less
than 84.1% of the average of the other member countries. Thus, [3]
indicates that reducing student dropout in higher education impacts
positively by promoting a society better prepared to meet global
challenges in which we are immersed and improve people’s quality
of life, get better jobs, wages, opportunities for intellectual growth,
among others.
In [5], authors comment that academic desertion results from
several factors such as personal situation, educational quality,
facilities, socio-cultural and economic factors. This causes students
to have to interrupt their studies and, therefore, affect their academic
life, the institution, and society. In [1] the basis to face this problem
is established and it suggests analyzing the factors in personal,
institutional, and state perspectives, the first efforts to understand the
desertion phenomenon was directed to explain the factors that trigger
it. Recently, in [6], authors suggest applying for the latest advances in
information and communication technologies (ICTs) and data science
to explain this situation, not only to detect explanatory factors, but
also to create predictive models that prevent it and, thus, to make
decisions that reduce the mentioned indexes.
This study aims to find a model based on computational learning
algorithms (decision trees and neuronal networks) that anticipates
university desertion aimed at reducing the desertion rate in degree
programs in Engineering, Social and Administrative Sciences.
This experimental study was based on educational data mining
methodologies and computational learning algorithms such as neural
networks and decision trees. The document was organized as follows:
Section II describes the related works that give theoretical support
to the study. Section III details the decision tree and neural network
algorithms. Section IV presents the results obtained, and section V
details the conclusions and future work from various approaches.
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II. Related Work
This section presents related work divided according to the method
used to predict college dropout. For example, in [7][8][9][10][11], they
used a statistical analysis to perform an analysis of social implications
and preventive actions [8], determine actions to prevent dropout
during the first semester [9] or identify factors influencing university
student satisfaction, dropout, and academic performance [7][10][11].
On the other hand, various methods have also been used, such
as retention theory, to identify whether the student’s perspective,
the institution, and the state influence university dropout [1]. In [6],
heuristic and projective analysis were applied to analyze whether
economic differences, vocation, attitudes, and expectations influence
dropout. Also, in [5], the non-probabilistic and propositional method
was used to determine whether the economic, school, and institutional
core variables determine the dropout decision.
Recently, however, artificial intelligence, data mining, and
computational learning methods have gained great importance in
predicting college dropouts. For example, commonly used methods for
predicting college dropout are: neural networks [12]-[16], K-nearest
neighbors and logistic regression [14],[17], random forest [14],[17],
Bayesian networks [18], decision trees [16],[19],[20], support vector
machines [21], [29], statistical methods [22]-[27] and finally, deep
learning in [28].
A summary of the results obtained for the best classifiers with
different methods is presented below. A work [12] proposes a data
mining application to make a prognosis of desertion in higher education
students. The data used comprises 2007 to 2014, with 421,282 records,
which the university’s data warehouse provided. They analyzed data
such as age, gender, location, level of studies of the tutors, year of entry
to the career, and subjects failed and approved. To generate the model,
they used Microsoft Azure Machine Learning’s cloud service with
the algorithm of Two-Class Bayes Point Much and Neural Networks.
Finally, the model had an accuracy of 66%, which allowed concluding
that the forecasts’ results must be taken with particular caution since,
although they can be improved, several factors may not be considered
to assume that a way to forecast dropout was found.

In [8], authors used 5,288 student records from four generational
cohorts and a decision tree model was implemented in RapidMiner
Studio, with demographic variables, economic status, and some data
collected at the time of entry, such as knowledge test scores. The tree
used had a maximum depth of 20 and an accuracy of 87.27% to detect
three factors that explain dropout: grade point average, progression
period, and entrance exam score, which encourages the use of decision
tree algorithms to counteract student dropout. Finally, Table I presents
the works analyzed whose efforts are focused on detecting those
factors that affect dropout, and few are applying computer learning
methods to make a prognosis.
On the other hand, another study [13] analyzes the performance
of Random Forest, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, and
logistic regression in order to predict college student dropouts. They
found that Random Forest was the best predictor by obtaining 91% of
correctly classified dropouts with a sensitivity of 87%. In the study,
they used a set of 80,527 records and 21 variables classified in the
categories: dropout (3), demographic (4), program (7), and academic
history (7).
One of the best results obtained in the analyzed articles was
achieved in [14], with a data set of 61,340 records and 18 variables
it was obtained a recall of 92.4% and sensitivity of 68.6% by applying
logistic regression. They determined that out of the four classifiers used
(Random forest, logistic regression, K-nearest neighbors, and neural
networks), the classifiers logistic regression and the neural network
had proven superior to all the other classifiers’ highest performance
metrics when the over-sampling technique was employed.
Finally, in [15] authors used a set of 2,670 records and 11 variables,
applied neural networks with basis radial function and perceptron
multilayer; with the first obtained an accuracy of 96.8% in training and
98.1% with test data, while with the latter achieved 96.3% with training
data and 98.6% with test data, determining that the neural networks
provide a model that helps to determine university dropout and with
it, contributed institution administrators to make decisions before a
dropout occurs.
The analysis presented in this section provides a guideline for

TABLE I. Abstract to Related Works
Year

Description

Method

Tinto (1989) [1]

Perspectives: student, institutional and state.

Retention theory

Rodríguez y Hernández (2008) [42]

Factors: work, family economy, school performance,
study and orientation.

Survey and qualitative analysis

SEP (2011) [8]

Analysis of social implications and preventive actions

Statistical analysis

Moine (2013)[22]

Evaluation of methodologies and software

KDD, CRISP-DM, SEMMA y KATALYST

Report PEM 2016 [2]

Preventive actions in the first semesters

Statistical analysis

Ramírez, Espinosa y Millán 2016 [6]

Economic differences, vocation, attitudes, expectations Heuristics and projective scope

López y Beltrán 2017 [5]

Economic, school and institutional core

Non-probabilistic and propositional

Chinkes 2017 [12]

Demographic data analysis

Machine Learning, algorithm Two-Class Bayes
Point Much and artificial neural network

Carvajal, González y Sarzoza, 2017 [23]

Institutional data analysis

Descriptive, correlational and inferential statistics

Cendejas, Acuña, Cortez y Bolaños, 2017 [24]

Evaluation of methodologies and software

CRISP-DM y SEMMA

Zavala, Álvarez, Vázquez, Gonzales y Bazán,
2018 [25]

Internal student, external and bilateral factors

Correlation factors

Muñoz-Camacho, S., Gallardo,T. Muñoz-Bravo,
M. y Muñoz-Bravo, C., 2018 [26]

Institutional data analysis

Logit Discrete Choice Model

Gallegos, Campos, Canales y González, 2018 [27] Institutional data analysis

Logit probability model

Ramírez y Grandón, 2018 [19]

Analysis of demographic, economic and other data

Decision trees

Villagrá-Arnedo, et al. 2020 [29]

Performance prediction

Support Vector Machine
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choosing the computational learning methods to be applied. In this
case, we chose to use oversample and undersample techniques, to have
a balanced data set [14],[31], as well as neural networks despite being
used in [12]-[16] with a smaller number of records in some cases, our
challenge is to use a more extensive data set covering an analysis
period of 9 years classified in 3 areas of knowledge (engineering,
social sciences, and administrative sciences) to obtain equal or better
results in accuracy and sensitivity. The random forest mentioned in
[14],[17] will also be applied, with the contribution in this study of
using different attribute selection methods that are explained in later
sections and that are not described in the analyzed articles.

III. Educational Data Mining
Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an area of computer knowledge
focused on creating methods to examine the unique types of data
that come from large volumes of data in educational environments
to provide answers to educational questions or improve educational
or administrative processes automated manner. EDM methods are
drawn from various areas, including data mining, computer learning,
psychometrics, statistics, information visualization, and computer
modeling [31]. Currently, some algorithms have been applied in
various real-world contexts to provide solutions with high precision, to
mention a few, in improving a person’s response time (Neurobiology),
molecular regulation of alpha-viruses (Molecular Biology), geographic
sales trends (Finance), monitoring of manufacturing processes
(Control), classification and characterization of patients (Medicine).
These algorithms include decision trees, k-means, vector support
machines, artificial neural networks, Bayesian learning, instancebased methods, and Bayesian models. In this section, decision trees
and artificial neural networks are briefly described, and the metrics
used to evaluate their performance.

B. Artificial Neural Network
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are computer models that try to
mimic the neurons in the human brain and solve complex learning
problems. They are composed of algorithms that process a set of
data to find non-linear relationships. They can learn and improve
their functioning [32]. The simplest type of ANN is the so-called
perceptron, which takes a vector of real values as input, calculates a
linear combination of these inputs, and produces a value (usually 0 or
1) according to a function. A typical ANN is formed by interconnected
neurons arranged in three layers (this may vary). The data entry
through the input layer passes through the hidden layer and exits
through the output layer. It is worth mentioning that the hidden layer
can create several layers. In other words, neurons organize in layers
(monolayer and multilayer), and the output of some neurons are the
inputs of other neurons, then they are forward (feedforward) if they
have connections backward, then they are feedback [30].
Therefore, an artificial neural network architecture is the structure
or pattern of network connections, usually grouped into structural
units called layers; within a layer, neurons can be of the same type.
This architecture includes three layers, the input layer that receives
data or signals from the environment, the output layer that provides
the network response to input stimuli, and the hidden layer that does
not receive or provide information to the environment, and then they
are used as internal network processing.

C. Performance of Algorithms
To estimate and compare the algorithms’ performance, one of the
techniques used is based on the confusion matrix (Table II).
TABLE II. Confusion Matrix
Real Values
Positive
Negative

A. Decision Trees
Decision tree algorithms are supervised learning techniques, easy
to implement and very useful, composed of a single initial node and
underneath other independent trees that indicate the predictive
attributes [32]. The decision trees are located within a branch of
automatic learning called symbolic learning, in which there are also
decision rule models closely related to the trees.
Learning using decision trees is a technique that allows the analysis
of sequential decisions based on the use of results and associated
probabilities. An article [33] defines it as “A method of approximation
of an objective function of discrete values in which a decision
tree represents the objective function. Learned trees can also be
represented as a set of rules ...”. On the other hand, they are among the
most widely used inductive learning methods in inductive inference
algorithms and have been successfully applied to learning how to
diagnose medical cases and assess credit risk in loan applications. It
should be noted that some of the applications of this algorithm are
Binary searches, expert systems, medical diagnostics, scheduling, risk
analysis, among others [30].
The decision tree algorithm C5.0 (in its commercial version known
as C4.5) is an extension of ID3. It can work with continuous values
for the attributes, separating the possible results into two branches.
The trees it generates are less leafy because each leaf does not cover a
particular class but a class distribution. C5.0 forms a decision tree from
the data employing recursively executed partitions, according to the
depth-first strategy. Before each data partition, the algorithm considers
all possible tests that can divide the data set and select the test results
in the highest information gain or the highest information gain ratio.
For each discrete attribute, a test with n results is considered, where n
is the number of possible values the attribute can take [33].

Prediction
Positive
Negative
a
b
c
d

From Table II the metrics accuracy, precision, specificity, and recall
are derived. Accuracy: percentage of true positives and negatives
against all data. Precision: percentage of true positives out of the total
number of classified positives. Specificity: of the true negatives, how
many did you classify correctly?. Recall: of the true positives, how
many did you classify correctly?.
Similarly, a study [35] recommends using the Matthew Correlation
Coefficient (MCC) as a metric to evaluate the performance of binary
classification models globally. It evaluates in a range of -1 to 1, where
1 represents the perfect classification, 0 a random classification,
and -1 an inverse classification. Therefore, the MCC and balanced
accuracy are considered in the performance evaluations. The MCC
will be represented in percentage for practical purposes. The metrics
to evaluate the algorithms’ performance will be the same, to be able to
compare and select the model with the best results.

IV. Methodology
Fig. 1 shows the method used in this study, which comprises two
stages: 1) data processing and 2) classification model. The first stage
bases on the knowledge discovery process (KDD), starting from
describing the data set, processing, and model construction, described
in points A and B of this section. In the second stage, ranking methods
are applied to find the descriptive attributes. The decision trees
algorithm and neural networks are applied to obtain classification
models. Finally, the classification model with the best performance is
obtained; this process is described in the results section.
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is 6,282, and No Deserter(N) is 45,215, so there is an unBalanced class.
This class type is a problem for predictive models since it can lead
to erroneous results in the prediction. That is, the class with a more
significant number of samples obtains better predictive performance
than the class with few samples, which is often the one of most
significant interest [36]-[38].

Feature selection

Dataset description
KDD process

Classification models

Training and Testing

Model to predict dropout

Data Processing

Classification Model

Method
Fig. 1. The method applied to find the best predictive model of dropout.

A. Dataset Description
Table III presents the distribution of data used in this study, obtained
from three deaneries distributed among 25 programs collected from
fall 2010 to fall 2019 (Table III).
TABLE III. Dataset Description
Deanery
Engineering
Social Science
Administrative Science
Total

#Programs
10
6
9
25

#Records
19,174
11,092
21,231
51,497

Additionally, a data set of 2,244 records concerning spring 2020 will
be used without labeling to predict possible desertion in the final model.

B. KDD Process

%programs
37.23
21.45
41.23
100

According to [8][39][40], knowledge discovery in KDD (Knowledge
Discovery in Databases) was the first model for knowledge extraction
methodologically and works as a tool for decision making. In this way,
the KDD process applied as follows:

TABLE IV. Attribute Description
#
1
2

Attribute
PERIODO
PROM_PANTE

Description
Spring, summer and autumn
Grade point average of the previous period

3

PROM_INI

Grade point average at the beginning of
the period

4

EDAD

The age with a range between 18 to 24
years old

5
6
7
8

FALTAS_PANTE
ASIST_PANTE
GENDER
SEMESTRE_PANTE

Absences last period
Attendance until your last period
M=Male, F= Female
Semester to the period before

9

SUPPORT

Indicates if you receive any type of financial
support such as discounts or agreements

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

REPRO_PANTE
REPRO_1X
REPRO_2X
REPRO_3X
PERIODOS_INSCRITOS
PROMEDIO_AC
CRED_PANTE
AVANCE_XCRED
ASIG_INSCRITASP
FALTASP
ESTADOCIVIL
NINGRESO
FORANEO

Courses failed up to their last period
Courses failed only once
Courses failed twice
Courses failed three or more times
All periods in which you have registered
Current grade point average
Credits taken
Progress according to approved credits
Courses registered in the period
Absences during the period
Marital status
This indicates that he/she is a new student
Indicates if you come from out of state

23

REPROBADAS1P

The proportion of courses failed in the first
partial period

24

REPROBADAS2P

The proportion of courses failed in the
second partial

25

REPROBADAS3P

The proportion of courses failed in the
third partial

DESERTOR

Defines the deserter class in a dichotomous
way (Yes or no)

26

Then, as mentioned above, the Deserter(S) class represents 12.19%
of the total samples, thus exposing a class balance problem. To solve
this problem, we will use the oversample and undersample techniques,
because as mentioned by [30], they are easy to implement and obtain
excellent results. The proposal uses an oversample for the Deserter(S)
class and an undersample for the Deserter(N) class. In this way, a new
set of data will be obtained with a balanced class, moving on to the
training phase. The description of the attributes is shown in Table IV.

The selection of attributes utilizing algorithms allows improving
the input data’s quality with the elimination of attributes that are
not relevant [41]. In this study, we use subsection selection with CFS
(Correlation Feature Selection), the filter method (Chi-square and gain
information), and wrapping (Random Forest).
Pre-processing and transformation: activities such as missing data
processing, noise reduction, among others, are performed. They start
with data extraction from the institutional data warehouse and other
sources such as Salesforce and Excel files. This information is already
clean and automated by a data integration system, which employing
process maps, performs the queries, validations, and transformations
in an intermediate environment between the extraction and the
loading of the data. All data is finally in dimension and fact tables,
following the literature’s standards [38]. Relational databases such as
Oracle 11g, MySQL, and MSQL Server are used.
Data mining (classification model): The methods: X^2, Relief, and
SOAP (Selection of Attributes by Projections) are applied since they
increase accuracy, decrease overtraining since they eliminate data
with better significance, and increase training speed [28]. The C5
decision tree algorithm and the artificial neural network algorithm
with multilayer perceptron with 1 and 2 layer topologies with different
numbers of neurons also obtain the best classification model obtained
between both. For the evaluation of each algorithm’s performance,
the metrics of precision, accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity were
used, as well as the balanced accuracy and the Matthew’s Correlation
Coefficient (MCC). For the validation of the models, cross-validation
with base ten is employed. In the training part, the balanced subset of
data applies. The proportion for the Deserter(S) class is 34.5%.

C. Training and Testing
Executions perform with different proportions in several instances;
the following strategies are applied: 1) training with 70%, 80%, and 90%
of the available data and 2) For the initial evaluations of the models,
base ten cross-validations use.

D. Feature Selection

Each record contains 25 attributes plus the Deserter class described
in Table IV. The Deserter class labeled the data, of which Deserter(S)

Two methods for feature selection are used to find the most
relevant attributes. To determine the order of importance of the
attributes rank methods (chi_square and gain information) were used
and filter methods were used to determine a subset with the most
significant attributes.
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E. Classification Model

TABLE V. The Most Relevant Attributes

Two methods are used to build classifier models to predict attrition:
1) decision trees using the Random Forest [14],[17] method and 2)
artificial neural networks [12]-[16]. Both methods are described in
more detail in the results section.

F. Model to Predict Dropout
Finally, the model with the best metrics (accuracy, sensitivity,
precision, among others) is chosen after performing the different
experiments with test and training data. The process is described in
detail in the results section.

V. Results
In this section, the results are presented in the following order:
First, the descriptive attributes of the dropout phenomenon are listed;
second, the predictive model obtained using decision trees is shown;
third, the predictive model applying neuronal networks is presented;
and finally, the model with the best performance and the prediction
obtained for the spring 2020 period is described.

A. Features Selection
Two feature selection methods are applied to identify the most
relevant attributes. The first method, feature selection algorithms,
was used with rank methods (chi_square and gain information) to
determine the most relevant attributes. In which it is observed that
similar results were obtained with both methods (Fig. 2). A second
method was performed with filter methods to determine a subset with
the most significant attributes—also, the wrapping algorithm applies
with the random forest (Table V).
CHI_CUADRADA
attr_importance
AVANCE_XCRED
0.34458698
PROMEDIO_AC
0.31153500
REPROBADAS3P
0.28156859
REPROBADAS2P
0.26307504
ASIG_INSCRITASP
0.24858566
FALTASP
0.24185137
CRED_PANTE
0.23146964
REPROBADAS1P
0.21974842
SEMESTRE_PANTE
0.20828786
PERIODOS_INSCRITOS
0.18545544
PROM_PANTE
0.17864263
EDAD
0.17559131
FALTAS_PANTE
0.15888917
REPRO_PANTE
0.14272368
REPRO_1X
0.13235762
REPRO_2X
0.11832858
PROM_INI
0.10770536
APOYO
0.09206147
REPRO_3X
0.06210735
NINGRESO
0.03813314
OTONO
0.03104093
PRIMAVERA
0.03104093
GEN_MASCULINO
0.02969886
GEN_FEMENINO
0.02969886
ESTADOCIVIL
0.01023613
FORANEO
0.00000000

GAIN_INFORMATION
AVANCE_XCRED
PROMEDIO_AC
REPROBADAS3P
REPROBADAS2P
ASIG_INSCRITASP
CRED_PANTE
FALTASP
REPROBADAS1P
SEMESTRE_PANTE
PROM_PANTE
PERIODOS_INSCRITOS
EDAD
FALTAS_PANTE
REPRO_PANTE
REPRO_1X
REPRO_2X
PROM_INI
APOYO
REPRO_3X
NINGRESO
OTONO
PRIMAVERA
GEN_MASCULINO
GEN_FEMENINO
ESTADOCIVIL
FORANEO

attr_importance
4.115061e-02
3.447550e-02
2.884411e-02
2.535619e-02
2.480687e-02
2.187127e-02
1.905666e-02
1.867782e-02
1.720971e-02
1.460921e-02
1.418701e-02
1.319310e-02
1.136049e-02
9.053311e-03
7.993178e-03
5.854719e-03
5.742552e-03
4.717201e-03
1.367918e-03
6.858257e-04
4.801689e-04
4.801689e-04
4.458202e-04
4.458202e-04
4.889438e-04
0.000000e+00

#

Attributes

Fig. 3 shows the order of attributes from least to most important with
box diagrams, thus showing the dispersion of data for each. It can be
noted that the variable FORANEO is not significant, and the variable
REPROBADASP is significant. That means that the most significant
variables are related to the failure rate, absences, semesters completed,
age, average income, current average, and progress according to
credits. This analysis also allowed us to detect some inconsistencies in
the attributes PROM_PANTE, AVANCE_XCRED, and FALTASP:

Consistency
Based

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

25

21

1
ASIG_INSCRITASP
2
FALTASP
3
AVANCE_XCRED
4
PROMEDIO_AC
5
PROM_PANTE
6
REPROBADAS3P
7
CRED_PANTE
8
PROM_INI
9
EDAD
10
REPROBADAS2P
11
FALTAS_PANTE
12
SEMESTRE_PANTE
13 PERIODOS_INSCRITOS
14
REPROBADAS1P
15
APOYO
16
REPRO_PANTE
17
REPRO_1X
18
OTONO
19
PRIMAVERA
20
REPRO_2X
21
GEN_FEMENINO
22
GEN_MASCULINO
23
NINGRESO
24
REPRO_3X
25
ESTADOCIVIL
26
FORANEO
Total Attributes

0

Fig. 2. Rank of feature selection.
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Fig. 3. Analysis with the wrapper method + random forest for the selection
of attributes.
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• PROM_PANTE. Most of them represent zeros values, which is
not necessarily incorrect since these variables are affected by new
entries and re-entries. When they are new entries, it is expected
that they do not have a previous average because there is no
history. The same happens with their advance by credits and
faults. However, atypical data is found, where it is not typical for
values greater than 0 and less than 6 to exist, since it indicates that
someone who failed the previous semester and registered for the
next period without credit. Thus, 90 records are discarded due to
the inconsistency described.
• FALTASP. Five cases were eliminated from the data set with
absences greater than 500, which could indicate an inadequate
capture in the system.

RF-Wrap give the best results, although they are very similar to those
obtained by Consistency. The lowest evaluation is obtained using only
the attributes by CFS. It can be seen that only the accuracy metric is
lower (~88%). This metric indicates the proportion of true positives of
those classified as dropouts.
The model’s evaluation improvement, the balanced accuracy,
and Matthew’s correlation coefficient were obtained. The balanced
accuracy is maintained for the attributes obtained by Consistency
and RF envelope; Matthew’s correlation coefficient indicates a robust
positive relationship above 70%. In this way, the list of the most
relevant attributes shown in Fig. 5 is obtained.
Attribute usage:
100.00%
92.53%
88.88%
83.00%
20.97%
18.32%
15.23%
14.96%
8.07%
7.19%
5.83%
4.95%
4.83%
4.02%
2.64%
1.97%
1.96%
1.61%
0.85%
0.78%
0.48%
0.47%
0.35%

• ADVANCE_XCRED. 2 cases with incorrectly calculated data from
the system were discarded.
The next phase was to determine which attributes are applied
for model training. For this task, decision trees with base-10 crossvalidation is used as a classification algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the results
with three training ratios, 70%, 80%, and 90%, and with attributes
according to the methods of Correlation (CFS), Consistency, and
Wrap (random-forest). It can see that the best performances were
obtained with a training ratio of 90% and 80% with selection methods
by Consistency and Wrap-RF. The selection of attributes by CFS
causes the model to lose sensitivity with any training ratio, being
the least desired option. However, it highlights that it reduces up to 9
significant attributes, which could be useful when training time must
be optimized at the expense of loss of fit.
From these results (Fig. 4), it determines that the most important
attributes are those obtained by the wrapper (Random Forest)
due to the performance obtained. These are ASIG_INSCRITOSP,
FALTASP, AVANCE_XCRED, PROMEDIO_AC, PROM_PANTE,
REPROBADAS3P, CRED_PANTE, PROM_INI, AGE, REPROBADAS2P,
FALTAS_PANTE, SEMESTRE_PANTE, REGISTERED_PERIODS,
REPRODUCED1P, SUPPORT, PANT_PLAY, REPRODUCED1X,
AUTUMN, SPRING, REPRODUCED2X, FEMALE_GEN, MALE_GEN,
NINGROS, REPRODUCED3X, and STADIUM.

100%
90%

consistency
70/30

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

consistency
90/10

cfs 70/30

30%

Fig. 5. Percentage of use of each attribute in the generation of the tree.

C. Classifier Model With Artificial Neural Network
The balanced data set obtained from the decision trees with the
same attributes shown in Table V is used to train the neural network.
Two configurations of hidden layers apply, one of (2,2) and another of
(12) neurons, to contrast results. The notation (2,2) refers to the number
of hidden layers and neurons in the neural network architecture; the
comma separates the hidden layers, the digit indicates the number of
neurons per layer, so the configuration (2,2) means two hidden layers
with two neurons each. At the same time, the notation (12) is one
hidden layer with 12 neurons. Base 10 cross-validation was applied to
evaluate the neural networks with their configurations (Fig. 6).

wrapper-rf
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cfs 90/10
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ANN configurations
94%
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20%
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84%
79%

72.05%

69%

74.93%

75.36%

79.75%

78.11%

76.99%

76.02%

75.58%

74.68%

74%

90.92%

75.12%

75.64%

76.99%

56.87%

57.89%

58.32%

64%

wrapper-rf
80/20

accuracy

precision

specificity

consistency

wrapper-rf

57.41%

cfs

consistency
80/20

56.61%

wrapper-rf

54%

consistency

cfs 80/20

59%
cfs

wrapper-rf
90/10

(2,2) rprop+

(2,2) rprop+

(2,2) rprop+

(12) rprop+

(12) rprop+

(12) rprop+

accuracy

sensitivity

Fig. 4. Feature selection methods and their performance with decision trees.

B. Classifier Model With Random Forest Decision Trees
The decision tree algorithm C5.0 applies balanced data, and the
attributes of Table IV. Fig. 4 confirms that the attributes selected by

precision

specificity

sensitivity

Fig. 6. Configurations for artificial neural networks with evaluation for
accuracy, precision, specificity, and sensitivity.

Fig. 6 shows that the attributes obtained by CFS have the lowest
values. However, as attributes are added, there is an improvement
in the results. Although accuracy is high, sensitivity is low, meaning
that it can detect about 57% of defectors (depending on network
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configuration and several attributes). On the other hand, it is analyzed
the result with the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) and
balanced accuracy.
ASIG_INSCRITASP
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-0
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REPRO_3X
ESDOCIVIL

Fig. 7. A trained neural network with 12 neurons in a hidden layer.

This way, it is observed that the MMC is between 49% and 54%,
while the balanced accuracy is between 71% and 75%. The Matthew
coefficient indicates that the evaluations are between 49.66% and
53.69%, translating into a strong positive relationship. Besides, it can
be seen that in both metrics, the minimum values are per CFS and
the maximum values per Wrapper-RF. The selected model can be
seen in Fig. 7 that shows only the neural network configuration with
one hidden layer and 12 neurons (which resulted in the best neural
network performance).

D. The Best Classifier Model

75.15%

sensitivity

93.31%

78.61%

specificity

79.62%

precision

93.91%

419

450

436

400
350
300
250
200

393
328

366

312
278
254
FALL_18

373

285
259
SPRING_19
DROPOUT

FALL_19
ANN

SPRING_20

DECISION TREE

accuracy

70%
ANN

80%

Thus, the Table VI presents a comparison of the application of
neural networks. There is a difference between the number of records
and variables studied in each study, determining factors in obtaining
performance metrics such as accuracy and sensitivity. Although in
[15], [16] the accuracy was higher than 96%, while in our study, it was
76.79%, this does not mean that neural networks are not adequate to
predict dropout university in our case. Nevertheless, they are a function
of the type of data, variables used, classification methods used in the
neural networks, and the attribute selection methods applied before
the classification, as mentioned in the explanatory features section.
TABLE VI. Comparison of Results Obtained Using Neural Networks

88.86%

76.79%

60%

485

500

Fig. 9. Forecast of defectors and actual data obtained in the period spring 2020.

According to the classifier and configuration used, Fig. 8 shows the
best results of artificial neural networks and decision trees. For the
case of decision trees, the best results are given by attributes taken by
RF-Wrap. For Neural Networks, the most appropriate configuration
was a hidden layer with 12 neurons. The results show that decision
trees are the best classification algorithm for detecting deserters.

50%

The prediction made by decision trees is closer to the real values
from spring 2019, but it retains a uniformity in predictions between
periods, while artificial neural networks are more separated from
the real values than decision trees from spring 2019. This behavior is
represented by the dotted line in Fig. 9. On the other hand, in the case
of neural networks, training results show that, although it has better
performance in the validations, Mathew’s correlation coefficient is
above 50%, which indicates a strong positive correlation.
Fig. 9 shows the actual results obtained at the end of the spring 2020
period. The prediction was a dropout of 436 students, and actually, 373
students dropped out in the three deaneries analyzed. The results in
the Figure show the work done by the student monitoring department,
which due to the Covid-19 pandemic, implemented provisional actions
such as easy payment, more scholarships, agreements, personalized
counseling, constant personalized monitoring, among other actions
that allowed reducing the number of students predicted as possible
dropouts. In this way, having a predictive model has helped to take
preventive measures to reduce the dropout rate.

594

0.26

REPRO_PANTE

Since the objective is to detect possible defectors, an analysis was
made by a period with defections from three previous periods (Fall
2018, Spring 2019, and Fall 2019) plus the current period (Spring 2020).
According to the algorithm, two models were obtained per classifier
and a balanced class (3x.80%) and data from autumn 2010 to spring
2018. Fig. 9 shows the actual dropouts from fall 2018 to fall 2019 and
projects in spring 2020.

Reference
7
32
35
36
37
own

93.97%

90%

100%

DECISION TREE

Fig. 8. Comparison between neural networks and decision trees.

Overall, when comparing the balanced accuracy and Matthew’s
correlation coefficient for the performance evaluation of both
classification models. Similarly, Fig. 8 indicates that decision trees
perform better than neural networks since decision trees achieve
94.34% balanced accuracy and a Matthew correlation coefficient
of 87.43%, higher than those obtained by ANNs, 74.33%, 53.40%,
respectively.

Dataset
43,617
Cohort 2010
61,340
2,670
456
51,497

# attributes
Unspecified
19
18
11
25
25

Accuracy
88.30%
82.00%
87.30%
96.80%
96.71%
76.79%

Sensitivity
92.30%
71%
66.00%
Unspecified
Unspecified
53.40%

The Table VII shows a comparison of the results obtained in our
study with those obtained in the literature. It can be observed that
the difference between accuracy and sensitivity is notorious and the
number of variables and data analyzed. As in neural networks, these
results’ difference lies in the data set analyzed and the attributes. In
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summary, the closer the percentage of metrics is to 100%, the better
the classifier.

[3]

TABLE VII. Comparison of Results Obtained Using Random Forest
Reference
33
35
own

Dataset
32,538
61,340
51,497

# attributes
784
18
25

Accuracy
62.24%
90.70%
94.34%

Sensitivity
69.40%
68.40%
87.43%

[4]

[5]

VI. Conclusions
In the first analysis of attributes, some that do not seem so relevant
can be discarded, such as failed subjects, period (autumn or spring),
and gender. However, comprehensive analysis with attribute selection
by envelope - random forest shows that the models’ maximum
performance is obtained using most of the attributes. On the other
hand, the class balance allowed us to improve the performance metrics
of both algorithms. Mathew’s correlation coefficient and balanced
accuracy provided a better evaluation of the models, allowing the
results to be unaffected by variations in accuracy, precision, specificity,
and sensitivity metrics.
Decision trees obtained the best Matthew correlation coefficient
of 87.43% and balanced accuracy of 94.34%. On the other hand, the
tests performed indicate that increasing the number of neurons in the
hidden layer of ANN could improve performance. However, it requires
more processing power since server training can be more than an
hour-long, and it is the main reason for not having performed more
tests.
Since the best model has been the one obtained by decision
trees, it has been implemented in the Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) institutional system, which helps the student to receive the
accompaniment he requires so as not to interrupt his studies; this effort
translates into monitoring about 450 students per period belonging
to the deaneries of social sciences, administration, and engineering.
In this way, the student monitoring area improves its administrative
tasks using the model because it obtains a list in a matter of seconds
and avoids consolidating a report of several Excel documents, even
from different areas (admissions and school control).
Dropout is a challenge for any educational institution, and with the
help of algorithms and technological platforms, it is possible to collaborate
in decision making to avoid dropouts or abandonment, manage better
tutoring and student support. It allows better management of academic
and economic resources of the institution at the institutional level,
optimizing its processes and reducing response times.
To continue with the research, we have considered using additional
attributes such as payment history, debts, campus access, and similar,
as well as implementing stratified sampling by deanery for class
balancing in the model’s training and dividing data into new entries
and re-entry. Also, we intend to use other classification algorithms
such as near neighbors, vector support machines, logistic regression,
and use a combination of classifiers to generate a more robust solution.
Also, we plan to use cloud services such as Machine Learning in AWS,
Azure Machine Learning, BigML, IBM Watson, TensorFlow, or some
other computer learning solution to improve processing times and,
finally, deploy models to classify online mode.

[2]

[7]

[8]
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Abstract

Keywords

The last several years have seen the emergence of data mining and its transformation into a powerful tool that
adds value to business and research. Data mining makes it possible to explore and find unseen connections
between variables and facts observed in different domains, helping us to better understand reality. The
programming methods and frameworks used to analyse data have evolved over time. Currently, the use of
pipelining schemes is the most reliable way of analysing data and due to this, several important companies are
currently offering this kind of services. Moreover, several frameworks compatible with different programming
languages are available for the development of computational pipelines and many research studies have
addressed the optimization of data processing speed. However, as this study shows, the presence of early error
detection techniques and developer support mechanisms is very limited in these frameworks. In this context,
this study introduces different improvements, such as the design of different types of constraints for the early
detection of errors, the creation of functions to facilitate debugging of concrete tasks included in a pipeline,
the invalidation of erroneous instances and/or the introduction of the burst-processing scheme. Adding these
functionalities, we developed Big Data Pipelining for Java (BDP4J, https://github.com/sing-group/bdp4j), a
fully functional new pipelining framework that shows the potential of these features.

Burst Processing, Data
Pre-processing, Java,
Pipeline Frameworks.

I. Introduction and Motivation

D

ata mining techniques emerged as a set of tools for exploiting
heterogeneous and often unstructured data compiled from a wide
variety of information sources to improve decision support processes
in different domains (healthcare, commercial decisions, stocks market
predictions,...) [1]. Under this paradigm for addressing decision
support, facts could not be explained with simple and isolated variables
from the same domain, but as the combination of a large collection of
circumstances (variables) that occur in different and heterogeneous
domains [2]. Hence, stocks market predictions, for example, should
be modelled by compiling information about the moods of the people
(maybe from the news or from social networks), company results
(profit and loss), customer satisfaction, the company image (for noncustomers), etc. These intuitive and simple ideas became more and
more popular and originated the current revolution of big-data.
Tools and programming methods to implement the compilation and
pre-processing of data have evolved considerably over time. Currently
the most advanced tools to address these issues are included in big-data
frameworks, which facilitates the processing of enormous volumes of
information over large computer clusters. Particularly, MapReduce
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: moncho.mendez@uvigo.es

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2021.10.004

[3], [4] is a powerful and earlier programming paradigm, mainly
popularized by Google and Hadoop Project, which simplifies the
processing of data using hundreds of cluster nodes. Several MapReduce
implementations are available including Apache Hadoop [5], Amazon
Elastic MapReduce [6], Disco MapReduce [7], [8] and Spark [9],
among others. However, MapReduce does not provide a complete
solution to easily address all the problems of pre-processing data [3],
[4], [10]. Particularly, the most relevant limitation of MapReduce is
the processing model (batch) which requires all data to be (up) loaded
into the cluster to execute its analysis. Consequently: (i) this model
is not suitable for processing real-time streaming sources (such as
twitter streaming data); and (ii) the harnessing of the computational
capabilities of the cluster is clearly hampered by the need for loading
the data. These limitations led to the introduction of other forms of
analysing data, such as the pipelining methods [11]. These methods
are based on dividing the data analysis process into a set of small
and easy to implement tasks; and orchestrating their sequential/
parallel execution. After the emergence of pipelining methods, many
pipelining frameworks were introduced [12] and several important
companies started offering effective pipeline-based data analysis
services such as AWS Data Pipeline [13], SnapLogic IIP [14] or Alooma
Enterprise Data Pipeline [15]. Due to the popularity of pipeline
technology, recent studies have addressed the issue of improving the
speed of data processing [16]–[20]. However, there are still many areas
for improvement of such frameworks, such as the facilities provided to
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developers or the implementation of mechanisms capable of detecting
errors at an early stage (constraints, datatype issues, etc.).
During the last years, Java has become popular in the development
of enterprise software [21]. By getting in touch with IT –Information
Technology– professionals and examining job offers, we found that
important companies (e.g., Inditex, PSA, CaixaBank) primarily use
Java technology in their developments. Hence the use of Java to
define pipelines (i) enables the possibility of reusing many software
components (especially persistence components to access their
information); (ii) facilitates the search of qualified developers; and (iii)
allows for the use of a wide variety of software libraries and services
that are currently developed in Java (sometimes exclusively) [22], [23].
In this context, this work focuses specifically on the pipelining
schemes used by enterprises and, therefore, primarily considers
pipelining frameworks supporting the execution of Java tasks. This
study identified some limitations of current software implementing
pipeline functions such as: (i) the definition or checking of constraints;
(ii) the invalidation inconsistent/error data; or (iii) the data sharing
between tasks. Particularly, some mechanisms should be introduced
to minimize the errors in the entire process (constraints). Additionally,
when invalid data are found they should be marked to discard (instance
invalidation) and should not be further processed. Finally, sharing
data between tasks cannot be safely implemented through external
repositories (databases, files, etc.) because some task execution
questions should be previously addressed (i.e. how additional data
instances -with regard to the initial ones- affect the process). To this
end, we have developed BDP4J [24], a new pipelining framework that
successfully address all limitations identified for analysed software.
In addition to BDP4J software, this work also contributes different
processing schemes for resuming or debugging the operation of
pipelines, several constraints that should be checked in pipelines, and
methods to implement the identified functionalities.
The rest of our work is structured as follows: Section II presents the
state of the art in Java frameworks to define computational pipelines
together with their limitations. Section III introduces BDP4J as a
framework able to solve the limitations that have been identified in
analysed software. Finally, section IV summarizes the main outcomes
and future work.

II. State of Art
As stated before, several pipeline-based tools for data processing
have been successfully introduced in recent years. In order to facilitate
the implementation of pipeline-based data solutions in enterprises
and reutilize previously developed software components, the use of
language-independent, and/or Java pipelining frameworks would
probably be the best solution. In this section, we analyse a set of
the most adequate frameworks, demonstrating their strengths and
weaknesses, in order to facilitate the definition of (big) data studies
by enterprises. We analyse the functionalities of some frameworks
that are no longer available (such as COMPSs [25], [26] whose URLs
and GitHUB repositories have been removed) or currently obsolete
(Conan2 [27], Dockerflow [28], [29], Suro [30] and Swift [31]–[33]).
Conan2 can only be built using Java 6 which is obsolete, Dockerflow
has been abandoned on 2017 (see readme.md in official GitHUB
repository), Suro can only be compiled using obsolete Gradle/JDK
versions and Swift requires Java endorsed dirs property which is
obsolete (see https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/
standards/). Moreover, we also analyzed other available software
including COMPI [34], Cromwell [35], Drake [36], Mallet [37], [38]
and ML –Machine Learning– pipeline [9], [39], [40].
By studying the above-mentioned frameworks, we identified a

set of relevant features that are not addressed by all of them. Table I
summarizes the analysed features and displays a comparative analysis
of their presence in the studied frameworks
As shown in Table I, the vast majority of analysed frameworks do not
have any checking strategy while orchestrating tasks inside a pipeline
(i, ii). Keeping this in mind, we estimate the utility of type constraints
included in strong typing languages (such as Java) as an effective
method to prevent development errors (i). Inspired by strong typing
languages, we found type constraints appropriate to check whether
the type of output information generated by a task is consistent with
the input information required for the next task executed in sequence.
The type of input information for tasks that are executed in parallel
should be the same. We are strongly convinced of the need to add
some constraints to establish the right execution order of tasks (ii) and
prevent inconsistent pre-processing (for instance, stripping HTML tags
is mandatory before tokenizing contents). Additionally, in our view,
tasks can be classified into different categories (iii), thus contributing
to help users in their selection (if a GUI –Graphical User Interface–
is provided) and in the validation of their orchestration. The goal of
some tasks in particular is to simply compute instance properties and
not to transform the input data. Therefore, the classification of tasks
into different categories would provide the possibility of defining
constraints for validating tasks and their orchestration as well as to
detect the execution errors.
Additionally, taking advantage of parallel processing schemes (iv)
and/or distributed execution methods (v) could contribute to reduce
the data processing time required.
The communication between tasks is often not limited to the
output-input stream. As an example, in text mining, a dictionary is
created after the tokenizing process, and can be used later to build
dense vector representations. However, data sharing (vi) between
tasks in burst-based operation implies taking additional issues into
account. For example, in a large number of problems, the task that
generates the shared data should complete the processing of all data
instances belonging to the current burst before executing the task
that consumes the shared data. Additionally, we should also select
the fastest sharing mechanisms from those available. In this sense
the use of language-internal mechanisms (for example, a singletonbased object) is preferred to that of external mechanisms (a database).
However, if only external mechanisms can be used, they should be
carefully selected to improve performance. In this sense, distributed
memory object caching systems (such as Memcached or Ehcache) are
clearly better than (slower) SQL-based database servers.
Loading task orchestration (vii) from a file (XML –eXtensible
Markup Language– or YAML –YAML Ain’t Markup Language–)
allows for providing independence between individual task definitions
and their orchestration. Additionally, these orchestration definition
languages would allow customizing tasks with specific execution
parameters and easily modifying the steps of the pipeline.
The dynamic loading of tasks (viii) from files included in a directory
(for instance .jar files) enables the user to develop customized tasks
and facilitates their development (because the tasks can be defined in
separate projects).
Once a great amount of data has been compiled, it must be analysed
by using ML strategies. Therefore, data mining developers would
greatly appreciate the provision of facilities for the integration of ML
frameworks (such as Weka) (ix).
The most relevant feature that could be provided from a pipeline
framework is probably the ability to transparently resume the
execution (x) of a particular pipeline when the application crashes.
To implement this functionality, we should address the persistence of
data instances after being processed by each task and check whether
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TABLE I. Relevant Features for Pipeline Frameworks
COMPSs

COMPI

Conan2

(i)
Type check
(ii)
Dependency check

ü

ü

Cromwell

Dockerflow
(+Google Cloud
Dataflow API)

ü

ü

ü

Drake

Mallet

ML Pipeline
(Apache
Spark)

Suro

Swift

ü
ü

(iii)
Different kinds of tasks

ü
ü

(iv)
Parallel processing

ü

(v)
Distributed

ü

(vi)
Data sharing

ü

(vii)
Loading Pipeline from
File

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü

ü
(partially)

ü

ü

(ix)
Integration with ML

Cloud Machine
Learning
ü

ü

ü

ü

(xii)
Open Source

ü

ü

(xiii)
Language agnosticism

ü

ü

(xiv)
Resource manager

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

(xi)
Orchestration GUI

ü

ü

(viii)
Dynamic loading of
tasks

(x)
Resume execution from
a particular task

ü

ü

ü
Own ML
API

ü

Spark ML

ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

(xv)
Instance invalidation
(xvi)
Last instance
notification
(xvii)
Developer mode

the pipeline and data burst are the same when resuming the execution
of the pipeline. The storage of instances should be completely
transparent for developers and carried out as quickly as possible to
reduce the time requirements for data analysis.
Finally, there are minor features that improve the benefit of
using a data pipelining framework including, but not limited to, the
existence of a GUI application to support the orchestration of tasks
(xi), its availability as open source (xii), language agnosticism (i.e. the
possibility of implementing tasks in any programming language) (xiii),
or the inclusion of resource management utilities (xiv). These utilities
(for resource management) could allow assessing the resources (RAM
–Random Access Memory–) required for pre-processing data and/or

their reservation in cloud environments (as COMPSs do), or simply
limit the usage of CPU –Central Processing Unit– /RAM (as Cromwell).
As we can deduct from the current analysis, current software
implementing pipelining strategies have important limitations that
hamper their application to address the pre-processing of data.
This fact suggests the need to develop a pipelining framework and
implement all the features analysed in this study. Furthermore, we
have also identified several interesting features that have not been
raised by any of the analysed frameworks. Particularly, we found
the advances in the following directions to be suitable: (xv) instance
invalidation, (xvi) last instance notification, and (xvii) developer mode.
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instance when we detect its invalidity during the pipelining process
(for instance when trying to download the contents of a tweet through
its Twitter ID that has been previously removed). The invalidation of
a data instance could be invoked in any task belonging to the pipeline
and implies that it will not be further processed (no other task will
be called with the instance). Despite the fact that this functionality
seems to be very simple and intuitively required, most pipeline
implementations do not incorporate it.
The main advantage of pipeline processing schemes is the
processing of streaming data instances (for instance a Twitter stream).
As shown in Fig. 1, before the beginning of the pipelining process (b),
a set of available data instances are buffered, in the form of burst (a)
to be processed when computational resources are available (after
processing the last data-instances burst).
Streaming
Sources

(a)
Burst
Buffer
B2

Next
Burst

B1

Dataset

(b)
Burst
Handler

After analysing the pipelining frameworks, which provided
a wide list of indispensable features for improving pipelining
in enterprises, we developed BDP4J. BDP4J was inspired by the
pipelining architecture included in Mallet software. Using this pipeline
architecture as a base (and specifically the classes Instance, Pipe and
SerialPipes), we transformed the name of the classes to accommodate
them to the Java Code Conventions [41] and other non-explicit code
rules (i.e. the name of interfaces and abstract classes that usually start
with the prefix “Abstract” or “Default”). Specifically, Pipe, SerialPipes
and Instance classes from the Mallet framework were transformed
into AbstractPipe, SerialPipes and Instance BDP4J classes respectively.
Using this architecture as a starting point, we implemented most
features compiled in the previous section, achieving a product that is
different from the Mallet pipeline implementation.

BDP4J tasks are represented as simple pipes (by implementing
the Pipe interface or, even better, by extending AbstractPipe class).
Moreover, the orchestration of pipes is defined through classes
SerialPipes and ParallelPipes. These details together with the basic
design of BDP4J are shown in Fig. 2. To facilitate readability, only
relevant methods/attributes have been included in the classes shown
in the diagram. Please refer to the Javadoc documentation (generated
through the build process) to obtain a complete list.

CSVDataset

Caption:
Execution Flow

III. Introducing BDP4J

Similar to Mallet, BDP4J uses the Instance class (see Fig. 2) to
represent a specific case (including raw data, properties, and the
target solution) and solve a certain problem. As an example, in
order to define an e-mail classifier, an Instance would represent the
information of a specific message. The raw message contents would
be included in source/data attributes; interesting features extracted
through pipelining process would then be stored in props attribute,
and the class of the message would be represented in target. Moreover,
data attribute would be transformed through the pipelining process
(from raw data to token list, feature vector…).

Bi

Pipelining
Process

Given the list of the most adequate features that a pipelining
framework should provide, and starting from the simple pipelining
support included in Mallet, we designed BDP4J, a new pipelining
framework implementing most of the features that have been previously
shown. Section III identifies the details of the implementation and use
of the framework.

Data Flow

Fig. 1. General burst operation overview.

As Fig. 1 shows, a framework would also provide facilities to store
datasets (disk or memory) and let them grow both in number of rows
and columns after processing each burst.

As we can deduct from Fig. 2, BDP4J Pipe interface was created to
allow developers to implement their tasks by extending, if necessary,
from other classes. However, the use of AbstractPipe abstract class
provides the implementation of all methods of Pipe interface, except
for pipe (which stands for the specific work that should be done), to
simplify the development of tasks. SerialPipes class keeps the same
functionality that was originally provided in Mallet software while
slightly changing the instance processing flow. Finally, BDP4J adds the
support for parallel tasks execution through the class ParallelPipes.
Configurator class is used for loading pipelines from files and is
explained below.

Finally, developers should be able to quickly test the proper
operation of their tasks by using a collection of real data. However,
to debug a certain task, all previous tasks defined in the orchestration
should be executed before debugging the target task. In such a situation,
providing mechanisms to achieve more efficiency when testing a new
task adds a great value to pipelining frameworks (xvii). In particular,
if the orchestration and input instances remain invariable for all test
executions, the state of instances used as input for a task that is being
debugged could be saved to disk (serialized) the first time they are
computed, in order to reuse them for later executions.

When creating a task by extending the AbstractPipe class, the
developer must call on its constructor (through super) to specify
“Always Before” (alwaysBeforeDeps attribute) and “Not After”
(notAfterDeps attribute) task execution constraints (feature ii). “Always

As result of the pipelining process, a dataset is generated (or grown)
and stored in disk or main memory. In a task that saves the data to
disk (or any other resource dependent task), the identification of the
last data instance of a burst (xvi) would help to safely free resources
(closing/flushing opened files, database connections, etc.). As a
particular example, closing dataset files would make them available to
be used for further analysis until the execution of the dataset saving
task for the next burst.

Each pipe or task implemented in BDP4J must implement the
methods getInputType and getOutputType to indicate the type of data
included in the Instance before and after executing it. This information
is used by SerialPipes and ParallelPipes to check data types in the
orchestration (feature i). Additionally, these types should dynamically
be checked with the Instance after executing the task.
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Fig. 2. Main classes comprising BDP4J.

Before” constraints indicate which tasks must be executed before the
current one (for instance, the identification of the text language should
probably be done before expanding abbreviations and/or slang terms to
select the appropriate dictionary). Moreover, “Not After” dependencies
indicate the tasks that cannot be executed after the execution of the
current one (for instance, the recognition of acronyms should not
be run after changing text to lowercase or removing punctuation
marks). checkDependencies and getErrorMessage methods included
in AbstractPipe class allow checking these constraints and obtaining
information about the specific errors found.
BDP4J has divided the tasks in the following categories (feature
iii): PropertyComputingPipe used only for computing instance
properties; TeePipe used for storing instances when needed by
user; TargetAssigningPipe used for assigning the real target class
on classification; and TransformationPipe, which transforms the
instance data. These task categories allow including additional
constraints on tasks. Hence, the input and output data types of a task
(getInputType and getOutputType) should be the same for all tasks
except for TransformationPipe, which could be different. Moreover,
the number of instance properties should be increased after an
instance is processed through a PropertyComputingPipe, and the
target attribute of an Instance should not be null after the execution
of a TargetAssigningPipe. Finally, the number of TargetAssigningPipe
included in a pipeline must be zero or one. In the future, the
classification of tasks could be used to automatically group the
functionalities in GUI pipeline management tools.
Currently, the support of parallel processing (feature iv) schemes
in BDP4J is limited to the use of ParallelPipes task orchestration
class. When several tasks are marked to be executed in parallel,
they are performed in separate threads. Although we believe that
we can take advantage of load balancing clustering schemes when
multiple computers are available (feature v), its support has not been
implemented yet and should be carefully designed.

data instances was changed. Mallet instance processing model is based
on processing one instance through all tasks included in the pipeline.
However sometimes we need all instances included in a data burst to
be processed by a certain task in order to fill the shared information
(for instance, when a text mining task builds a dictionary that will
be used by other tasks to create a dense vector representation or a
standard CSV –Comma-Separated Values– file). To cope with these
situations, BDP4J executes each task on all available instances of the
burst before starting the execution of the next task. This behaviour was
implemented in pipeAll methods of orchestration schemes (SerialPipes
and ParallelPipes).
BDP4J is able to load pipeline orchestration from XML files (feature
vii). This functionality is connected with the dynamic loading of
tasks from *.jar files (feature viii) and cannot be used independently.
In order to implement the first functionality, we took advantage of
Document Object Model (DOM) Application Programming Interface
(API). Configurator class (see Fig. 2) provides the functionality of
loading the pipeline configuration using DOM API. The XML file
should contain the configuration/general/pluginsFolder parameter,
which allows defining the directory where the *.jar files containing
task definitions are located. The dynamic loading of tasks from jar
files was implemented through the default Java service-provider
loading facility (java.util.ServiceLoader<S> included in Java 8). Using
this facility, BDP4J searches for Pipe implementations included in the
location specified by pluginsFolder parameter. To facilitate the use
of standard Java service loader by avoiding the manual creation of
file META-INF/services/org.bdp4j.pipe.Pipe, all classes implementing
tasks can be annotated with the @AutoService(Pipe.class) [42]. Fig. 3
shows how the orchestration of a pipeline can be easily represented
in XML format (Fig. 3a) and loaded for its execution using BDP4J
framework (Fig. 3b).

Moreover, in order to adequately support burst data processing and
data sharing (feature vi), the original Mallet processing method for
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The source code included in Fig. 3b (configurePipeline method)
makes it possible to automatically instantiate as many SerialPipes
and ParallelPipes as necessary to load the orchestration and configure
tasks (because task configuration parameters are also included in
XML, Fig. 3a).

<?xml version=”1.0”?>
<configuration>
<!-- General properties -->
<general>
  <samplesFolder>./samples</samplesFolder>
  <pluginsFolder>./plugins</pluginsFolder>
  <outputDir>./output</outputDir>
  <tempDir>./temp</tempDir>
</general>
<!-- the pipeline orchestration -->
<pipeline resumable=”yes” debug=”no”>
<serialPipes>
   <pipe>
    <name>File2TargetAssignPipe</name>
   </pipe>
   <pipe>
    <name>File2StringPipe</name>
   </pipe>
   <pipe>
    <name>String2TokenArray</name>
   </pipe>
   <pipe>
    <name>TokenArray2FeatureVector</name>
   </pipe>
   <pipe>
    <name>
GenerateFeatureVectorOutputPipe
</name>
    <params>
     <pipeParameter>
        <name>outFile</name>
        <value>out.csv</value>
     </pipeParameter>
    </params>
   </pipe>
</serialPipes>
</pipeline>
</configuration>

A typical BDP4J pre-processing pipeline would contain one or more
TeePipes. As stated before, the mission of TeePipes is to bring together
the information of instances to generate datasets in memory (through
using Dataset class shown in Fig. 4a) or in disk (through using
CSVDatasetWriter class) and continue the execution of the rest of the
pipeline. This mission fits with the dataset generation issue shown in
Fig. 1. One of the most important features added to CSVDatasetWriter
and Dataset classes is the possibility of dynamically growing the
number of columns and rows. After processing some data bursts, they
can be analysed by using external ML APIs (feature ix). Due to the
popularity of Weka ML library, we have implemented a feature to
transform a BDP4J dataset stored in memory (Dataset class) to Weka
dataset (weka.core.Instances) through the getWekaDataset method.
Additionally, the CSVDatasetReader class implements the loading of
a CSV file to instantiate a BDP4J Dataset (Fig. 4b).

(a)
/* Load XML configuration */
Configurator cfg =
Configurator.getInstance(“configuration.xml”);
/*Load tasks from jar files*/
PipeProvider pipeProvider =
new PipeProvider(
    cfg.getProp(Configurator.PLUGINS_FOLDER)
  );
HashMap<String, PipeInfo> pipes =
  pipeProvider.getPipes();

(a)
CSVDatasetReader csvdr =
new CSVDatasetReader(“out.csv”);
Dataset ds = csvdr.loadFile();
Instances wekaDS =
ds.getWekaDataset();
      
wekaDS.deleteStringAttributes();
wekaDS.setClassIndex(
wekaDS.numAttributes() - 1
);
int num = wekaDS.numInstances();
int start = (num * 80) / 100;
int end = num - start;

/*Load the pipeline orchestration*/
Pipe p =
Configurator.configurePipeline(pipes);
logger.info(“orchest:” + p.toString() + “\n”);
/*Check orchestration dependencyes*/
if (!p.checkDependencies()) {
      logger.fatal(
          “[CHECK DEPENDENCIES] “+
           AbstractPipe.getErrorMessage()
      );
      System.exit(-1);
}

Instances trn =
new Instances(wekaDS, 0, start);
Instances tst =
new Instances(wekaDS, start, end);
try {
Evaluation rfEval = new Evaluation(tst);
RandomForest rf = new RandomForest();
rf.buildClassifier(trn);
rfEval.evaluateModel(rf, tst);
} catch (Exception ex) {}

/*Load and pipe the current burst*/
ArrayList<Instance> burst = …
p.pipeAll(burst);

(b)
Fig. 3. XML orchestrating facilities included in BDP4J: a) XML structure used
to define task orchestration (configuration.xml) and b) BDP4J source to load
task orchestration.

(b)
Fig. 4. Weka integration facilities included in BDP4J: a) BDP4J and Weka
interaction architecture and b) BDP4J and Weka interaction snippet.
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As we can see from Fig. 4b, source lines highlighted in bold
(first three sentences) allow the loading of Weka dataset, while the
remaining lines show how we can take advantage of Weka API to run
a Random Forest [43] classifier.
Furthermore, following the same orchestration behaviour
of SerialPipes and ParallelPipes classes, we implemented
ResumableSerialPipes and ResumableParallelPipes classes respectively.
These classes support the resumption of the execution of a pipeline
(feature x) that has been stopped for any reason (an application
failure, accidental power down of computer...). The inner operation
of the mentioned classes includes saving the state of instances after
executing each task to allow resuming the pipeline from the last
successfully executed task. One of the most relevant challenges to
implement the resuming functionality was its compatibility with
the data sharing between tasks. To this end, pipes can be marked by
implementing SharedDataConsumer and/or SharedDataProducer
interfaces. These interfaces include the methods readFromDisk and
writeToDisk, respectively, to allow the programmer defining how
to save and read the shared information to make it available when
resuming the execution of a pipeline. These details are included in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. BDP4J architecture details to support resuming function.

A resumable pipeline could be easily instantiated by defining
the orchestration in source code (Fig. 4b) and replacing the use
of SerialPipes and ParallelPipes by ResumableSerialPipes and
ResumableParallelPipes, respectively. Additionally, the resuming
behavior can be achieved with an XML file (Fig. 4a) using resumable
and debug modifiers included in pipeline tag. When resumable is set to
“yes” (“true” or “1”), the pipeline can be resumed. The debug modifier
included in pipeline could be set to “no” (“false” or “0”) only if the last
complete result of a task remains stored on disk, or “yes” if all partial
results are kept on disk (useful to manually drop steps and repeat tasks
and only applicable to ResumableSerialPipes).
Finally a GUI application (feature xi) to orchestrate tasks was
created using JGraphX [44] framework. The GUI is launched when
using “gui” as the first parameter for the execution of the main class
org.bdp4j.Main and allows visually defining, executing and saving a
pipeline orchestration.
BDP4J is released as open source (feature xii). Its tasks can
only be developed using Java technology (non-Java programming
languages are not supported) (feature xiii). Moreover, BDP4J does
not provide resource management utilities (feature xiv) and does not
allow optimising the use of resources. In this sense, the limitation
of RAM could be easily done by using the -Xmx parameter of Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) and the number of cores via the GNU/Linux
taskset utility. Therefore, the development of additional resource
management functionalities (mainly computing RAM requirements)
will be addressed as future works.
The instance invalidation (feature xv) was implemented by adding
the invalidate method in the Instance class (which can be called from
task definition) and the management of invalidated instances in the
BDP4J orchestration subsystem (SerialPipes/ResumableSerialPipes
and ParallelPipes/ResumableParallelPipes). Methods pipe and pipeAll

implemented in the orchestration classes skip the processing of
invalidated instances.
Additionally, the detection of the last data instance (feature
xvi) is provided in the AbstractPipe class by providing a default
implementation for isLast method. This implementation marks an
instance i as last when the instance is processed alone through a call
to pipe method or when i is the last valid instance of a collection of
data (data burst) that is processed by calling the pipeAll method.
Given the support of resuming a pipeline from a certain position,
we find it appropriate to take advantage of this feature in order to
implement the debugging mode function (feature xvii). The debugging
mode function allows developers of a task to avoid the processing of all
previous required tasks (when they were previously executed) in order
to reduce the time required to test whether the new task is operating
properly. The code snippets (XML and Java) included in Fig. 6 provide
a detailed description of how to take advantage of this functionality
when the orchestration is defined in XML (Fig. 6a) or in Java (Fig. 6b).
We highlighted in bold the instructions used to select the task that is
being debugged.
As we can see from Fig. 6, the orchestrations defined in both
columns are exactly the same. Hence, a task can be marked for debug
when the orchestration is defined in XML or in Java, providing great
flexibility for developers. In the case of using the XML to define the
orchestration, the task (pipe) that is being debugged should include
a debug tag, and the entire pipeline should be executed in resumable
mode (resumable=”yes”). Additionally, for source code orchestrations,
the debug mode implies the use of ResumableSerialPipes and
ResumableParallelPipes classes.
As shown in this section, BDP4J covers important limitations found
in current pipelining software. The implemented features provide
flexibility to developers, allowing them to analyse and pre-process
data obtained from different sources in order to solve different kinds
of problems. Subsection A shows a case study of our framework to
address the pre-processing and classification of SMS –Short Message
Service– spam messages.

A. Using BDP4J
In order to show the simplicity of using the BDP4J framework,
we developed a case study to apply different text pre-processing
techniques over SMS spam messages included in the SMS Spam
Corpus v.0.1 [45]. The project has been publicly shared through
GitHub (https://github.com/sing-group/bdp4j_sample). This project
contains a collection of eight text pre-processing tasks (some of them
trivial) implemented in the Java package org.bdp4j.sample.pipe.impl.
The implemented pipes (sorted by the right execution order) make it
possible to: create a property with the size of the text file (FileSizePipe);
load the target attribute from the file (File2TargetAssigningPipe); load
SMS text from file (File2StringPipe); create a property with the length
of the SMS text (MeasureLengthPipe); add all information generated
up to this step to a CSV file (GenerateStringOutputPipe); tokenize the
text of each instance (String2TokenArray); create a feature vector for
each instance (TokenArray2FeatureVector); and add all information to
a CSV File (GenerateFeatureVectorOutputPipe).
The class org.bdp4j.sample.Main (main) creates instances from the
files included in the samples directory. In detail during this process,
data and source attributes are initialized with an instance of java.
io.File representing the disk file containing SMS data. Instances are
divided into three groups to simulate a burst operation. Moreover, this
class also orchestrates a pipeline with all tasks defined in the project
and use it to process the three bursts. After processing the instances,
a NaïveBayes [46] classifier from Weka is executed over the generated
data and the confusion matrix results (true positives, true negatives,
false positives, and false negatives) are printed via system standard
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output. Additionally, two CSV files are generated on a disk (one per
each tee pipe called output.csv and output2.csv) that contains the preprocessing results.

<?xml version=”1.0”?>
<configuration>
<!-- General properties -->
<general>
<samplesFolder>./samples</samplesFolder>
<pluginsFolder>./plugins</pluginsFolder>
<outputDir>./output</outputDir>
<tempDir>./temp</tempDir>
</general>
<!-- the pipeline orchestration -->
<pipeline resumable=”yes” debug=”yes”>
<serialPipes>
  <pipe>
   <name>File2TargetAssignPipe</name>
  </pipe>
  <pipe>
   <name>File2StringPipe</name>
  </pipe>
  <pipe>
   <name>String2TokenArray</name>
   <debug/>
  </pipe>
  <pipe>
   <name>
TokenArray2FeatureVector
</name>
  </pipe>
  <pipe>
   <name>
GenerateFeatureVectorOutputPipe
</name>
   <params>
    <pipeParameter>
     <name>outFile</name>
     <value>out.csv</value>
    </pipeParameter>
   </params>
  </pipe>
</serialPipes>
</pipeline>
</configuration>

As can be easily found in the source code, two
PropertyComputingPipe (FileSizePipe and MeasureLengthPipe),
one TargetAssigningPipe (File2TargetAssignPipe), two TeePipe
(GenerateFeatureVectorOutputPipe and GenerateStringOutputPipe)
and three TransformationPipe (File2StringPipe, String2TokenArray,
TokenArray2FeatureVector) tasks are provided as examples. Moreover,
TokenArray2FeatureVector and GenerateFeatureVectorOutputPipe
share a dictionary (org.bdp4j.sample.types.Dictionary) and
hence, they implement the interfaces SharedDataProducer and
SharedDataConsumer respectively to allow resuming and debugging
functions.
Since Main class is provided and task implementations have
been annotated with @AutoService annotation, the example could
be executed by launching the generated jar file or by generating an
alternative orchestration with BDP4J GUI.
The creation of the bdp4j_sample project provides a simple form
for showing the use of the BDP4J pipelining framework to other
researchers and developers. During the last months, we have been
using BDP4J for pre-processing data in the research activities of our
research group. This work has given us some conclusions for usage,
summarized in subsection B.

B. Performance Evaluation
We carried out a performance evaluation of BDP4J and other
available frameworks introduced in Section II. In order to accurately
evaluate the performance of the analysed frameworks we use void
tasks (those doing nothing). Fig. 7 represents the benchmarking
protocol designed for the evaluation of the frameworks.
(i) single task

(a)
/* Debug String2TokenArray pipe */
String2TokenArray s2ta =
new String2TokenArray();
s2ta.setDebugging(true);

1

(a)

x1k

(b)

/* Create the processing pipe */
AbstractPipe p = new ResumableSerialPipes(
new AbstractPipe[]{
new File2TargetAssignPipe(),
new File2StringPipe(),
s2ta,
new TokenArray2FeatureVector(),
new GenerateFeatureVectorOutputPipe()
}
);

x100k

(ii) two task in sequence

Next
Burst

1

2

(a)

x1k

(b)

x100k

(iii) two task in parallel

logger.info(“orchest:” + p.toString() + “\n”);
/*Check orchestration dependencies*/
if (!p.checkDependencies()) {
logger.fatal(
“[CHECK DEPENDENCIES] “+
AbstractPipe.getErrorMessage()
);
System.exit(-1);
}

1
(a)

2

(b)

x1k
x100k

Fig. 7. Benchmarking design.

/*Load and pipe the current burst*/
ArrayList<Instance> burst = …
p.pipeAll(burst);

(b)
Fig. 6. BDP4J debug mode snippet: a) Enabling the debugging for a task in a
XML orchestration and b) Enabling the debugging for a task in source code.

As shown in Fig. 7 our experimental protocol comprises three simple
computational pipelines: (i) a pipeline composed exactly by one task,
(ii) a pipeline that comprises the execution of two tasks in sequence
and (iii) a pipeline that executes two parallel tasks. These pipelines
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were executed 1,000 and 100,000 times in order to compare the impact
of the checks made during the execution in the performance of the
framework. The source code used for experimentation is available
online [47]. The benchmark was executed in a computer with 64
gigabytes of RAM and an Intel i7-6700 processor with four cores (eight
threads). Table II shows the evaluation results.
TABLE II. Performance Comparison of Analyzed Frameworks
(i)

(i)

(iii)

2s, 554ms
50s, 076ms
31s, 133ms
1.05ms
2s, 227ms
1.03 ms

3s, 266ms
1m, 24s, 113ms
30s, 946ms
1.09ms
2s, 321ms
4.42ms

3s, 149ms
1m, 28s, 917s
95s 90ms
unsupported
unsupported
56.34ms

48s 928ms
unsupported
51m, 53s
10 ms
2s, 475ms
12.93 ms

1m 37s 83ms
unsupported
51m, 34s
9 ms
2s, 494ms
15.24 ms

1m, 33s, 436ms
unsupported
2h, 38m 29s
unsupported
unsupported
801.77 ms

Pipeline
x 1k
COMPI
Cromwell
Drake
Mallet
MLPipeline
BDP4J
x 100k
COMPI
Cromwell
Drake
Mallet
MLPipeline
BDP4J

methods getInputType, getOutputType and pipe (execute the task)
should be defined. The BDP4J framework adds many sources to check
constraints, types, and operation with no effort on the part of the
developer. Most developers who tried BDP4J really appreciate the
effort to minimize the source they should write for developing tasks.
Finally, we would like to highlight the use of Apache Maven as a
software management and building tool that facilitates compilation,
packaging, and execution tasks. This finding, together with those
previous mentioned, allow us to understand that we are working in
the right direction to define the BDP4J framework. The next section
provides detailed conclusions and future work to improve this
framework.

IV. Conclusions and Future Work

As shown in Table II, Drake (which is written in R but allows
executing tasks written in Java) fairly achieves the worst performance
while Mallet is the most efficient framework. However, the
performances achieved in Mallet and BDP4J when executing pipelines
(i) and (ii) are very similar (a few milliseconds). The increase of time
required by BDP4J for the execution of pipelines containing tasks
executed in parallel is caused by the need to clone the instances
in order to alleviate the programmer of the issues arising from
concurrent programming. The impact on performance of this decision
is significative, however the time required for the development of
tasks is considerably reduced. Additionally, Cromwell has some issues
with memory when processing large pipelines (repeating 100000 times
the pipeline is not possible with 64GB of RAM). Keeping in mind the
benefits of our proposal, we really believe BDP4J is a reliable solution
for analysing data using Java technology.

C. Learned Lessons and Main Outcomes
Our use of BDP4J for the development and execution of different
pre-processing tasks over the last several months have led us to
important findings. One of the most important findings is the great
amount of human error that occurs during the development of
applications. A significant number of these errors could be detected
by using constraints, type checks, and dependencies implemented by
BDP4J. People often wrongly think that constraints, type checks, and
dependencies included in different programming models are merely
time-consuming issues that negatively affect development because
any IT professional can develop software with no errors. However, our
experience has shown us that the existence of these elements really
helps developers to avoid software errors and cause a low impact on
the time required for defining pre-processing tasks.
Additionally, the use of debug mode has significantly sped up the
development and debugging of tasks, given that the whole execution
process is executed only once. In fact, when a pipeline is executed a
second time, the task marked to be debugged will be the first executed.
As long as the tasks that will be debugged can be quickly defined, the
feature is very useful for developers.
Moreover, we have developed an extremely simple mechanism
for defining tasks. When extending AbstractPipe class, only the

During the last years, the exploitation of data has been increasingly
used as a method to solve many problems and understand the inner
details of real life. The main challenge to address in data exploitation is
the existence of effective programming models able to take advantage
of available data. In the current context, popular developing paradigms
such as MapReduce are being abandoned while pipelining schemes are
becoming more and more popular. Our intention in this work was to
design and provide new and interesting functionalities for pipelining
software. Particularly, pipelining frameworks should provide simple
ways for defining tasks and incorporate mechanisms for early
detecting errors.
We designed functionalities to avoid the processing limitations
found in MapReduce schemes and other pipelining frameworks.
Particularly, we introduce the burst-processing scheme that can be
easily applied to the pre-processing of streaming sources of data (such
as Twitter streams), while still allowing for the old batch processing
schemes. Burst processing combined with the detection of the last data
instance in any task (for flushing/closing files) makes it possible to
analyse data after the execution of some bursts, thus avoiding the need
for processing all input data before they are analysed.
Finally, it should be noted that a great amount of technology and
new processing techniques have been made available to data mining
developers. As main contributions of this work (processing techniques),
we would highlight the number of techniques used to detect errors
(constraints, type checks and task dependencies), the resuming (and
debug) capabilities of pipelines, and the instance invalidation (never
seen before). These technologies can also be applied to improve
other frameworks (especially those developed in other programming
languages).
Future work comprises the design of execution schemes to distribute
computational requirements in a cluster of computers. To this end, we
believe that a careful examination of available load balancing schemes
would provide effective load distribution mechanisms to implement
this functionality. Additionally, this feature will be complemented
with the assessment of the amount of RAM necessary to execute a
pipeline over a burst with certain size (resource management).
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Abstract

Keywords

There are a large number of machine learning algorithms as well as a wide range of libraries and services
that allow one to create predictive models. With machine learning and artificial intelligence playing a major
role in dealing with engineering problems, practising engineers often come to the machine learning field
so overwhelmed with the multitude of possibilities that they find themselves needing to address difficulties
before actually starting on carrying out any work. Datasets have intrinsic properties that make it hard to
select the algorithm that is best suited to some specific objective, and the ever-increasing number of providers
together make this selection even harder. These were the reasons underlying the design of CompareML, an
approach to supporting the evaluation and comparison of machine learning libraries and services without deep
machine learning knowledge. CompareML makes it easy to compare the performance of different models by
using well-known classification and regression algorithms already made available by some of the most widely
used providers. It facilitates the practical application of methods and techniques of artificial intelligence that
let a practising engineer decide whether they might be used to resolve hitherto intractable problems. Thus,
researchers and engineering practitioners can uncover the potential of their datasets for the inference of new
knowledge by selecting the most appropriate machine learning algorithm and determining the provider best
suited to their data.

Classification, Decision
Support System,
Knowledge Elicitation,
Machine Learning,
Regression, Software.

I. Introduction

T

he evolution of computing capacities and the democratization
of access to cloud computing at reasonable and affordable prices
have fostered the appearance of a great number of machine learning
applications for different fields. The engineering field in particular is
not unaware of this trend. Engineering researchers and practitioners
in a variety of areas have been drawn into the use of machine learning
with the aim of inferring knowledge from their data. In particular,
there are many engineering problems that can be solved using
machine learning and artificial intelligence, and this, together with the
Internet of Things and Big Data, inter alia, is one of the foundations of
the fourth industrial revolution.
In most cases, the lack of knowledge about machine learning hinders
engineers’ and researchers’ ability to analyse the potential that their
data may have. Even with such knowledge, they will have to choose
to use any from among an ever increasing number of alternatives with
respect to algorithms, frameworks, tools, and providers. Given this
context, it is hard to properly assess which will be the best way to
address a specific engineering problem involving some particular data.
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Moreover, the problem is compounded because, although wellknown machine learning algorithms (such as Linear Regression,
Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, or
Naive Bayes) are supposed to perform exactly the same, their
implementations in third-party libraries and services can yield
different results depending on the particular dataset.
Thus, any thorough evaluation of the different algorithms and
their different implementations will be a time-consuming task. This
ultimately results in most practitioner engineers and researchers in
the field usually relying on their own experience to select a particular
platform and algorithm, so that they will probably miss others that
might well better reveal the whole potential of their datasets.
In this context, given this variety of options, and before taking into
account such other factors as affordability, availability, complexity,
or expertise, a preliminary study to find the optimal choice for a
particular dataset might be helpful even for engineers, researchers, or
scientists with no great depth of machine learning knowledge. While
there are general-purpose machine learning tools that allow different
algorithms to be applied to the same dataset, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no solution available that is able to quickly and
easily compare algorithm implementations from different providers.
All of this led us to posit the following research questions:
• RQ1: Has a dataset the potential, i.e., is it possible to infer knowledge
from it, to be used in a real-world engineering application or to solve
a real-world engineering problem?
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TABLE I. Software Comparison
Software

Regression

Classification

Clustering

Deep Learning

Comparison

Weka











Orange





RapidMiner







Knime







CompareML







Visualization

Multiple Providers













Knowledge




(Regression: Support for Regression algorithms, Classification: Support for Classification algorithms, Clustering: Support for Classification algorithms, Deep
Learning: Support for Deep Learning algorithms, Comparison: Model Comparison, Visualization: Data Visualization, Multiple Providers: Implementation of
algorithms from Multiple Providers, Knowledge: Machine Learning Knowledge required.)

• RQ2: Is it possible to determine, a priori, which are the best algorithms
to reveal the potential of a dataset and construct the most appropriate
predictive model from it?
• RQ3: Is it possible to select from among the wide range of libraries
and services that allow the creation of predictive models those which
are, a priori, the best to work with a specific dataset and problem?
With the aim of answering these questions, we present CompareML,
an approach that allows practitioner or research engineers to make
a preliminary analysis of their data by testing different machine
learning algorithms from different providers. The main goal of this
approach is to allow such users to select the most suitable environment
for their datasets without requiring any in-depth knowledge about
machine learning. Thus, using CompareML, engineers can quickly
and effortlessly compare the performance of different algorithms and
providers applied to their specific datasets before deciding which to
employ in their machine learning models.
The resulting software supporting the CompareML approach is
licensed under an MIT permissive free software licence for it to be
useful, reusable, and customizable in machine learning research areas.
It is readily accessible at the following URL: https://compareml.io/.
The software is already very intuitive, but nevertheless there is a User
Manual1 available for other researchers to answer any doubts they
may have when using CompareML. Finally, scripts are available to
enable full automated portability of the software.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
other approaches, and lists the algorithms and providers supported by
CompareML. Section III describes the approach. Section IV details the
implementation of the approach and the software architecture. Section
V provides an illustrative example using CompareML. Finally, Section
VI draws some conclusions and describes future work.

II. Related Work and Background
This section reviews some related work, describes the fundamentals
of the machine learning algorithms compared by CompareML, and
presents the state-of-the-art of the libraries and services available on
the market, describing those supported by CompareML.

A. Related Work
There are general-purpose machine learning tools that have dealt
with similar problems:
• Weka [1], a machine learning software package ideally suited for
teaching and research which allows, inter alia, the comparison
of algorithms for a dataset. It has recently been enriched
with WekaLearning4j [2], a deep-learning package based on
Deeplearning4j. The software is free under GNU GPL 3 for noncommercial purposes.
• Orange [3], a machine learning software package that allows
data analysis and data visualization to be performed on datasets.
1

User Manual available at http://shorturl.at/yCLX4

It can be applied by means of Python scripts or through a visual
programming interface in which users can make use of its
functionalities. The software is developed by the University of
Ljubljana, and is open-source released under a GPL licence.
• RapidMiner [4], [5], a data science software platform that
implements data mining algorithms as operators that users
can visually drag and drop to create customized dataflows. It is
proprietary software developed by the RapidMiner firm, although
previous versions were open source.
• Knime [4], a data mining tool integrated in Eclipse (the Java
Integrated Development Environment) with a visual interface
in which users make use of blocks, connecting them to create
dataflows that visualize, deploy, and manage machine learning
models. It is open source software developed by the University of
Konstanz.
Table I presents a comparison of the work mentioned in this section
in such aspects as:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Support for Regression algorithms;
Support for Classification algorithms;
Support for Clustering algorithms;
Support for Deep Learning algorithms;
Model Comparison;
Data Visualization;
Implementation of Multiple Providers’ algorithms;
Machine Learning Knowledge required.

A more detailed and specific comparison of these software packages
and the Scikit-Learn library and R Programming Language can be
found in [6], where the authors compare software and services that
are beyond the scope of this present work.
Our approach follows AutoML or Automated Machine Learning
principles. AutoML [7] is an idea that consists of automating the entire
pipeline or a part of a machine learning project. This is a hot topic
of interest in both industry and academia, and the evaluation of its
results [8] has led to several AutoML approaches and tools emerging.
Some of those most widely used are:
• Automated Machine Learning in PowerBI [9] was launched by
Microsoft in 2019 to allow business analysts, economists, and
PowerBI users in general to build machine learning models to
solve business problems without their needing to have a strong
background in machine learning.
• PyCaret [10] is an open-source machine learning library in Python
developed by Moez Ali and launched in 2019. Its main characteristic
is its low-code orientation, making it simple and easy to use.
• Cloud AutoML [11] is the AutoML platform launched by Google in
2018 that trains custom machine learning models for image, video,
and tabular data, as well as making use of pretrained models to
create natural language processing, image classification, video
recognition, or structured data discovery applications.
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In addition to the software analysed, one can find in the literature
related work worthy of mention with several tools and libraries, such as:
• LEAC [12], an efficient library for clustering with evolutionary
algorithms in the neural networks field.
• Ruta [13], which implements autoencoders, neural networks that
perform feature learning on data.
• AutoML-Zero [14], a specific-purpose tool that simultaneously
searches for all aspects of a machine learning algorithm, using
basic maths operations, with the objective of reducing human bias
in the search space.
However, as noted above, to the best of our knowledge, there is
no solution that is able to compare algorithm implementations from
different providers while requiring no depth of machine learning
knowledge on the part of the user.

B. Background
CompareML provides researchers with the possibility of creating
models of their data using the following well-known algorithms:
• Linear Regression. This assumes a linear relationship between the
input variables and a single output variable. The model learns by
estimating the values of the coefficients used in the representation
from the data available. The linear regression can be expressed
as y = ax + b, where a and b are the aforementioned coefficients.
• Decision Tree. Decision tree algorithms build a tree-like structure
in which each node represents a question concerning an attribute.
The responses to that question create new branches, expanding
the structure until the end of the tree is reached, with the leaf node
being the one that indicates the predicted class.

• Boosted Decision Tree. This is a general method, not limited to
decision trees, which consists of applying a boosting method to
combine many classifiers into a new and stabler one with a smaller
error. In the boosting, the predictors are made sequentially rather
than independently, applying the rationale that the subsequent
predictors learn from the mistakes of the previous ones.
• Random Forest. This algorithm is an improvement that creates
several decision trees, using bagging or some other technique, and
votes for the most popular output that the trees yield. Usually, most
implementations do not count the outputs directly, but sum their
normalized frequencies to get the label with greatest likelihood.
• Logistic Regression. This algorithm uses a more complex cost
function – the ‘sigmoid’ or ‘logistic’ function – than the Linear
Regression model. Input values are combined linearly using
weights or coefficients to predict an output value. A key difference
with Linear Regression is that the output being modeled is
dichotomous (a 0 or 1) rather than numerical.
• Support-Vector Machine. The data are mapped onto a highdimensional feature space so that the data points can be categorized
even when the data are not otherwise linearly separable. Then, a
separator is estimated for the data. The data should be transformed
in such a way that a separator can be drawn as a hyperplane. As
there are many possible hyperplanes, the Support Vector Machine
algorithm finds a hyperplane that represents the largest separation,
or margin, between classes.
Of particular importance are the libraries and services from
different machine learning providers that CompareML supports:
• Turi Create [15], a Python™ [16] package that allows programmers
to perform end-to-end large-scale data analysis and data product
development. It is a distributed computation framework written
in C++, developed at Carnegie Mellon University, and acquired in
2016 by Apple Inc.

• Scikit-Learn [17], one of the most popular machine learning
libraries. It is largely written in Python with some core algorithms
written in Cython to improve performance. It is supported by
several institutional and private grants.
• R [18], a programming language that is an environment for
statistical computing software written in C, Fortran, and R itself. It
is widely used in machine learning tasks. It is developed by the R
Core Team. CompareML runs R code embedded in Python through
the access provided by the rpy2 library.

III. Approach
A. The Approach in a Nutshell
The approach consists of a software architecture that supports
machine learning experiments being carried out very easily, even
for practitioners with no in-depth knowledge or skills in machine
learning and artificial intelligence. Specifically, the approach allows
classification and regression models to be implemented, and evaluates
them so that their performance can be very easily compared using
metrics that are in line with the models’ types. Additionally, none of
the machine learning algorithms are constrained to a single library
or provider. Instead, several implementations of the algorithms from
different libraries, tools, or providers can be built and evaluated,
so that, for every scenario (i.e., dataset and problem to solve), it is
possible to select the most suitable algorithm and the most appropriate
implementation library or provider.

B. Data Analysis Decision Making
After the foregoing description of the main concepts of the
approach’s architecture, this section will present a discussion of
the proposed pipeline on which CompareML is built. Engineers and
practitioners will follow this pipeline (Fig. 1) to decide whether there
is hidden knowledge within their data, and, if so, which are the best
algorithms and providers for them to use to build accurate models.
The circumstances begin when engineers are faced with trying to
solve some problem, and they think that machine learning presumably
can help in looking for a solution. After collecting the data, reasonable
doubt arises about the data’s suitability and the possible hidden
knowledge they contain so that the problem can be solved properly.
In the interest of clarifying the data’s potential, researchers or
engineers upload their data to an implementation of the CompareML
approach, indicating the attribute to predict (the label). They then
choose the machine learning libraries and services they can work
with, and select those machine learning algorithms they want to use to
create predictive models. In response, after evaluating and comparing
the models generated, CompareML provides performance metrics about
the models. It is quite common to do that as can be seen in work such as
[19]–[22] where authors create several models to find out the one that
gets better results. By analysing these performance metrics, engineers
can decide whether their data has the potential to build accurate
models with which to solve their problem, and, if so, the algorithm and
provider combination most likely to produce a reliable solution.

C. Inputs and Outputs
There are certain classes of data that need to be sent to CompareML.
These input data are listed in Table II.
In version 1.0, the validation software does not automatically
recognize the selected label’s data type, so that the experiments will
be run regardless of the appropriateness of the label data type and the
type of algorithms selected. In such cases, the experiments’ results will
be given according to how each one of the libraries, services, and tools
selected handles these situations.
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Fig. 1. Pipeline of the approach.
TABLE II. CompareML Input Data
Input Name

Description

Observations

Dataset

The dataset must be in CSV (commaseparated values) format, and it must
contain a header row.

Notice that, since the comma is used as a separator, CompareML cannot handle field data
containing commas or embedded line breaks. Also, it may not handle other unconventional
characters.

Label

Feature that models will predict.

After uploading a dataset, users must select the label from among the dataset’s existing features.

Providers

Machine learning libraries and services
available to build models.

Users must select at least one of them. The validation software of the approach supports Turi
Create, Scikit- Learn, and R.

Algorithms

Regression and classification algorithms
available to build models.

Users must select at least one of them. The validation software of the approach allows users to
choose between the Linear, Decision Tree, and Boosted Decision Tree regression algorithms, and
the Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector Machine classification algorithms.

The outputs of CompareML are a set of metrices that allow the
appropriateness of the models created to be studied using different
algorithms from different machine learning tools and services. Those
outputs vary depending on the user’s algorithm selection.
The outputs for Regression algorithms are:

- y1, y2, ..., yn are the observed values, and
- ӯ is the mean of the n observed values.

• Max-Error. The Max-Error metric is the worst case error between
a predicted value and a true value.
Max-Error can be defined as:

• RMSE. This is a measure of the differences between the values
predicted by a model and the observed values.

(3)
where

RMSE can be defined as:

- ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷn are the values predicted by the model, and
- y1, y2, ..., yn are the observed values.
(1)

where

• Raw Data. Information yielded directly by the provider.
The outputs for Classification algorithms are:
• Accuracy. An accuracy value, indicating the correctly predicted
instances, is given for each algorithm selected. It can be defined as:

- N is the number of instances;
- ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷn are the values predicted by the model; and
- y1, y2, ..., yn are the observed values

(4)

• R2. Also known as the Coefficient of Determination, this is a metric
that helps to explain the relationship between two variables. It
ranges from 0 to 1, with the closer to 1, the better the model being
analysed. Although a useful metric, it should be noted that, as
more independent variables are added, R 2 will always rise.
R 2 can be defined as:

• Confusion Matrix. A table layout where each row represents the
number of instances of each class and each column represents the
class that has been predicted by the model. A confusion matrix is
created for each algorithm selected [23].
• Precision. This indicates the proportion of predicted positives.
A precision value is given for each algorithm selected. Using the
confusion matrix, it can be calculated as:

(2)
where

(5)
where

- N is the number of instances,

- TP = true positives,

- ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷn are the values predicted by the model,

- FP = false positives.
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• Recall (Sensitivity). This indicates the proportion of positives
predicted as positives. A recall value is given for each algorithm
selected. Using the confusion matrix, it can be calculated as:
(number of true positives / (number of true positives + number of
false negatives).
(6)
where
- TP = true positives,
- FP = false positives.
• Raw Data. Information yielded directly by the provider.

IV. Implementation
A. Software Architecture
CompareML has been implemented following a classical clientserver software architecture with an MVC (Model View Controller)
approach [24] – a suitable option for this solution.
The server hosts the resources that manage the creation of
models and deliver the results to the client. The client interacts with
researchers through its user interface, and initiates requests to the
server. This architecture is illustrated graphically in Fig. 2, and consists
of the following modules:
• Client. This module handles the presentation layer, and is
responsible for interacting with users. In it, users upload the dataset
and set the configuration of the experiments that are sent to the
server side. When the experiments are carried out, the results are
sent back to this module to be shown to users in a friendly manner.
The user interface has been designed to maximize usability, being

simple, consistent, and offering cross-browser compatibility. This
module was developed using widely used technologies such as
HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript.
• Back-End Main Application. This is the core of CompareML.
It is responsible for coordinating and controlling the software’s
operational processes. It receives from the user interface the
conditions under which the experiments must be carried out, and
calls the Turi Create, Scikit-Learn, and R modules required, sending
them the conditions of the experiments that affect them (algorithm
selection, training dataset, test dataset, ...). When the execution of
those modules ends, it receives the results and sends them back to
the user interface. This module was developed in Python.
• Back-End Split Function. The split function is a special module
in the back end that deals with the problem of splitting the dataset
uploaded by researchers into two subsets: the training dataset
containing 80% of the instances of the total dataset, and the test
dataset containing the remaining 20% of the instances. This task
is carried out in this module because it is necessary to ensure
that the experiment’s results are as objective as possible. If each
provider module were to divide the dataset itself randomly, the
random seeds would be different, and this would have potentially
negative implications for any objective comparison of the models
created through each of those modules. The split function module
was developed using Python and Pandas [25], a powerful open
source data analysis and manipulation tool built on top of the
Python programming language.
• Provider Modules. These contain the implementations of the
Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector Machine
classification algorithms and the Linear, Decision Tree, and
Boosted Decision Tree regression algorithms using Scikit-Learn. It
makes use of the sklearn library to build and evaluate the models
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Fig. 3. CompareML file structure.

and the pandas library to manipulate data using its DataFrame
data structure and functions. These modules receive as inputs the
training and evaluation datasets, the algorithms that need to be
used to build models, and the providers. When the experiments are
carried out, the results are sent to the Back-End Main Application
module. The functionalities of the machine learning providers, i.e.,
the experiments carried out using each provider’s libraries, data
structures, and functions, are isolated within the server side so as
to facilitate their development.

B. File Structure and Software Business Process
The file structure is illustrated graphically in Fig. 3. The following
is a description of the server files:

repository, describes clearly how the software is structured and how to
make use of the code. It is possible to find Vagrant and Ansible scripts
that simplify the software’s portability, configuration, and deployment
by any party interested in employing their own infrastructure. The
User Manual4 helps engineers without any in-depth knowledge of
machine learning or data science to make use of the approach and
to get answers to any doubts they may have about how it operates.
Moreover, as was noted above, an implementation of the approach has
been deployed on the Web5 so that engineers and researchers can use
it without the need to configure it themselves.
Table III provides information relevant for the deployment of
software based on the proposed approach.

• main.py. This file contains the Web server configuration,
defines the resources shown, and links with WebServer.py. It is
implemented within the CherryPy framework [26].

TABLE III. Information for the Deployment of Software Based on the
Proposed Approach
Executable

https://compareml.io/

• WebServer.py. This file receives the input from the client side, and
processes it for subsequent handling.

Licence

MIT licence (MIT)

Platforms

Windows, Linux, MacOS

Installation
requirements

The approach can be deployed as a Web application. It is
not necessary to install additional software, just a Web
browser.

User manual

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/i3uex/CompareML/
master/CompareML%20User%20Manual.pdf

Developer
manual

https://github.com/i3uex/CompareML/blob/master/
README.md

Software used

CherryPy, Python

Compilation
requirements

Python dependencies: CherryPy, pandas, 14 sklearn,
tensorflow, turicreate. R dependencies: 15 optparse,
testthat, ggplot2, randomForest, caret, 16 e1071.

• engine.py. This file is the core of CompareML. It contains the
“split function” module which divides the dataset into training
and evaluation, and communicates with the provider modules that
need to be called to fulfill the requirements of the experiments
defined by the researchers.
• turiCreate.py, scikitLearn.py and R.py. These files create the
Turi Create, Scikit-Learn, and R models, respectively.
Fig. 4 is a BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) diagram of
the business processes of the modules in CompareML aimed at better
illustrating the module relationships and the software framework.

C. Reproducibility and Collaboration
The guidelines on which the approach is based have been described
in depth in the preceding subsections. However, in order to facilitate
replication of the work and to encourage its implementation, in this
subsection additional material is provided so that engineers can easily
make use of this approach to perform preliminary data analysis.
The source code of an implementation of the approach is freely
available in a GitHub repository under an MIT permissive free software
licence2. A Developer Manual and a User Manual are provided. The
Developer Manual, integrated into the Readme.md3 file of the GitHub
2

Link to the Source Code: https://github.com/i3uex/CompareML/

Link to the Developer Manual: https://github.com/i3uex/CompareML/ blob/
master/README.md

3

However, it might be useful to illustrate how potential research
users could, in their CompareML solution, add new algorithms to
those already implemented. The CompareML software architecture
has a simple and elegant design to encourage potential research users
to aid in the growth or development of the solution by adding new
algorithms or providers to those already implemented. In order to do
so, researchers or developers just have to access the files scikit_learn.
py, turi_create.py, or the R folders under the providers directory to add
the implementation of an algorithm. It is possible to create a new file in
that directory to include a new provider. Once the implementations of
the new algorithms are done, the engine.py file must be updated with
4

Link to the User Manual: http://shorturl.at/yCLX4

5

CompareML deployed on the Web: https://compareml.io/
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the list of algorithms and providers as shown in Listing 1. Lastly, the
call of the newly implemented methods must be done in the same file.
Listing 1. Code from engine.py showing the providers and algorithms
currently supported in CompareML.
1 PROVIDERS
2
3

=
{
c.TURI_CREATE:
c.SCIKIT_LEARN:
c.R:
r,

turi_create,
scikitLearn ,

The dataset consists of 1726 instances (observations) together with
7 features (variables) which are detailed in Table IV. In contrast with
the original dataset, where there are 4 classes of the label feature
Acceptability {unacceptable, acceptable, good, verygood}, just 2
categories have been adopted {yes, no} so that we can make use of
two-class classification algorithms.
TABLE IV. Set of Features of the CarEvaluation Dataset
Feature Name Description

Type

5 }

Price

Buying price

Categorical

6

Maintenance

Price of maintenance

Categorical

Doors

Number of doors

Numerical

Seats

Capacity in terms of persons to carry Numerical

Boot

Size of luggage boot

Categorical

Safety

Estimated safety of the car

Categorical

Acceptability

Car acceptability

Categorical (Label)

4

7 ALGORITHMS
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

=
{
'classification':
[ c.RANDOM_FOREST,
c.LOGISTIC_REGRESSION,
c.SUPPORT_VECTOR_MACHINES
],
'regression':
[ c.LINEAR_REGRESSION,
c.BOOSTED_ DECISION_TREES,
c.DECISION_TREE
]

The steps that need to be followed to carry out the experiment in
this implementation of the CompareML approach are:
1. Provide the dataset to CompareML. To this end, the option of
selecting a default dataset is ignored, and the CarEvaluation
dataset is directly uploaded from our computer.

18 }

V. Illustrative Example & Results
In this section, as illustrative examples, we make use of CompareML
to solve two problems – a classification problem and a regression
problem. These case studies are good representations of the types of
problem for which the approach is useful. The first case study focuses
on training classification models, and provides the output metrics of
each trained algorithm to allow their evaluation by users. The second
case study focuses on training regression models to the same end.
The datasets in the two case studies are in a tabular CSV format, as
is supported byCompareML. It is important to stress that the current
implementation does not allow data preparation operations or the
application of feature engineering techniques, so data transformation
must be done before loading the dataset into the CompareML
implementation. Nevertheless, it is easy to rerun the experiments after
performing such data transformation operations, and then compare
the differences.

A. Classification Example
In this example, the aim is to find the provider which, a priori, is
best suited to dealing with the CarEvaluation dataset [27] obtained
from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [28]. This dataset
comprises labeled data obtained from 1728 cars where the goal is to
evaluate car conditions based on certain characteristics related to price
and comfort.

2. Select the label feature that we are interested in predicting. After
uploading the dataset, the drop-down menu of this section is
filled with the names of all the variables. In our case, we select the
Acceptability variable, which indicates the level of acceptability of a
car according to its characteristics, i.e., the field we wish to predict.
3. Choose the machine learning libraries and services in which we
want to run the experiment (Scikit-Learn, Turi Create, and R).
At least one of them must be selected. In our example, we are
interested in comparing all three providers.
4. Select whether we are going to carry out a Regression or a
Classification experiment. Depending on the type of algorithm
selected, we can choose from a variety of algorithms. We are
interested in predicting a categorical value, and, for that reason,
we mark the Classification algorithms checkbox. After selecting
this option, we must select at least one algorithm. In our example,
we want to perform an experiment including all the algorithms
available (Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector
Machine).
If the experiment is set up properly, we can run it by pressing the
“Start” button. If not, an error message will be shown describing how
to resolve the problem.
When the experiment has been performed, CompareML shows the
results below the “Start” button. Fig. 5 is a screenshot of the CompareML
user interface and the output produced after the classification
experiment has been carried out. The results of the experiment are

TABLE V. Results of the Classification Case Study Experiment
Ramdom Forest

Logistic Regression

Support Vector Machine

Turi Create

Scikit Learn

R

Accuracy

0.9480

0.9220

0.9855

Precision

0.9091

0.4610

0.9876

Recall

0.3704

0.5000

0.9969

Accuracy

0.9855

0.9769

0.9884

Precision

0.8667

0.9322

0.9968

Recall

0.9630

0.9027

0.9906

Accuracy

0.9855

0.9769

0.9827

Precision

0.8667

0.9197

0.9906

Recall

0.9630

0.9197

0.9906
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presented in Table V. They include the Accuracy, Precision, and Recall
evaluation metrics. CompareML also provides the Confusion Matrix
and raw data with information yielded directly by the provider.
As expected, building a model using the same algorithm and the
same data produces similar but slightly different results. This implies
that, even when the algorithms are the same, their implementations by
different providers impacts the performance of the models built using
them. Although in most cases those differences are small, in some
cases they are significant. Let us focus for example on the Accuracy
metric. In this case study, the accuracy of the Logistic Regression model
with R is 6.64 percentage points greater than that of the Random
Forest model with ScikitLearn, which is a considerable difference. In
general however, the differences are smaller. With the exception of
Random Forest, the differences between the models built with the same
algorithms from different providers do not reach 1 percentage point.
Nevertheless, that percentage point can make a difference.
Looking at the outcomes of the experiment, one can see that,
especially with TuriCreate and ScikitLearn, the accuracy of the Random
Forest models, regardless of the provider, is poorer than that of the Logistic
Regression and Support Vector Machine models. This may be an indication
that the models created with these algorithms are better suited to the
CarEvaluation dataset. The greatest accuracy (98.84 percentage points)
corresponds to the Logistic Regression model built with R.
The experimental results of this illustrative example can be
reproduced using the CarEvaluation dataset which is preloaded in
CompareML, by selecting acceptability as target feature (label).

B. Regression Example
In the regression example, we use the Heating dataset [29] obtained
from the UCI machine learning Repository [28]. This contains data
obtained from energy analyses applied to 12 different building shapes.
The dataset consists of 768 instances (observations) together with 9
features (variables), which are detailed in Table VI. The label feature
HeatingLoad is a continuous numerical feature that is a measure of
the amount of heat energy that would need to be added to a space to
maintain the temperature within an acceptable range. The remaining
features of the dataset are {Relative Compactness, Surface Area, Wall
Area, Roof Area, Overall Height, Orientation, Glazing Area, Glazing
Area Distribution, Heating Load}, with this last being the label in our
case study.
The steps needed to carry out the experiment are the same as
in the previous experiment. The algorithms available for this kind
of experiment are Linear Regression, Boosted Decision Tree, and
Decision Tree.
Fig. 6 is a screenshot of the CompareML user interface and the
output of the regression experiment. For readability, the results are
listed in Table VII for the RMSE and Max-error evaluation metrics.
As was the case for the classification example, the experimental
results differed slightly depending on the algorithms and providers
used to create the model. Overall, the Decision Tree models gave
uniformly good results, but the best result was with Scikit-Learn
creating the model using the Boosted Decision Tree algorithm.

TABLE VI. Set of Features of the Heating Dataset
Feature Name

Type

Relative Compactness

Categorical

Surface Area

Numerical

Wall Area

Numerical

Roof Area

Numerical

Overall Height

Numerical

Orientation

Numerical

Glazing Area

Numerical

Glazing Area Distribution

Numerical

Heating Load

Numerical (Label)

Analysing these results, one observes that on occasions the same
algorithm can yield the best and the worst results depending on the
provider that implements and deploys the algorithms. Although it is
not often the case, it is still of interest that, given a specific problem
and a particular dataset, the choice of provider can still have a major
impact. For this experiment in particular, the difference in RMSE
between the best and the worst models is 5.7872, and these are with
the same algorithm – Boosted Decision Tree.
For the Linear Regression algorithm, the evaluation metrics (for both
RMSE and Max-Error) differ little from each other. This suggests that
the simpler the algorithm, the greater the similarity of the outcomes.
The experimental results of this illustrative example can be
reproduced using the Heating dataset which is pre-loaded in
CompareML, by selecting HeatingLoad as target feature (label).

C. Application in Education
As can be seen with the illustrative case studies, CompareML is very
easy to use and the results are provided straightforwardly. This makes
it a potentially interesting tool for teaching in that it can facilitate
students’ interpretation of the results of applying these algorithms to a
given problem with specific data. As examples of aspects in which the
use of CompareML in teaching can generate meaningful knowledge for
students, we would emphasize the following:
• One can see how certain algorithms perform better than others
with certain data due to the nature of that data and the hidden
knowledge it may contain. For instance, there are problems
that can be solved with algorithms whose focus is on similarity,
others that can be solved with tree-based algorithms which apply
decisions based on the values of features, and others that can be
modeled through refining.
• The effect that feature engineering techniques may have in
transforming certain features according to different criteria
can be analysed by monitoring the metrics resulting from each
CompareML execution corresponding to each data transformation.
• One can study the impact of feature selection methods that apply
CompareML to subsets of the original dataset, or, similarly, study
the impact on the models’ accuracy of adding new features to the
dataset.

TABLE VII. Results of the Regression Case Study Experiment
Linear Regression
Boosted Decision Tree
Decision Tree

Turi Create

Scikit Learn

R

RMSE

3.1837

3.1847

3.1778

Max-Error

8.7520

8.8801

8.8788

RMSE

6.2619

0.4747

2.1887

Max-Error

13.2556

3.0332

6.3126

RMSE

2.2976

1.6007

2.7292

Max-Error

6.4962

4.3373

9.0515
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Fig. 5. CompareML User interface providing the output of the Classification Case Study.
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Fig. 6. CompareML User interface providing the output of the Regression Case Study.
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TABLE VIII. Comparison With Other Approaches
Weka

PyCaret

PowerBI

CompareML

Execution environment

Run locally

Difficulty

Medium - low

Algorithms

Wide range of algorithms available. A single implementation per algorithm

Classification metrics

Accuracy, confusion matrix, precision, recall, F1-score, ROC

Regression metrics

MAE, RMSE, correlation coefficient

Execution environment

Commonly works in a Jupyter environment that can run locally or in the cloud

Difficulty

Low

Algorithms

Wide range of algorithms available. A single implementation per algorithm

Classification metrics

Accuracy, AUC, precision, recall, F1-score, kappa, MCC

Regression metrics

MAE, MSE, RMSE, R2, RMSLE, MAPE

Execution environment

Runs in the cloud

Difficulty

Medium. ML concepts are easy to follow, but Power Platform knowledge is required

Algorithms

Wide range of algorithms available. A single implementation per algorithm

Classification metrics

AUC, confusion matrix, precision, recall, cost-benefit analysis

Regression metrics

Model performance explanation, Average Residual Error

Execution environment

Runs in the cloud

Difficulty

Low

Algorithms

Three each for classification and regression. Three implementations per algorithm

Classification metrics

Accuracy, confusion matrix, precision, recall

Regression metrics

RMSE, R2, Max-Error

D. Comparison With Other Approaches
In this subsection, a comparative evaluation is made of CompareML with
the other approaches discussed in the Related Works section, especially
those that, considering their specific features, admit a direct comparison
with CompareML. These are Weka, PyCaret, and PowerBI AutoML.
Weka needs to be downloaded and installed to run locally. It offers a
large number of functionalities. The user interface is built in Java, but,
even though it is not hard to understand and use, it is not up-to-date,
which is an obstacle to its use. There are a large number of algorithms
to choose from, all of them with a single implementation. Experiments
provide the key metrics with which to evaluate the models, and it has
a CLI interface.
PyCaret is a machine learning library in Python commonly used
in the Jupyter Notebooks Environment. It is simple and easy to use
due to its low-code orientation. A large number of algorithms are
automatically selected to perform experiments, and it is easy to
tune the hyperparameters if necessary. The main classification and
regression metrics are generated directly after training the models
with just one line of code.
PowerBI incorporates the creation of machine learning models
with a focus on their explicability. A little background working
with PowerBI dataflows is required, but the AutoML process is
straightforward and is finely integrated with the PowerBI online app.
Data processing is straightforward in the environment, and Feature
Selection techniques are applied before the models are trained. The
main classification and regression metrics are attractively presented
in the PowerBI reports.
CompareML differs from the other approaches in that no
configuration is required, and it can be used directly. Also, the fact
that more than one implementation is available for each algorithm
constitutes its principal differentiating element. In particular, since
there are three implementations for each algorithm, this allows users
to analyse the differences between those implementations.
Table VIII summarizes this comparison in terms of the type of
execution environment, of the difficulty in setting up and using the
tool, of the metrics that are provided for an evaluation of regression

and classification models, and of the number and type of algorithms
supported.

VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to supporting
preliminary data analysis in the engineering field that enables
engineers and researchers to quickly and easily analyse the potential
for inferring knowledge that may lie hidden in their data. Similarly, it
assists them in comparing machine learning models using different
implementations from different providers of well-known algorithms,
without their needing prior knowledge about how to create those
models with each provider.
To that end, the most widely used machine learning libraries and
services and some of the best-known classification and regression
machine learning algorithms can be compared by performing a series
of experiments. After the experiments have been completed and the
models created, the commonest evaluation metrics are presented so
that researchers and engineers can properly evaluate and compare the
possibilities they have available, giving them all the information they
need to make a decision on how to proceed with their work.
As far as we know, there has been no previous intelligent programming
environment with the characteristics and objectives of CompareML, i.e.,
using machine learning techniques to construct software with a modular
and scalable architecture, and aimed at providing practising engineers
with a decision support system that can help them solve hitherto
intractable problems by eliciting knowledge from their data, even though
they have no in-depth machine learning skills.
From the experiments carried out with CompareML, affirmative
answers can be given to the three research questions posited. With
regard to RQ1, it is possible to analyse the potential for inferring
knowledge hidden in a dataset obtained from a real-world engineering
application. With regard to RQ2 and RQ3, it is possible to obtain, a
priori, the best combination of algorithm and provider with which to
construct a predictive model for that specific engineering application.
These affirmative answers have their origin in the following
contributions of the CompareML approach:
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• It allows engineers and researchers who have no extensive prior
skills in machine learning to generate their own models with
which to evaluate the potential knowledge that can be inferred
from their data.
• It finds the machine learning algorithm that would build the most
appropriate model for a specific problem involving some specific
data.
• It determines the best framework, tools, and providers for
addressing a specific problem involving some specific data.

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]

In future work, it will be interesting to improve the approach with
the following practices:
• Increase the number of libraries and services supported, as well as
the number of regression and classification algorithms.

[13]

• Support algorithms to create clustering or recommender system
models.

[14]

• Implement a microservices-based architecture that allows the
functionalities of the machine learning providers to be isolated
in those microservices [30], thus making it easier to update the
algorithms, maintain the code, and add or delete providers.

[15]

• Implement new classification and regression model evaluation
metrics.
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